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INTRODUcnON

The 11th Joint Meeting of the United States-Japan Panel on Fire Research and Safety was held on
the campus of the University of California, Berkeley, October 19-24, 1989. This meeting had a
unique setting. On October 17 at 5:04 pm, Pacific Daylight Time, there was a major earthquake
measuring 7.1 on the Ricbter Scale. The epicenter was about 60 miles southeast of San Francisco.
in the Lorna Prieta mountains near Santa Cruz. The San Francisco Bay area in general and the San
Francisco International Airport in particular suffered significant damage. Part of the Japanese
delegation was already in Berkeley; the remainder was airborne. The United States members were
in various stages of transit to tbe meeting. Access to the area was reduced, and transportation from
the airports to the campus was not as direct as usual. A number of the delegates and interpreters
did not attend, prompting constant cbanges in the meeting agenda. When possible, qualified
colleagues presented these papers. Some were not presented, but are included in this volume.

The earthquake and its aftermath presented us with some rare opportunities. James McMullen, Fire
Marshal of the State of California and director of the recovery effort, spent several hours with us.
presenting a description of bow the State responds to such emergencies. We then were able to spend
an afternoon viewing the Marina District of San Francisco, the area within the City that was hardest
hit. Dr. Tsukagoshi became the eyes and ears of the Japanese media. Mr. Nelson participated in
a Federal investigation team and accompanied a Congressional delegation inspecting the damage.

And yet, with all this excitement, an excellent technical program was held, much in the tradition of
the past ten UJNR Panel Meetings. Progress reports and supporting papers were presented in 3
areas: Risk, Hazard, and Evacuation; Fire and Toxicity Chemistry; and Fire and Smoke Physics. All
members visited the University's Fire Test Station in Richmond.

At the closing of the meeting, recognition was paid to those who bad been affected by the
earthquake. The next Panel Meeting will be held in Japan in the autumn of 1992.
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Agenda
Eleventh Meeting of the

U.S.-Japan Panel on Fire Research and Safety

October 19-24, 1989
University of California

Sibley Auditorium
Berkeley, California

Wednesday, October 18, 1989

6:00 Chairmen's Meeting

6:30 Tour of Claremont Hotel and Spa

Thursday, October 19, 1989

9:00 Opening Ceremonies

10:00 Group Photograph and Break

Risk, Hazard and Evacuation

10:30 J. Hall (NFPA) - "Progress Report on U.S. Research in Fire Risk. Hazard and
Evacuation" (presenter - R. Gann)

10:45 1. 1Sukagoshi (BRD - "Progress Report on Risk, Hazard and Evacuation in Japan"

11:00 A Sekizawa (FR.I) - "Analysis on Fatalities' Characteristics of Residential Fires"

11 :30 I. Hagiwara, I. Tsukagoshi (BRI) - "Simulation of Fire Propagation in a Wood Frame
House" (presenter - I. Hagiwara)

12:00 Lunch

1:30 1: Tanaka (BRI) - "The Concept of a Performance Based Design Method for
Building Fire Safety"

Open Technical Session

2:00 W. Pitts (NIST) - "Carbon Monoxide Production and Prediction" (presenter - R.
Gann)

2:45 H. Suzuki, 1: Goto (BRI) - "Expected Fire Resisting Performance and Evaluation
Methods for Building Materials" (presenter - H. Suzuki)

3:15 Break
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3:30 R. Gann (NIST) - "Replacement for the Halogenated Fire Suppressants: A Research
Strategy and Plan"

4:15 1: Kashiwagi (NIST) and A Omori (NRIPR, Japan) - "Effects of Polymer Character
istics on Flammability Properties" (presenter - T. Kashiwagi)

5:00 Adjourn - Evening Free

Friday, October 20, 1989

Fire and Toxicity Chemistry Session

8:30 B. Levin (NIST) - "Progress Report on Fire Toxicity and Chemistry Research in the
United States" (presenter - R. Gann)

8:45 H. Suzuki (BRI) - "Progress Report on Fire and Toxicity Chemistry in Japan"

9:00 1: Hirata, Y. Fukui, S. Kawamoto and M. Inoue (FFPRI) - "Combustion Toxicity of
Woods Treated with Retardants and CCA Preservatives" (presenter - T. Hirata)

9:30 'I. Babrauskas (NIST) - "Large-Scale Toxicity Correlations" (presenter - R. Gann)

10:15 Break (Room 120A)

10:30 K. Satoh and D. Kozeki (FRl) • "Numerical Calculations and Computer Graphic
Analysis of Window-to-Wmdow Propagation of Building Fires" (presenter - D.
Kozeki)

11:00 H. Koseki (FRl), G. Mulholland (NIST), and 1: Jin (FRI) - "Study on Combustion
Property of Crude Oil - A Joint Study Between NIST/CFR and FRI" (presenter - T.
Jin)

11:30 Lunch

12:15 Depart for Tour of Earthquake Damage in San Francisco

6:00 Dinner House Party - P. Pagni
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Saturday, October 21, 1989

Optional Activities

Sunday, October 22, 1989

8:45 Leave Claremont Hotel

10:00 Palace of the Legion of Honor in San Francisco

10:30 Golden Gate Bridge Vista Point

11 :30 Sebastiani Public Tour & Tasting;Sonoma Plaza Walkabout

12:00 Sonoma Plaza WalkaboutlSebastiani Public Tour & Tasting

12:30 Lunch at Buena VISta

1:30 Leave for Napa

2:30 Clos Pegase Private Tour and Tasting with Souvenir Glass

3:30 Christian Brothers Private Tour and Tasting

4:30 St. Helena Town Walkabout

5:30 Inglenook Private Tour and Tasting

6:30 Dinner by Andre in the Inglenook Cask Hall

8:45 Leave for Qaremont Hotel

10:00 Arrive Hotel
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Monday, October 23, 1989

Fire and Smoke Pbysics

8:45 E. Zukoski, (Cal. Tech.) - "Review of Progress in the Fire and Smoke Physics Area"

9:00 Y. Hasemi, (BRl) . "Progress Report on Fire and Smoke Physics in Japan"

9:15 Y. Hasemi, M. Yoshida (BRI), A Nohara (Science Univ. of Tokyo) - "Unsteady-State
Upward Flame Spreading Velocity Along a Vertical Combustible Solid and Influence
of External Radiation on the Flame Spreading Velocity" (presenter. Y. Hasemi)

9:45 L. Zhou and C. Fernandez-Pello (Univ. of CA) . "Concurrent Turbulent Flame
Spread" (presenter· c. Fernandez-Pello)

10:15 Break (Room 120A)

10:30 Y. Hasemi, (BRI) - "Collaborative Experiment of Interior Lining Materials"

11:00 J. Shaw (Weyerhaeuser) • "The North American Wood Industry Room Fire Test and
Predictive Modeling Program"

11:30 A Sekizawa (FRI) and J. Hall (NFPA) - "Fire Risk Analysis: General Conceptual
Framework for Describing Models" (presenter. A Sekizawa)

12:00 R. Alpert (FM) - "Radiation from Turbulent Jet Flames and Wall Fires" (presenter 
R. Friedman)

12:30 Lunch

1:00 J. McMullen - "Discussion of Earthquake Damage and Response of Fire Fighters"

2:00 Laboratory Tours I - Richmond Field Station, R.B. Williamson - "Evaluation of the
Fire Hazard of Wall Covering Materials"

4:00 Return from Richmond Field Station

4:30 Adjourn - Evening Free

Thesday, October 24, 1989

Fire and Smoke Physics (cont.)

8:30 G. Heskestad and R. Spaulding (PM) • "Inflow of Air Required at Wall and Ceiling
Apertures to Prevent Escape of Fire Smoke" (presenter G. Heskestad)

9:00 H. Hayasaka (Hokkaido Univ.) and H. Koseki (FRI) • "Estimation of Thermal
Radiation from Large Pool Fires" (presenter. H. Hayasaka)
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9:30 O. Sugawa, K. Kawagoe, Y. Oka (Science Univ. of Tokyo) - "Burning Behavior in a
Poorly-ventilated Compartment Fire--Ghosting Fire" (presenter - O. Sugawa)

10:00 Break (Room 120A)

10:15 J. Klote (NISl) • "Smoke Control Tests at the Plaza Hotel in Washington, DC"
(presenter - J. Quintiere)

10:45 M. Tsujimoto, 1: Takenouchi (Nagoya Univ.), S. Uehara (Takenaka Corp.) - "A
Scaling Law of Smoke Movement in an Atrium" (presenter - M. Tsujimoto)

11:15 1: Matsushita (BR!) -"A Smoke Control Calculation for a Pressurized Elevator Shaft"

11 :45 T. Yamada (FRI) - "Method for Estimating Smoke Leakage through Small Openings
Using Tracer Gas"

12:15 Lunch

1:15 R. Levine and H. Nelson (NISl) - "Full Scale Simulation of a Fatal Fire and
Comparison of Results with Two Multiroom Models" (presenter - H. Nelson)

1:45 D. Evans and W. Walton (NISl) - "Burning of Oil Spills" (presenter - T. Kashiwagi)

2:15 O. Sugawa, K. Kawagoe, Y. Oka, 1: Mizuno, (Science Univ. of Tokyo) - "Experimen
tal Study on Gasoline Pool Fire Using a Full Scale Service Station Model and a 1/15
Reduced Scale Model" (presenter -0. Sugawa)

2:45 P. Pagni, A Joshi, (Univ. of CA) - "'Thermal Analysis of Effect of a Compartment
Fire on Window Glass" (presenter - P. Pagni)

3:15 Break (Room 120A)

3:30 Closing Ceremonies

4:30 Adjourn • Cocktail Party

Wednesday, October 25, 1989

9:00 Laboratory Tours II - P. Pagni, C. Pello and E. Zukoski
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RISK, HAZARD AND EVACUATION SESSION
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Progress Report on U.S. Research in
Fire Risk, Hazard. and Evacuation

JOHN R. HALL, JR.
National Fire Protection Association
Quincy, Massachusetts 02269 U.S.A.

Since the last UJNR meeting in mid-1988, considerable progress has been
made in the U.S. in the areas of fire risk, hazard, and evacuation.

1. PROGRESS

In August 1989, the National Institute of Standards and Technology's
Center for Fire Research (CFR) officially released its Hazard I computer model
and analysis method for fire hazard analysis. Following several years of
development and a year-long, formal beta test, Hazard I is now considered
ready for application to real decisions in specified areas. CFR recommends
that Hazard I be used only in analyses of single-family dwellings or other
properties having similar sizes and layouts.

The elements of Hazard I were described to the UJNR in previous meetings.
It includes four principal models: (1) a model of the growth and spread of
fire effects, given a user-specified fire, (2) a model of the activation of
detectors, (3) a deterministic model of the evacuation behavior of occupants,
and (4) a model of the cumulative impact of fire effects on occupants, based
on their exposure.

Two simpler fire hazard models were used by Harold E. Nelson to assist in
the investigation and reconstruction of the 1988 fire at the First Interstate
Bank Building in Los Angeles, Ca1ifornia.(l) Mr. Nelson used the Available
Safe Egress Time (or ASET) model of fire development and the Detector
Activation (or DETACT-QS) model of detector activation. This analysis was the
latest in a still small but growing number of real applications of computer
fire models published in wide-circulation magazines to reach a larger audience
than fire researchers.

Hazard I also serves as the central core of a fire risk assessment model
developed by researchers at CFR, Benjamin/Clarke Associates, and the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA), under the sponsorship of the National Fire
Protection Research Foundation (NFPRF). The second phase of this four-year,
three-phase project was completed this month, and the prototype version of the
general model 1s now complete. The next and last phase will address the
preparation of a user's manual. Dr. Frederic Clarke will describe the model
later in this session.

Hazard I and the new fire risk assessment model also served as the
occasion for a new evacuation model developed by Rita Fahy of NFPA in 1989.
EXIT89 is designed to combine the essential deterministic behavioral elements
of Hazard I's EXITT model with modeling of the queueing and delays that occur
in common exit paths of larger buildings. A presentation on EXIT89 also will
be given later in this session.

In a joint U.S./Japan collaboration in the fire risk area, Dr. Ai Sekizawa
of the Fire Research Institute and Dr. John Hall of NFPA developed a general

2
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conceptual framework to describe the growing number of fire risk models in
Japan and the U.S. This paper will be presented later in this session.

Under a grant from CFR, Mark Brandyberry and Professor George Aposto1akis
of the University of California at Los Angeles developed a set of concepts and
models to use in translating laboratory tests and other physical measurements
of the properties and relationships of potential heat and fuel sources into
probabilities of fire ignition for fire risk analysis.(2) The example
scenario used by the authors involves ignition of upholstered furniture by a
portable or space heating device. Bayesian statistical techniques are used to
allow experimental evidence to adjust a user-specified estimated distribution
for the probability of ignition.

Dr. G. Ramachandran of the United Kingdom published in a U.S. fire
research journal an overview of probabilistic models that can be applied to
fire risk evaluation.(3) These models include (a) a model of ignition
probability as proportional to a power of floor area, (b) a similar model of
total area damaged by fire, (c) a model of area damaged by fire as an
exponential function of burning time, (d) a model of financial loss as a log
normal distribution, (e) 10git-based models of the probability that loss in a
particular fire will exceed a specified large value, and (f) Markov process
models for state-transition models of fire development.

Three authors from Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri published
an analysis using the event-tree format called decision analysis to assess the
impact of laws requiring smoke detectors.(4) This topic had earlier been the
subject of an analysis by Offensend and others through CFR.(5)

It should be clear from this review that most of the progress of the past
year and a half has revolved around the CFR Hazard I project. This includes
the fire risk assessment model built on Hazard I as a base, the Brandyberry
and Apostolakis work to support Hazard I, and the Fahy model to extend
Hazard I. Other work involves either application or synthesis of older, less
comprehensive models. The latter work represents progress in the use of fire
risk, hazard, and evacuation models, while the Hazard I-related work remains
the principal force behind development of new models and methods for fire
risk, hazard, and evacuation in the U.S.

2. REFERENCES

1. Harold E. Nelson, "Science in Action", Fire Journal, Volume 83, Number 4,
July/August 1989, pp. 28-34.

2. Mark D. Brandyberry and George E. Aposto1akis, "Fire Risk Analysis
Methodology: Initiating Events", NIST-GCR-89-562, prepared for the
National Institute of Standards and Technology under NIST Grant No.
60NANB6D0649, Gaithersburg, Maryland: NIST-CFR, March 1989 .

3. G. Ramachandran, "Probabilistic Approach to Fire Risk Evaluation", Fire
Technology, Volume 24, Number 3, August 1988, pp. 204-226.

4. David D. Jensen, Alice E. Tome, and William P. Darby, "Applying Decision
Analysis to Determine the Effect of Smoke Detector Laws on Fire Loss in
the United States", Risk Analysis, Volume 9, Number 1, March 1989, pp.
79-89.
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5. Susan Godby Helzer, Benjamin Buchbinder, and Fred L. Offensend, Decision
Analysis of Strategies for Reducing Upholstered Furniture Fire Loss, NBS
Technical Note 1101, Gaithersburg, Maryland: National Bureau of
Standards, June 1979.
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~,REP::Rr CN RISK, HAZARD AND ~ICN IN JAPAN

arilding Research Institute
Mini.stry of CCnstructioo
Tsukuba-shi, ltaraki-ken, 305 JAPAN

INrRCOCCTICN

Progress in the field of risk analysis, hazard evaluation and evacuation rrodeling
since the 10th UJNR panel is revie.-.ed. There seems to be little develoIJ1'El1t of new
research program cooparable to Fire safety Design Meth::>d or Fire Risk Evaluation
Meth:>d which were presented in the ninth panel. After the lOth panel rreeting, the
aI'lI"lJa1~ 0 f Architectural Institute of Japan 1988 an:1 the annual cx:nference of
Japanese Association of Fire Science and Engineering 1989 took place and several
pafeI"s 00 this field were rep::>rted.

1. ANNUAL MEETING OF A.I.J. 1988

The group of Tokyo Science University rep:>rted on ht.unan behavior in residential
fire. (1.1) This is an analysis of the investigation data by the fire service
de{::art1re1t of a local auth:>rity and refers to the relatioo~ the htIran l:ehavior
in fue an:3 tre a:rxli.tims of fue 'tfte1 it is ~ceived.

Ref. (1.2) v.hi.ch was plltly introduced in the progress rep::>rt for the 10th pmel, is a
study l:ased en the IlB1'Dries of subjects wh:> have rassed thralgh a ra.Ite like a maze.

Mr. Takahashi and others CCJ1'P3Ied lunan behavioral data ol:served in a real theater
with the EIU evacuatien m:x:lel for fire safety design and rep::>rted the gcod agreE!1B1t
of the rn::xEl. (1. 3)

Dr. Sekizawa related residential fires in Japan with thJse in the U.S. using Fire
Investigation Rep:>rt by the Fire Defense Agency in Japan an:1 the Fire in the united
States, edit.2, 1982.7 OJ USF1l. (1.4)

Dr. Tsujimoto studied on the concept of risk analysis such as the problem or
uncertainty an:1 rancbmess, the differ~ of relative and absolute criteria of the
degree of risk, am the relation retween risk and risk p3rception. (1. 5) eatparing
b.ri.ld.in:J fire risk with otl'Er s:>rts of risk such as aircraft/ auta'lDbile accidents an:3
hane casualties in staircases, he and his colleagues also reported that the
acceptable level of risk for p.Jblic facilities l:Ea:nes lo.-.er as tine goes, v.hi.le that
for private I'"aJse stays always oonstant. (1.6)

Kobe University group headed by Dr. Murosaki prop:>sed a calculation rrodel of fire
awareness t.:irre which is asstI'led to be the required tine for a night watcher to reach
each cb::lr of ted roan. (1. 7) '1h= distrihItioo of calculated times was validated v.'ith
the result of h...m:ln tehavioral tests in a real blildiIlJ.
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2. ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF J.A.F.S.E. 1989

Dr. Tsujirroto and his group est.i.Irated fire risk of b.rilding fire on the basis of fire
statistic data by Tokyo Fire Dep:utm:nt arrl fbJsing Survey of Japan by the Manag61B1t
and Coordination Agency. (2.1) Fire outbreak rate(number of. fire buildings per
year/total number of existing b.rildings) and blrned floor area by size of b.rilding,
by constructien m:thx1 and by ccrrpletion year are calculated. A part. of this result
is quoted in Mr. Hagiwara' s presentation in this session. (3.1)

Dr. sekizawa analyzed residential fires with fatalities and clarified that around 70*
of the dead are weak people like aged or handicapped. (2.2) This research ...'ill be
expla.i.red by himself in this sessien.

3. 0I.'HmS

ScIrE p:q:ers on this tepic were subnitted also to the 1989 annual rreet.i.n:J of A. 1.1. rut
m:st of th:m v.ere the conti..rnJa.tion of the aJ:x>ve rrentiened YoOrks. AA'ong then, Mr. I.
Hagiwara arrl Dr. I. Tsukagashi rep:>rted a part of the Ministry of a:nstructien' s five
year project entitled IlDevelopnent of N6'l Tech'x>logy for Wxx:l Frarre Building" (3.1) .
It prop:ses a rretrod for evaluati.n:J fire loss by the expected value of b.lrne::l floor
area calculated as a function of the fire outbreak rate of each room, the
distribution of starting time of fire fighting and the frequency of the use of
bJilding rraterials. cetai.ls are to ba presented by the auth:>r in this session.

Prof. !. Hirano of the University of Tokyo proposed an attractive approach for
analyzi.n:J loss prevention. ·He developed a ccncept to evaluate the effectiveness of
different types of disaster preparedness by rreans of cost-effectiveness theory. He
applied the proposed procedure to the evaluation of expense for loss prevention
against oil reservoir tank fire. It SeE!1'S that the general nature of his concept
enables us to c3fPly it to other different cases incluc1in3' bJilding fire.

4. CNERVIEW

IDoking through all of these papers, the general tendency can be sunmarized as
foll<::MS:

(1) In the researches 1.1, 1.4, 1.6, 2.1, 2.2 and 3.1, fire statistic data are
analyzed to utilize as the data saJrce for risk evaluation rrodel or to canpare the
characteristics of fires in various categories. ;:.s the progress of international
exchange of information in the field of fire science, it will becane IlDre and !TOre
.iITp:>rtant to starrlardi.ze net.hxis of survey arrl in::li.ces of statistics or to have a way
of data <:x:rlVeI'Si.cn.

(2) J::.s seen in 1.1, 1. 4, 2.1, 2. 2 and 3.1, rn.rnl::er of researchers are focusing their
attaltien en the analysis of residential fire. In the b3.ckgram::1 of this ta1dency, we
can firrl t\'tQ great problems nanely the evacuation problem of aged or handi~ and
the problen of nass fire in Y\O:rl h::use b.1i.lt up areas. For the fomer, it is required
to study more carefully human behaviors in fire and for the latter, to have an
adequate rreth:rl for evaluat.i.n3' risk of o::mb..Jst.i..ble canstructicns.
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(3) G:>ncept of l:uilding design rreth:x1 and risk assesSIa1t are plI"sued in the papers
1. 5, 1. 6, 3.2 3.4 and 3.5, arrong which the joint project by Drs. J. Hall and A.
sekizawa gives us useful inforrrations for our future works. (3.4) They canpared
related v.orks in the u.s. and Japan in the camon fonnat arrl clarified the coocepts
for fire risk analysis rrodel. This will b= discussed in this rreet.i.n3 togetrer with Dr.
T. Tanaka I S rE:lDrt v.hi.ch <Escri.l::e:s the ooncept of fire safety resign systan. (3. 5)

1. SLmn3.ry of Technical Pap:rs of Annual Meetings, Architectural Institute of Jap3I1
1988:

1.1 M. Bab3., S. SUgawa, S. Tanaka & K. Kawagoe "Invest.lgatioo of HLrran EehaVlor ill

ResidE!1tial Fire"
1.2 M. Minagawa, K. Kishitani, S. Sugawara & M. Yoon "A Study on HLrnm Eehavior on

a Highly Q:nplicated Evacuation Roote: II. Perceptiooal Disturbarx:es ll..1ed fran
Comer Ang les: ill. Perceptional Impact Evaluation OIled fran Directional Axis
Distortioo of Guidance Map"

1. 3 K. Takahashi, T. Tanaka & S. Wataya IIA Method of Predicting Evacuation in
Theater"

1.4 A. 5ekizawa IIcmparative Analysis on the d1aracteristics of Residential Fires
I:e1J..Jee1 the United States am Jap3l1"

1.5 M. Tsujirroto IIA ~logy of Risk ASSesSIIBlL Meth::d for ali.lcli.ng Fire"
1.6 T. Ishikawa, M. Tsujirroto & H. I<akegawa "A Research 00 Fluetuatioo of Risk with

Tine: Part 1. Definition and calculation of Risk: Part 2. Fluctuatioo with Time
am CCnsicEraticn of Risk"

1.7 M.Murosaki, K.Ohnishi and Terasawa "A Study on Q:Irpltation !obdel for Tirre of
Fire Awareness"

2. Anrual conference of the Japmese Association of Fire SCience arrl E'ngineering 1989

2.1 H. Kakegawa, T. Nagaoka & M. Tsuji.Iroto "Estimation of Fire Risk Utilizing
b..ri.lcii.n3s am fixes cata Base: Part 2. Fire Risk of Residential ali.lding in Tokyo
~op::>lis"

2.2 A.sek.i.zawa "An Analysis en Fatalities' Characteristics of Residential Fire"

1 Pap=rs for the 11th tmR parel

3.1 1. Hagiwara & 1. Tsukagoshi IISiIm.J.latien of Fire Propagation in a w::xx1 Frame
HaJse"

3.2 T. Hirano IIEffectiveness Evaluation of Exp:nse for LDss Prevention" to be
presented at the International Conference on safety and Loss Prevention in the
danical am Oil PrClCE$inJ Irrl.JstIies; OCt. 23-27, 1989; SinJap:>re

3.3 S. sekizawa IIAnalysis en Fatalities' Characteristics of Residential Fires"
3.4 J. Hall & A. sekizawa IIFire Risk Analysis: General Q:>nceptual Frarrework for

Describing ~ls"
3. 5 T. Tanaka 1I0n::epL of Perfomance Design Systan for ali.lcli.ng Fire Safety"
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Analysis on Fatalities' Characteristics of Residential Fires

Ai Sekizawa
Fire Research Institute
Ministry of Home Affairs

Mitaka-shi, Tokyo, 181 JAPAN

1. INTRODUCTION

Every Year, a half of structure fires occur in residential buildings. and
three fourths of fire deaths caused by structure fires are due to
residential fires in Japan. Moreover, Japan is facing the problem of the
rapid aging of society which is expected to continue to a stage where one
fourth of total population will be 65 or older at the beginning of the 21st
century. Since almost a half of the total fire deaths are 65 or older,
the rapid aging of Japanese society would cause increasing number of fire
deaths in the coming near future. Considering these facts, much more
concern than ever has addressed the residential fire problem in this
decade from the viewpoint of fire deaths reduction in Japan.

The purpose of this study is to analyze the characteristics of fatalities
due to residential fires for examining appropriate residential fire
protection measures in terms of life safety especially' for the people with
disabilities like aged people.

2. SOURCE OF FIRE DEATHS DATA BASE USED IN mIS STUDY

Every fire death as well as every fire incident is reported systematically
in an unified format from municipal fire departments to Fire Defense
Agency. The data base of fire deaths used here contains the information of
the fire deaths that occur in single-family dwellings, and multiple-family
dwellings for five years from 1983 to 1987. However, the fire deaths
caused by such fires as incendiary fires and suicide fires are excluded
from analysis here, because this kind of problem should be treated with
from other viewpoints such as a crime or a social problem. The total
number of residential fire deaths analyzed here is 3,629.

The information in a fire death report includes the building features of
an origin house or an apartment, the data of a fire profile such as
a cause, the first item ignited, extent of fire spread etc., and the
fatality's characteristics such as age, sex, physical and mental
conditions at a fire including incapacitation due to alcohol.

3. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

3.1 Life Loss Risk by Structure Type

Table 1 shows the comparison of life loss risk by structure type of
residential buildings. Six structure types here are determined by combining
three construction types such as fire resistive construction. fire proof
wooden construction, and ordinary wooden construction, and two housing
types such as a single-family dwelling and a multiple-family dwelling.
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As can be seen in Table 1. the number of fire deaths per year per million
units of a corresponding structure type changes mainly according to the
change of construction type rather than that of housing type. Therefore.
if characteristics of a fatality himself ( or herself) is omitted from
consideration in analysis. fire severity such as an extent and/or rapidity
of fire spread is naturally considered to be a dominant factor that
affects life loss risk in a residential fire.

3.2 Life Loss Risk by Fatality's Characteristics

The items concerning fatality's physical functions obtained from a fire
death report are age. whether one suffers from sickness or not. whether
one is handicapped or not. and whether one is bedridden or not. Likewise,
the items concerning a level of one's consciousness awakening in terms of
fire detection are whether one is sober or not, and whether one is awake
or asleep. Using these items, the relation between life loss risk and
fatality's characteristics is analyzed hereafter.

(1) Age

Figure 1 shows a histogram of the proportion of fire deaths by three age
groups as 65 or older, 5 or younger, and 6 to 64. As shown in Figure 1.
almost a half ( 47.8 % ) of the total fatalities are 65 or older.
By the way, Table 2 gives us another aspect of life loss risk among four
groups as 65 or older, 75 or older, handicapped, and bedridden. In terms of
the death rate ( the number of fire deaths per year per 100,000 persons ).
the aged who are 65 or older have 4.5 times as high risk as average, and
the aged who are 75 or older have 8 times higher risk than average.
Handicapped persons. who are given a certificate by government. have
almost as same risk as the aged who are 65 or older. However, the most
noticeable fact is that bedridden persons. 82 % of whom are 65 or older.
have indeed 41 times as high risk as average.

From this fact. the most difficult condition is considered to be the case
of a bedridden person among the groups categorized as the people with
disabilities. Although such two characteristics of fatalities as aged and
bedridden overlap each other, a substantial feature of physical functions
like bedridden should be given priority to categorize high risk groups.

(2) Physical Functions

The conditions of physical functions can be sorted out into such seven
categories as shown in Figure 2 based on the items in a fire death report.
Figure 2 shows a histogram of the proportion of fire deaths by these seven
category groups. In order to think of a strategy of fire deaths reduction
program, it is a considerably important fact that the total percentages of
the six groups that have some handicap at any rate in terms of escaping
ability reach almost 70 %. This fact tells us that occurrence of fire
death depends not only on severity of a fire itself but also largely on
conditions of occupants' physical functions.
Therefore. besides fire control measures, we should notice improvement of
environmental conditions of disabled persons and the elderly as well as
emergency assistance by their family or neighbors for reducing fire
deaths.

9



(3) The Level Of Consciousness Awakening

With combination of two items of drinking status and awakening status, the
levels of consciousness awakening of fatalities can be sorted out into
such five category groups as shown in Figure 3. From the histogram of the
proportion of fire deaths by these five groups, about a half ( 53.1 % ) of
the total number of fatalities come under such status as drunk or asleep.
Figure 4 shows the breakdown by three age groups as described in
Figure 1 for each level group of consciousness awakening. In the cases of
drunk status to some extent. the proportion of the age group "6 to 64"
is over 65 %. On the other hand, the proportion of elderly group "65 or
older" exceeds that of "6 to 64" in the cases of sober status.

(4) Presence of Others at a Fire

Presence of others, i.e. whether one is staying alone or not at a fire, is
also a very important item as an environmental condition of fatalities
especially for the people who need help to move. The status of staying
alone here includes being left alone temporarily and living separately
from one's family in the same site as well as living alone.

Figure 5 shows a histogram of the proportion of fire deaths by presence
of others at a fire. A half ( 50.8 % ) of the total fire deaths
correspond to the status of staying alone at a fire in any case.
Although the living alone case has the most proportion ( 24.8 % ) among
the cases of staying alone at a fire, the case of being left alone
temporarily has a quite large proportion ( 20.9% ). The number of fire
deaths in this case could increase in the future, because there is an
increasing tendency for elderly persons to be left alone during daytime,
since more and more women go out to work in recent Japan.
In either case of staying alone at a fire, emergency help by neighbors and
emergency communication system for that are needed for disabled persons to
be rescued.

3.3 Fire Deaths Incidence by Time of Day

For each of three items such as age grouping. whether one is bedridden or
not. and presence of others at a fire, fire deaths incidence by every two
hours in a day is illustrated respectively in Figure 6 through Figure 8.
The distribution pattern of each category in these figures can be clearly
identified as "more in daytime" type and "more in night-time" type.
Namely, as to the categories of the aged, infants. bedridden persons, and
being left alone temporarily, fire deaths tend to occur much more during
daytime than during night-time. In contrast to above categories, as to
"6 to 64" year age group, persons who are not bedridden. and living alone,
fire deaths incidence during night-time is considerably higher than that
dur ing daytime.
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4. Concluding Re.arks

Considering fire deaths incidence by time of day described above.
residential fire deaths can be grouped as "the Disaster-Vulnerable people
& Daytime Fire" pattern and "Non Disaster-Vulnerable people & Night-time
Fire" pattern. Table 3 gives a summary of the distinctive features of
these two typical fire death patterns.
The former pattern can be described typically as the case that a person,
who needs help to move. encountered a fire alone and resulted in a fire
death while other family member(s) went out for work or shopping.
On the other hand. the latter pattern could be the probable case that a
person. who has normal physical functions. died in a fire mainly due to
delay of detection while he was drunk or asleep at night.

Towards the goal of the reduction of fire deaths, "the Disaster-Vulnerable
people & Daytime Fire" pattern is more important than "Non Disaster
Vulnerable people & Night-time Fire" pattern. because the death rate as
well as the number of deaths in the former pattern is quite high and
further the population of such a high risk group corresponding to this
pattern is increasing rapidly in Japan.

This kind of pattern classification of fire deaths makes it easy
to understand how fire protection measures. such as a smoke detector,
home sprinkler system, and emergency communication system, would be
appropriate for a specified target group like the aged. the handicapped,
or the persons who tend to be left alone" during daytime.
In addition. based on statistics on the proportion of fire death patterns
and the population of corresponding target high risk groups. estimation of
effect of a specified fire protection measure would be possible.
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Table 1 The Number of Residential Fire Deaths by Structure Type

Structure type ( Housing type / Construction type )

Single-family / wooden
Single-family / fire proof wooden
Si ngle- family / fire rated reinforced concrete
Multiple-familY / wooden
Multiple-family / fire proof wooden
Multiple-familY / fire rated reinforced concrete

Total of above

The number of fire deaths
per year per million units
of house by structure type

35.1
10.2
5.1

33.4
17.1
6.0

21.3

Table 2 Comparison of Residential Fire Death Rate among High Risk Group

Category of high risk group

The Bedridden ( 65 ~

The handicapped·
The Aged (a) (65 ~

The Aged (b) (75 ~

Total Population

The number of residential
fire deaths per year
per 100,000 persons

24.6
3.0
2.7
4.8

0.6

Ratio of fire death rate
to the average ( 1.0 ) of
total population

41.0
5.0
4.5
8.0

1.0

• Handicapped : The people who are given a certificate by government

Table 3 Two Typical Fire Death Patterns Derived from Study of
Fire Deaths Incidence by Time of Day

Fire Death Pattern

Disaster-Vulnerable·
people
& Daytime Fire

Non Disaster-Vulnerable
people
& Night-time Fire

Distinctive Features of Fires

• Victims are people who are disabled. elderlY, or
infant.

• There are relatively few victims who are drunk or
asleep.

• There are many such cases that victims are left alone
at a fire during other family members' absence.

• For this pattern, home sprinkler system and/or
neighbor's assistance is needed.

• Most of victims are people who are 6 to 64 years old
and with normal physical functions.

• There are many victims who are drunk or asleep.
• Many cases of living alone as well as staying with

other family members at a fire come under this pattern
• For this pattern, efficient fire detection system

would save many lives .

• Disaster-Vulnerable The people who are vulnerable to disaster

12
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Drunk and asleep

Awake but heavily drunk

Awake but drunk

Asleep and not drunk

Awake and not drunk 46.9
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Figure 3 Proportion of Residential Fire Deaths
by Levels of Consciousness Awakening at a Fire
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Figure 4 Breakdown by Age Classifications in Each Category
of Levels of Consciousness Awakening at a Fire
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SDlUU.nOH OF FIRE PROPAGATIOH IX A WOOD FRAME BOUSE

Building Research Institute
Ministry of Construction

1 Tatehara, Tsukuba-city, Ibaraki-ken. 305 JAPfu~
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According to the analysis of statistic data. it can be assumed that the
recent construction method of wood frame house is different from the old one
and has the better fire protective characteristics. However. this should be
validated or enforced by other methods'because statistics give us very little
information on the causes of facts.

The purpose of this paper is to look over the fire risk of wood frame
buildings for dwelling occupancy in view of the property loss. The present
state of construction method was surveyed by an inquiry to house builders and
using the results of the survey. a computer simulation of fire propagation was
done in order to know the average property loss.

It is a fact that the average burned floor area for wood construction is
larger than that for other constructions as shown in Fig.1.[-lJ Attention
should be paid to that the statistic data includes the fire loss for old houses
constructed 20 or 30 years ago and the proportion of such old houses in wood
construction category is greater than in other categories. Fig.2 shows the
average burned floor area by completion year of houses and by construction
method. [-2] The loss for newly built house of wood or fire protected wood
construction is apparently small. while fire resistant construction does not
make much difference.

ABSTRACT
Fire safety of residential wood buildings were discussed on the basis of

fire incident statistics. Finishing and lining materials used in newly built
houses are surveyed. Using these data, a computer simulation was tried, for
predicting the average burned area in a standard wood frame house.

1. INTRODUCfIOH
As Japan has frequently encountered city fires of extremely large scale.

it has become a common sense that wood frame building is the most hazardous
construction type. Recently large scale city fire scarcely happens and the
combustibility of major structure does not seem to b~related to the problem of
casualties in fire. So it is considerable that the worse reputation for wood
frame house is due to its inferiority in preventing property loss.
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2. SURVEY FOR CONSTRUCTION NF:I'IJOD
The objective of this survey is limited to wooden detached houses

constructed in 1987 FY by the subsidy of the Housing Loan Corporatlon(HLC);
this is the most popular type of housing in Japan. In addition to the
information on finishing materials which were already surveyed by HLC, the
information on lining or underlayer materials are indispensable to determine
the fire resistance of separations such as ceiling, wall and floor. Therefore,
we decided to conduct the secondary survey.

Inquiry format was sent to about 100 house builders through the Wooden
Home Builders Association of Japan and have got 31 answers which cover 15358
houses constructed in 1987 FY. By means of this survey and the HLC survey, we
can know how frequently what materials are used for the assemblies of ceiling,
wall and floor in four types of room such as liVing room, bedroom, kitchen and
japanese room.

It was found that similar materials are selected for the types other than
Japanese room ana the most popular assemblies are wall paper on 9mm gypsum
board for ceiling, wall paper on 12mm gypsum board for wall and flooring
plywood or plank with no underlayer for floor. The frequencies in use of these
representative assemblies are 55-80%, different by element and type of room. In
Japanese room, the tendency of material selection is different from in other
rooms: 94.6% of ceiling is covered by 3-4mm '!)nished plywood with no
underlayer: 59.6% of wall finish is "Sen-i-kabe"(daubed pulp) on 7m.m plaster
board: 87.1% of floor is "Tatami-mat" made of straw and others made of foamed
plastic, with underlayer of 12-15mm plywood or plank.

Every combination of finishing material and underlayer material was
evaluated in respect of fire resistance on the basis of existing test data and
finally classified into four grades. The frequencies of these grades are shown
on Tab.l by three kinds of element and four types of room.

Tab.l Frequency of interior assemblies by fire resistance (%)

grade 1 2 3 4
fire resistance (min.) ( 15 ) ( 10 ) ( 5 ) (2.5)

ceiling living room 14.00 73.96 5.04 6.98
bedroom . 13.65 75.82 3.88 6.66
kitchen 9.60 80.04 9.41 0.96
Japanese roo. 1.25 3.69 0.44 94.62

wall llving roo II 60.96 29.14 9.86
bedroom 58.64 34.26 7.08
kitchen 65.83 33.86 0.30
Japanese room 39.86 59.60 0.55

grade 1 2 3 4
fire resistance (min. ) 15 10 7 5

floor living room 9.83 20.51 69.65
bedroom 18.81 20.53 60.65
kitchen 1.39 42.00 56.59
Japanese room 39.89 53.17 6.94
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3.SIMULATIOK OF FIRE PROPAGATION
1) CONCEPT

It is not easy to describe the transition of burning area among multi
rooms by means of complete physical model. But, generally speaking, as every
room in a wooden house has relatively large windows and they are not fire
protected, an initiated fire would grow up in short time into an active fire
and it is considerable that the early state of fire is not so important for the
prediction of burned area in a whole house. In addition to this, there is
another problem that numerous repetitions of calculation are required according
to the combination of initial conditions and building materials for each
element of each room. And therefore, we have finally chosen a very simplified
model which is only based on fire resistance of building assemblies between
rooms.

The house in Fig.3 was presented by the HLC as the japanese standard
detached house whose characteristics such as the total floor area, the number
of story, the number and the sorts of room, etc. are the average of surveyed
data. We have decided to apply our simulation model of fire loss prediction to
this specific house.

This house can be simplified to a network model with nodes and links; it
is possible to assign: a node to a room, a space behind ceiling or an exterior
space, a link to a fire spread route with a fire reslptance.

Providing that all the separations between rooms are made of the ideal
fire resistant construction (we call this type of house as fire resistant
house), we need not consider a fire spread route through floor and ceiling,
wall. ceiling spaces nor exterior space. Fire would spread only by way of
interior doors. In this case the network model is very simplified as shown in
Fig.4 and the fire spread time for each room could be given by hand
calculation.

On the other hand, if a house is a wood construction, there are many fire
spread routes between two rooms. The fastest fire spread time is determined by
comparing the fire resistance of the routes.

,I
:1
,I

I
;1
,I
I

l Fig.3 Model house
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Fig.4
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2) ASSUMPTION IN SIMULATION
This simulation is based on the following assumptions :

(1) A fire breaks out in one of the 9 rooms in the model house with the
probability corresponding to fire statistics.

(2) A fire ignition room needs 5 min. to be burned out, other spaces 2 min.
(3) The fire resistant time and the frequency in use for each fire grade of

building element are given by Tab.I. The fire resistant time of openings
(doors. windows) is

a door (3mm plywood flush door) : 5 min.
a sliding door (Japanese "Fusuma", or glass door): 3 min.

(4) The test data of horizontal separation with the upper surface exposed could
not be obtained and the fire fire resistance for such case is assumed to be
one half times of the normal case.

All the openings are also assumed to be closed, because the comparison of
fire loss between wood frame construction and fire resistant one is one of the
objectives of our work and this assumption would expands the difference of them.

3) ALGORITffiM OF PROPAGATIO~

To determine the fire spread time of each room the following algorithm is
adopted. If there is any fire spread route between the node i and j on the
network space model. the fastest spread time Lij can be determined as multiple
value of time unit(dt) which is sufficiently small to be accepted as the
allowance of calculation. On Fig.S, if the node j starts to burn at time t, the
fire has had to come from one of the adjacent nodes which was already in fire at
time t-dt. Thus the node j is burned by the fire from i or n, not from k.
because k is not in fire at time t-dt.

Which node is the spread source depends on fire resistant time of link and
fire spread time of adjacent node. There are 3 possible cases.

1)
il)

iii)

if t = Ti + Llj
if t < T1 + Llj
if t = Ti + Llj

&
&
&

t < Tn + Lnj
t = Tn + Lnj
t = Tn + Lnj

then from node i
then from node n
then from both

if t does not fit to any of these cases, the node j has not get been in
fire at t. As this procedure is repeated at every dt and for every node not get
in fire, fire spread times of all the nodes can be determined.

4) CALCULATE BURNED AREA
One case of simulation, corresponding to a location of initial fire and a

combination of all the related materials, makes one burned area-time curve. This

tile = t- dt tile = t

(): already spreaded space

0: space
~: fire spread route

Ti fire spread tile in space
Lij : fire prevention tile

frol space i to space

Tj = Ti + Lij (= t)

Tj < Tn + Lnj

Fig.5 How to determine the fire spread time
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Fig.7 Burned area-time curve by fire ignition room
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Fig.6 Burned area-time curve
and frequency of expected burned area
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curve shows the burned area at each time under the condition· without fire
fighting. So. to calculate the expected value of burned area. the curve should
be multiplied by the probability of fire extinguishment at each time and summed
up for all the cases. After all. the plan in Fig.3 needed about 15 millions
cases of simulation.

5) RESULT
As shown in Fig.7. a burned area-time curve mainly depends on the location

of fire ignition. A fire starting in the entrance hall(lF) spreads out fastest
of all the ignition. The latest case is for a fire from the bedroom2(2F).

Fig.8 shows the burned area-time curve for the living room fire. indicating
the difference by assembly materials. In the fastest case. all the separations
are made of the 4th or 3rd fire resistant grade.

The latest case referring to the first grade separations is corresponding
to the case of a fire resistant case. because a fire does not penetrate through
the first grade separations and spread out only by way of openings. And the
average curve for a wood frame house is almost same as the curve for a fire
resistant house.

The solid line curves in Fig.6 is the average of all the curves in Fig.7
and represents the fire growth curve for japanese ne~lY built wood frame house
and the dotted line is the result of the summation of the cases corresponding to
a fire resistant house. The two curves have almost no difference. The expected
value of burned floor area for a wood frame house is 43.0 m2 and for a fire
resistant house 42.1 m2

•

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analysis of fire statistics and the result of simulation study indicate

following remarks:

1) In a recent wood frame house in Japan. noncombustible materials like gypsum
board are used in large quantities as linings or underlayers. They are replaced
to plywoods or planks in conventional construction.

2) This has improved the fire resistance of assemblies of ceiling. wall and
floor and it serves to keep a fire in a room relatively long time. Consequently,
the burned area growth curve given by the computer simulation is resembles to
that for a fire resistant house.

3) It is important in the background of the simulation that doors separating two
rooms have only 3-5min. of fire resistance and make the major route of fire
propagation. The situation for a fire resistant house is all the same as that
for a wood frame house. Therefore. the improvement of quality of doors would
provide a better result of property loss but. at the same time. a greater
difference between wood frame construction and fire resistant construction.

4) For future studies with a more plausible model. we need a sub-model which
gives fire spread time in a room with the specific conditions of combustibles
and openings. After an adequate improvement of the model. combined with smoke
development model and human behavior model. we believe that it can be evolved to
a comprehensive model to evaluate the fire risk in a small house.

REFERENCE
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THE CONCEPT OF A PERFORMANCE BASED DESIGN METHOD FOR BUILDING FIRE SAFETY

Takeyoshi TANAKA
Building Research Institute
Ministry of Construction

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, fire safety measures of buildings have been determined based
on the prescriptive specifications in building and fire codes, but the
multiplication of the rules in many years has ~aused several problems, such
as illegibility of the codes, excessive cost for fire protection and
inflexibility in accepting new design or technology of buildings.
Considering such situation and the significant progress recently achieved in
the area of fire science and engineering, BRI launched a 5 years project
called "Development of Fire safety Design Method of Buildings" in 1982. The
final report was just published and a new scheme for fire safety design of
buildings based on the results of this project is expected to be operated in
three years, after some work for the perfection of the design method. In
this paper, the concepts undermined in this design method are briefly
outlined.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE FIRE SAFETY DESIGN METHOD

The "Fire Safety Design Method" was planned to provide minimum standards for
fire safety in the form of performance standards on the assumption that it
operates through the same administration system as that of the Building
Standard Law. The structure of the fire safety design method is illustrated
in Figure 1 in comparison with that of fire safety provisions in the
Building Standard Law of Japan. The main difference of fire safety design
method from the Building Standard Law are as follows:

a) The fundamental requirements are redefined more explicitly,
b) Technical standards are expressed in terms of performance standards as

long as possible and beneficial,
c) Calculation methods and computer codes for the prediction of fire related

behavior are provided.

3. FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FIRE SAFETY

As for the fundamental requIrements for fire safety of buIldings, the
Building Standard Law states in Art 35 that buildings shall be so
constructed and maintained that any hindrance against evacuation safety,
fIre prevention and fire fightIng is avoided. Obviously, this statement Is
too InclusIve and abstract to derIve directly technical standards from, so
considering the implicit purposes of the prescriptions, the fundamental
requirements of the Fire Safety Design Method are redefined more explicitly
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as follows:

(1) Requirements for Fire safety as an Individual Building
(1.1) Precaution against outbreak and rapid spread of fire
(1.2) Assurance of life safety

(8) Control of building materials which may cause serious hindrance
to evacuation in the event of fire

(b) Proper evacuation plan
(c) Assurance of safe refuge
(d) Assurance of safe egress routes

(1.3) Prevention of serious nuisance to the third parties
(a) Prevention of fire spread to buildings or a part of a building

owned by the third parties
(b) Prevention of collapse of buildings
(c) Assurance of reusability of buildings of multi-ownership

(1.4) Assurance of activities of fire brigades
(a) Assurance of activities for search and rescue of occupants
(b) Assurance of fire fighting activities

(2) Requirements for Prevention of Urban Fire

Functional definitions are given to each of the requirements.

~. TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR THE CONFORMITY TO THE REQUIREMENTS

It is necessary to provide technical standards to each of the fundamental
requirements so that designers. building officials. inspector or whoever can
check if a designed building satisfies the requirement.

The procedure for examining the conformity of a building to the requirements
are illustrated in Figure 2 taking the example of the design of evacuation
routes. In this process, the technical standards are given in terms of the
standard fire conditions(or design fire) and the standard safety criteria.
and the former is inputted to the relevant means to predict evacuation of
occupants and smoke behavior, which play very important roles in this
system. and the predicted results are compared with the latter to see if the
designed building is at acceptable safety level. In concept, the standard
fire condition, standard safety criteria and the prediction means
respectively correspond to design load, allowable stress(or deformation) and
structural calculatIon in a structural design of buildings.

<Character of the predIction methods>

In general, It Is very dIffIcult to develop accurate predIction methods for
complex objects as a buIldIng, whether the method Is for structural behavIor
or for fire behavIor. InevItably, such predIction methods are considerably
simplIfied In the course of modelIng, and In addition to this, from the
nature of buildings, conducting experiments for the validation of the
predicted results for actual buildings is not easy. These make it very
difficult to evaluate the discrepancy between what Is predicted to be
necessary and what is in reality needed.
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Fortunately. however. construction of buildings has long been almost an
every day practice of men. so we have a considerable amount of empirical
knowledge about what are needed for fire safety of ordinary buildings. This
does not mean that theories are useless. Theories are indispensable when we
try to adopt unconventional design or method of construction since empirical
knowledges work well only where experiences exist.

<Harmonization of Theories and Experience>

In many engineering designs. since the theories and the conditions
considered are significantly simplified. some adjustments are usually needed
to compensate the discrepancy between theories and empirical knowledges, of
which the safety factors in structural design may be a good example. This
concept of the harmonization of theory and experience is illustrated in
Figure 3. Once we have managed to find how to adjust them. we will be able
to extend this technique to where we have no experience. In a strict sense,
there remains a certain degree of risk since it is not guaranteed that this
technique is still valid for inexperienced region. but this will be the risk
we have to tolerate in conjunction with the benefit we can enjoy by
introducing inventive designs or methods.

<Meaning of Technical Standards>

As mentioned in the above, the technical standards of the performance based
design method consist of (a) standard fire conditions and (b)standard safety
criteria. It is possible to harmonize theories and experiences by adjusting
the values of the former and/or the latter so that a necessary level of fire
safety can be attained in buildings. In this particular case of the Fire
Safety Design Method. it will be more appropriate to get the standard fire
conditions, which consist not only of the size but also of the scenario of
fire, assume the principal role of the adjustment since the safety criteria
for men or building elements can be determined in comparatively more
accurate manners than the design fire conditions.

The connotation of the standard fire conditions is illustrated in Figure 4.
in which fire condition is simplified as size of fire. The solid curve
stands for the conceptual frequency(or probability) of the appearance of
fire vs. size of fire. According to the general characteristics of
accidents, the frequency of the appearance of fire is high when the size is
small. but decreases dramatically as the size increases. Needless to say,
the larger the size of a fire, potentially it is aore dangerous. but the
level of real danger depends on the fire safety measures provided. in other
words, a building space having better safety measures can cope with severer
fire conditions. The essential significance of the standard fire condition
is to demand to provide fire safety measures necessary to clear the danger
represented by the standard fire conditions so that the probability of the
appearance ~f hazardous fire can be kept below an acceptable level.

If a higher level of safety is desired, it can be achieved by raising the
standard. It should be kept in mind, however, that this is often accompanied
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by raising building cost, so the standard fire conditions must be so
determined that fire safety measures can be provided for the cost which the
society is prepared to pay and yet the society is not seriously disturbed by
the fire accidents due to the remaining risk.

5. ~~PLE OF TECHNICAL STANDARDS

The technical standards for a performance based method need to be given by
calculable or measurable values so that the conformity to the standards can
be examined without ambiguity. Here, the technical standards for assurance
of safe evacuation from the room of origin are given for an example.

The standard fire conditions for the assurance of safe evacuation from the
room of origin are summarized in Table 1. Any space must be considered as a
potential room of origin unless exempted by the conditions shown in this
table. The standard fire which is illustrated also in Table 1 is generated
taking account of the burning propensity of building contents in fire tests
and the current fire safety measures legally required. In sprinklered rooms,
the heat release rate of the fire is limited to the maximum rate at which
the sprinkler heads are not actuated. In case of ceiling mounted sprinklers,
this rate is determined as a function of ceiling height and the spacing and
the actuation temperature of the sprinkler heads.

While the existing regulations directly give prescriptive solutions for
evacuation safety, it is necessary for the establishment of performance
standards to analyze the potential causes and mechanism of dangers due to
fire to the occupants in the course of evacuation. As can be seen in Figure
5, while the direct hazards for the evacuees are smoke, heat, collapse and
breakage, the factors causing hindrance on the egress routes play an
important role to induce or accelerate the direct dangers.

The standard safety criteria are summarized in Table 2. These are the
conditions at which the room of origin has to be maintained during the
period of evacuation from the room of origin for the safety of the occupants
against the potential dangers due to fire.

REFERENCE
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Table 1 Standard fire conditions for safe egress from the room of origin

Space of origin: All the spaces which do not fall into the followings;
a) No occupant exists in normal use
b) Safer than a space which satisfies safety standards

Occupants

Scale of fire

1) Number of evacuees;
Specified in terms of occupants' density or some other
ways according to the type of space

2) Evacuation ability;
Specified according to the type of space and occupants

3) Evacuation start time;
The smallest of the times at which occupants recognize
the danger due to fire by means of
a) Cue by fIre, smoke
b) Cue by other occupants
c) Through the fire detection and alarm system

1) Unsprinklered space;
Specified as follows according to type of space

2) Sprinklered space;
The smaller of the followings
8) fire source specified by 1)
b) maximum fire which cannot actuate the sprinkler head

.,
~
,:,I._.

.,....
O2, A2....

....
Cl..
Cl....
•.,........,
•..
G
~

0r:nax
.,

a" A,
......
~

2 TIn tsee)

.
(a2)Tlae (see) Beat release (kJI Area

OCCupants' QuantitY or
condition Conteatl t 1 t2 Q1 Q2 A1 A2

'alee Larre 120 240 300 3,000 1.1 1.1

Saa11 120 320 150 25,000 0.5 17.0

5leeplne 410 120 200 1,000 2.5 2.5

note: For .paces In which celllnr aounted sprInklers are Installed, the
.azl.ua heaC release. rate Qal% Is rlTen '1

~az • 0.01 r {(Tc - TolH)3/2

where R : cellinr helrhC {.l
r : aazlaua horizont.l distance 'eCween a sprinkler and Che

.zls or tire plu.e Cal
Tc : crltlc.l teaper.ture or sprInkler actuatIon (KI
To aabienc ce.per.ture tXl
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Table 2 Standard safety criteria for safe egress from the room of origin

Items to be
Checked

1. Smoke

Safety criteria

Either of the followings:

(1) Saoke layer bottoa is kept at height s (a) whIch satisfy

s > 1.6 + O~I(H - h)

where H: ceiling height (a)
h : height of the floor of evacuation route (a)

( 2) The saoke to whIch evacuees are exposed satisfy

~~:T)2dt < 4.0xl03
o .

where AT: teaperature rise (K)
t e : tiae during which evacuees are exposed to saoke (5)

2. Heat Incident radiation heat

f
t e
(r - 2)2dt < 10

o

flux r (kl/a2) to evacuees SatIsfy

(if (r - 2)<0, (~ - 2)2.0)

where te : evacuation tiae (s)

3. Flame spread The interior lining aaterials do not induce the coabustion which
violates the safety criterIa of 1. Safety froa saoke and 2. Safety froa heat
during the tiae of evacuation.

4. Collapse of
building H/A

5. Falling objects Functional standard

6. Excessive
crowding

Unless In space specially protected, crowding at any opening on
evacuation routes satIsfy

where

n < 120

n : nuaber ot evacuees in crowding per unit width (person/a)
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CARBON MONOXIDE PRODUCTION AND PREDICTION

WILLIAM M. PITTS
Center for Fire Research

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, MD 20899, USA

ABSTRACT

A long-term research plan has been formulated which is designed to improve the
understanding of and predictive capability for the formation of carbon
monoxide in enclosure fires. The current understanding of the problem is
briefly discussed. Goals (milestones) for the project are listed and the
research plan is discussed in terms of eighteen individual research
components.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the mandates of the Center for Fire Research (CFR) is a reduction in
the number of fire deaths and injuries. To achieve this goal, CFR has led the
effort to characterize and model fire behavior. The development of realistic
fire models allows strategies to be developed for ameliorating its effects.

Investigations have shown that a large percentage of fire deaths and injuries
can be attributed to products of incomplete combustion. Even in cases where
burn injuries and death occur, incapacitation of victims by fire gases often
plays a pivotal role since escape from flames is hindered or rendered
impossible. Careful studies (e.g., [1,2]) have shown that more than one half
of all fire victims have fatal levels of carboxyhemoglobin in their
bloodstreams.

Even if a complete understanding of the physiological effects of CO (in
combination with effects due to other fire products, e.g., reduced oxygen and
increased respiration resulting from elevated carbon dioxide concentrations)
is available, accurate predictions of fire toxicity require reliable estimates
for the concentrations of toxic gases generated by a fire.

Systematic investigations of CO formation in fires date from at least the
1960s. However, despite nearly three decades of research the current
understanding of CO formation in enclosure fires must be characterized as
poor. For any given fire scenario it is impossible to predict accurately the
concentrations of CO which will be produced and transported from the room of
fire origin. As a result, models for fire toxicology are dependent on crude
estimates for the CO concentrations generated.

CFR has embarked on a long-term effort to develop an improved understanding of
the chemistry and physics responsible for the generation of high levels of CO
and the development of reliable algorithms for predicting the CO levels
generated by fires. During the past year a research plan has been drafted :3]
which is designed to provide the understanding necessary for the prediction of
CO levels generated by enclosure fires. This presentation briefly describes
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the current understanding concerning CO formation in fires and the research
approach which has been adopted. Goals for the project are discussed. The
project plan consists of a number of research components which are included in
tabular form.

The research plan has been developed following an extensive review of the
existing literature and relevant intramural and extramural CFR research
programs. An important component of this review is the findings of a Workshop
on Developing a Predictive Capability for CO Formation in Fires which was held
in Clearwater, Florida on December 3-4, 1988. Leading experts in the field
have provided recommendations and justifications for the principal areas in
which research is required in order to achieve the ultimate project goal. An
executive summary of this workshop is available [4).

2. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING

Numerous large-scale enclosure fire tests have been reported in which CO
concentrations have been measured (e.g., [5,6]). These tests show
unequivocally that CO concentrations high enough to be life-threatening often
occur in this type of fire. On the other hand, no systematic investigations
of CO formation in full-scale tests have been identified in the literature,
and the conditions necessary for the generation of high levels of CO are not
well characterized. The uncertainties are compounded by variations in
experimental protocols (e.g., probe placement) and the utilization of
inadequate experimental instrumentation.

In general, high CO concentrations are associated with either smoldering or
underventilated fires. Smoldering fires will not be considered here. Some
crude correlations of CO formation and the ventilation parameter for an
enclosure (Ab··) have been attempted [7]. However, the fire behaviors in these
studies have not been adequately assessed, and the utility of these
correlations for actual fires is limited.

For locations removed from the room of origin, CO concentrations may depend
critically on whether or not additional combustion of product gases occurs
after exiting the enclosure. The understanding of this process is very poorly
characterized, and the controlling parameters have not been identified.

Dr. George Mulholland has developed a zeroth-order model for CO formation in
room fires [8] which assumes very low concentrations of CO for preflashover
conditions and significant CO concentrations for postflashover fires. CO
concentrations following flashover are estimated to be 0.5 times the carbon
dioxide concentration. This model is based on measurements recorded in three
series of full-scale fire tests performed at CFR.

In recent years some carefully performed experiments have been carried out
which offer the promise of an improved understanding of CO formation in terms
of engineering correlations. Workers at Harvard (9) and Cal Tech (10) have
generated controlled two-layer combustion systems which closely mimic the
simple two-layer model often used to represent enclosure fires. Note that, in
general, these experiments are steady state while actual fires are highly
dynamic. A remarkable finding of these experiments has been that the major
products of combustion (including CO) for a given fuel can be correlated in
terms of the global equivalence ratio in the upper layer containing the
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combustion products. The correlations do depend on fuel type. Experiments
[10] have shown that the same correlations hold even for the cases where
additional air is injected into the upper layer.

Very recently, the Cal Tech workers have extended their studies to an
experimental configuration where the entire flame is located within the upper
layer [11]. For this case, burning occurs entirely within a vitiated
atmosphere. The rather surprising observation (based on earlier speculation
in the literature) is made that very low concentrations of CO are measured for
increasing fuel equivalence ratios up to the point where oxygen concentration
in the vitiated environment (= 13%) is insufficient to support combustion.
Similar observations have been made at CFR for preliminary measurements in a
cone calorimeter modified to allow partial vitiation of the air supply. These
studies indicate that vitiation of the air supply is not responsible for high
levels of CO as long as sufficient oxygen is available for complete, fully
involved combustion.

3. PROJECT GOALS

The general project goal for the CO Production and Prediction project "is to
improve the understanding of and predictive capability for the formation of
carbon monoxide (CO) in fires" [3]. Clearly this overall goal is far too
general to serve as a legitimate means for project planning. More specific
goals (milestones) have been formulated. The following milestones represent
realistic goals for a five-year research program. A five-year period has been
chosen only for planning purposes. The actual project length will be
dependent on resources and personnel available for the project.

1. By the end of the third year of the project an engineering correlation for
CO concentrations in terms of the global equivalence ratio will be
available for incorporation into fire computer models. Further work during
the final two years of the project will be required to fine tune this
correlation and determine the appropriate conditions for which its use is
valid. By the end of the five-year period it will be possible to
incorporate the effects of the combustion behavior of products exiting an
enclosure on CO formation.

2. By the end of the five-year period the fundamental portion of the project
will have identified the important parameters controlling CO formation in
fires. A general understanding of the reasons for the success of the
global equivalence ratio concept in terms of the combustion behavior within
the fire plume will have been attained. Modelling of CO formation for very
simple systems (e.g., a single gas burner located in an enclosure) will be
possible.

4. PROJECT PLAN

A project plan has been formulated to meet the milestones listed in the last
section. The plan incorporates the findings of the workshop [4] as well as
the analysis of the project manager. The plan is summarized in terms of the
eighteen research components listed in Table 1. The full research plan [3]
describes the assumptions which went into the choice of these components in
more detail.
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Research component 4 deals specifically with the first milestone listed in the
last section. A number of the other research components are designed to feed
information into this effort. Most important are numbers 2, 9, 10, 14, 15 and
16. For planning purposes it has been assumed that a suitable engineering
correlation will become available during the third year of the project, and
component number 17 is included for the incorporation of the correlation into
whichever fire model(s) is deemed appropriate.

In developing project goal 1 it was recognized that even though it should be
possible to formulate an engineering correlation for CO concentration in terms
of the global equivalence ratio within the first three years of the project,
certain aspects of the problem can not be completed within this time frame.
The burning behavior of gases exiting the enclosure is sure to be one of the
remaining uncertainties. Components 11 and 12 are to address this problem.
It is anticipated that a sufficient understanding of the controlling
parameters will be available to allow crude estimates of the effects of such
burning on the CO concentration correlation.

The second goal of the priority project deals with fundamental aspects of the
problem. As was true for the first goal discussed above, several of the
research components address this goal.

Research components 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 13 are required to generate the
research findings to meet the fundamental project goal. Components 1, 2, 7,
8, 9, and 10 will aid in the identification of the important physical
processes responsible for the formation of high levels of CO during
ventilation-limited burning. Note that 2, 9, and 10 are also necessary to
validate the engineering correlation developed to meet the first goal of the
project.

In order to have confidence in the engineering correlation which is generated,
it is necessary to have some understanding of the physical basis for the
success of the correlation. The fundamental studies mentioned in the last
paragraph will provide the insights required to develop this understanding.
At the same time, component 13 deals specifically with the question of whether
or not the high levels of CO formed during vitiated burning can be understood
simply in terms of turbulent combustion processes. Turbulent combustion
modeling is to be employed for this purpose. Note that the experimental
results of component 1 are required as input for this research.

The final goal of the fundamental studies is to develop a model capable of
predicting the time developmen; and concentrations of CO for a simple
prototypical fire in an enclosure. Research component 5 deals specifically
with this topic.

5. FINAL COKKENTS

The complexity associated with CO formation and prediction in fires precludes
an effective project by one or even a few individuals. As mentioned in
Section 2. the current understanding of CO formation is very poor despite the
availability of many uncoordinated investigations. The amount of expertise
required to make meaningful progress and the complexity of the problem
requires that a large number of research problems be addressed and that
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investigators have a wide range of capabilities. This is reflected in the
range of research components included in Table 1.

One of the most difficult aspects of the proposed research effort will be the
coordination and direction of the various components. A great deal of effort
will be required on the part of the project manager to stay apprised of
progress on the various efforts. The importance of project management is
emphasized by including it as one the components in the research plan
(Component 18, Table 1).

The research plan which has been formulated builds on existing research
efforts within CFR. By utilizing these existing research components (with
some redirection) along with selected new research efforts, it has been
possible to formulate a research plan which brings significant resources to
bear on the problem of CO prediction without requiring unreasonable levels of
new funding. It seems likely that significant progress will be made if this
research plan is implemented.
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EXPECTED FIRE RESISTING PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION METHODS FOR BUILDING MATERIALS
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ABSTRUCTS

The living way has become more and more universal over the world. Modernized bUildings
and houses have been built in the similar ways according to the purpose of use of
them except some traditional fanctions. Many efforts on establishment of
international testing and evaluation methods have been made, but not so many of
international standards have actually been established. What grade of fire performance
is expected to bUilding materials? What are essential problems for establishing
common standard testing and evaluation methods? Discussion on probability of
cooperative work on assessment of common standards will be made for a future work.

INTRODUCTION

Different culture has introduced different test methods for evaluation of bUilding
materials in fire. There exist so many test methods which classify materials in some
fire rated grades in each country. However bUildings and houses have been changing due
to the improvement of living conditions. This causes a trend of uniform way of life
through the world. The difference of test methods among countries have caused
barriers for trades in these decades.
On the other hand, many test methods have been tried to develop and studied at the
ISO/TC 92 in these decades. A few of them have already been adopted as International
Standards. Most of them, however, seem to have been piled up as technical reports in
the members countries. This may basically lack of consensus among administrative
officers and researchers. An analytical study of estimating fire risk have been
made. I ) It is expected to continue. Further study for development of new common test
methods, therefore, will be expected to propose for classifying bUilding materials
and predicting fire growth with survey of social requirements.

PRACTICAL EVALUATION AND CHEMICAL/PHYSICAL PROPERTIMES

Many countries have their own requirement for fire performance of bUilding materials
in their fire codes. 2l3l The idea in each country involves the same purpose based on
the following items;

1. Not to catch fire easily
2. Not to spread fire easily
3. Not to release heat and toxic gases
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The purpose for fire safety is clear and simple, but complicated in practice.
The Japanese requirements for fire rated bUilding materials are provided in the
Details of Regulations of the Building Standard Law as "Restriction of Use of Interior
Building Materials if they are used in "Specially Regulated Buildings in the Details
of Regulation". Materials which may belong to furniture like curtains, carpets and
thin materials for decoration etc., are not included in bUilding materials. These are
provided in the Fire Service Law in Japan.

Classification, for instance, in Japan is as follows:
CD Non-combustible
~ Semi-non-combustible
aD Fire retardant
QD Semi-fire retardant (for plastics)

by results of five test methods which are Non-combustible test, Surface test, Surface
test with 3 holes through specimens, Box test and Toxicity test depending on the
grades. These test methods are convenient for empirical classification, but may not
give suitable data for prediction of fire growth for engineering treatment.
For fire safety in modernized bUildings, a systematic evaluation methods which is
based on engineering calculation is being introduced. But some kinds of current
methods for evaluation of fire performance of bUilding materials may still be reqUired
as, specified test methods, because they are empirically easy to understand. Some
materials, PVC sheet for instance, as shown in fig.l, give a small difference in
ignitability with Polyethyren, but the former is commonly estimated as a material
which is higher fire resisting than the latter. Ignitability does not always
correspond to the propagation of flame. Some materials which are classified in a
higher grade of fire rated materials by fire tests may be expected to be safer
against fire. But, polycarbonate, for instance, which is classified into semi-fire
retardant may catch fire in some time and ~ay release more heat from a unit weight
than that of PMMA which is classified as "Combustible".

Further, non-combustibe and semi-non-combustible materials do not always stop fires as
everybody knows. There is a tragic fire incident which caused 24 fatalites at an
aged nursing home outskirt of Tokyo in 1987.') The bUilding didn't break the fire
regulations from the point of literature document. But the fire broke windows of non
wired gl~ss which was estimated as parts of walls to be made of non-combustibles and
got inside of rooms. The fire spread a room to another in succession. This is a bad
example warning designers and building inspectors. That is "Catch not at the shadow
and lose the substance". There may be so many examples like this. A big fire sometimes
plays a trigger of revision of the current codes. But once it become regulation, then
it may be difficult to remove in a rather short period, eventhough it does not meet
practical way of life. A revision of a code may Widely and seriously effect to the
society.

ALTERENATING APRLICATION OF SPECIFIED CLASSIFICATION AND ENGINEERING METHODS

Many efforts have also been made for analyses of test data from the point of chemical
and physical properties, but some materials, composit materials combined with plastics.
may be difficult to be sUitablly classified in current test methodsCTable 2). Some
materials, may not easily conduct a simplified test method. Because some of them
which become swell, shrunk, melted etc, at elevated temperatures give different data
between at real fire and at fires tests.
Rigid polyurethane and/or polystyrene with aluminium foil over the surface may have a
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sort of fire rated grade, eventhough the latter is melt inside, but they are only fire
resisting for a short period at an early stage of a fire. This kind of materials also
have some trouble at tunnel test.

The difference of thickness of a material may give different fire resisting
performance in practice, even though the composition is same.
More problems are implied in thiner materials like wallpaper which is widely used in
the world. A simplified test method does not cover all materials to be sUitablly
classified in practical application. Some test results from heat release and surface
test may give a contrary data which is shown in table 3.

Wallpaper do not show a rapid flame spread at a test, but if a room is involved in a
fire, then wallpaper sometimes show a sudden combustion which leads flashover. This
due to the chemical composition of wallpaper itself, lining materials and the glue in
use. Contribution of furniture to fire must not be neglected, but restriction of more
furniture to put in bUildings may be difficult. Building materials will only be
responsible in building fire.

Building materials may be too complicated to classify into some expected performance,
but for a smoother trade and for a wider use of materials, essential discussion for
development of common testing and evaluation methods may be needed. More and more
materials which will be developed will change fire patterns for ever, but we must
charange to improve testing and evaluation methods studying the folloWing items.
· Survey of present problems for testing and evaluation methods.
· Survey and analyses of spreading fire in actual incidents.
· Essential study in practical use of materials.
· Development of test methods.
· Development of calculation methods.
· Social consensus to up-to-date target.
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Replacement for the Halogenated Fire Suppressants:
A Research Strategy and Plan

RICHARD G. GANN
Center for Fire Research

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

A consortium of industrial firms and Federal agencies has developed a plan to

identify candidate fire suppressants to replace halons 1211 and 1301. The

strategy is to conduct a program of closely-coordinated research, empirical

testing, and analysis. The paper contains an outline of the 27-element plan.
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I . BACKGROUND

Because of their role in depleting stratospheric ozone, production of the

current halogenated fire suppressants will likely be greatly reduced or phased

out by the turn of the century. A consortium of concerned industrial firms

has formed with Federal agencies to support a program to identify candidate

replacement chemicals for halons 1201 and 1301.

The search for new fire suppressant chemicals is not likely to be brief or

easy. Successful candidates must perform appropriately in tests for a wide

variety of properties:

• fire suppression efficiency,

• ozone depletion potential,

• greenhouse warming potential,

• suppressant residue level,

• electrical conductivity,

• metals corrosion,

• materials compatibility,

• stability under long-term storage, and

• toxicity (inhalation and contact) of the chemical and

its combustion products.

In addition, there is a practical benefit to identifying chemicals that are

"drop-in" replacements for the current suppressants. This requires similar

state and fluid mechanical properties. Satisfying this combination of demands

will be distinctly more difficult than identifying, for instance, a new

refrigerant, de-greaser, or aerosol propellant.
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This program will identify acceptable candidate chemicals. To the extent that

we only find choices of partially-desirable chemicals, the trade-offs will be

clearly presented so that policy officials may make informed decisions. All

information on chemicals and their test results will be in the public domain.

II . RESEARCH STRATEGY

Our strategy is to conduct a program of closely-coordinated research,

empirical testing, and analysis.

The principal output of the first four years of the program will be

appropriate test methods and criteria, compilation,of information, and

knowledge for designing or selecting potential replacement chemicals.

A key intermediate accomplishment that will facilitate the development of

alternative suppressants is a reliable predictive model for the effectiveness

of fire suppression at full-scale. This will be supported by accurate input

data and tested on the current halons. The predictive capability will then be

tested on other candidate chemicals.

This concept is assumed necessary because: (a) a number of the more obvious

chemicals have already been tested and found wanting, and (b) the environmen

tal demands on the agents will likely change during the course of the program.
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By the end of the seventh year, the possible alternative chemicals will be few

and of high quality. At the end of the eleventh year, the success of a small

number of chemicals will have been fully documented.

III. RESEARCH PIAN

This plan is meant to be a "living" document. Breakthroughs will allow us to

find more direct channels toward the conclusion; complications will

necessitate further analysis and research.

The research plan begins with:

• A selection of trial chemicals and quick, relative~y inexpensive

performance screening tests to be run on them;

• A survey to identify the fire types for which halons are currently

deployed and the requirements of a "drop-in" replacement agent;

• Research to identify the chemical, physical, and fluid mechanical

properties of chemicals that would be most effective, economical,

and safe; and

• Establishment of a systematic database to aid analysis of all

pertinent information in support of the above.

These efforts will lead to the establishment of a reliable predictive

capability for the effectiveness of fire suppression at full-scale and
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experience with the behavior of various types of chemicals under tests for the

other needed properties. These results will, in turn, guide improvement in

both the successive selection of compounds and the tests for obtaining

performance data. As the selected chemicals become better and fewer, the

scale of testing increases, culminating in full-scale toxicity and fire

suppression tests. A schematic of this approach is shown in Figure 1.

The plan consists of 27 elements. Figure 2 shows how these elements fit

together and provide the basis for their successors. Figure 3 depicts the

time line for these elements. The following is a brief description of each of

the program elements.

1. Preliminary Screening Procedures and Criteria

Determine the most appropriate, currently available screening methods

for fire suppression efficiency, residue level and electrical

conductivity, ozone depletion potential, greenhouse warming potential,

metals corrosion, materials compatibility, stability under long-term

storage, and toxicity (inhalation and contact); determine reasonable

first approximations for ratings of acceptable performance for each

I
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2.

screen.

Exploratory Candidate Se't (Set A)

(a) Identify and (b) screen =100 gases or liquids, covering a range of

chemical and physical principles thought to affect flame suppression

capability.
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3. Analysis of Set A Data

Identify potential winners, if any; extract guidelines for selection of

further candidates and for elimination of classes of compounds.

4. Candidate Agent Database

Create and maintain an accessible tabulation of all chemicals that have

been or are being considered as fire suppressants; database to include

physical and chemical properties and performance data from tests for·

parameters in element 1; all data to be referenced.

5. Fire Type Survey

Determine the generic types of fires for which current halon systems are

designed.

6. Ozone Depletion Potential Analysis

Assess the capability of method(s) for determining ODP of current and

potential alternatives to the current halons; determine best quick

screen method and technical criterion for ODP.

7. Greenhouse Warming Potential Analysis

Assess the capability of method(s) for determining GWP of current and

potential alternatives to the current halons; determine best quick

screen method and technical criterion for GWP.
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Rigorous Fire Suppression Screening Protocol

Develop a screening protocol for fire suppression effectiveness on

liquid and solid fuels of gaseous and liquid agents that replicates

larger scale results, but requires only a small quantity of agent.

Fire Suppression Modeling Assessment

Determine best computational approaches for "experiments" to optimize

fire suppressant selection.

Upgrade of Preliminary Screening Methods

Review and upgrade, as needed, the previous screening protocols for

assessing residue level, metals corrosion, materials compatibility,

stability under long-term storage, electrical conductivity, and

especially toxicity (inhalation and contact) of chemicals and combustion

products; must use small quantities of chemical.

Chemical Kinetics of Suppression

Determine the chemical pathways and reaction rate data for flame

extinction by potential halon replacements.

Thermal Effects of Suppressants

Determine the contribution of the heat capacity and thermal

decomposition of molecules to suppression.
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13. Agent Transport Physics

Develop numerical methods for calculating an agent's delivery

characteristics as a function of its physical properties.

14. Thermodynamic and Transport Properties

Determine the data needed for the model in element 13.

15. Thermal Stability and Decomposition

Assess stability of replacement chemicals under long-term storage.

16. Modeling of Suppressants in Turbulent Fires

Develop computations of the injection into and distribution of

extinguishing agents in a fire bed and adjacent fire plume.

17. Agent Entrainment in Turbulent Combustion

Determine experimentally the role of density and chemical heat release

variations in flame suppression agents on their entrainment behavior in

a turbulent fire plume and the effectiveness with which the agent is

mixed molecularly with the plume gases.

18. Select and Procure Candidate Set B

Identify a set of =100 potentially successful candidate suppressants and

obtain the quantities needed for screen testing as refined in elements

6-10.
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19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Test Candidate Set B

Obtain performance data for Candidate Set B chemicals.

Analyze Data from Set B

Determine additional compounds for screen testing.

Test and Analyze Set C

Determine the performance of compounds in Candidate Set C.

Select Candidate Set D

Identify reduced list of compounds for further testing.

Medium Scale Test Protocols

Design more realistic, larger-scale, and potentially more costly fire

suppression methods for testing.

Test Candidate Set D

More realistic data on Candidate Set D compounds.

Full-Scale Suppression Tests

Develop and perform realistic fire-suppression tests.

Full Toxicity Testing

Perform toxicity tests needed for acceptance of new agents.

Prepare Final Report
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Effects of Polymer Characteristics on Flammability Properties
by

Takashi Kashiwagi and Atsumi Omori 1

Center for Fire Research
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

The effects of material characteristics on piloted ignition, horizontal
flame spreading, and heat release rate were studied by using two
different polystyrene, PS, samples and two different poly(methyl
methacrylate), PMMA, samples. The difference between the two PS samples
was melt viscosity due to two different initial molecular weights and
that between the two PMMA samples was thermal stability and melt
viscosity also due to two different initial molecular weights. The
results indicate that thermal stability of the material has significant
effects on piloted ignition delay time, flame spread rate and heat
release rate. The effects of melt viscosity, the transport of indepth
degradation products through the molten polymer layer inside the sample,
are negligible on piloted ignition. Howeve=, they are significant on
horizontal flame spreading behavior and reduce its rate by forming
opposed slow fluid motion of molten polymer along the inclined
vaporizing surface against the traveling flame front.

Introduction
There have been numerous studies to determine the effects of polymer
characteristics on flammability properties. Most of these studies were based
on the comparison of flammability properties of many different polymer
samples. Since there were always many differences in thermal properties,
degradation characteristics, and gas phase oxidation chemistry due to
differences in degradation products among polymer samples, these studies could
not clearly explain why the flammability properties of polymer A were
different from those of polymer B. In order to avoid this uncertainty, the
effect of one or two differences in material characteristics on flammability
properties were studied.

Initial molecular weight, MW, and thermal stability of the sample were
selected as the two material characteristics. Since melt viscosity of molten
polymer depends strongly on its molecular weight, varying initial molecular
weight shows which flammability properties are affected by the melting
characteristics of the sample without significantly modifying other material
characteristics. Two types of polymers, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and
polystyrene (PS), were selected because the thermal degradation of PMMA is
controlled mainly via the depropagation reaction[l,2] , and the thermal
degradation of PS is controlled mainly via the intermolecular- and
intramolecular-transfer reaction[3,4]. Thus, it is expected that the thermal
stability of PMMA is sensitive to initial molecular weight due to a change in
the number of weak linkages in the polymer chains[1,2] , but the thermal

1 Guest scientist from National Research Ins:itute for Pollution and
Resources, Tsukuba, Japan.
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stability of PS is not sensitive to initial molecular weight. The difference
in flammability properties between two PS samples with two different initial
molecular weights should indicate only the effects of initial molecular weight
(and thus melt viscosity) of the sample. The difference in flammability
properties between two PMMA samples with two different initial molecular
weights should indicate the combined effects of initial molecular weight and
thermal stability of the sample.

A detailed discussion of each flammability measurement and the results were
published elsewhere, for example, piloted ignition is presented in Ref. 6,
flame spreading in Ref. 7, and non-flaming gasification in Ref.9. The
objective of this paper is to combine these results to understand the effects
of material characteristics on flammability properties.

EXPERIMENTAL
The two PMMA samples were ELVACITE 2009 (MW 47,000, low MW PMMA) and 2041 (MW
200,000, high MW PMMA) (E.I. Dupont de Nemours & Co.) and the two PS samples
were STYRON 6065 (MW 64,000, low MW PS) and 6069 (MW 120,000, high MW PS) (Dow
Chemical Co.). Since thermal properties of linear polymers do not change
significantly with a change in molecular weight, as long as the number of
monomer units in the polymer chain exceeds approximately one hundred,
differences in thermal properties such as thermal conductivity and specific
heat between the two PMMA samples and between the two PS samples are
negligible. Furthermore, the initial molecular structures are almost the same
between the two PMMA samples and the two PS samples. The difference is about
1 unit per 1000 units. During degradation this might become 1 unit per 100
units, but still effects on thermal properties and infrared. absorption
characteristics are negligible. However, this is not true for polymers which
cross-link during degradation.

The sample specimens were cast to make a plate about 10 cm wide x 36 em long x
1.3 cm thick for the flame spreading study, about 7.5 em x 7.5 em x 1.3 em
thick for the piloted ignition study, and about 1) em x 10 em x 1.3 em thick
for the burning experiment. The sample was mounted horizontally in this
study; a more detailed description can be found in Ref.5 for flame spreading
and in Ref.6 for piloted ignition. Heat release :ate was measured by the Cone
Calorimeter[7] , which measures the consumption rate of oxygen during burning
of the sample[S]. Although some of the non-flaming radiative gasification
rate data[9] will be used for comparison of surface temperature, detailed
results are not discussed in this paper.

RESVLTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermal Stability: Derivative thermogravimetry (DTG), i.e., normalized weight
loss rate of the four samples was measured at a heating rate of SOC/min.
Results for the PS samples are shown in Fig.l and those for the PMMA samples
are shown in Fig.2. Since thermal oxidative degradation and thermal
degradation might occur near the sample surface[lO] , degradation
characteristics were determined both in nitrogen and in air. The important
result obtained from these figures is that there are no significant
differences in thermal stability between the two 1'S samples, as we expected.
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For the two PMMA samples, there are three peaks for the high MY sample
degrading in nitrogen. Since this sample was polymerized by a free radical
method, it is expected that the first peak at around 170°C is caused by
scission at the weak linkage of the head-to-head structure [2 ,11] , the second
peak at around 280°C is due to radical initiation at the unsaturated chain
ends[l,2,ll), and the third peak at around 370°C is due to random scission at
the main chain linkages. Higher stability for low MY PMMA sample (only one
high temperature peak) indicates that the low MY sample was polymerized with a
chain transfer agent to avoid the formation of the weak linkages in the
polymer chains during its polymerization process[2]. Results of the samples
degrading in air show an increase in thermal stability at the low temperature
range (the disappearance of the first peak for the high MY sample) and
significant reduction in thermal stability at the high temperature range.
This is consistent with our previous study of oxygen effects on PMMA
degradation[2] .

Piloted Ignition: The relationship between ignition time and incident external
radiant flux is a straight line in the logarithmic plot shown in Fig.3 fqr the
four samples. The results show that ignition delay times of low MY PMMA
samples are much longer than those of high MY PMMA samples. However, there
are no significant differences between the two PS samples. Ignoring heat
losses and assuming the sample to be inert and thermally thick (inert model),
the slope of the above relationship is approximated to be -2.0[6). However,
the slopes shown in Fig. 3 are -2.8 for the high MY PMMA, -3.2 for the low MY
PMMA, and -2.9 for the PS samples. There are many reasons in which the simple
inert model cannot be applied to this study such as that the sample used in
this study is not thermally thick, and there are additional complexities of
indepth absorption of the incident radiation by the sample, of re-radiation
loss from the sample, small sample weight loss by "endothermic degradation
prior to ignition, and changes in surface reflectance and absorption
characteristics with radiant flux due to a change in source temperature.
Measured surface temperatures at ignition for low MY PMMA samples gradually
increase with external radiant flux from about 320°C to 340°C and those for
high MY PMMA samples were nearly constant at about 260-270°C(6) as shown in
Fig.4. They were nearly constant at about 3S0-370°C for both low and high MW
PS samples in the range of external radiant flux used in this study. By
referring to Figs. 1 and 2, these ignition surface temperatures indicate that
thermal oxidative degradation might significantly contribute to the generation
of combustible gases during the ignition process ~f these samples. These
results indicate clearly that the thermal stabili~y of the material strongly
controls the pilo-ted ignition process and thus su~face temperature at ignition
of the low MW PMMA samples are much higher than those of the high MY PMMA
samples.

Flame Spreading: The relationship between the location of the flame front and
time for the two PMMA samples in Fig.S and for the two PS sample in Fig.6
shows significant differences in flame spread rate. The average flame spread
rate was 2.3 x 10- 3 cm/s for the low MW PMMA and 8.5 x 10- 3 cm/s for the high
MY sample. Similarly, it was 6.7 x 10- 3 cm/s for the low MY PS sample and 8.5
x 10- 3 cm/s for the high MY PS sample.
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Flame spread behavior over the surface of the low MW samples was quite
transient and different from the high MW samples. The sample with high MW did
not form molten polymer near the flame front so the flame spread steadily.
However, flame spread over the low MW PMMA sample was quite complex, similar
to flame spread over the low MW PS sample. A sch~matic illustration of flame
spread behavior over the two PMMA samples is described in Fig.7. Flame spread
very slowly after reaching about 8 cm location. The energy feedback from the
flame to the surface ahead of the vaporization front appeared to be
insufficient to degrade the thermally stable low ~V sample ahead of the
vaporization front. Therefore, the regression rate normal to the surface was
larger than the flame spread rate, and the wall described in Fig.7b was
formed. Once the wall was formed, the blue flame front was absent and the
flame almost stopped spreading. When a small particle was put on the top of
the wall, a slow downward movement of the particle toward the bottom of the
wall was observed, which indicates the existence of a slow fluid motion of the
molten polymer against flame spread direction. When the flame front reached
approximately the 10 em location, burnout of the downstream part of the sample
occurred and the center of the flame moved forward due to narrowing of the
width of the flame by the burnout. Under this co~dition, air was entrained
mainly from the downstream side of the flame instead of from both sides
(upstream and downstream) of the flame. It appea=ed that the wall acted as an
obstacle to air entrainment from the upstream side of the small flame. This
caused the flame to lean forward and to move back and forth as described in
Fig.7c. Although there was no visible blue flame front, energy feedback from
the flame to the wall was temporally enhanced when the flame leaned forward.
The wall was rapidly smoothed by the enhanced degradation due to temporally
enhanced energy feedback and the flame climbed par.tially over the step. The
flame continued to spread in this mode. The flame spread rate appeared to be
sensitive to the aerodynamics of the air entrainment, which was also sensitive
to the shape of the burning surface contour. Thetefore, there was some
scatter in the flame spread rate over the low MW EMMA sample. This effect of
fluid motion of the molten polymer (low MW sample) on vertical downward and
upward flame spreading is more severe than for horizontal flame spreading.
The large difference in flame spread rate between the two PMMA samples
indicates also that thermal stability of the mate~ial significantly affects
flame spreading rate.

Heat Release Rate: The changes in heat release rate and also in heat of
combustion per unit sample weight loss with time are shown in Fig. 8 for the
two P~~ samples and in Fig. 9 for the two PS samples at an external radiant
flux of 40 kW/m2 . The results show that the heat release rate of the high MW
PMMA sample is as much as 30% larger than that of the low MY PMMA sample.
However, the heat of combustion per unit sample weight loss is almost the same
for the two PMMA samples. This indicates that gas phase flame processes are
almost the same for the two PMMA samples but the gasification rate(burning
rate) for the high MW PMMA sample is higher (as high as 30%) than that for the
low MW PMMA sample. However, heat release rates and heats of combustion per
unit sample weight loss of the two PS samples are practically the same at
various external radiant fluxes regardless of the molecular weight
differences.
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It appears that the mass transfer process for indepth degradation products
through the molten polymer layer to the sample surface might not be important
for determining burning rate of the PS samples. Further studies are needed to
make it more general because the degradation of the PS samples occurs within a
relatively narrow temperature range as shown in Fig. 1. The indepth
degradation tends to be quite close to the sample surface where sample
temperature is high. On the other hand, the high MW PMMA sample degrades over
a wide temperature range compared to the low MW PMMA sample, as shown in
Fig.2. Therefore, the indepth degradation tends to occur more deeply for the
high MW PMMA sample than for the low MY PMMA sample. However, since melt
viscosity of the high MW sample is much higher than that for the low MW
sample, the transfer rate of the degradation products through the highly
viscous layer of the high MW sample would be much lower than that for the low
MW sample. These opposing two factors for the high MW PMMA sample, thermally
unstable and highly viscous molten polymer, might reduce the difference in
heat release rate between the two PMMA samples. At present, it is not clear
how much each of these two factors affected the difference in heat release
rate of the two PMMA samples as shown in Fig.8.

Surface Temperature: Since the same four types of sample were used for the
measurements of various flammability properties, the surface temperatures for
piloted ignition, flame spread and non-flaming radiative gasification are
compared to determine whether a unique vaporization surface temperature exists
for each sample. The surface temperature of the two PS samples during non
flamin& radiative gasification is in the range 380-420°C[9]. The surface
temperature at piloted ignition is in the range 3S0-370°C[6] and the
vaporization temperature during horizontal flame spreading is about 470-S00°C.
Since the exact location of the vaporization front for the flame spreading
study could not be precisely determined, the surface temperature is
approximately 400°C if the flame front is about 0.1 cm ahead of the
vaporization front, as defined in Ref.s (This possibility is reinforced by the
fact that there were sharp breaks in temperature rise around this temperature
in Fig.s of Ref.s.). For the low MW PMMA sample, the piloted ignition surface
temperature is about 320-340°C and the vaporization temperature during
horizontal flame spreading is roughly 400°C. The vaporization surface
temperature during non-flaming radiative gasification is in the range 370
420°C. For the high MY PMMA sample the piloted ignition temperature is about
260-270°C and vaporization during horizontal flame spreading occurs at about
420°C. The vaporization temperature during non-flaming radiative gasification
is in the range 360-4l0°C.

These results indicate that the piloted ignition surface temperature is much
lower than the vaporization temperatures occurring in horizontal flame
spreading and in non-flaming radiative gasification. With samples having as
many different chemical degradation paths as the high MW PMMA sample shown in
Fig.2. the piloted ignition temperature tends to be much lower than the
vaporization temperatures. It is curious that there is a large difference in
surface temperature between piloted ignition and horizontal flame spreading.
If flame spreading is considered to be a successive piloted ignition process,
the surface temperature for both cases should be .the same. The difference
could be caused by the difference in heat flux to a sample; the maximum flux
is about 7 W/cm2 for horizontal flame spreading[12] and the radiant flux range
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was 1.0-2.7 W/cm2 for piloted ignition. The difference in surface temperature
between piloted ignition and non-flaming radiative gasification could be due
to a large difference in mass flux between the two cases. The mass flux
during non-flaming radiative gasification is about 20 times larger than for
piloted ignition, which tends to be more influenced by degradation path
particulary for a low external radiant flux. There are no significant
differences in surface temperature for horizontal flame spreading and non
flaming radiative gasification among the four samples.

Conclusion
1. Thermal stability of polymeric materials has significant effects on piloted
ignition delay time, flame spread rate and heat release rate. Surface
temperature at piloted ignition is controlled by detailed chemical degradation
path of the material and is not necessarily the same as the vaporization
temperature at the flame front.
2. The transport process of indepth degradation products of PS and PMMA
through the molten polymer layer inside the sample has a negligible effect on
piloted ignition. However, the sample with low initial molecular weight forms
a molten polymer and the opposed slow fluid motion of molten polymer along the
inclined vaporizing surface against the traveling flame significantly affects
flame spreading behavior and reduces its rate.
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Fig. 7. A schematic illustration
of flame spread behavior
over the PMMA samples. (a)
over the high MW sample, (b)
over the low MW sample with
the wall, (c) over the low
MW sample with unstable flame
movement, and (d) over the
low MW sample with air
entrained mainly from the
downstream side of the flame .
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PROGRESS REPORT ON FIRE TOXICITY AND CHEMISTRY RESEARCH IN THE UNITED STATES

Barbara C. Levin
Center for Fire Research

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, MD 20899 USA

Deaths, injuries, and losses due to fires continue to be major problems in the
United States which still holds the dubious distinction of having the highest
death rate per capita in the industrialized world. Interest in the fire
problem was indicated by a major week-long symposium entitled "Fire and
Polymers" which was sponsored by the American Chemical Society in Dallas,
Texas in April, 1989. One day of that symposium was devoted to combustion
product toxicity and the rest of the sessions were devoted to the chemistry.
The proceedings of that meeting are in the process of being published.

The research efforts in toxicity and chemistry, which at one time were pursued
individually, are now starting to meld into a common endeavor. There are a
number of issues which continue to drive the direction of this research:

1. The development of a proper small-scale toxicity test apparatus
which will qualitatively and quantitatively simulate the combus
tion atmospheres found in large-scale fire tests and provide data
that can be used in the prediction of fire hazard and regulation
of materials and products.

2. The implementation of state-of-the-art analytical tools for iden
tification and quantitation of toxic agents in fire atmospheres.

3. The development of a simplified gas model which can be used to
predict the toxic potency of complex gas mixtures found in fire
atmospheres and to provide data for hazard assessment.

4. The development of a bioanalytical screening test to determine
whether the combustion products from materials are extremely toxic
or unusually toxic.

5. The development of an incapacitation model that can be used in a
hazard assessment an4lysis to predict the escape potential of
people in fires.

6. The characterization of the smoke components from smoldering
combustion and increased understanding of smoldering phenomena.

7. The prediction of carbon monoxide generation from various fuels
and under various fire conditions.

8. The chemistry of soot formation and destruction in diffusion
flames.

There are at least three laboratories [National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), Southwest Research Institute (SwRI). and University of
Pittsburgh (UPITT») which are currently working individually and cooperatively
on perfecting small-scale toxicity test apparatus. This work is continuing
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even though the State of New York has passed a regulation that electrical
conduit and electrical wire insulation; pipe, duct or thermal insulation; and
interior finishes or interior floor finishes need to be tested by the
University of Pittsburgh's toxicity test before being used in buildings or
factory manufactured homes [lJl. All of the current test methods consist of
three main components - the combustion system, the analytical system and the
animal exposure system. The main thrust of this effort is the improvement of
the combustion system in order to assure that the combustion products are
similar to those found in real fires. Both the National Institute of Building
Sciences (NIBS) and NIST have been exploring different toxicity test protocols
using a radiant heat combustor designed by Southwest Research Institute ~2].

The UP ITT is testing a procedure which combines the NIST cone calorimeter and
the University of Pittsburgh's animal exposure chamber.

With regard to the implementation of state-of-the-art analytical tools for
identification and quantitation of toxic agents in fire atmospheres, NIST is
implementing the use of Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy for the
continuous on-line measurement of multiple fire gases [3J, ion chromatography
for the measurement of acid gases such as HC1, HBr and HCN [4], and chemilumi
nescence for NOx [5].

NIST has developed a simplified gas model (the N-Gas Model) to predict the
toxic potency of complex gas mixtures found in fire atmospheres [6-9J. This
empirical mathematical model predicts the acute lethality of rats during short
term exposures and the 24 hour post-exposure period and is currently based on
the toxic interactions of 4 gases - CO, COz ' HCN and reduced Oz. Work at SwRI
is progressing towards the inclusion of HCl and HBr into this model [10]. In
an effort to include NOz into the N-Gas model, NIST has just completed a
series of tests that demonstrated the synergism of NOz and COz [5]. At the
end of this year, we hope to have a seven gas model which predicts both within
and post-exposure deaths. The current approach has been incorporated into a
computer hazard assessment methodology entitled HAZARD I [11].

HAZARD I, which was developed by NIST, is now available to the public [11].
This computer-based methodology allows one to define a specific fire scenario,
calculate the development of hazardous conditions over time, determine the
escape time needed by building occupants and estimate the resulting loss of
life based on predicted occupant behavior and toxic gas and heat tenability
criteria.

A bioanalytical screening test has been developed at NIST to determine whether
the combustion products from materials are extremely toxic (i.e., low
concentrations produce toxic effect) or unusually toxic (i.e., the toxicity of
the combined major fire gases is not sufficient to account for the observed
toxicity) [12]. This test is based on the N-Gas Model and is designed to
minimize the use of animals.

Modeling of incapacitation from fire smoke continues to be a difficult problem
primarily because the degree of incapacitation can range from incorrect
decision making to inability to physically move. Many people have tried to
deal with this problem in the past. Most recently, the University of

lNumbers in brackets refer to references listed at the end of this paper.
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Pittsburgh has published both a running mouse and guinea pig model [13,14).
The Navy is also conducting some studies with humans who are exposed to
various oxygen concentrations. In these experiments, the ability to perform
mathematical calculations while undergoing different levels of work (station
ary bicycle riding) is being measured [15). Incapacitation as used in Hazard
I [11) is based on physical incapacitation (inability to move) and the
individual toxic gas data from the non-human primate work of D. Purser (16).

Work is continuing on the characterization of the smoke components and
controlling factors in smoldering combustion [17,18). Current work at NIST
has been concerned with self-sustained smoldering of solid wood under
controlled air supply conditions. Transition to flaming and extinction
depends on the air flow rates. During stable smoldering, 3 to 4 mole-percent
of the exhaust gases is carbon monoxide. Other smoldering combustion gases
have also been characterized. This work has led to an increased under
standing of smold~ring propagation and flaming transition phenomena.

The research necessary to model and predict carbon monoxide generation from
various fuels in enclosure fires both in large and small-scale test conditions
is another area of study at NIST (19).

The effects of the molecular structure on flammability properties are being
examined at NISI and Factory Mutual Research Corporation. In particular,
these two groups are studying the effects of thermal stability and melt
viscosity of the material on piloted ignition (20), flame spread (21), non
flaming gasification rate and heat release rate (22). Engineering correla
tions for heat of combustion, its convective and radiative components, yields
of CO and particulates as functions of molecular weight and aromatic, sat
urated and unsaturated bonds of the material structure have been suggested
(23) .

Work continues on the long-term study of the chemistry of soot formation at
NISI, Pennsylvania State University and George Washington University [24-26).
Through the use of laser techniques (such as absorption, fluorescence,
multiphoton ionization) and mass spectrometric methods, the production and
destruction rates of intermediate hydrocarbons and radical pool species are
being examined. Recently, the first quantitative radical measurements in
hydrocarbon diffusion flames have been reported [25]. Carbon monoxide
formation and oxidation in a methane/air flame and the relationship between
soot and CO formation is being studied.
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Hiroaki SUZUKI

Smoke Control Division

Building Research Institute

Ministry of Construction

Tatehara, Tsukuba-shi

Ibaraki-ken, 305

JAPAN

Studies on fire and toxicity chemistry have not made significant progress in

number in these 16 months since the last UJNR meeting. One of reports of this

field related to fire chemistry is the work of O. Sugawa and H. Yamamoto's

which is dealing the change of smoke particles from wood and fire retarded

wooden materials at various temperatures. lJ They have obtained that combinatior

of molybdenum, bromine and phosphate compounds are effective for reduction of

smoke particles from wooden materials. This phenomena seem to be based on the

synergestic effect of the molybdenum compound.

Related to toxicity chemistry, some were reported by T. Morikawa, E. Yanai, T.

Watanabe, T. Okada, and Y. Sato who have dealt with toxic gases from natural

and synthetic polymers under different opening conditions using a full scale

two-storey house of concrete construction. 2l , 3).~) A room on the first floor

was used as the fire room. Various kinds and amounts of natural and syn~hetlc

materials were supplied for fire loads under some opening conditions. CO and HCN

were estimated to be major toxicants. More amount of HCN were detected from

synthetic polymers than natural ones in the same amount of nitrogen-containing

materials. Smaller area of the opening tended to produce more toxic gases.

For analysis of CO-Hb in blood, rabbits were applied. Synthetic polymers showeci

higher toxicity than natural ones from the point of CO concentration in the

combustion products, as well. HCN from synthetic materials may cause rabbits

incapacious or dead.
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T. Morikawa has also conducted a studay on evolution of :oxic gases at

smouldering conditions and its estimation. S ) Cotton, acrylic ~ool, sawdust and

mosquito coil, tatam: mat (made of stra~ covered with rush) were smolder using

red hot charcoa: as a heat source and CO, COz, O2 , HCN, Acrolein ~ere analized

by gas chromatography. He showed relationship between total toxic:ty index ([ (C

, fC r ,)) and toxicity of each gas. He confirmed the toxicity i~dex 0; CO _S

higher than that of the sum of toxicity indexes of other toxicants.

T. H:~ata, Y. Fukui, S. Kawamoto and M. :noue have dealt ',Jit~ comcustion

toxic:ty of gases from plywood treated with retardants and wit~ eCA

presevatives. They have explained these in terms of chemical reac:io~

mechanisms, and concerned with generation of CO and other toxicants. Details

are mensioned in their paper entitled II COMBUSTION TOXICITY OF wOODS TREATED

WITH RETARDANTS AND eCA PRESERVATIVES It of the 11th Joint Meeting of UJNR Panel

on Fire Research and Safety.
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COMBUSTION TOXICITY OF WOODS TREATED WITH RETARDANTS AND CCA PRESERVATIVES

T. Hirata, Y. Fukui, S. Kawa~oto, and M. Inoue
Forestry & Forest Products Research Institute,
Kukisaki, Inashiki, Ibaraki 305, Japan

ABSTRACT

Combustion gas toxicity of plywood treated wi th retardants I and of wood
tr.eated with CCA pre servatives was determined and explained in terms of
chemical reaction mechanisms, and generation of CO and other toxicants.

INTRODUCTION

A large amount of wood and wood-based materials such as plywood, particle
board, and fiber board is used for buildings, furniture, fences, and so
forth. Therefore, development of fire retardant and decay resistant wood
and wood-based materials having a high level of safety is needed. Fire
retardant plywood has been made with treatments by several retardants in
the laboratory and evaluated by combustion tests.

On the other hand, for decay resistant wood, eeA which consists of compounds
of copper, chromium, and arsenic has been used in the majority of wood pre
servatives because of advantages of its high efficiency and low cost of the
treating process. However, combustion gases from GGA treated wood, especially
gases from arsenic compounds are assumed to be acute toxicants. This paper
presents results regarding the combustion gas toxicity of the fire retardant
plywood and eCA treated wood.

EXPERIMENTAL

1. Samples
Three kinds of samples, fire retardant plywood, and CCA treated wood for
oxidative pyrolysis and for a combustion test, were prepared.

Plywood (6.0 mm in thickness), made of red meranti wood and melamine-urea
formaldehyde resin glue, was treated with retardants, as shown in Fig. 1,
where the solutions of ammonium phosphate and ammonium bromide in five dif
ferent compositions (0:1, 1:3, 1:1,3:1, and 1:0 in weight) were used in 20 %
concentration. The concentration of boric acid solution was 5 %. Twelve parts
of poly(ammonium phosphate) were mixed with 100 parts of the original resin
solution. The plywood samples were cut into 22 x 22 cm for combustion tests
and were conditioned at 22°C, 45 % RH longer than three months.

The samples for the oxidative pyrolysis were sapwood of JaPanese cedar ground
to diameters between 0.35 and 1.0 mm. The ground wood was immersed in anyone
of three different concentrations of GGA 2, which consisted of CrO) (59-67 %),
CuO (16-20 %), and H2As04 (17-21 %), and then freeze-dried. The CCA retentions
of the three samples were 0.9, 3.7, and 7.9 % of the original wood weight.

Red lauan wood samples of 1 x 22 x 22 cm size and 0.44-0.54 specific gravity
were impregnated with either eCA 2 or eCA 1-A which consisted of K2Cr07 (50-60
%), CuS04·5H20 (30-37 %), and AS205·2H20 (10-13 %) and used for the combustion
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toxicity test. Also these samples were conditioned at 22°C, 45 % RH longer
than three months.

2. Combustion gas toxicity test
In this test an apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, was used according to Ministry of
Construction Notification 1231. Combustion gas from a sample, which was heated
with electric heaters and LP gas flame, was first introduced into the chamber
I (50 x 50 x 50 cm3 volume) and stirred there. On the passage between the
chamber I and the mouse exposure chamber (chamber II, 50 x 50 x 50 cmJ volume)
part of the gas was drawn off outside at a rate of 10 mL/min and the residue
was then introduced into the chamber II. The heating time is 6 minutes and the
mouse exposure time is 9 minutes plus the heating time (15 minutes). The elec
tricity and gas supplies to the heaters were previously determined by test
runs for a prescribed non-combustible specimen so as to follow a prescribed
time-exhaust temperature curve.

The mice used were pedigreed (named DDY) , female, 5 weeks old, and weighed
between 18 and 22 grams. For each run, 8 mice on each tread mill were exposed
to the combustion gas. The incapacitation time of a mouse is defined as
a time when the rotation of the tread mill terminates. The combustion toxicity
for each run was evaluated by Is which was obtained according to Xs = X- 0,
where Xis a mean incapacitation time and a is the standard deviation.

3. Oxidative pyrolysis, and analysis of copper, chromium, and arsenic
Using an imaging furnace, about one gram of CCA treated wood was isothermally
heated at temperatures between 505 and 1030 °c in an air atmosphere flowing
at 150 mL/min, until the decomposable weight monitored by a balance was ex
hausted. This furnace raised the sample temperature from room temperature to
the desired constant values within one minute. The pyrolysis volatiles were
introduced into a series of three spiral traps through a glass tube heated at
300°C. The first, second, and third traps were chilled by ice-water (0 DC),
dry ice-methanol (about _60°C), and liquid nitrogen (about -190°C), respec
tively. Condensates in the traps were dissolved in acetone, methanol, or
water. On the other hand, ash from the samples was completely dissolved in
sulfuric acid mixed with nitric acid with heating at temperature below 200°C
for 8 to 16 hours. The prepared solutions were analyzed for arsenic, copper,
and chromium by an atomic absprption photometer.

RESULTS

1. Combustion gas toxicity of plywood treated with retardants
The untreated plywood of all the samples gave the smalles mean of Xs, 5.67
min. Since this value is considerably smaller, compared to 6.66 min for
untreated red lauan wood obtained by Uesugi and others (1), this plywood
is found to have high gas toxicity.

In order to detect effects of the retardants on the toxicity, the average
values of X (Xave) for each group of different treatments are shown in Fig. 3,
where the different treatments are first divided into three groups of treat
ments, with neither ammonium phosphate nor ammonium bromide, with ammonium
phosphate but without ammonium bromide, and with ammonium bromide but ~ithout

ammonium phosphate. Furthermore, each group is divided for treatments of
poly(ammonium phosphate) and boric acid. In the first group of the above three
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addition of boric acid and/or poly(ammonium phosphate) to the untreated ply
wood is found to have made Xave a little greater. In the second group ammonium
phosphate, especially with boric acid, is found to greatly improve the gas
toxicity of the plywood. Ammonium bromide showed small tendency to increase
Xave, compared to the untreated plywood, however, this tendency seems to be
restrained by boric acid in contrast to the case of ammonium phosphate.

Plots of the contents of ammonium bromide against X were made in Fig. 4 ~o

obtain effects of ammonium bromide mixed with ammonium phosphate. Changes in X
with changing the ammonium bromide content are found to be different depending
on the additives of poly(ammonium phosphate) and boric acid. Without boric
acid, X seems to slightly increase with increasing ammonium bromide (there
fore, decreasing ammonium phosphate), as shown by the linear regression lines.
It is noted that the above great effect of ammonium phosphate on X was almost
neutralized by mixture with ammonium bromide. For the samples coated with
boric acid, Xrather rapidly decreased with increasing ammonium bromide in the
region of lower ammonium bromide content, and seems to have gradually leveled
off or started to increase with further increase in ammonium bromide, as seen
by the regression curves. This turn may be caused from that the above effect
of ammonium bromide to increase i appeared after the effect of ammonium phos
phate and boric acid on i had been canceled by increasing ammonium bromide and
then decreasing ammonium phosphate.

Plots of the maximum CO concentration in the exposure chamber vs. Xin Fig. 5
show that i steeply decreased with increasing CO up to around 1 % but the de
crease became slower with further increase in CO. This trend is approximated
by a hyperbolic curve being in accordance with Haber's rule. Sakurai (2) has
obtained a similar relationship using mice which were exposed to an atmosphere
consisting of pure CO and air. It is seen from the composition of ammonium
phosphate to ammonium bromide given in Fig. 5 that although CO concentration
is low, X generally decreased with increasing ammonium bromide.

2. Oxidative pyrolysis and combustion gas toxicity of CCA treated wood
Arsenic was found in the ash and condensates from the oxidative pyrolysis of
the eCA treated wood. Arsenic recovered from the ash decreased (then, arsenic
transferred into gas phase increased) with increasing temperature, while with
increasing temperature the amounts of arsenic recovered from the two conden
sates at about -60 and -190°C linearly increased and that from the a °C con
densate increased gradually with accelerating rate, as shown in Fig. 6 for
the sample in the 3.7 % CCA content (basically same figures were obtained
from the other samples of the 0.9 and 7.9 % CCA contents though are not
shown). Furthermore, it is found by comparison among the different CCA content
samples that at temperatures lower than 800 DC, the smaller the CCA content,
the lower the percentage of arsenic recovered from the ash.

The percentage of total arsenic recoveries decreased with increasing tempera
ture to 700°C for the 0.9 % CCA content sample or to 900°C for the other
samples. These trends reversed and began to increase with further increase in
the temperature. Arsenic which was not recovered is assumed to be caught in
compounds of high molecular weight along with tar in the glass path between
the furnace and the first trap at 0 DC.

Analysis using the atomic absorption photometer does not give any information
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about chemical structures or molecular species of arsenic compounds. However,
the molecular weight of the compounds would be lower in a condensate at lower
temperature. AsH] (hydrogen arsenide) seems to be the only compound of arsenic
products which condenses not at -60 but at -190°C. Its melting and boiling
points are -113.5 and -54.8 °c, respectively. Therefore, arsenic in the con
densate at about -190°C might c~me from AsH). Though the quantity of arsenic
from this condensate is small, AsH3 is well-known as a very strong and acute
toxicant which is produced from reaction between an arsenic compound and nas
cent hydrogen. It is believed that this toxicant rather easily oxidizes
to lose its acute toxicity in air.

The results of the analysis of the ash and the condensates for copper and
chromium indicate that almost all of these elements remained in the ash.
Copper and chromium recovered from all the condensates were less than 0.5 and
0.2 % of the initial amounts, respectively.

Influence of CCA on the incapacitation of mice is not sufficiently clea~, as
shown by the considerable scatter of the plots of CCA contents vs. Xin Fig.
7, where two mutually contrary relationships are shown by linear regression
lines which have low correlation coefficients. These indicate that Xdecreases
with increasing CCA 1-A and that Xincreases with increasing CCA 2, respec
tively. The latter relationship is statistically significant at the 5 % level.

This incapacitation time can be related to two other factors, 'namely, the
specific gravity of specimens and CO. The mean incapacitation time increased
with increasing specific gravity, as shown in Fig. 8, where a linear line
is given which has a 5 % significance level. Furthermore, Xdecreased with in
creasing maximum CO concentration in the exposure chamber, as shown in Fig. 9

. where the relationsip is approximated by a regression curve. It is suggested
from these figures that Xvariations depend not only on CCA but also on the
specific gravity and CO generation.

DISCUSSION

1. Plywood treated with retardants
As shown in Fig. 3, !ave for the samples treated with both ammonium phosphate
and boric acid is larger than the value expected from addition of the two
values of fave for each sample treated with a corresponding single retardant.
On the contrary, Xave for the samples treated with both ammonium bromide and
boric acid is smaller than the value expected in the same way. Similar syner
gistic and antagonistic effects between the same retardants on heat release,
ignitability, and smoke generation were previously found in the surface flam
mability of plywood(3). Therefore, these effects are probably due to the
same mechanism in both combustion tests.

The mechanisms may be described as follows: In pyrolysis of wood, ammonium
phosphate accelerates dehydration and then carbonization, while boric acid
accelerates crosslinking reaction to produce stable char(4). Therefore,
these two retardants cooperate to form a thicker and more stable char layer.
This thermal insulation protects the inside of the wood and then restrains
production of flammable gases. Thus, CO from the imperfect combustion of
flammable gases would be given less by the treatments with these two reta~d

ants. On the other hand, ammonium bromide inhibits combustion of flammable
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gases by evolving hydrogen bromide into gas phase. Without ammonium phosphate,
wood chemical structures stabilized by boric acid cause rapid gasification
once decomposition commences (4-6) and increase in smoke()). When the combust
tion of flammable gases, thus rapidly evolved from boric acid treated wood, is
inhibited by halides, this imperfect combustion would give higher CO concen
tration than for wood treated with ammonium bro~ide or boric acid.

Production of CO generally increases with increasing smoke(?). This relation
ship, however, varied depending on the retardant treatments, "as shown in Fig.
10.. It is clear that the group treated with ammonium bromide yielded less CO
than the group treated with neither ammonium phosphate nor ammonium bromide,
nevertheless the former evolved more smoke than the latter. This suggests that
the ammonium bromide treatment yielded other toxicants besides CO, because X
tended to decrease with increasing the content of this salt, though the CO
concentration was low, as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, it emerges that the
two groups might casuse two different imperfect combustions due to the inhibi
tory effect of ammonium bromide and due to lack of oxygen, respectively.

Ammonium bromide would not directly produce HCN (hydrogen cyanide), because it
decomposes at temperatures under 230°C which is too low to produce BCN. It
was found by ion chromatography for gas sampled from the exposure chamber in a
preliminary test that plywood glued by urea-formaldehyde resin generated a
large amount of HCN, which was probably produced also from the resin glue used
for the present plywood. HCN would oxidize at high temperature, but in this
study the oxidation had to be inhibited by hydrogen bromide. The inhibitory
effect of ammonium bromide on the BCN oxidation was probably greater than the
corresponding effect of lack of oxygen in the exposure chamber, as inferred
from the larger smoke generation from the ammonium bromide treated plywood
than that from the untreated plywood shown in Fig. 10.

2. Wood treated with CCA
Arsenic volatized in the oxidative pyrolysis seems to increase with increas
ing air supply, because under an air supply at a constant rate of 150 mL/min,
the smaller the CCA content (Le. the larger the air supply per unit CCA
amount), the arsenic found in the ash was less. On the other hand, the arse
nic from the two condensates (except for the 0 °C one) linearly increased with
increasing temperatue, as shown in Fig. 6. In fact it may be difficult to
develop an incinerator which has traps for these arsenic volatiles. Therefore,
it is desirable to burn waste- wood treated with CCA under conditions where
temperature is lower than 500 °C and of the reduced air supply in order to
prevent generation of arsenic into the atmosphere.

Although the reliability may not seem high due to the dispersion of the plots,
the two contrary trends found in Fig. 7 must relate to the different arsenic
compounds, if these trends are true. The relationship between i and maximum CO
concentration in Fig. 9 seems to deviate from Haber's rule. It is interesting
to note that the greater Part of the plots for CCA 1-A are located under the
regression curve. Therefore, X for CCA 1-A seems to have been more closely
involved with other toxicants such as AsH) besides CO than for CCA 2.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Ammonium phosphate, especially with boric acid, much decreased the combus-
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tion gas toxicity of plywood. This improvement was achieved with dehydration
and carbonization by ammonium phosphate and with stabilization of wood chemi
cal structures by boric acid.

Fig. 2. Apparatus for combustion .gas
toxicity test.
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2. Ammonium bromide decreased the combustion toxicity a little, but this im
provement was reduced by boric acid. It is assumed that ammonium bromide
inhibited not only the combustion of flammable volatiles but also the HCN
oxidation. The rapid decomposition of wood structures stabilized by boric acid
seems to have resulted in reducing the improvement given by ammonium bromide.

3. An acute toxicant, AsH3 was produced in the oxidative pyrolysis of CCA
treated wood. However, any solid conclusion about effects of CCA on the toxic
ity was not obtained in the combustion test. The gas toxicity of the CCA
treated wood seems to be controlled by several factors such as generation of
CO and AsH3' and the specific gravity of specimens. In order to prevent gener
ation of arsenic volatiles it is desirable to burn eCA treated wood at low
temperature with less air supply.

Fig. 1. Plywood sample.
AB: Ammonium bromide,
DAP: Diammonium phosphate,
BA: Boric acid,
PAP: Poly(ammonium phosphate)
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Large-Scale Toxicity Correlations

VYTENIS BABRAUSKAS
Center for Fire Research

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, MD 20899, U.S.A

ABSTRACT

Some of the recent work done at NIST in the area of validating reduced-scale tOXICIty test
methods against full-scale room fire data is reviewed. The agreements and disagreements obtained
thus far are summarized. The current NIST research program for systematizing the validation
process itself is also reviewed.

HYPOTIIESIS

The simplest hypothesis that can be used in the validation of bench-scale toxicity data against full~

scale data is the following: Is the yield of all toxicologically important gas species similar in the
bench-scale tests and in the full-scale studies? We note that the definition of yield is that yield
of gas X = kg X producedJkg fuel burned. To this end, several test series of data can be
examined.

THE DATA EXAMINED

During the last few years, opportunities arose at NIST to complete 3 different test series where
the objective was to investigate the relation between full-scale fire toxicity data and the data from
reduced-scale test methods. The first two projects were conducted under the sponsorship of the
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) - these will be referred to as the 1987 report [1]
and the 1988 report [2]. Also reported on in 1988 was work sponsored by the Fire Retardant
Chemicals Association (FRCA) [3]. Detailed data on all three of these projects have been
published. In the present paper we will merely point out some of the most salient conclusions.

The two CPSC projects differed primarily in the large-scale test arrangements. The first series
used a complex three-room layout, where most of the measurements were made in a room remote
from the fire. The second test series focused on a single room, with measurements being made
within that same room. For practical reasons, also, while the first series used mockups of entire
upholstered chairs as the test item, the second series was simplified to using just a single chair
cushion. The test specimens for both series were constructed of the same materials, and were
two in number: cotton upholstery fabric paired with fire-retardant (FR) polyurethane foam, and
the same fabric paired with a non-fire-retardant (NFR) polyurethane foam. The full-scale tests
comprised three different scenarios: flaming, smoldering, and smoldering-to-f1aming transition.

In addition to room fire tests, less-than-room-size tests were conducted. These included the
furniture calorimeter [4], where the specimens can be of full, end-use size, but are tested in the
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open, not inside in room. Smaller-scale tests were conducted using the Cone Calorimeter [5] and
the NBS Toxicity test [6].

An important objective of these studies was to fmd if yields of various toxic gases are similar
between bench scale and full scale. Table 1 shows a summary of the results; details of the
measurements made are all given in the original references cited. For a given test exposure
(flaming, smoldering, or transition), the different tests often show an order of magnitude
agreement, but not much closer. The smoldering and the transition exposures would especially
be expected not to show good agreement, since neither the Furniture Calorimeter. the Cone
Calorimeter, nor the NBS toxicity test were actually designed for the purpose of simulating
cigarette smolder exposures. All could be modified to better represent such fire conditions. but
such modifications were not undertaken as part of these studies.

The FRCA studies comprised a wider range of materials - 5 different types of materials were
examined. each in a fire retarded and a non-fire-retarded formulation. The exposures examined
were simpler, however, and only a flaming fire was studied. Table 2 shows the results for the
FRCA test specimens in the less-than-room-size tests. For the room fire test portion of this
program, the specimens were not tested individually. Instead, all FR commodities were tested
together in one series of tests, while all NFR commodities were tested together in a second series
of tests. Table 3 shows these results.

The above data are certainly not conclusive. Taken together, however, they to suggest that the
yields of CO2 and of the acid gas species (HC!, HBr) are similar among the tests to within a
factor of 5. The data for HCN are inconclusive. For CO, it is clear that the bench-scale data
do Dot predict the full-scale, except in the roughest order-of-magnitude sense. It is evident that
a dedicated research program is needed to develop procedures which would predict the full-scale
CO yields. Pitts [7] has outlined some of the steps that will need to be taken to achieve this
predictability.

NEW WORK

The above considerations suggest that a simple hypothesis of all gas yields being scaled successfully
is not appropriate. Thus, there has been started at NIST a new project in this area. For the
Fiscal Year 1989, Congress provided a special appropriation so that a pilot study could be
produced on the methodology requited for validating reduced-scale toxicity test methods against
full-scale room fires. The project itself includes only a limited amount of experimental work; its
objective. however, has not been to provided lists of validated or invalid bench-scale tests, but,
rather, to lay the groundwork for systematic future validation efforts. The work is now being
completed and will be reported upon shortly [8].

To arrive at this improved methodology, the present situation can be summarized as follows.
Even when a special CO prediction technique becomes available to solve the specific problems
associated with that gas, it is clear that yields for the remaining gases will not be identical for all
scales. This is not surprising when viewed in light of the actual combustion phenomena. Typical
full-scale room fires show a progressive history: first ignition, then a small, spreading fire, later
possibly reaching flashover, eventually burning mostly at charred surfaces, then dying out. Both
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the condition of the specimen and the external conditions (type of heating, oxygen concentration)
will, in consequence, vary throughout the fire. A modern bench-scale test, by contrast, exposes .
the specimen to one set of combustion conditions throughout the burning. We emphasize here
the 'modem.' Older fire test of various types often did try to create a time-varying exposure
to the specimen. These were much less useful than today's tests, however. The modern test
methods attempt to create simple exposure conditions, so that basic material fire properties of the
specimen could be deduced. The older, simulation type of tests created an exposure history which
did not correspond to actual full-scale conditions. Thus, such data had utility neither as material
fire properties, nor as an assessment of hazard.

The proposed validation methodology being explored is based on recognizing this fact that a single
bench-scale test cannot fully capture the essence of a full-scale scenario where the fire does not
burn in a steady state. This is posed as the question: Does the beuch-scale test show the some
primary toxic gases as the full-scale test? If a given bench-scale test does this successfully for
a suitably wide range of test materials or products, then it has been validated. Conversely, if it
shows primary toxic gases which are not the same as in the full-scale tests, then the results of the
proposed bench-scale test cannot be used to assess hazard for this fire scenario. Note that it is
not required in this definition that yields or the ratios of the primary toxic gases be the same in
the bench-scale test as in full scale. To insist on such equality would assure that only a single,
unique combustion condition could be matched. (In the above, by 'primary gases' we mean gases
that contribute an amount to the fractional effective dose, FED, which is greater than the
uncertainty interval of the FED determination; a fuller discussion of the FED concept is
contained in [3].)

Finally, our current understanding of CO production poses a unique difficulty in test design. The
indications are that the quantity of CO produced depends at least as much on the full-scale
ventilation and geometry as it does on any 'material properties' of the test specimen. This
suggests that the proper way to take this aspect into account will be a combination of physical,
bench-scale testing and a numerical calculation of expected CO yields. The exact mechanisms for
doing this have not yet been worked out.
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Table 1

Summary of yields found in NIST tests on upholstered chair specimens

Malerlal Test Exposure CO yield COZ yield HCN yield

NFR Room test flaming 0.09 1.9 0.002
Furniture caloruneter flaming 0.04 1.9 0.0006
Cone Calorimeter flaming 0.01 2.3 NA
NBS Thxiciry test flaming 0.02 1.6 0.0017

Room test sm.-to-I}. 0.07 - 0.08 0.4 0.003
Room test !!!!.-to-O. 0.11 - 0.12 22 - 26 NA
Furniture calorimeter sm.-to-n· 0.12 3.6 0.001
NBS Thlticiry test ramped NA NA 0.0105

Room test smolder 0.08 - 0.11 0.3 - 0.4 NA
Furniture calorimeter smolder 0.24 N.A. < 0.0014
Cone Calorimeter smolder 0.03 1.7 NA
NBS Thxiciry test non-Ilaming 0.03 0.2 0.0004

FR Room test flaming 0.10 1.3 0.004
Furniture calorimeter flaming 0.05 1.8 0.0018
Cone Calorimeter flaming 0.05 1.9 N.A.
NBS TOlticiry test flaming 0.05 1.5 0.0057

Room test sm.-to-n· 0.11 - 0.15 21 - 22 0.001
Room test !!!!.-to-O. 0.11 - 0.14 0.6 - 0.7 NA
Furniture calorimeter sm.-to-fl. 0.13 1.9 0.007
NBS 1bxiciry test ramped NA NA 0.0130

Room test smolde:r 0.08 - 0.11 0.5 NA
Furniture calorimeter smolder 0.35 NA < 0.0005
Cone Calorimeter smolder 0.03 1.7 NA
NBS TOlticiry test non-flaming 0.04 0.3 0.0003

NA - DOt IYllilabie
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Thble 2

FRCA series - Summary of yields found in less-than-room-size tests

co co. HCN HBr HCI
(kglkg) (kglkg) (kglkg) (kglkg) (kglkg)

NFR Cone Furn. TOll. Cone Fum. Tox.- Cone Furn. Tox. Cone Fum. TOll. Cone Furn. Tox.
Specimen /FR Cal. Cal. Test. Cal. Cal. Test. Cal. Cal. Test. Cal. Cal. Test. Cal. Cal. Test.

TV Cabinet H NFR 0.0'5 0.12 0.084 2.28 139 2.09
TV Cabinet G FR 0.'09 0.37 0'8 0.67 0.74 0.78 0069 0082 0.0'7

Bus. Machine F NFR 0037 0.13 017 2.21 161 1.98
Bus. Machine A FR 0055 0.29 0.30 1.60 1.45 153

Chair T NFR 0020 0.01 1.62 1.89 0002 0.001
ChairS FR 0051 0.964 0.005 0023
Chair ~ NFR 0.016 0.025 17' 2.05 0.002 00007
Chair SO FR 0.055 015 081 1.19 0.0023 00032 0022

CableD NFR 0.04' 0.'2 '.77 , .6' 0112 0121
Cable K FR 0.060 0.'0 '.34 1.04 0.131 0.133
Cable Q< NFR 0.029 0.050- 2'9 2.38 ND
Cable KC FA 0.135 0.13 100 '.26 0093 -
Circuit Bd. C NFR 0.0'4 0.10 0075' 2.07 1.7, 2.'3
Circuit ad. L FA 0.103 0.'0 0.15 0.87 1.36 1.24 0022 0.0043

"Could I'lOI be delermned rell8llly.
IlFoam 0tT(. no CO'<Ier labnc.

. 'W,re onsuI8lJon only.
llDeterminecl oAy from ltlOse teslS where aronalS were not usea.
"EllCIudeI daIII from lI'le I'bghesI mass IOaOng leslI'd. SInce prllSl.l"llCl urvepr..........

-Nell "'"
NO Nol d8leCled

Thble 3

FRCA series - Comparison of CO yields to room fire data
CO yield (kglkg)

I
:1
I
I
I
I
I
,I

I
I
:1
i

,I
I

I
I

I
I

Specimens

NFR

FR

Room test

0.18

0.23

Cone Calorimeter

0.02

0.06

Furniture Calor.

0.09

N.A

NBS Toxicity test

0.074

0.155

J
I
I

l.

N.A - not available

Note: the specimens tested in the room tests comprised aU 5 types of commodities (as
described in Table 2) tested in two arrangements: one aU-NFR, the second all-FR. For
the other tests, the values reported are appropriately weighted sums.
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Nu.erical Calculations and Computer Graphic Analysis
of Window-to-Window Propagation of Building Fires

Kohyu Satoh and Daisuke Kozeki

Fire Research Institute of Japan
3-14, Nakahara, Hitaka, Tokyo 181. Japan

ABSTRACT

Building fires such as the "Andraus Building Fire" in Sao Paulo, the "Hotel
New Japan Fire" in Tokyo and the "First Interstate Bank Building Fire" in Los
Angeles have aroused great interest in the upward propagation of building
fires. However. there have been little studies about the propagation of
high-rise building fires via windows after the study of Yokoi, .ore than 30
years ago, who studied the behavior of hot gas flowing out of a window and the
needed spandrel height to prevent fire spread upstairs.

The behavior of fire flows at openings such as doorways and windows have
been numerically investigated by the authors. Here is attempted numerical
simulations of the window-to-window fire propagation and in particular of the
behavior of fires invading into the upstairs room via windows. And we made
computer graphic ani.ation video .ovies fro. the initiation in a lower room to
the full develop.ent into the upstairs room. In addition, experiments using a
1/5 scale model showed that the flow patterns calculated are reasonable.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the world, high-rise buildings with many wide glass windows are
increasingly constructed every year and so fires in them, too. In particular.
fires of the "Andraus Building" 1 in 1972 in Sao Paulo, Brazil, the "Hotel New
Japan" 2 in 1982 in Tokyo, Japan and the "First Interstate Bank Building" J in
1988 in Los Angeles, USA have aroused great interest in the upward extending
building fires like in the .ovie "Towering Inferno". Although some might have
been caused directly by the tire spread through the void space between slabs
and walls, the fire spread via windows has clearly 2 been observed.

More than 30 years ago, Yokoi 4 5 has studied the behavior of hot gas
spurting out of a window of burning building and the needed spandrel height to
prevent the fire spread upstairs. After that there have been some. but very
little, studies about the fire propagation upwards via building outer surfaces.
For example. Oguni et al. I and others 1 studied the fire propagation via

combustible materials on verandas of disused aparment houses. (Verandas are
horizontal projections and can deflect the upward flame. In Japan. they are
also the places to dry washed clothes, blankets and mattresses in the sunshine.

and at the same time in winters plastic containers of kerosene oil are stored
there.) However, more basic phenomena of the via window fire spread over the
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Fig. I Calculated flo~ patterns (previous study 11) by velocity vector
distributions and isother.al lines (isother.s are displayed only
in the vicinity of the boundary of hot gas and cool air.)

However, neither this study nor Yokoi has exa.ined the behavior of invasion of
the fire into the upper rooa from the original roo•• It is uncertain how the
upward flov is split into two directions, i.e. upward and into the upper room.

Here is atteapted a nu.erical si.ulation of the vindow-to-window fire
propagation, assu.ing the windov glasses are open or already broken down in
both the original fire rooa and the upstarirs roo •• Co.puter graphics eCG)
supply large amount of infor.ation about the flows of fires. Hence we made
CG animation video aovies froa the initiation of fire in a roo. to the full
development of the fire in the roo. upstairs. Further 1/5 scale model fire
experiments using liquid fuel were conducted.

type
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building surfaces vithout any co.bustible materials are not fully clarified
yet due to the difficulty of the large real scale experi.ents, and the fire
accidents .entioned above are just the cases.

The behavior of fire flows, particularly of the .ass flov rate, at openings
such as doorway and windov have nu.erically been studied by the authors' 11 •

Recently, Satoh 11 has nu.erically investigated the characteristics of fires
flowing out of enclosures with an opening, either window-type or doorway-type.
Periodic generation and decay of vortices around the opening vere exaained.
Figure 1 shows the calculated isotheraal patterns of flows in both types of
enclosures. I.aediately above the opening, so.e portion of the upward hot flow
turns the flow direction downwards and the circulating flow generates a vortex.
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2. NUMERICAL SCHEME

Numerical calculations were carried out using the almost same computer code

l.
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as in the previous study 11 • The numerical scheme, the formulation of the
finite difference equations and the other details of calculations are already
shown in the references 13 11 and so no more are presented here. The
calculations conducted here correspond to liS scale model fire experiments.
The flow domain was tvo-dimensional, similarly to the previous 11, and the
total area was 1.98 (horizontal) X2.02 m(vertical). The basic cell was 2 cm
square each. The fire room was 0.7XO.5 m(height) and the upstairs room had
the same dimensions as the original fire room. The height of window vas 0.38 m.
Thus the outside area was 1.28(horizontal) Xl.52 m(vertical). Although the

burning of n-heptane was estimated to release 150-220 kW/. of heat, it is
difficult to simulate quantatively the combustion phenomena of liquid fuel at
present. Hence, in the calculations 70 kW/m volumetric heat release rate
contributing to the convective buoyant energy vas employed.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the calculated flow patterns of the window-to-window fire
propagation, which vere chosen from the CG (computer graphics) animation movie
(color in original).The original fire in the lower room was initiated at the
place, on the floor, shown in the figure at 1.0 sec in Fig.2.

It can be seen from Fig.2 that a first block of the fire flow, due to the
70 kW/m of heat release in the two-dimensional enclosure with dimensions of
0.7xO.5 m (height), disappeared within 3 seconds from the top of numerical
free boundary, abruptly just like a flash-over in a room. After the first
block of th~ fire flow disappears at the upper free boundary, the boundary
layer between the hot and cool air in the upper room are waving and slowly
come down close to the floor, accompanying the oscillatory motion of the
upward flow along the outer vall.

In Fig.l, vortices were created around the wall im.eadiately above the
window or doorway opening. In the case in Fig.2, too, a vortex was created
almost at the same location as in Fig.l. This vortex moves upwards and so the
hot flow along the outer wall or the window opening was pushed and bent left
to right. Thus the hot fire flow invades into the room of upper floor.

Diffrently from Fig.2, Fig.3 shows the flow patterns of hot gas flow from
a window opening in the case there is no rooms of upper floor with broken
window glasses. Hence the upward flow from the window of the lower room moved
along the vertical surface of the outer wall.

The flow patterns over the outer vall surfaces between Figs. 2 and 3 are
quite similar on the whole. In particular the common flow behavior is seen at
9.5 and 11.5 sec in both Figs.2 and 3. In the four figures at the time, the
hot flows are pushed ahead and inflated immediately above the top of the
window of the fire room. In this way, the hot fl~w over the outer wall becomes
fluctuating. This means that the glasses of upper room windows are heated up
and cooled down repeatedly. This must be more severe exposures than constant
heating to the glass surfaces to reach the break down of windows.
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4. EXPERIMENTS

In the 1/5 reduced scale aulti-storied building (0.7 X 0.5(height) X 0.6 II)
with an open window, either aethanol or n-heptane was burned in a steel tray
(0.14XO.03(liquid depth)XO.6 a). The fire flue of n-heptane was ejected
long upwards fro. the windo., but the .ethanol fire fla.e was comparatively
weak in buoyancy and the fla.e height was short.

In the upper roo. with an open (broken) window, the teaperatures near the
the ceiling was aeasured, using aethanol fuel. Figure 4 shows the temperature
variation at two locations (one is near the window and the other is near the
inner wall). The teaperatures vere highly oscillating, in particular at the
location near the window, but the difference between the both was about 50~.

[DC]r--------------------,
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""~ 200~
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FiC. 4 Te.perature variation at t~o locations (A and B) in the upper roo•
• easured experi.entally. (fuel: .ethanol in the steel tray)

Figure 5 shows the photoes of the n-heptane flaaes burning in the steel
tray mentioned above. In the experiaents, the ejected n-heptane flames were
highly oscillatory in the cases of both broken glass windows (case A) and
non-broken windows (case B) of the roo. of the upper floor. The ejected upward
flame was vertically pushed to the vall and window, and moved vertically. The
side views of the upward fla.es between the cases (A) and (B) show that the
flame shape and the height are alaost the sa.e as seen in photoes A and B of
Fig.5. However, the oscillatory aotion in the case (A) was affected by the
open (broken) window compared with that in case (B).

The n-heptane flame in the original fire room covered all the floor area
due to the high evaporation rate. In addition, the photo 0 in Fig.5,which was
taken at the shutter speed of 1/125 sec, shows the detailed structure of the
flame and vortices.
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Fig.5 Burning flames of n-heptane ejected from a window and moving upwards.
photo A : closed window (case (B)), photoes B-D : open window (case(A))
photoes A-C : shutter speed=I/30 sec, ptoto 0 : 1/125 sec
Photo C shows the flame which covers the whole area of the floor
of original fire room and invades into the upper room.
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5. DISCUSSIONS

The ejected fla.e of n-heptane became so long above the window of the
original fire roo. as seen in Fig.S in this experiment. Although the liquid
fuel .ay not always be appropriate for the building fire si.ulations and the
scale effect .ay be considerable in the reduced scale model, the aspects of
the burning fire on the outer walls are very si.ilar to the photos in
journals and news papers reporting such large fire accidents as mentioned
above indicating long ejected fla.es and reaching the windows of upper floor,
even when the outer walls of the building were non-combustible.

Recently Oleszkiewicz 11 studied to provide data for the evaluation of
hazard of fire spread along the building facade, using the test facility of
the AST~ Standard Burn Room, in which propane gas burners were installed to
produce fire .plume. The shape of the plume, shown in the report, above the
window is very similar to those shown in Figs.2 to 4 of this study.

The ejected n-heptane fla.es in the experiments were highly oscillatory in
the cases of both broken glass windows (case A) and non-broken windows (case B)
of the roo. of the upper floor. The ejected upward flame was vertically pushed

to the wall and window in the experiments. This phenomena are very similar to
the motion in the animation movie of computer graphics based on the numerical
calculation.

It is considered that the oscillatory .otion of the upward flame over the
wall could affect the break down of window glasses repeating to heat and cool
down. Window-to-window fires are accelerated by the existence of combustible
materials near the window and the ceiling in the upper room.

Since recently high-rise buildings in the world are increasing year by year,
the possibility of via window fire spread is still existent and may increase.
Due to the difficulty of the large scale building fire experiments, numerical
simulations are effective to analyse the flame behavior invading into the
upper room and the spread of fire upstairs, and could be more significant.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It was found fro. the numerical calculations and the 1/5 reduced scale
model experiments that the ejected fire flame from the original fire room is
strongly pushed towards the building walls. The upward flow shows oscillatory
behavior. The upward flames are almost similar in shape and length in both
cases of the broken window and closed window. However, the oscillatory motion
was affected by the existence of the window opening.

Numerical calculations showed that the generation of vortices around the
area immediately above the window of the original fire room. In addition,
the photo taken at the fast shutter speed showed- the existence of vortices
in the flame.

~umerical calculations are effective to analyse the flame beh~vior invading
into the upper room and the spread of fire upstairs.
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STUDY ON COMBUSTION PROPERTY OF CRUDE OIL
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ABSTRACT

In order to und~rstand the combustion properties of crude oi I pool fires.
an experimental study was done in Fire Research Institute(FRI) large scale
test faci I i ty. The radiative output. burning rate. and the concentrations
of CO. CO 2 • and smoke (above the flame tip) were measured during the burn
ing of Arabian light crude oil. Several different size tanks were used to
study the scale effect.
Crude oi I burned less rapidly and gave off less thermal radiation compared
with heptane. but when water boi ling occurred the burning rate and thermal
radiation increased by a factor of two or more. lJater boiling is a kind of
boi lover phenomenon and which intensity is most related with tank size and
fuel layer thickness.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the wide abundance of crude oi I in various storage faci I i ties.
it is important to study crude oil burning concerning fire safety. The
smoke emission from the burning of crude oi I has become a subject of con
cern in regard to the proposed burning of certain crude oi I spi lis. IJhi Ie
it is recognized that the burning of crude oil is a serious safety issue.
regarding huge smoke emission ~nd boi lover phenomenon. there has been rela
tively little research on this topiC I . 2 . 3 . 41 • Therefore a joint study he
tween Center for Fire Research(CFR) of National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and Fire Research Institute(FRI) was performed in the FRI
large scale test faci lity. This paper introduces this US-Japan joint study
briefly.

EXPERIMENTAL

In Figure 1, a schematic of the experimental setup is shown. Tanks were
placed at the center of the test faci I ity which is 24m X 24m and 20m high.
lJind effects were small compared to outdoor tests. but sti II there were
effects from the outside wind for some of the tests.
lrJe hurned Arabian I ight crude oi I in a.6m. 1m and 2m diameter circular pans
and in 2.7m square pan. lJe measured burnIng rate. external radiation, smoke
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Burning rate
Figure 2(a) shows the time history of a O.6m tank fire. About one minute af
ter ignition, the burning rate is in quasi-steady state. In the later period
it increased to about four times as much as that of steady state condition
due to thin layer boi lover.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between burning rate and tank diameter, D.
IJith a square tank, 0 was calculated with the equation; 0=(4/7'[)1 /2.11'.
Here IJ is the length of one side. For reference, Mulhol land et al. 's small
scali tests dataSl and others large scale tests data 6 .

7
.

81 are shown. These
data were ohtained by several different investigators, but gave almost one

~:Ther.oeou.le

1......'..
Wiler

Fuel

Finure 1 Schematic diagram of the apparatus

emission, concentrations of CO and CO 2 above the flame tip. Near the end of
the combustion process, water boil ing and splashing was observed. IJe cal I
this phenomenon "thin layer boi lover" to distinguish the boi I ing effects in
our test from the hot zone boi lover discussed hy Hasegawa l

).

Burning rate was measured with a float-type level meter connected wi th the
piping of the tank. So the burning rate was represented as fuel level re
gression rate. IJhen thin layer boi lover occurred, splas~ing water to outside
of tank gave errors in the calculation of burning rate, but we obtained net
value by cancel ing this effect from the water level "difference during the
exper I men t.
Radiation from the entire flame to surroundings was measured by three ther
mopi Ie-type radiometers which cover a wide angle. They were oriented toward
the flame axis and located at L/D=3 and L/D=5 where 0 is the tank diameter
and L is the radial distance from the tank center to the radiometer. Smoke,
CO and CO 2 were collected above the flame tip. The gas flowed through a
cold trap and flow meter before entering the CO, CO 2 analyzer.
The temperatures inside and near the flame and in the fuel and water were
measured using 0.3 mm diameter Chromel-Alumel thermocouples sheathed with a
1.6 mm diameter stainless steel tube. Two thermocouples were embedded in the
fuel and one was in the water. Each thermocouple bead was placed along the
centerl ine of the pan. The outputs of these sensors were corrected of error
by radiation, and recorded on a pen-type recorder and/or digital data
acquisition system.
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line. In these size tanks. the burning rate increased with increasing tank
size up to maximum at about 10-20 m in diameter.

Radiative outputs
Figure 2(b) shows the time history of radiative outputs at L/D=3 and 5 in
the same test of Figure 2(a). When thin layer boi lover occurred. radiative
outputs also increased, but not as much as the burning rate.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between radiative output at LlD=5 and the
tank diameter. For reference. some others data 6 . 7 . s . 9 ) are shown including
heptane data. I.'hi Ie the burning rate is constant for tank diameter greater
than 2m, it appears that the radiation decreases for tank diameter greater
than 2m. This indicates smoke hlockage effect on external radiation is large
hut smoke blockage on internal radiation is small in crude oil and heptane
flame. Radiation fro:'l1 heptane fire is larger than that of crude oil in any
size tanks, and does not decrease as rapidly as does the radiation from the
crude oi I fires at large scale.

Radiative fraction
Radiative fraction. X, is represented as:

Here, QQ ad is the total radiative power output. Assuming isotropy it is SIm
ply the flux limes the spherical surface area:

where q is the irradiance measured by the radiometer at L/O=5. Utot is the
net calorific potential of the flame assuming complete combustion.
In steady state burning, X is about 0.3-0.4. but when thin layer boi ling
occured it ,.. ent down to about 0.2. This change is large compared to measure
ment errors associated wi th the splashing of the water. The reason for the
decrease in the radiative fraction is a slight reduction in the temperature
caused by the water vapor, which has a high specific heat.

Smoke emission
Smoke was collected above the flame tip. At this height the averaged temper
ature was about 1001:. A useful measure of smoke emission used by Mulhol land
et al. sl is smoke yield, £ , which is defined as the mass of smoke aerosol
generated per mass of fuel consumed. We calculated the smoke yield. E. hy
the carbon balance method:

Here Ys is the carbon mass in the smoke aerosol. as a fraction of the carbon
mass in the total comhustion products (C0 2 , CO and smoke aerosols) and Fe is,
the mass fraction of carbon in the fuel, measured as 0.838 by elemental a
nalysis. Figure 5 shows the relationship between smoke yield. £, and tank
diameter. Mulholland et aI's dataSl shows £ of the large scale fire are
simi lar to the small scale one. but the results indicates that the larger
the tank is. the larger smoke yield is. Future testing is needed to verify
this difference. ~e also have found the difference with Bard et at data '01 •

They proposed the volume fraction method in the flame. which is larger
than our current and previous datas >. Their data is larger than us, because
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they ignored some soot oxidation occurs in the upper portion of the flame.
Sti II intermi ttent region of the flame, oxidation reaction has continued.
~e also collected smoke for observation with a transmission electron micro
scope(TEM). TEM photographs gave simi lar value in size distribution to Evans
eta I .2) •

Concentration of CO and CO 2 above the flame tip
The CO and CO 2 were collected along wi th the smoke just above the flame tip.
The concentration of CO 2 was about 0.3%-0.5 %, and that of CO was about 50
500 ppm. Figure 2(c) shows the time history of the ratio of CO and CO 2 con
centrations. When thin layer hoi lover occurred, this ratio possibly due to
the flame quenching on the probe. The ratio of CO/C0 2 is a measure of com
bustion efficiency.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between the ratio of CO/C02 and tank diam
eter. Data is limited hut it indicates that the ratio increased with tank
diameter. So the combustion efficiency decreased wi th increasing tank size
as shown by an increase In smoke and CO. In 1m diameter crude oil tank
fire, it was about 90 %, and it decreased to 75 % in 2.7 square tank fire.

Temperature In the liquid
Figure 2(d) shows time history of temperature in the fuel and water. In 0.6m
tank fire, in i t ia I free board was I cm, and the fue 1 Ieve I decreased after
ignition. The upper thermocouple was just above the fuel surface, and it
recorded the initially, rapidly increasing gas temperature just above the
fuel. When the thin layer boi lover occurred, the temperature at this point
fluctuated by a sizable amount as the boi ling water/oi I contacted the ther
mocouple.

Thin layer boi lover phenomenon
~ater boi lover was found to occur near the end of the combustion process,
and a considerable amount of oi I spi lied over the rim of the test tank. The
burning rate and radiative output increased when the boi I ing occurred. The
magnitude of the hoiling effects, 'JI, was defined as:

Vst means the burning rate in steady state condition, and Vbo means the max
imum burning rate in boi I ing occurred.
Figure 7 shows the relationsh.ip between 'IJ and tank diameter. AccordIng to
Evans et al. 21 , fuel thickness is an important factor in regard to the boi l
ing effect, so here in every test we set it at 2cm in first series. The
boiling effect, 'IJ, decreased with increasing tank size. ~e did not observe
a significant boi I ing effect in the largest test. According to Arai et al.
3), hoiling occurs for fuels with boiling point temperature higher than that
of water. To test their results, we burned kerosene(bp: about 150-300"C),
toluene(bp: 111"C) in the same condition with crude oi I(tank diameter: 1m,
fuel thickness: 2cm). Figure 8 shows the time history of burning rate in
kerosene and toluene 1m diameter tank fires. ~e did not observe boiling
phenomenon for these fuels. This indicates that the cause of the boi ling
effect is not simply controlled by the boiling temperature of the fuel. Not
only boi' ing point of fuel, we hel ieve that a second condition necessary for
boi lover is that the steady state burning rate, VSl , should be less than the
hot zone regression rate, Vhz sufficiently hecause of I ip effect. We varied
the fuel thickness in the various size tank fire to determine the influ
ence of fuel layer thickness on the intensi ty of thin layer boi lover. Figure
9 shows the relationship between 't' and fuel thickness. The thicker fuel
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layer is, the more violent thin layer boi lover is. Figure 10 shows the rela
tionship between boi lover time and initial fuel thickness. The thicker the
fuel layer is, the longer the time for the hot zone to reach the water lay
er, and at the same time, the thicker the hot zone has grown. The hot zone
model for "real boi lover" developed by Hasegawa ll maybe helpful in model ing
this process, and Saito ' ! I simple model can not he appl ied in this phe
nomenon. Following Easegawa, we obtained vhz:;:3.1(mm/min) in the range of
our experiment. Therefore, when hurning rate is much larger than 3.1mm/min,
boi lover should not he occurred.

CONCLUSIONS

In steady state condition, burning rate and radiation in crude oil fire
are less for crude oi I than for heptane. The burning rate increases wi th
tank size up to about 3m at which point the burning rate is independent of
tank size. The thermal radiation at a position of five pool diameters from
the center of the pool increases for increasing tank size up to 2m and
then decreases for larger tanks due to smoke blockage effect.

2 In the end of combustion process, water boi I ing occurred for crude oi I.
Burning rate and radiative output increased, but in larger tanks, a boi l
ing effect was not observed. In thick crude oil layer tank fire, we found
intensity of thin layer boilover is stronger and changes to" real boil
over".
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Review of Progress in the Fire and Smoke Physics Area

EDWARD E. ZUKOSKI
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91125

A brief review of recent literature concerned with fire and smoke physics is given here
for the period 1987 to 1989.

1. SCALING TECHNIQUES

Because of the great expense involved with full scale testing, the use of small scale
test apparatus has intrigued most experimentalists involved with all types of fire tests
and the development of standard tests. Unfortunately most subscaled tests have not
proved to be convincingly useful because all scaling parameters can not be held constant
simultaneously.

Quintiere addresses the general scaling problem and bases scaling laws on dimensionless
parameters which he developes from the governing differential equations. He applies
his results to a wide range of small scale tests under conditions for which many of
the scaling parameters can be ignored and shows that satisfactory correlations can be
obtained between small and large scale tests. .

2. PROPERTIES OF SMOKE

CORROSION: The presence in smoke of trace species such as hydrochloric acid can
produce corrosion in a wide variety of materials and on diverse surfaces which are
exposed to the smoke, and the corrosive effects can cause considerable financial loss
even though no serious thermal effects are present. Two examples are: smoke damage
to computing equipment in th-e First Interstate Bank was a serious problem in areas
which were 45 floors above the fire floor; and the Navy has developed a serious interest in
the corrosion problem because of damage to computing equipment produced by smoke
from fires involving cable insulation.

Papers by Hirschler and Smith, Galloway and Hirschler, and O'Neill discuss various
aspects of the corrosion problem including the rate of transport and condensation of
corrosive materials, and the rate of attack of these gases on various surfaces. Particular
emphasis was placed on HCI formed from the combustion of halogenated materials.
O'Neill was concerned that discriminatory standards might be developed to prevent
some of these problems and that these standards would adversely effect the plastics
industry.

A recent conference on this subject, (Corrosive Effects of Combustion Products, 13-14
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October 1987, London), was organized by the Fire and Materials Center, QMC, in
association with ISO, IEC, ASTM,. and BS!.

COMPOSITION OF SMOKE: A number of recent papers have delt with the smoke or
the products of combustion produced by fires burning in a variety of ambient conditions
and with a wide range of fuels. These include literature surveys on the combustion
products of polystyrenes by Gurman et al, and on polyvinal chloride by Huggett and
Levin. The effects of various properties of the atmosphere which surrounds the fire
on species production rates are discussed by Morikawa, Nakaya, Zhubanov and Gibov,
McIlhagger et ai, and Trzeszcynski et al.

Babrauskas has used the cone calorimeter to study the properties of smoke produced by
combustion of fire-retarded plastics in the presence of external irradiance. Substantial
effects on species production were observed as conventional fire retradants were added,
and large differences in production rates of soot and species were observed for cable
coverings which met the same military specifications. McIlhagger et al present interest
ing information on the effects of the oxygen mass fraction of the ambient atmosphere on
the particle size of the soot produced in polystyrene fires in a small apparatus. Other
papers on the properties of soot include several concerning experimental studies of the
optical Habib and Vervisch, and by Charalampopoulos and Chang.

3. MODELING SMOKE MOVEMENT

CORRIDOR FLOWS: Gravity currents produced in corridors by hot gas supplied by a
fire have been modeled with an f - k field method by van de Leur et al which used the
original constants proposed by Launder and Spalding. Buoyancy terms are included in
the calculations and their effect is modeled with a Richardson number correlation based
on the local values for the current depth and average velocity. Heat transfer between
the current and the ceiling of the corridor are included is a dominant effect. Another
paper by Liew et al describes in less detail computations with an f - k model for a
similar corridor like geometry. The results agree qualitatively with the experimental
results of Chobotov and Zukoski. Both results emphasize the extreme importance of
heat transfer between the hot gas current and the corridor ceiling in modeling these
flows.

These papers clearly show the importance of heat transfer in corridor or tunnel flows.
,Noone has yet explored the implications of this result in describing the development
of the hot layer within the corridor subsequent to the arrival of the hot gas current
at a closed end of corridor. Because of the large horizontal temperature gradient in
the corridor, produced by heat transfer to the ceiling, the hot gas layer which develops
later will certainly contain a large vertical temperature gradient. The presence of this
gradient may make difficult or impossible the application of the usual two-layer zone
model to flows in corridors.
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4. PLUME MODELING

FIRE PLUMES: Continued interest in the structure of large buoyancy controlled dif
fusion flames has resulted in a number of papers. One of these by Hasemi attempts to
correlate a number of the properties of the flow in the flame. He shows that correla
tions for the properties of large buoyant diffusion flames change as the heat release for
a given diameter increases. These results emphasize that comparisons of data must be
correlated with a Q* like parameter and that data with different Q* values should not
be included in the same correlation.

Heskestad and Delichatsios have reexamined a large body of entrainment data for the
flaming region using quite different approaches, and have suggested two correlations
for entrainment into the flame. The Heskestad does make use of the Q* dependence
discussed above in developing his correlations.

A paper by Fisher et al concerns an experimental investigation of the distribution of
soot within an ethanol pool fire and the radiant properties of the flame. Since up to
40% of the chemical energy released in these large flames is immediately radiated away,
this is a key process. Heat release rates in the 10 to 40 KW range were studied.

Adiga et al use an E - k numerical code to model pool-like gas flames of propane and
show that the inclusion of radiant heat transfer has a large effect on their results.

Gross has measured the lengths of flames which impinge on a solid ceiling in the absence
of side wall effects and in a corner geometry. He used large heat release rates, 100 to
400 KW, and fires generated by gas burners with diameters up to 0.54 m and wood
cribs.

WALL PLUMES: Cooper, and Jaluira and Kapoor discuss the importance of natural
convective flows arising on vertical surfaces during the early stages of a room fire and
show that interactions of these currents with the interface between the hot and cold
layer can cause considerable transport of gas between the layers.

5. COMPARTMENT FffiE MODELS

A number of papers concern the applications of various models for the prediction of
the development of layers in the two-layer models for a single room. The room filling
problem is discussed by Bengston and also by Fusegi and Farouk who considered very
large spaces. Hinkley (1988), and Fusegi and Farouk show that the influence of radiant
heat transfer must be considered in room filling models. Finally, Hinkley (1989) de
scribes the results of the application of a zone model to the effect of smoke venting on
the operation of arrays of sprinklers. A large number of examples are calculated and
several are compared with experiments. A paper by Jamaluddin and Smith discusses
the general problem of radiant heat transfer in a rectangular compartment and the
application of the discrete ordinates method.

Keski-Rahkonen have developed a model to explain how windows break during a fire.
Including a rational description of window breaking in models of fires in compartments
when closed windows are initially present will be an important step.
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PROGRESS REPORT O~ FIRE AND SMOKE PHYSICS IN JAPAN

Yuji Hasemi

Building Research Institute

A short review on progress In fire and smoke physics after the last UJ~R

meeting is given. However, since cOllsiderable part of the progress will be

reported by the authors of original papers, the review will introduce mostly

studies which will not be presented at this meeting. Following journa;s and

preprints are reviewed for this purpose.

a)Proceedings of the Annual ~eeting of the Architectural Institute of Ja~an(AIJ),

1989.

b)Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of t~e Japanese Association for Fire

Science and Engineering, 1989.

c)Proceedings of the 26th Combustion Symposium. 1988.

Diffusion Flames

Extensive studies have been made on the modeling of such engineering

properties of turbulent diffusion flames as extinction limit. radiation and

f lame he ight.

Tatsuta and Ito investigated into the influence of water addition on the

behavior and extinction limit of methanol fires by experiments. They found

considerable decrease of heat release rate due to water addition wit~

extinction at water concentration=90%. and attributed this reduction to the

combustion heat to latent heat ratio. They suggest that suppression of aicohul

fires by water should be mad~ with cold water while the fuei temperature is

still low.

Hayasaka and Koseki proposed an engineering calculation method of

properties of diffusion flames from tank fires. The model is based on the heat

balance around the flame, and includes a radiation model with the concept of

the mean beam length. Calculation on fires from large tanks shows good

agreement with previous experiments.

Nohara, Hasemi and Nishihata reported flame height correlations for low Q*

region (Q* <a. Dusing hydrocarbon-hydrogen mixtures as the fuel. They found

that flame height for a given Q* is larger for propane than for methane. It is

also found that propane-hydrogen mixture generates larger flame than methane

-hydrogen mixture of the same equivalent molecular weight. These results are

unexpected from theories on which Q* or Froude number analysis depends.
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Flame Spread

Typical problems of flame spread along combustible surfaces in fire safety

may relate to upward horizontal surface. liquid fuel or ground soaked with

liquid fuel, or vertical or downward surface in building fires. This report

will mention only on the former situation.

Masuda and Ito reported observations of "pulsating flame propagation"

along alcohoiic fuels. From careful observation of aluminum powders. they

attributed this characteristic phenomenon to the alternate appearence of flame

spread governed by the convection beneath the fuel surface and that caused by

the combustible gas mixture formed intermittently beyond the f~ame.

Ishida reported a model experiment on the effectiveness of a vertical

barrier for the suppression of flame spread along ground soaked with liquid

fuels. The barrier height to the height of flammable mixture iayer ratio is

found to be the dominant factor on this effectiveness.

Takeno and Hirano reported experiments and analysis on the flame spread

along the surface of solid-liquid mixtures. This study seems to be enforcement

of their previous works on. flame spread along glass beads soaked with liquid

fuels: in its analysis they have pointed out the significance of the size of

beads. and have shown that flame spread for large beads is governed by the

convection in the liquid phase.

Field Models

Development of large capacity computers during the last decade has made

the field model;ng possible to serve for engineering purposes in fire safety

problems. Considerable part of the re~ent works in the field modeling are

related to the application of the models to specific problems or modification

of models for engineering purposes.

Morita and Hirota examined -the economy of computer time by the use of

irregular cells. and found that computer time can be reduced to approximately

1/4 the case using square cells without significant difference in the

calculation result.

Satoh. Miyazaki and Kawasaki reported calculation of air movement in a

tunnel fire. They compared the result with experiments. and found that the

models of turbulence still need modification for such strongly turbulent and

high temperature environment.
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pulsating flame spread. (c).
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UNSTEADY-STATE UPWARD FLAME SPREADING VELOCITY ALONG VERTICAL COMBUSTIBLE SOLID
AND INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL RADIATION ON THE FLAME SPREADING VELOCITY

Yuji Hasemi and Masashi Yoshida
Building Research Institute

Akinori Nohara
Faculty of Science and Technology

Science University of Tokyo

1. INTRODUCTION
Upward flame spread along a vertical combustible solid is a typical

process leading to hazardous growth of an enclosure fire. In previous papers l.Z:
one of the authors(Y.H.) has proposed an engineering model of steady-state
upward flame spread based on the concept of ignition and flame spread as a
result of inert heating of the solid to an igni~ion temperature. However, while
the steady-state flame spreading velocity may be useful as a practical measure
to evaluate firesafety performance of lining materials, the concept of steady
state flame spread is still somewhat unusual, since the nature of upward flame
spread in unwanted fires is essentially transient. In This paper, an unsteady
state solution of spontaneous upward flame spread is obtained on the basis of
the experimental relationship on the heating of the unburnt surface by the flame!)

In actual fires, it should be also noted that flame spread along a wall
tends to start after it has been preheated from fire source etc. In full scale
fire experiments, flame spreading velocity along a vertical solid becomes often
several times the spontaneous flame spreading velocity. In this paper,
measurements of flame spreading velocity are made on vertical PMMA slabs under
different levels of external radiation from radiant panels. Exploratory
analysis is made to correlate flame spreading velocity and conditions of
external radiation.

(1)

2.AN UNSTEADY-STATE SOLUTION OF UPWARD FLAME SPREADING VELOCITY
Figure 1 describes the concept of upward flame spread based on Refs.l,2.

Ignoring the vertical heat conduction and assuming the dependence of incident
heat flux on height divided by flame height, surface temperatureT (x) at the

w

height x can be represented by

J
~. e213

T.(x) - To = Q q.(x/Q. e) ¢ (t- -r)d-r

(2)

·213 .
't', and Q. ~ 1S

vertical conduction
PMI1A slab was

where e is the location of pyrolysis front at the time
proportional to the flame height. Insignificance of the
relative to the horizontal one in a combusting vertical
established by Ito and Kashiwagi 3

),

The location of the pyrolysis front at time, t, can be calculated by
substi tuting T. and x into T and x respectively in eQuation(l) as

II P •

J ~ . -213
Til - To = Q Q.(x/Q. O¢(t--r)d-r

An explicit solution of eQuation(2) for xp may be found if there is some
functional relation between x /Q.213 E and t- 't': the following is a typical case

p •

satisfying this condition.
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where x is the initial location of the pyrolysis front. and a =f' (0) is apo
constant which is determined by substituting this relation into equation(2).

Equation(4) implies that flame spread satisfying equation(3) starts at an
infinitely small source at the bottom of a vertical slab. and the pyrolysis
zone advances at a velocity proportional to the height of the pyrolysis front;
the proportionality of Vp to xp is consistent with the results reported in

. . I k . I f 1 d \I 0.9601 4)prevlous experlmenta wor S on spontaneous vertlca ame sprea • e.g. 'pOC xp
It is in contrast with the steady state flame spread, where both pyrolysis
length and flame spreading velocity are constant; practically, the steady-state
flame spreading velocity is expected to give the upper bound of flame spreading
velocity for arbitorary initial conditions while equation(4) may correspond to
its lower bound, since larger pyrolysis length must result in stronger preheat
of unburnt surface. It may be also noteworthy that, according to eQuation(3),
time necessary for the advancement of pyrolysis front from x. to xb depends
only on xb/x•. In this sense, equation(3) implies a sort of similarity in the
process of flame spread.

The central problem in solving equation(2) is the determination of a.
Using ¢(t)= lI.JTtkpct, d't'=d~/a Land at= In(x/xpo)' equation(2) becomes

• "213
s Qw(x/Q a E) dE

TiS - To = lim Is P ~ ..ra ~
lpo-O po Ttkpc In(x/~)

Using A. = In(x/xpo)' and transforming equation(S) to obtain an expression for a

a = 1 2[ICIllq:{exP(A.)/Q~2I3}/.[rdA.JZ (6)
1t k p c(Till - To) a

Finally, equation(4) yields

Xp CIll. 213 Z
Vp = 2[I qw{exP(A.)/Q~ }/{fdA.] (7)

Tt k p c(Till - To) a

Interestingly, the form of equation(7) is close to the steady state flame
spreading velocity v, which can be described as

(Vp),lalll.\&1a = ~ 2[IoClllQ~ll3q:(A.+lIQ~2I3)/{fdA.]2 (8)
Ttkpc(T ii - To)

As discussed in previous papers~~ the unburnt area above the pyrolysis front
can be divided into three regions according to the relative location to the
flame, Le. the solid flame(referred to as region I, X/C~2I3Xp <2.8), the
intermittent flame(regioD II,2.8< x/Q~2I3xp<10). and the plume(region m. x/C"a2l3xp
:>10)". In order to compare the contribution of each region to the flame
spreading velocity, calculation of the integrals in equations (7) and (8) is
made on respective regions(Figures 2 and 3). As seen in Figure 2, value of the

* Height of flametips by visual observation is 5-6 Q~2I3xp. This division is
based on the distribution of heat flux to the wall surface.
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integral for the region I is very close to that for the whole area (integrated
from 0 to co): this implies that, if eQuation(3) is satisfied, spontaneous
flame spread is governed mostly by the heating by the solid flame. In the steady
-state flame spread, contribution of the other regions is more significant.

According to the above discussions, eQuation(7) divided by equation(8)
would give the ratio of the lower bound to the upper bound of the spontaneous
flame spreading velocity. This ratio is represented by

(9)

Figure 4 shows this ratio and flame spreading velocity divided by x l7tkpc(T.
2. P 11

- To) as a funct ion of QJ. 'IV is expected to be a measure of pred ictabi I i ty of
flame spreading velocity in the sense that, if 'IV value is close to unity,
flame spreading velocity under arbitorary condition must fall within a narrow
range between the above two solutions. For usual wall fires in buildings. QOa is
considerably less than unity and, therefore, 'IV value is expected to be within
the range of 0.5-0.7. It is noteworthy that t/J = 7t k p c( T. - T )z. VIx is

'1 0 P P

very sensitive to Q~ especially in the relatively low Q~ region: this implies
that a small change in heat release rate may result in dramatic change in the
flame spreading velocity.

3.FLAME SPREAD ALONG VERTICAL COMBUSTIBLE SOLID UNDER EXTERNAL RADIATION
While the above discussion has assumed spontaneous flame spread, preheat

of the wall surface by external radiation is often anticipated in actual fires.
In order to examine the acceleration of flame spreading velocity by external
radiation, flame spreading velocity was observed for vertical slabs of PMKA and
oak heated by radiant panels.

The acceleration of upward flame spread by external radiation is related
to two processes. One is the acceleration of pyrolysis in the pyrolysis zone;
this will result in the increase of flame height and finally the increase of
incident heat flux from the flame to the unburnt area. The other is rise of
temperature of the unburnt surface. Increase of flame height due to external
radiation is reported in Ref.5.

In this experiment, a simplest condition for external radiation is assumed;
external radiation is assumed to have continued so that the rise of surface

temperature due to the external radiation, 6T, has become constant by the
initiation of the flame spread. In this situation, the first effect of exter
nal radiation can be evaluated by substituting To by Tb=To+6T, while the first
effect can be estimated by the increase of t/J value as a resul t of the increase
of Q~. The strong dependence of t/J on QOa as shown in Figure 4 implies signifi
cance of the first effect.

Figure 5 shows the experimental set-up. The specimen is approximately 1. 1m
high, 0.7m wide, and 16mm thick. Each specimen was ignited with fuel pills at
the bottom after the rate of the surface temperature change had become less
than 2K/min. Location of the pyrolysis front is determined from the temperature
history at the slab surface: the instance at which a flat plateau starts in the
temperature-time curve is defined as the arrival of pyrolysis front at each
location of thermocouples. Figures 6-8 show examples of the measured histories
of surface temperature. Flame over the slab surface was recorded by the video
camera: height of flametips were measured for reference from the videotapes.
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Figures 9--11 show summary of the histories of the location of pyrolysis
front thus obtained and the height of flametips. The levels of external radia
tion. O. O. 2.3 and 4.7kW/rrl. were chosen such that q: would become considerably
lower than the incident heat flux from the flame to the slab surface. These
levels are still comparable with the usual critical radiation intensity for
evacuation in fire. 2.0--2.5kW/rrl.

The result shows that the flame spreading velocity is still approximately
proportional to the height of pyrolysis front when the pyrolysis zone has
become enough greater than the ignition source. and that flame spreading
velocity can be accelerated even by such weak radiation. Time from the arrival
of flametips to the arrival of pyrolysis front is approximately constant for
each situation. These imply that the similarity anticipated for the process of
spontaneous flame spread is still generally effective for weakly heated surface.
It is noteworthy that the surface temperature at the arrival of flametips is

considerably higher than T~ This implies a significant role of heat flux from
the upper region of the turbulent flame in the preheat for the flame spread.

Finally. Table 1 shows a summary of the relation between a= VIx and
2 p p

n:kpc(Til-Tb ) • In this correlation. kpc and Til are taken as 0.66kW z /m 4 Kz s
and 373K resepectively. The obvious increase of the ratio of the two properties,

t/J. with q: seems to reflect the increase of Q"a' or pyrolysis rate by the
external radiation. t/J values estimated from Figure 4 using usual values of the
combustion properties of PMMA are also compared: t/J values predicted from only
material properties are found to be 30--40% lower than the present experiment.
This difference seems to be due to either overestimate of heat release rate or
underes t i ma te of k pc.
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TEiMINOLOGY
P •

o characteristic fuel size(pyrolysis front)
Qa heat release rate by combustion per unit width
Q". dimensionless heat release rate per unit width defined as Qa I P.CpT. j;Di
T~ ignition temperature
T. ambient temperature
T. temperature of wall surface
V flame spreading velocity

p

c specific heat of wall material
k thermal conductivity of wall material
g. gravitational acceleration
qe external radiation
q. incident heat flux to wall surface
q~ surface reradiation
t. r time
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x height from the bottom of fuel
Vp location of pyrolysis front
ex constant, defined as Vp/xp
P density of wall material
Po dens i ty of ambient air
~ location of pyrolysis front at the time 't'

ep 1tkpc(Til - Tb)2Vp/xp

Table 1 ~omparison of experimental and theoretical flame spread properties

experiment calculation.
7t k P C(Til-TI/

V/xp ep Q. c" epq. Tb •
(kW/rd) ("C ) (kW Z /m 4 s) O/s) (kW Z /m 4 s Z

) (kW/m) (- ) (kW Z /m 4 s Z )

x 10'

0.0 23 2.54 0.0031 787 77 0.20 1100
2.3 70 1. 90 0.0048 912 92 0.24 1550
4. 7 92 1. 64 0.0063 1033 107 0.28 1770
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CONCURRENT TURBULENT FLAME SPREAD

L. Zhou and A.C. Fernandez-Pello
Depanment of Mechanical Engineering

University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

The rate of flame spread over the swface of thick PMMA sheets has been measured as a
function of the velocity and turbulence intensity of a forced air flow concurrent with the direc
tion of flame propagation. It is shown that the flow turbulence has a strong influence on the
flame spread process. For all turbulence intensities, the flame spread rate increases approxi
mately linearly with the flow velocity, although the slope is smaller for larger turbulence
intensities. For a given flow velocity, the spread rate decreases as the turbulence intensity is
increased, the effect being more pronounced for larger flow velocities. These effects appear
to be due to a strong influence of the turbulence intensity on the flame length, which
decreases as the turbulence intensity is increased, thus reducing the net heat flux from the
flame to the unburnt combustible. The results are significant since the prediction of the flame
length and spread rate as a function of the problem parameters are important factors in the
development of room fire models.

1. INTRODUCTION

In most practical situations, the spread of fire occurs under turbulent flow conditions. Since
the flow turbulence effects both the heat transfer and the chemical kinetic mechanisms that
control fire spread, it is necessary to determine how these controlling mechanisms are affected
by turbulence in order to predict the spread of fire under realistic conditions. Among the
different modes of fire spread the concurrent, or flow assisted, mode of flame spread is the
fastest and most hazardous because the flames are pushed ahead of the burning region by the
gas flow, which facilitates the transfer of heat from the flame to the unburnt material. This
mode of flame spread is particularly affected by flow turbulence because the heat transfer to
the unburnt material occurs over the large region bathed by the downstream flame, and the
flame characteristics are strongly influenced by turbulence. Thus, the study of concurrent tur
bulent flame spread is of great interest in the fire development modeling, and in the establish
ment of flammability test methods.

The only works published to date on turbulent flame spread are those of Orloff et al. [I] for
upward turbulent flame spread over large PMMA sheets, and of Saito and co-workers [2,3] for
upward turbulent spread of flames over PMMA and wood sheets. In these works, the gas
flow is buoyancy induced. and the turbulence is naturally generated depending on the sample
scale. The studies concentrate in measuring the rate of flame spread dependence on scale [1]
or the magnitude of an imposed radiant flux [2]. With the exception of the study of Zhou et
al. [4] for opposed flow flame spread. no systematic studies have been performed to date to
observe the effect of flow turbulence intensity on the rate at which flames spread over the sur
face of a solid fuel. In the present work, a parametric study is carried out of the spread of
flames in a concurrent turbulent forced flow with the objective of determining what is the
effect of turbulence intensity on the rate of flame spread. and to infer through these measure
ments how turbulence affects the different mechanisms controlling the spread of the flame.
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2. EXPERIMENT

The experimental apparatus consists of a laboratory scale combustion tunnel, designed to con
duct combustion experiments under varied flow conditions, and the supporting instrumenta
tion, based primarily on optical and thermocouple measuring methods. The tunnel has a 0.89
m long settling chamber with a rectangular cross section 0.3 m by 0.18 m, which supplies gas
flow to the tunnel test section through a converging nozzle with a reduction area of 5.5 to 1.
The test section is 0.6 m long and has a rectangular cross section 0.13 m wide and 76 nun
high. The side walls are made of 6 mm Pyrex glass to enable visual observation and optical
diagnostic access, and the floor and ceiling sides are made of 25.4 nun thick Marinite sheet.
The tunnel is mounted horizontally on a three axis positioning table.

The gas flow in the tunnel is supplied from centralized compressed air and the flow rates con
trolled and measured with critical nozzles. Turbulence is generated by means of grids, or per
forated plates, placed at the exit of the tunnel converging nozzle. A prescribed turbulence
intensity is obtained through a combination of flow velocity and plate blockage ratio. This
means of turbulence generation, however, cannot provide high turbulence intensity at very low
flow velocities. The distribution of turbulence intensity through the test section is character
ized by an initial region, approximately 50 nun where the turbulence decays sharply, followed
by a 0.2 m region of relatively constant turbulence, and a final region where the turbulence
decays again due to entrainment effects at the test section exit. The gas velocity and tur
bulence intensity are measured with a one component Laser Doppler Yelocimeter (LOY)
operating in the forward scattered mode. The laser source is a Spectra Physics Ar-Ion laser
with a 2 W total output power. The signal is processed with a TSI frequency counter and
transferred to an IBM!AT micro-computer. The experimental installation also includes a
Schlieren system with a 45 cm diameter collimated light beam that is used to provide qualita
tive information about the effect of the flow turbulence on the flame and thermal layer struc
ture. In addition the installation contains a network of thermocouples for gas and solid phase
temperature measurements.

The fuel specimens are 12.7 cm thick PMMA (Rohm and Hass, Plexiglas G) sheets, 76 mm
wide by 0.3 m long. They are mounted flush in the tunnel Marinite floor with their upstream
edge placed 15 nun from the tunnel convergent nozzle exit. The flame spread process is ini
tiated by igniting the top upstream edge of the sheet with an electrically heated nichrome wire
placed in close contact with the PMMA. The flame spread rate is measured from the surface
temperature histories as given by thermocouple placed at fixed intervals along the fuel surface.
Eight Ch.-Al. thermocouples 0.127 nun diameter are embedded on the PMMA with their
beads flush with the PMMA surface at distance 32 nun apan. The thermocouples output is
processed in the micro-computer. With the surface temperature histories, the rate of spread of
the pyrolysis front is calculated from the time lapse of pyrolysis arrival to two consecutive
thermocouples and the known distance between the thermocouples.

3. RESULTS

The measurements of the flame spread rate over PMMA sheets as a function of the concurrent
air flow velocity are shown in Fig. 1 for several values of the turbulence intensity. It is seen
that the spread rate increases approximately linearly with the flow velocity, and that the slope
decreases as the turbulence intensity decreases. The dependence of the concurrent flame
spread rate on the turbulence intensity is presented in Fig. 2. It is seen that the spread rate
decreases as the turbulence intensity increases, and that the effect is more pronounced for
larger flow velocities. These results are very interesting and somewhat surprising since this
mode of flame spread is controlled by heat transfer from the flame to the fuel, and it is well
known that turbulent boundary layer heat transfer is larger than the laminar flow one. The
results, which appear to be due to a strong effect of the turbulence intensity on the flame
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length, are very imponant not only because they introduce new aspects about the flame spread
process not previously predicted, but because it may have significant influence in the applica
tion of flame spread formulas in models of room fire development.

The mechanisms by which turbulence affects the flame spread rate can be inferred from the
theoretical analysis of the spread process. A simplified heat transfer model of the flame
spread provides the following expression for the rate of spread [2]

Vf =q2 lr'(kpc (Tp - Tj»2 (1)

where q is the surface heat flux, If the flame length, kpc are the thermal properties of the solid
and Tp and T j the solid pyrolysis and initial temperatures respectively. The flow velocity and
turbulence intensity can affect both q and If and through them the flame spread rate. Thus, it
is imponant to determine how turbulence affects these parameters. In the work performed to
date, we have not measured these effects directly. However, it is possible to deduce them
approximately from the surface temperature histories. The flame length is determined with the
spread rate and the time required for the surface temperature at a thermocouple position to
rise from ambient to the pyrolysis value. The surface heat flux is calculated from the time
variation of the surface temperature by assuming that the fuel behaves as a semi-infinite solid.
The calculated variation of the flame length with the flow velocity and turbulence intensity are
presented in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. Figure 3 shows that the dependence of the flame
length on the flow velocity is different depending on the turbulence intensity. For low tur
bulence intensities, the flame length increases with the flow velocity and for large turbulence
intensities, it decreases. From the results of Fig. 4 it is seen that for all flow velocities the
ratio of flame length to pyrolysis length decreases as the turbulence intensity is increased.
The effect is more marked for large flow velocities. These effects seem to be due primarily
to the convective cooling of the reaction zone by the cold air induced toward the flame by the
turbulent eddies.

In order to obtain more information about the mechanisms causing the shonening of the· flame
length with the turbulence intensity, a Schlieren system was constructed and applied to pro
duce Schlieren images of the flame. The Schlieren system has a collimated light beam 0.5 m
in diameter. It consists of a Tungston lamp light source, beam expanding and converging
lenses and two 0.5 m parabolic mirrors. A characteristic example of the flame images
obtained with this system is shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that as the flow turbulence intensity
increases, more cold air is introduced into the flame zone and the mixing of the flow becomes
more intense. These are the effects that appear to cause the shonening of the flame length
with the turbulence intensity.

The calculated variation of the surface heat flux downstream of the pyrolysis front with the
turbulence intensity is shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that the heat flux is only weakly affected by
the flow turbulence, decreasing slightly with the turbulence intensity for large flow velocities
and increasing slightly for low flow velocities. All of the above results have been combined
in Fig. 7 where the ratio Vp'Ulf (deduced from Eq. (1» is ploned versus the flow turbulence
intensity. It is seen that this ratio is independent of the flow velocity and turbulence intensity,
which indicates that the effect of the flow turbulence on the flame spread rate takes place pri
marily through the flame length.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study show that flow turbulence has a strong influence on the flame length
and on the concurrent flame spread rate. Both the observed shonening of the flame length
and decrease of the flame spread rate as the turbulent intensity is increased are significant
observations since the prediction of flame lengths and rates of flame spread as a function of
the environmental conditions are imponant factors in the development of room fire models
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and the establishment of material flammability tests.

Given the potential impact of the present results on the theoretical prediction of the spread of
flames, it is imponant to extend the work to the study of the other aspects of the process. For
example, it is imponant to know how turbulence affects the flame spread process in a vitiated
environment, or how the characteristics of the flow turbulence (free flow or boundary layer
turbulence) may quantitatively affect the rate of spread for a given turbulence intensity. Also
important is to know if and how turbulence affects the rate of mass burning in the pyrolyzing
region, the rate of soot production and the radiative properties of the flames.
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Collaborative Experiment of Interior Lining Materials

Y. Hasemi

Building Research Institute

Development of a rational evaluation method of interior lining
materials is one of the problems of internationally common inter
est in fire safety engineering. Most of the industrialized
countries have their own standards and testing methods on fire
safety performance of lining materials; however, the conventional
evaluation methods do not always represent fire growth mechanisms
in actual building fires, probably since fire growth mechanisms
were only poorly understood when these evaluation methods were
developed. Recently, Nordic countries have started a research
program to develop some rational testing methods of interior
lining materials as preparation for the planned European market
unification in 1992. Adoption of combustion models of lining
materials in room fire computer models has been attempted at
NIST. Also in Japan, development of a performance based evalua
tion method of interior lining materials is an urgent necessity,
since, from a scientific viewpoint, the present Japanese standard
is significantly based on whether combustion takes place or not,
and as its result combustible materials tend to be eliminated
from the market of lining materials.

Most of the current studies related to the evaluation of interior
lining materials are based on some mathematical modeling. Recent
work on wall fires by Saito, et al., describes flame spread as a
function of the height of flame from pyrolysis zone which is
further determined by the mass consumption rate of the fuel.
This model seems to be consistent with the basic idea of the
treatment of wall fires in the FIRST, in which wall fire is
characterized by mass burning rate. For room configuration,
Karlsson proposed a model of fire growth on lining materials, and
was able to explain experimental results on a few specific mate
rials using his model. His model is also based on the concept of
flame spread as a result of inert heating of the material surface
to an ignition temperature. Hasemi has also proposed a model of
wall flame spread to explain flame spreading velocity from mate
rial properties.

Each model of fire spread has to be validated against experiments
in realistic conditions if it is desired to serve as a scientific
basis for evaluation methods. However, the major problem in
advancing the scientific approach in this field is the fact that
every group is too small and research facilities of each group
are quite limited. Probably, it is difficult for every group to
carry out all steps from basic property measurements to full
scale experiments or from basic analysis to comprehensive comput
er models. Necessity and utility of some collaboration or coor
dination in this field arises from this circumstance.
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At the last UJNR meeting in Tsukuba, Quintiere and Hasemi dis
cussed the possibility of collaboration between NIST and BRI, and
the visit of Dr. Parker of NIST to BRI for heat release analysis
of wood was very beneficial and incentive to BRI. During his
stay at BRI, it was pointed out that full scale wall fire experi
ments using the BRI's new radiant panels (approx. 2.5m wide and
3.2m high) as the heat source for external radiation would be
useful for the validation of various models of wall flame spread
and for the accumulation of data as a basis for the further
development of the mathematical models.

In the FY 1989, several large scale wall fire experiments are
planned, using this facility. The specimen will be PMMA and
plywood (Douglas fir). Upward and downward flame spread will be
observed for the range of external radiation approximately 0=10
kw/m2 . Mass loss rate, surface temperature and flame height can
be measured using the present BRI experimental apparatus. The
experiments will be continued and extended if the FY 1990 budget
for this program is approved.
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The Nonh American Wood Industry
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JAMES R. SHAW
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Weyerhaeuser Company
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Longview,Washington 98632, USA

ABSTRAcr

The Fire Research Program sponsored by the National Forest Products Association n..Tf'oPA)
includes research and development of predictive fire growth models. Using the OSU ROOM
Model as a base and the ASTM Proposed Standard for Room Fire Test of Wall and Ceiling
Materials for validation, fue growth models are being developed that can predict the contribution to
a companment fire buildup from wall lining materials. Input data from the OSU Rate of Heat
Release apparatus is being evaluated concurrently with the Cone Calorimeter and LIFT Apparatus
input Early validation studies show good correlation between model predictions and actual room
fire results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Through the National Forest Products Association (NFoPA), the United States and Canadian
Wood Products IndusDies embarked on a broad scope fire research program in the mid 1980's.
This certainly did not mark the beginning of fue research on wood but was an attempt to coordinate
all the different independent programs and projects into a more comprehensive program where
priorities, objectives and results could be shared by all participants. This repon will describe the
goals and some of the elements of the program and also provide technical results in one of the key
research areas. It will become evident that room frre tests and predictive frre modeling are integral
parts of the complete program. Keep in mind that the major focus of this research is on the
propenies and behavior of wood and wood products used in building construction.

The ultimate long range goal of the research is to be able to incorporate fire growth. heat transfer
and structural response models into a system capable of describing a comparnnent or building frre
from ignition to structural collapse. We recognize that this goal will take many years to accomplish
but intermediate goals and objectives toward that end are being achieved.

The complete Wood Industry Fire Research Program covers three major areas:

1. Predictive Fire Models
a. Fire Growth
b. Heat Transfer
c. Structural Response

2. Fire Propeny Data Base Development on Wood Products
3. Smoke Toxicity Test Development and Product Evaluation

This repon will concentrate on the Fire Modeling Research and the various test methods being used
in this effon.
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2. mSTORICAL PERSPECITVE

Before discussing any of the approaches and results of the specific fire research projects, a brief
look at the current method of building passive flIe safety into our buildings is necessary. If the
model codes in the United States and the National Code in Canada are reviewed, it is found that
building materials are regulated on the following basis:

1. Combustible or noncombustible classification (as determined by the ASTM E 136 Test).

2. Allowable heights and areas of the building.

3. Flame spread and smoke developed classifications (as tested by ASTM E 84).

4. Fire endurance (as measured by ASTM E 119, ASTM E 152, ASTM E 163 and AST~ E
814).

5. Location of building on property.

In each of the cases where a fire test is used as a measure of the acceptability of the product,
material or assembly, a single fire exposure scenario is used. For example, there is a specified
time/temperature curve (ASTM E119) which is followed in all fire resistance testing of walls,
floors, roofs, columns, beams, doors and windows. This is not a criticism of the standards and
code bodies promulgating and referencing these tests, however, it is an acknowledgement of the
limitations of this approach to passive fire safety. In some cases these limitations may be overly
conservative and restrictive and in others they may be too permissive; we just do not know. The
wood industry supports and participates in the flIe modeling effort because we believe that this
approach will permit a better and more thorough assessment of the total fire hazard of a system.

3. APPROACH TO FIRE RESEARCH

The approach taken in acmaJly conducting the research has been to:

1. Place a research associate at the National Institute of Standards and Technology Center for
Fire Research to work closely with other fire research scientists (currently Mr. Marc Janssens
holds this position).

2. Contribute to wood fire research programs at selected U.S. universities.

3. Suppon the fire research at the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Products Laboratory.

4. Grant research funds to government, independent and company laboratories such as NIST,
Forintek of Canada and Weyerhaeuser Company.

There is a NFoPA Fue Research Program Advisory Committee that oversees the total program and
makes recommendations to the Association on allocation of funds. This group also reviews the
progress of the researchers and provides input on industry needs.

3. PRomCf DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT RESULTS

The work in predictive fue modeling, specifically, room fue growth modeling, is one of the most
exciting and active areas of research. There are several researchers working in this area on
different aspects of the problem

Bill Parker at the Center for Fire Research is developing a predictive model for charring and heat
release rate of wood. Small scale tests developed by Parker are being used to develop input data
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for the model. Without going into the technical details of this work.. good correlation using this
model to predict the heat release rate of wood at low external fluxes has been achieved but
inconsistencies exist at higher heat fluxes. Better agreement may be accomplished by improving
the empirical input data. Mr. Parker recently spent three weeks in Japan conducting research in
this area with Dr. Yuji Hasemi.

Until these types of predictive models are available and validated. empirical heat release data is
being used as input to room fire growth models such as the OSU ROOM Model authored by Dr.
Ed Smith of Ohio State University. The OSU ROOM Model uses the empirical heat and smoke
release and flame spread data generated by the OSU Rate of Heat Release Apparatus to predict the
fire growth in a room with a single ventilation pon and combustible wall linings. The major
strength of the model is its ability to evaluate the potential of wall linings to produce compartment
flashover.

Using the Room Fire Test and the OSU ROOM Model, validation of the Model was attempted in a
test with 112" Douglas fir plywood on two walls. The following graphs show the actual rate of
heat release. upper layer temperature and floor flux of the 8' x 12' x 8' room and compares theses
actual results with the predictions of the Model. The gas burner ignition source placed in the back
comer of the room was controlled to deliver a 40 leW fire for five minutes, a 160 leW fire for 5
minutes and then a 0 leW fire for the finalS minutes of the 15 minute test

NFoPA DOUGLAS FIR ROOM FIRE TEST
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The predicted heat release from the OSU ROOM Model agrees quite well with the actual heat
output during the first five minutes of the test. After the propane flow was increased to 160kW the
model predicts a slower rate of growth on to flashover than actually occurred. Because there was a
delay in the measurement of the heat released from the room, the data has been shifted to
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compensate for the timing error. The predicted upper layer temperature does not agree with the
actual temperatures (average of the five Tes in the ceiling excluding the burner Te) during the
first five minutes and the Model tends to overcompensate as the room reaches flashover conditions.
The predicted heat flux on the floor also agree very well with the actual results during the first five
minutes but deviates as the fire grows rapidly. Obviously more work is needed in refining the
Model to improve the predictive output. James White of Weyerhaeuser has been working closely
with Dr. Smith in changing the subroutines to improve the output. Another point where the input
data could be improve is in the measurement of the flame travel rate.

Marc Janssens has modified the basic OSU ROOM Model and named it CORNWALL (Corner and
Wall Fire Growth Model). The input data is collected from the Cone Calorimeter and the Lateral
Ignition Flamespread Test (LIFT) apparatus instead of the OSU Rate of Heat Release Apparatus.
The flashover time prediction from this model was also in good agreement with the actual fire
results.

In order to assess the factors that significantly affect the results of a room fire test on combustible
wall linings, a sensitivity study was conducted at the Forest Products Laboratory. The factors
chosen in the study were:

1. Location of Burner (Corner and Wall)
2. Proftle of Burner

A. 40 kW for 15 min.
B. 40-160-0 kW for 5 min at each level
C. 40-80-120 kW for 30 sec at each level then 160 kW for the remaining 13.5 minutes
D. 4O-1~160 kW for 5 min at each level

3. Lining Material on Ceiling and Two Walls (Gypsum and Ceramic Fiber Blanket)

The results showed that when placed in the corner the burner was significantly more harsh than
when placed in the wall position. Flashover times were reduced dramatically in the corner
exposure. The burner profJ.1es study yielded the very predictable results with "A" being the least
severe and "C" beir..g the most severe. The "B" (40-160-0 kW) exposure demonstrated a broad
band of results on wood products with a wide range of flame spread characteristics. For example,
an ASTM E 84 Class A flame spread, fire retardant treated plywood (FR.T PW) did not flashover
the room during the 15 minute test while a Class C flame spread product caused flashover during
the 40 kWexposure. The "A" (40 kW only) exposure allowed several combustible wood materials
to survive the test without flashover occurring. On the other end of the spectrum, the "C" (40-80
120-160 kW) exposure compressed the combustible wall materials into a very narrow band of
flashover times.

The choice of noncombustible lining on the ceiling and the other two walls also impacted the rate of
fire growth in the room. The highly insulative property of the ceramic fiber blanket caused the .
flashover times to be significantly reduced compared to the gypsum lining tests. Again, the effect ./
was to compress the results of various combustible wall linings into a more narrow range.

Subsequent to the sensitivity test a series of room fire tests were conducted on six different wood
panel products with a range of flame spreads from Class A to high Class C. The burner was
placed in the corner of the room and the B (40-160-0 kW) burner proflle was used:

WOOD PRODUCT

1/2" FRT Southern Pine Plywood
I" Redwood

1/2" Douglas Fir Plywood
I" Southern Pine
1/2" Particleboard

1/2" Oriented Strand Board
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Flashover times ranged from no flashover in 15 minutes to less than five minutes. The rank order
of products from least to greatest time to flashover was:

1. Oriented Strand Board
2. Southern Yellow Pine, Particleboard
3. Douglas Fir, Redwood
4. Fire Retardant Treated Douglas Fir PW

These results suggest very reasonable agreement between flame spread classifications as
detennined by the 25' Tunnel and the frre growth rates as detennined by flashover in a room fire
test.

Hao Tran (FPL) and Marc Janssens, who generated these results, plan to detennine the heat release
and flame spread characteristics of these six materials and then model the tests using the
CORNWALL Model. James White will model the fires using the most recent version of the OSU
ROOM Model and the OSU RHR.

4. APPLICAnON OF MODELING RESEARCH

The frre growth modeling and room fire testing will eventually be used as evidence for proposing
changes in the model building codes. Specifically, the proposal will recommend that fire
performance of structural elements and assemblies be based on the fire growth scenario probable
for that building and the major factors influencing the frre and smoke development. This would
allow trade-offs in the building design and materials without sacrificing fire safety. Architects and
building owners would gain greater flexibility.

Another very practical use of this modeling work. has been its use in new product and assembly
development. Right now an E 119 frre can be used in the exposure scenario and prediction of the
fire endurance of the assembly can be made. Additional information on the progress being made in
this area will be forthcoming.

5. CONCLUSION

The progress made to date in this modeling and room test program is encouraging despite some
obvious needs for improvement Researchers participating in this work remain committed to
achieving the goals set out at the beginning of this paper and look forward to reporting future
progress.
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ABSTRACT
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Despite more than a decade of work in Japan, the U.S., and elsewhere on the
development of models and methods for fire risk analysis. the basic terms
still are used in many different ways by different modelers. producing
confusion over not only best methods but also objectives. In this paper, a
fundamental conceptual framework is defined that underlies many different fire
risk analysis models. Those models that do not fit this framework may oe seen
to have different purposes. which should be differentiated by different terms
(such as fire hazard analysis), or to be using the term "risk" to refer
colloquially to any potentially dangerous situation. however identified or
measured. The use of this framework should help to clarify developments in
fire risk analysis without excluding any worthwhile method.

1. BACKGROUND

The past decade has seen a proliferation of models and analysis methods
labeled as risk analysis tools for fire protection problems. While there has
been significant progress along several lines and some practical impact on
real decisions. there remains a frustratingly large degree of disagreement and
confusion over basic purposes and terminology. In most other areas of fire
science, disagreements. however strong. tend to be over the validity of
alternative means to achieve a particular modeling objective. In fire risk
analysis. disagreements often are more fundamental and involve the basic
objectives of modeling.

2. PURPOSE

The field of fire risk analysis would benefit from the development of a
conceptual framework sufficiently broad that it can encompass any modeling
approach to the analysis of fire risk, however unusual. This framework also
should be able to explain how any modeling approach excluded from its broad
definition of fire risk analysis fits into the still larger universe of models
for generating information on the development and effects of fire. This paper
is intended to provice such a framework and to provide summary overviews of
known models in the fire risk arena.

3. BASIC CONCEPTS

(a) Let U be the universe of all possible fire situations. That is. each
element of U is defined by a complete physical description of a fire; the
environment in which it began, developed. and ended; and the consequences of
its occurrence. The terminology used to describe elements of U is not
standardized among researchers, which accounts for the use here of the new
term "fire situation". Some of the terms that have been used include the
following:
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(i) Scenario. A "scenario" is sometimes used to describe a single
element of U (that is, a single fire situation). Alternatively, a
"scenario" may refer to groups of elements that share those
characteristics that define the initiation, growth, and termination
of the fire but which may differ with respect to other
characteristics. These other characteristics might include the type
of building, vehicle, or other property involved; the number and
characteristics of occupants; or physical properties of the building,
vehicle, or other proper,ty that do not affect the fire development
but do affect the harm caused to people or property.

(ii) Exposure. The "exposure" in a fire situation refers to those
characteristics of an element of U that specify the number of persons
and the quantity of property that may be affected by the fire and
their characteristics. "Property" may be used broadly to mean not
just the asset value of fixed objects but also the functional
capacity of property (such as its ability to sustain productive
operations or its ability to support human habitation).

(iii) Context of Use. The "context of use" in a fire situation is a
second-order grouping of elements of U because it refers to the
context of use of something, typically a particular product,
material, assembly, process, operation, or building or other property
which is to be the focus of the fire risk analysis. The item
(product, material, or assembly), activity (process or operation) or
property (building or other property) provides a first-order basis
for grouping. (Each fire situation either involves some version of
that item, activity, or property, or it does not.) Once it is known
that the item, activity, or property was involved - and if involved,
which version was involved - then one can specify second-order
groupings based on the context of use of that item, activity, or
property. For example, if the item of primary interest were
upholstered furniture, then the context of use would include the
specifications of the building in which the furniture is located, the
locations of the pieces of upholstered furniture in the building, and
other characteristics of the building and occupants (such as interior
finishes, types and locations of other contents proportion of smokers
among the occupants) that could be factors in the development of a
fire involving upholstered furniture.

(b) Probability Density Function of the Universe of Fire Situations. Let
p(e) be the probability density function for the universe (U) of all possible
fire events (e) or situations. Therefore:

!p(e) de = 1.
U

(c) Measure of Severity. Let s be a measure of severity, defined so that
(i) the measure can be calculated for every element e of U and (ii) the
measure is a monotonic indicator of better and worse outcomes. That is, in
comparing two elements of U, if a higher value of s means a worse outcome (a
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more severe fire) for one pairwise comparison, then in any other pairwise
comparison of elements of U, a higher value of s also will mean a worse
outcome. This definition does not exclude the use of multiple measures of
severity in a single analysis.

Some measures of severity include the following:

( ; )

(i i)
(i i i)

( i v)

(v)

(v i)

(v i i )
(v iii)

( i x)
( x)

(xi)

(xii)

Fire deaths
Fire injuries
Direct monetary damages to property
Damage to specific equipment involved in the productive operations
of the property
Damage to specific equipment involved in the protection of the
property from some non-fire hazard, such as a core meltdown at a
nuclear power plant
Area damaged by fire
Number of rooms damaged by fire or smoke
Whether or not fire extended beyond the designated compartmentation
space for enclosing, confining. or isolating fires originating in
that fire's initial location
Whether or not the structural integrity of the bui lding was lost
Time for room of fire origin to reach flashover
Time for first occupied room to reach untenable conditions for
human occupation
Point score, based on assignment of points to various
characteristics related to fire development and damage but for
which the point scores have no direct physical interpretation

(d) Probability Distribution for a Measure of Severity. The severity
function, s. and the probability density function of the universe of fire
situations, p<e). jointly define a probability density function P(s) for the
severity measure, s. Here. P(s=s') is given by:

P(s=s') = f p(els(e) = s') de.
U

(e) Fire Hazard Analysis. A method for analysis of fire hazard is a
method for calculating one or more severity measures, given a specified fire
event, e, from the universe of fire situations. The purpose of a fire hazard
analysis is to identify patterns in the changes in the severity measure(s)
produced by changes in the specified fire event.

(f) Fire Risk Analysis. Analysis of fire risk involves the
specification of one·or more outcome measures, each of which is a well-defined
statistic based on the probability density function of a specified severity
measure. A method for analysis of fire risk must specify methods for
calculating the outcome measure(s).

The purpose of a fire risk analysis is to measure changes in the outcome
measure(s) produced by changes in the underlying probability density function
of fire events. The mathematical modeling of these changes may represent the
changes as either or both of the following: (a) the probabilities of some
fire events are changed, or (b) the characteristics of some fire events,
including their severities. are changed.
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Some outcome measures that could be used include the following:

(i) Expected loss (that is, the expected value or arithmetic average),
such as expected number of deaths or injuries or average monetary
property damage.

(ii) Probabi lity of failure (that is, cumulative probability that some
qualitative outcome measure is satisfied), such as probability that
structural integrity is lost or that fire extends beyond· designated
containment area or that essential equipment is damaged.

(iii) Expected utility (that is, the expected value of a function that
reflects any nonlinear aspects in the evaluation of a particular
value of the severity measure) .

(iv) Perceived risk (similar to expected utility but incorporating
nonlinear phenomena arising from the processing of risk information
rather than the evaluation of it).

(v) Expected cost or benefit (or expected value). These are terms used
for outcome measures that are expressed in monetary terms. Expected
cost might be calculated from the three severity measures of fire
deaths, fire injuries, and direct property damage in three steps:
(a) Calculate expected loss separately in terms of fire deaths, fire
injuries, and direct property damage. (b) Convert the expected loss
values for fire deaths and fire injuries to monetary terms by using
assumed values for value of a life saved and value of an injury
averted. (c) Sum the three expected loss values, now all expressed
in commensurable monetary terms.

4. DISCUSSiON OF THE BASIC CONCEPTS

In both Japan and the U.S., some of the distinctions embodied in these general
definitions are not yet universally employed and some of the possibi lities
cited are still rare or non-existent. In Japan, there are not yet different
words to distinguish the concepts of risk and hazard; the word "kiken" is used
for all such concepts. In the U.S., the use of "hazard" for a specific
mathematical family of analyses is still rare. "Risk" is often used to refer
to both concepts and to other, less precise concepts as well. As noted
earlier, the conceptual framework described here is proposed as a means
of clarifying discussion, but it is not merely a codification of generally
accepted practices.

Major differences among fire risk models or methods typically involve either
or both of these two aspects: (1) the choice of severity and outcome measures
to be used and (2) the methods proposed for calculation of probabilities and
severity measures. The latter tends to be a more traditional area of model
differentiation, in which different models will reflect their designers' views
on the most valid data sources, the most valid models, the most essential
phenomena to be addressed, and the trade-off between the sophistication of the
estimate and the cost or time required for calculation. The former choice,
however, can reflect more than these technical differences. It may reflect
the values and purposes of the users of the analysis.
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For example, engineers are accustomed to problems in which events are either
catastrophic (the bUilding loses structural integrity and collapses, the dam
breaks, the bridge collapses) or inconsequential (the building, dam, or bridge
continues to stand), In such situations, appropriate severity measures are
inevitably qualitative (whethe~ or not a catastrophic failure occurs) and
outcome measures are limited to the cumulative probability that
such severe failures occur. Fault tree analysis is a classic example of the
application of this view to the risks of fire, This model tends to underlie
most of the fire risk analysis methods developed by or for engineers.

In fire, however, this approach is at best a simplification. Meaningful
quantitative measures of fire effects do exist and show that fire severity is
inherently a matter of degree. At the same time, there are some settings in
which an approach using qualitative severity measures will provide a close
approximation of the full richness of the real universe of fire situations.
In some industrial settings, for example, the management controls may be
sufficiently strict that the overall probability of fire is very low, while
the likely severity of a catastrophic fire, if it occurred. would be orders of
magnitude greater than the severity of even the worst non-catastrophiC fire.
(For example. in some industrial properties, the most costly fire of the
decade involves more loss than all other fires combined in that type of
property and that decade.) In such a situation, an analysis based on expected
loss and an analysis based on the probability of a catastrophic fire would
tend to produce the same results, and the latter might be preferable because
it would be much less cumbersome and so would permit analysis of the details
of the catastrophic fire situations in greater detail.

In contrast to engineers, economists are accustomed to problems in which all
consequences can be reduced to expected monetary values so that changes to
reduce fire risk can be evaluated simply by comparing costs saved to costs
incurred to effect the changes. In such situations, severity measures should
be quantitative and should involve consequences that have value to the owners
and occupants of a property. Numbers of fire deaths would qualify, but area
damaged by fire would not (unless it could be translated into estimated
monetary damages). In the fields of statistics and operations research, such
models are collectively referred to as decision analysis.

This approach is also a simplification, not because of the properties of fire
but because of the concerns of individuals and organizations with risk.
Individuals are concerned about expected loss, but they tend to be
disproportionately concerned about the possibility of catastrophic events.
Insurance .companies are concerned about expected loss because it affects their
costs of doing business, but they are unusually concerned about the
possibility of catastrophic events that might overwhelm their reserves and
drive them out of business. Building owners and property managers are
concerned with the effects of expected risk on their costs, but they are even
more concerned about the possibility of catastrophic events that will destroy
their assets or businesses with no hope of recovery.

In addition to its being a simplification, this approach is also controversial
to the extent that it involves the establishment of any equivalence between
damage to people (deaths or injuries) and monetary values. Such equivalences
are considered unacceptable by large segments of the population of potential
users of fire risk analysis. In fact, parts of the U.S. risk analysis
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community (that is, those individuals whose jobs involve performing risk
analyses for a wide diversity of users) and certain regulatory agencies are
among the few groups who use such monetary equivalences. They are all but
non-existent in Japan. It is therefore important to emphasize that expected
loss is a useful approach even if no monetary equivalences for deaths or
injuries are used and is particularly appropriate in any setting where overall
fire loss tends to be dominated by the cumulative effect of large numbers of
non-catastrophic events. This point is especially important in Japan, where
fire risk models are much less likely to use any monetary loss severity
measures of any kind, in part because the decision-makers (such as insurance
companies) who find monetary loss measures in fire risk analysis most useful
in the U.S. playa different role in Japan.

To summarize, most users of fire risk analysis will want two kinds of
information - information on the expected quantity of loss by some measure and
information on the relative likelihood of a catastrophic or unacceptably high
level of loss. In some properties (such as tightly controlled industrial
properties handling large quantities of hazardous materials), it may be
sufficient to address only the relative likelihood of catastrophic loss. For
some analyses of national programs. where large numbers of people or
properties would be affected and a catastrophic event would have no more
weight than many smaller losses, it may be sufficient to address only the
expected loss.

5. REVIEW OF SELECTED MODELS

In the full paper, this framework is used to describe and compare the purposes
and methods of these models:

(a) Fire Risk Assessment Method sponsored by the National Fire Protection
Research Foundation (U.S.)

(b) Fire Safety Design Method of Buildings by the Ministry of
Construction (Japan)

(c) Probabilistic Risk Analysis such as is used in the U.S. nuclear power
industry (U.S.)

(d) Decision Analysis Method such as is used by U.S. decision analysts
(U.S.)

(e) Estimation Method of Life Risk in Hospital Fires by Tsujimoto and
Shida (Japan)

(f) Firesafety Concepts Tree by the National Fire Protection Association
Technical Committee on Systems Concepts for Fire Protection in
Structures (U.S.)

(g) Network Model for Quantitative Risk Analysis by Ling and Williamson
(U.S.)

(h) Building Fire Simulation Model by Berlin, Swartz, Fahy, and others
(U.S.)

(i) Fire Risk Evaluation Method for Multi-Occupancy Buildings by the
Ministry of Home Affairs (Japan)
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(j) Commercial Fire Rating Schedule by the Insurance Services Office
(U. S. )

(k) Fire Brigade Fire Risk Assessment "Method by Strickland <U.S.)
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Radiation from Turbulent-Jet Flames and Wall Fires

Ronald L. Alpert
Factory Mutual Research

Norwood, MA 02062, USA

We have made significant progress towards the develoJXllent of models for
predicting the radiation from buoyant turbulent diffusion flames for various
fuels and oxi dants in terms of tabulated "fundamental" compos i ti on proper
ties. Two approaches have been taken: (1) development of a global algebraic
model for the thermal radiation from buoyant turbulent-jet diffusion flamesj
and 2) development of scaling relationships for flame radiation through the
use of three parameters: two parameters representing the overall buoyancy
flux and the buoyancy due to individual flamelets; and a new radiation para
meter relating the radiant losses to the convecti ve heat flow rate. These
models utilize experimental data obtained in this study and at other labora
tories. Our greater understanding of the roles of gaseous radiant emission
and soot radiant extinction prOVides a platform for describing wall-fire and
turbulent- jet flame radiation in terms of fundamental properties and the
fuel smoke point.

Our aim in developing a global algebraic model of flame radiation from
buoyant, axisymmetric, turbulent-jets is to conserve mass, momentum, species
and energy for the flame taken as a whole. The effects of soot production
and extinction can be included in this model once we describe the gaseous
radiation in the absence of soot. Low sooting fuels such as H2, CH 4, C2H6'
etc. have smaller radiant fractions (0.15 < Xr < 0.25) since most of their
flame radiation originates from gaseous products of combustion (H20 and
CO 2). More sooty fuels, such as C2H2, C2H4' etc. have larger XR (0.35 < XR)
due to their copious generation of soot. This increase in radiant loss
fraction wi th increasing soot causes a strong decrease in the effecti ve
flame radiation temperature and consequent radiant emission from the gaseous
species. Hence, it takes a many-fold increase in the soot volume fraction
to increase radiant fraction from 0.2 to 0.4. Our model for gaseous radia
tion (see Figure 1) requires the following empirical inputs: 1) MCCaffrey'S'
correlations of his centerline thermocouple measurements and observed flame
tip heights: 2) the entrainment' constant for buoyant axisymmetric turbulent
flows; 3) a radiation temperature correction factor based on Markstein ' s 2

measured effective flame radiation temperature; and 4) thermophysical, chem
ical and radiant properties of the flame configuration. Predicted radiant
fractions for typical hydrocarbon fuels with no incomplete products of com
bustion and no soot radiant emission are around 12J, which is close to the
15% suggested by the literature. We are currently setting up i nstrumenta
tion to measure the incompleteness of combustion, which is required by all
our models.

In a parallel analysis we have developed a scaling relationship for Xr
and for flame heights. This analysis shows that in addi tion to the usuai
hydrodynamic miXing-combustion length-scale, one has a radiative cooling
length-scale which results in radiative flame heights being proportional to
ei ther Q" 12 for planar flames or Q1/3 for axisymmetric flames in agreement
with the recent measurements described below. An empirical correlation for
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luminous flames based on the fuel sm~~e-foint, 1s ' but neglecting gas radia
tion effects, suggests that XR - 1s / and explains much of the observed
dependence on ambient vitiation and oxygen enrichment, as shown in Figures 2
and 3. This empirical relationship was deri ved by arguing that XR is a
function of the ratio of the hydrodynamic to the radiati ve cooling length
scale. The same scaling concepts have been extended to momentum controlled
flame jets and are consistent wi th our previous measurements of these fires.
One should observe that the dependence of .tt:e I;'adiant fraction on the
"smokiness" of the fuel is weak (i.e. XR T - Qs 1/ ) relaq ve to the depen
dence of the soot concentration on "smOkiness'P (ys - 1/Qsp)' This weak
dependence is attri buted to the cooling of the flames owing to the radiant
losses. The present scaling analysis will be incorporated in turbulence
models for predicting soot concentrations, flame radiation and soot yields
in turbulent jet flames.

Much of our information on the distribution of thermal radiation for the
preceding models has come from detailed studies of axisymmetric and planar
turbulent- jet flames as well as wall flames. In experiments wi th aXisymmet
ric turbulent buoyant-jet flames in a controlled environment enclosure: 1)
we have measured the radiant fraction for several hydrocarbon fuels over
broad ranges of ambient 02/N2 environments and fuel jet dilutions with N2 :
2) we have correlated the measured radiant fractions (see Figure 4) in terms
of (i) the fuel mixture/oxidant adiabatic stoichiometric flame temperature,
Tad; Cii) the mass of OXidant required to stoichiometrically react with unit
mass of fuel, S, (the correlation in Figure 4 is for S > 12) and (iii) the
observed radiant fraction, x! of the fuel under "standard conditions" (e.g.
T:d = 2200K and S* = 12), ana ,finally 3) successfully correlated (see Figure
2) the values of xA under standard conditions against the laminar smoke
point values also under standard conditions. By making the turbulent to
laminar flame comparison at standard conditions, the correlation is improved
because one eliminates the effects of non-standard Tad and S which have
quantitatively different influences on smoke-point and turbulent flame radi
ation. This empirical result represents a significant milestone because it
allows one to predict the turbulent flame radiation from burning fuel jets
by knowing only Tad' S and the fuel'S smoke point.

We have simulated wall fires of solid fuels in a separate study by burn
ing gaseous hydrocarbon fuels on a water-cooled vertical porous metal
surface under steady-state condi tiona. The burner of 380 mm width is sub
di vided into a number of panels of equal height C132 mm), so that the simu
lated pyrolysis height can be varied by the choice of the number of fuel
supplying panels. Currently, fi ve panels ,topped by a water-cooled heat
transfer plate are used, providing an overall height of 2.2 m. Water-cooled
sidewalls prOVide two-dimensional flame structure. In addi tion to porous
wall fires, a slot burner, placed either adj acent to a heat transfer plate
or free burning between sidewalls, produces planar turbulent-jet flames
while a nozzle produces axisymmetric jet flames. Instrumentation used in
this second stUdy includes a wide-View-angle radiometer for measuring the
total radiant emission from the flames, and a scanning slit radiometer for
obtaining the vertical distribution (see Figure 5) of radiant power per unit
height emitted by narrow horizontal slices across the flames. The scan is
obtained by an electromagnetically deflected plane front surface mirror
operated in a 1 inear ramp mode. Both instruments employ spectrally flat
sensors.

Four fuels of varying soot ing tendency, methane, ethane, ethylene and
propylene were selected for this study. One of the important results of the
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work concerns the radiati ve fraction Xr of total heat-release rate for the
various flame configurations and fuels. Values of Xr averaged over the
range of heat-release rates of about 10 to 60 kW are presented in Table 1.

Table 1- Average Radiative Fractions

Slot Burner
Fuel Jet Flame Free-Burning Against Wall

CH 4 .200 .182 .143

C2H6 .240 .239 .168

C2H4 .372 .371 .240

C3H6 .445 .440 .313

The values for free-burning slot-burner flames are only slightly reduced
with respect to those for jet flames, but placing the slot burner adjacent
to the wall is seen to cause substantial reductions of Xr • However, all
three flame configurations show the same trend with fuel sooting tendency
and thus the quantitative relationship between Xr and fuel smoke point
established previously for jet flames can certainly be applied also to free
burning slot-burner flames, and presumably can be generalized for applica
tion ~o wall flames. Power-law exponents relating Xr to total heat-release
rate Qtot' averaged over the four fuels, were 0.04 ± 0.07 for jet flames,
0.08 ± 0.04 for free-burning slot-burner flames, and 0.18 ± 0.02 for slot
burner flames adj acent to the wall. Res ults of current wor k wi th the
porous-metal burner are still incomplete. but indicate further reductions of
Xr relative to those obtained with the slot burner adjacent to the wall, as
well as further increases of the power-law exponents.

The vertical distributions of radiant emission per unit height differed
significantly for the various flame configurations, as shown in Figure 5.
Free-burning slot-burner flames show steeper rise and decay of radiant emis
sion than jet flames; plaCing the slot burner against the wall reduces the
peak radiant emission drastically and nearly doubles the height reqUired for
burnout.

The vertical distributions for jet and slot-burner flames exhibit simi
larity with respect to heat-r-elease rate. For each flame configuration and
fuel, the distributions for various heat-release rates can be collapsed into
a single dimensionless plot. as seen in Figure 6, by introducing a normaliz
ing length parameter proportional to the variance of the individual distri
bution. The power-law exponents of this flame-length parameter with respect
to heat-release rate are, as noted above in connection wi th model develop
ment, about 1/3 for jet flames and about 1/2 for slot-burner flames, in con
trast to the flame-height exponents of 2/5 for jet flames and 2/3 for slot
burner flames deri ved from fluid-dynamic similarity. Again, results
obtained with the porous-metal wall burner are incomplete, but are being
evaluated to see whether similarity relationships can be formulated for the
distributions of radiant emission from these actual wall fires.
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Fig. ,: A general correla
tion of homogeneous gas
emissivity including para
meter values of interest
for typi cal fires. ("Hodak
values" come from curve
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Turbulent Buoyant Fuel Jets
S > 12 Ambient O2 13.8-27.5 %

Fig. 3: Radiant fraction
for varying adiabatic
temperature and all S
(the chemical system is
Fuel - N2/OZ - H2). So
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Fig. 4: General correlation
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on XR obtained from laminar
smoke point.
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INFLOW OF AIR REQUIRED AT WALL
AND CEILING APERTURES TO PREVENT

ESCAPE OF FIRE SMOKE

GUNNAR HESKESTAD
ROBERT D. SPAULDING

Factory Mutual Research Corporation
"5' Boston-Providence Turnpike

Norwood, MA 02062, USA

ABSTRACT

Experiments have been conducted to determine critical Froude numbers
associated with required inflow of air to a fire space through wall and
ceiling apertures to prevent escape of smoke. The experiments were conducted
mostly on reduced, model scale, with verification in a 2.~ m high test room.
Critical Froude numbers, as formulated, were insensitive to aperture
geometry. Those for wall apertures varied slowly and predictably with the
vertical temperature distribution in the room, consistent with a discharge
coefficient of 0.6~ for the inflow. Those for ceiling apertures exhibited a
dependence on an aperture Grashof number, with both a high-Grashof number
asymptote and an apparent low-Grashof number asymptote. While discharge
coefficients for wall apertures can be considered constant near 0.6~ for
aperture Froude numbers larger than critical, the discharge coefficient for
ceiling apertures increased from 0.19 near the critical Froude number, toward
the familiar isothermal value for sharp-edged orifices of 0.61 near a Froude
number seven times larger than the critical.

1. INTRODUCTION

Smoke control may be practiced according to two different objectives. One
objective might be to limit smoke to a fire zone, which always includes the
compartment on fire, but may also include contiguous space on the same floor,
even an entire floor or several floors of a bUilding. The other objective
might be to limit smoke to a fraction of the space of the fire compartment.
Accordingly, one may speak of "zoned smoke control" and "compartment smoke
control." The present investigation was undertaken to provide data for the
design of zoned smoke control systems, addressing specifically the minimum
flow rates needed at openings in a boundary to a fire zone from the
surrounding space to prevent escape of smoke, i.e., contamination of the
surrounding space.

The most relevant previous work is the investigation by Thomas' on the minimum
air velocity necessary to prevent smoke flowing upstream in a horizontal
passage. The critical average velocity in the passage, U can be expressed
in terms of a critical Froude number (assuming 80 percent 8r the heat
generated by the fire source was transferred to the air in the experiments):

• [ ]' /2uc/2gH6Tave/Tave = 0.79 .

Epstein2 studied buoyancy induced exchange flows through openings in a
horizontal partition of a constant-volume liquid system, with brine initially
on top and fresh water initially below the partition. From experiments with
two simultaneous circular openings, it was possible to determine a critical
volumetric flow rate and associated Froude number for transition between
unidirectional flow and bidirectional flow in a 0.045m diameter opening. An
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analogue critical Froude number exists for escape of smoke from an opening in
the roof of a fire compartment:

U /[2g0~T/T]1/2 = 0.29
c (2)

This result pertains to the specific Grashof number of the experiment, which
was:

(6P/p)g03/v2= 7.0 . 105

2. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

( 3)

For an aperture in a vertical wall, a simple theory leads to a prediction for
the critical inflow at the aperture which just prevents hot gases from
escaping the fire space. The theory is most appropriate for the case where
the aperture extends from the floor to the ceiling, Figure 1. Cold air from
the surrounding space flows through the aperture of width Winto the fire
("hot") space, forming a jet into the fire space which has a vena contracta
considerably narrower than the width of the aperture. Since pressures
increase more rapidly with depth in the cold space than in the hot space, the
critical condition of zero, local velocity in the aperture is first reached at
the top of the aperture as the overall throughflow is gradually reduced. Any
further reduction in throughflow causes hot gases to back up into the cold
space. Bernoulli's equation can be written for any elevation, y, between the
quiescent cold space and the vena contracta, where the horizontal velocity
profile is considered uniform, which provides an expression for u(y/H) in the
vena contracta. At the critical condition, u(1) = 0, which fixes the vertical
velocity profile in the vena contracta in terms of the temperature
distribution in the hot space. The average (cold) velocity through the
aperture at the critical condition, U , can be defined from the total
volumetric flow rate and the aperturecarea, whose nondimentional form,

Frc
(4)

is the critical Froude number. The following prediction is established for
the critical Froude number:

Fr = CPoc (5)

Here, C is the discharge coefficient or coefficient of contraction, often
found to be near 0.6 for isothermal flows through sharp-edged circular and
slot orifices. The quantity, P, is a temperature distibution parameter for
the hot space, defined:

1 1
P = III (0/0H) d(y'/H)]1/2d(y/H) . (6)

o y/H

For a uniform vertical temperature profile, P = 2/3 .

If the aperture does not extend from floor to ceiling, there are difficulties
with the simple theory since it cannot be assumed that there is no contraction
of the cold jet into the hot space in the vertical direction. One might still
expect Eq. (5) to be applicable, with H (in definition of Frc and P) taken as
the height of the aperture, but possibly with a different value for the
coefficient, C.

Viscous effects on the aperture flow, if they exist, are expected to depend on
the Grashof number:
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3. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Here, 0c 2. is 6T/T evaluated at the ceiling level (away from the thermal
boundary layer).

ror investigation of ceiling apertures, the air plenum was positioned over
apertures in the ceiling of the fire compartment near the wall of the
compartment opposite the burner. rigure 3 shows the various ceiling
apertures, cut in 1.7 rom steel plates.

(8)

( 9)

(7)

- '/2Number: rr = u 1(2gW0 o)c c Co.

232Gr = go 0 oW I~ .c Co.
Grashof Number:

Critical rroude

Gr = gP 2 0 (Hw2}/~2,c H

where ~ is evaluated at the mean of the hot and cold temperatures.

A fire test room was available from a previous program to investigate door
size apertures (0.92 m x 2.03 m) in wall and ceiling. The fire test room,
measuring 3.7 x 7.3 x 2.4 m high, was exhausted by a blower via 0.61 m
diameter ducting attached to one of the walls of the test room and provided
with flow metering. Vertical thermocouple traverses were provided in the
room. As fire source was used heptane floated on water in a 0.5 m diameter
container (approximate heat-release rate of 150 kW). The critical flow
conditions for escape of smoke were determined by visual observation of the

Most of the experiments were conducted in a reduced scale facility having a
ceiling height of 0.61 m. The facility consisted of a square fire compartment
measuring 2.44 m on the side, with an air supply plenum attached to one side
of the compartment, in which various wall apertures were mounted, and with two
floor-to-ceiling ventilation openings for the fire in the opposite side. As
fire source was used a 0.31 m diameter "sandbox" gas burner flush with the
floor near the ventilation wall, burning propylene or propane at rates from 8
to 165 kW (corresponding to 270-5600 kW in a 2.5 m high room). Temperatures
were measured at several elevations in the fire compartment and the air
plenum, and the pressure differential between the plenum and fire compartment
was monitored at midheight of the facility. rollowing ignition, temperatures
in the fire compartment were allowed to approach a steady state. Then the
flow rate of conditioned air from the plenum was decreased in 10 percent steps
until the first indication of smoke by a photometer in the plenum. The
critical flow rate was taken as the average of the first flow rate indicating
presence of smoke and the immediately preceding flow rate. rigure 2
illustrates the wall apertures investigated, formed by 2.7 or 1.7 rnrn thick
steel plating.

Transitions between bidirecti~nal and unidirectional flows, of the kind
included in Epstein's studies and the issue of concern in connection with
ceiling apertures, are extremely complex and no theory is attempted for this
case. In general, the state of the flow at a horizontal aperture, with a hot
fire space below and cold ambient space above, will be governed by rroude and
Grashof numbers akin to those defined for vertical openings in Eqs. (4) and
(7), except H is replaced by the aperture width, W. The critical rroude
number for ambient air flowing into the fire space, just sufficient to prevent
escape of smoke, will be a function of the Grashof number, where the two
nondimensional groups are defined:
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aperture flows, which were illuminated by flood light. Observations began
after temperatures in the room had stabilized.

In analogy with the reduced-scale tests, the exhaust flow was reduced in small
steps until smoke puffs were first observed to escape into the laboratory (at
the top of the door, or above central regions of the ceiling aperture). It
was possible to determine rather narrow flow brackets, no smoke versus smoke
into the laboratory, for both apertures.

4. CRITICAL FROUDE NUMBERS

Figure 4 presents critical Froude numbers for the wall apertures, defined in
Eq. (4), as a function of the temperature distribution parameter, P, defined
in Eq. (6). (Some of the tests had to be discarded, because unacceptable
density variations built up in the air plenum due to heat transfer from the
fire compartment to the plenum through the common wall.) The straight, dashed
line is a fair representation of the data, drawn to satisfy Eq. (5). This
line corresponds to a discharge coefficient, C = 0.64. Note that most of the
data are well represented by this line, i.e., the floor-to-ceiling apertures,
high rectangular apertures, low rectangular apertures, central rectangular
apertures, central circular aperture, and the normal-size doorway. The range
in P from 0.53 to 0.67 may cover most practical cases, from highly non-uniform
vertical temperature profiles at low heat release rates to nearly uniform
profiles at high heat release rates. The accompanying variation in Frc is
seen to be 0.32 to 0.43. No effect of the Grashof number (Eq.(7» has been
seen in the data of Figure 4.

Critical Froude numbers for ceiling apertures, defined in Eq. (8), are
presented in Figure 5 as a function of the Grashof number, defined in Eq.
(9). Here there is a definite effect of the Grashof number, with a high
Grashof number asymptote near Frc = 0.23 and an apparent low Grashof number
asymptote near Fr = 0.38, separated by a transition range. There is no
apparent effect or aspect ratio. Nor is there an effect of the orientation of
a rectangular aperture. This latter finding, together with the small effect
observed of a partial partition for Aperture I (partial wall between aperture
and fire source), imply that gas motion in the ceiling gas layer had little
effect on the critical conditions for escape of smoke.

5. PRESSURE DIFFERENTIALS AND DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS

Pressure differentials measured across the floor-to-ceiling wall aperture at
the critical Froude numbers, adjusted to the top of the aperture by
hydrostatic corrections using the vertical temperature profiles, were verified
to be close to zero, as assumed in the theory. The discharge coefficient best
fitting the theory to the experiments for critical conditions in apertures of
vertical walls, C = 0.64, is close to the value 0.61 often found to represent
isothermal forced flows through sharp-edged orifices and slots. Consequently,
it appears safe to assume a discharge coefficient of comparable magnitude for
calculation of all supercritical flows through wall apertures.

For the ceiling apertures, the measured pressure differentials were converted,
using hydro-static corrections, to pressure differentials across the ceiling,
at the level of the ceiling. Most of the data pertained to the critical
Froude numbers and slightly larger, but limited data were also obtained at
considerably larger Froude numbers. Discharge coefficients, C, were
calculated from:

m= CA (2 ~ )1/2Pc P 154
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7. CONCLUSIONS

6. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK

The critical Froude number derived from Thomas' work to prevent smoke from
backing up in a horizontal passage 1 Eq.(2), can be converted to the form
adopted in the present study:

1. Critical Froude numbers of air inflow to prevent escape 'of smoke from wall
apertures, Frc (Eq. (~», were found to be insensitive to aperture geometr~
consistent with simple theory and an experimental discharge coefficient of
0.64. Values of Frc varied from 0.32 to 0.43 in the tested range of vertical
room temperature distributions (Figure 4).

( , 3)

( 12)

( 11 )
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Fr : 0.79 [(AT IT )/(AT
H

/T
H

)]1/2c ave ave

Fr : Pc

3. Discharge coefficients for ceiling apertures were found to increase with
the Froude number (Figure 6), starting near 0.19 at Fr = Fr = 0.23 and
approaching 0.61, the familiar isothermal value for sharp-eage orifice flows,
near Fr = 1.5 (high Grashof number range). Discharge coefficients for wall
apertures can be assumed to remain near 0.64 (Conclusion 1) as Froude numbers
increase above Frc '

2. Critical Froude numbers of air inflow to prevent escape of smoke from
ceiling apertures, Frc (Eq. (8», were also insensitive to aperture geometry
and approached an asymptotic value Frc = 0.23 at Grashof numbers (Eq. (9»
greater than 2-10~. An apparent asymptote was also reached at Grashof numbers
smaller than 5-10 , Frc = 0.38.

The vertical temperature distributions in Thomas' experiments are not known.
It will be assumed they were rather steep, with a representative value of 0.5
for the temperature ratio within brackets in Eq. (12), as for the lowest heat
release rate experiments in the current study. Then Thomas' result
corresponds to Frc : 0.56. For a flow passage, having a discharge coefficient
of 1, the present results correspond to (cfr. Eq. (5»:

The experiments indicated a close correlation between P and the temperature
ratio in Eq. (12); for a temperature ratio of 0.5, the value P : 0.55 was
indicated. Hence the present experiments imply the value Frc = 0.55 for a
horizontal passage, in good agreement with the value deduced from Thomas'
experiments, Frc = 0.56.

Eq. (2) was inferred from Epstein's work for the critical Froude nmber to
prevent escape of smoke 5rom a ceiling vent, i.e., Frc = 0.29, associated with
a Grashof number of 7-10. According to Figure 5, the present study indicates
Fr c : 0.38 at the same Grashof number, a somewhat higher value.

where mis the mass flow rate through the aperture for a given pressure
differential across the ceiling, Ap. The discharge coefficients are plotted
as a fun9tion of Froude number in Figure 6. For the high asymptotic range
(Gr~2·10 ), the familiar isothermal flow limit, 0.61, appears to be approached
at a Froude number of 1.5. The pressure differential across the ceiling can
be calculated from:

2
Ap : (Fr/C) PCgW0C1
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SYMBOLS

area of aperture
discharge coefficient
diameter _ 112 - 112
Froude number, u/2gH0H) for wall apertures and u/(2gWe i)

for ceiling apertures c
critical value of Fr to prevent escape of smoke from aperture
Grashof number, Eq. (7) for wall apertures and Eq. (9) for ceiling
apertures
acceleration of gravity
height of aperture or passage
mass flow rate
temperature distribution parameter, Eq. (6)
pressure differential across aperture
compartment temperature
average dowmstream temperature in passage
temperature in quiescent cold space
temperature at top level of aperture
ambient temperature
T-T c
T -T
T~~Tc ~
velocity
average velocity in aperture or passage (volumetric flow rate in

ratio t£ flow area)
critical u to prevent escape of smoke from aperture
aperture width (being smaller dimension of a recentangular ceiling

aperture)
height above bottom of aperture
~T/T

e just under ceiling
e at top level of aperture
dynamic viscosity
kinematic viscosity
density in quiescent hot space
density in quiescent cold space
mean density of two liquids
density difference between heavier and lighter fluid «pc-p) in fire

applications)
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Estimation of Tbe:mal Radiation from Large Pool Fires

Hiroshi Hayasaka
Faculty of Engineering

Hokkaido University
Kita-ku, N13, ws, 060 Sapporo, JAPAN

Hiroshi Koseki
Fire Research Institute

Nakahara 3-14, Mitaka, lS1 Tokyo, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

The one mesh modell, which has been developing by one of authors
recently, is employed to estimate thermal radiation from large pool fires
having diameters over 10m. The predicted results are compared with the
experimental results.

1.INTRODUCTION

Thermal radiation plays a very important role in pool fires, because the
burning rate of large pool fires is greatly influenced by radiative heat
transfer. The problem of thermal radiation hazards also depends on the
characteristics of radiative heat transfer. In an attempt to estimate thermal
radiation from pool fires, the authors have been devising a new and simple
simulation model which is called the one mesh model. The analytical results of
the one mesh model were compared with the experimental results and values in

the literatures2- 7 . .

2.EXPERIMENT

Kerosene pool fire tests were conducted under a quiescent atmosphere of
a large in~oor test space of FRI(24mx24m,20mhigh). The size of pool fires
were 1m round and 2.7m square tanks. Radiative heat from flames was measured
with wide angle radiometer located at a distance 50 (0 is the tank diameter)
from the center of the tank. Kerosene was fed above water which was filled
into the tank before experiment. Burning rate was measured by electrical float
level meter. These experimental setup is shown in Fig.1.

3.ANALYTICAL MODEL

3.1 FLAME MODEL FOR POOL FIRES AND HEAT BALANCE EQUATION A simple analytical
model which is called one mesh model is introduced to estimate thermal
radiation from large pool fires. The one mesh model has been recently
developing by one of the authors. The flame shape of pool fires is assumed to
be a cylindrical one for simplicity as shown in Fig.2. Properties such as
temperature, Tf and absorption coefficient, k are considered to be uniform

within the flame model. Heat generation due to the combustion of fuel is
assumed to take place within the flame model. Therefore, the heat balance
equation for this flame model are made up of heat generated by combustion of
fuel, Qf,i' heat carried with entrained air, Qa,i' radiative heat from the
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(2 )

mf is the fuel burning rate(kg/s), ~Hc

(10)
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surrounding air, Qr,i' heat· of fuel vaporization, Qf,o' heat carried away from

the top of the flame by flown, Qg,o and heat loss by radiation to the

surroundings, Qr,o. These heat terms are showr. in Fig.2 wi:'h arrow. :nen the

heat balance equation is:

Q:,i+Qa,i+Qr,i=Qf,o+Qg,o+Qr,o
where Qf,i is:

Qf,i"'T'\mf 6.H c
where T'\ is the combustion efficiency,

is the heat of combustion (Ws/kg)

Qa,i is:

Qa, i =macpaTa (3l

where ma is the mass velocity of entrained air(kg/s), cpa is the specific heat

of air(Ws/(kgK»), Ta is air temperature(K)

Qf,o is:

Qf,o=mf(~Hf+(Tb-Ta)Cf) (4)

where ~Hf is the heat of vaporization (Ws!kg), Tb is the boiling poir:t of

fuel(K), c f is the specific heat of fuel (ws! (kgK) ).

Qg,o is:

Qg,o"'(ma+mf)cpgTm (5)

where c pg is the specific heat of combustion gas (Wsl (kgK)), Tm is mean

temperature of of the flame model.
Other terms of Qr,o and Qr,i are described in the following section.

3.2 RADIATION MODEL FOR POOL FIRES Total heat loss by radiation :'0 the
surroundings of the flame model, Qr,o is:

Qr,o~4(1-as)crkmTm4v (0)

where cr is Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5. 67xlO- 8W! (r:l2 K4 »), V is flame vo:"~me
and as is a self-absorption factor. Approximate value of a. s for vario'..:s

shapes of gas mass can be calculated easily using the followi:'lg equation
cosisting of km, V and a surface area of the flame model, S.

as=l-(l-exp(-ckmLI)!(kmL) (7)

where c is a factor, which is given in the reference 8 , for various gas shapes.
~ is the mean beam path length and can be expressed as:

L-4V!S (8)
Radiation from the entire flame model is assumed to be emitted uniformly to
the surroundings from the point which located on the center line of flame of
height 0 above the tank. Therefore the radiative energy per unit area qx a:.

the distance L-50 is:

qx=(l-asIQr,o! (4~(L2+D2» (9)

Measured and calculated irradiance are compared at a dimensionless distance of
5(=L!D) in this paper.
Qr,i is radiative heat from the surrounding air:

Q r, i =crtas Ta 4

Ea is ar: emissivity of air and set to unity.

Qf,o of eq. (4) is also expressed as:
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Qf,o=otbaseAsTbase4+Ashs(Tm-Tb) (11)
where Ebase is an emissivity at the bottom of the flame model:

Ebase-1-exp(-O.814-0.8SkD) (12)

:base are the temperature at the flame model bottom and h s is a convective

heat transfer coefficient between flame and fuel surface.

(16)

(13)

(14)

(15)

is the oxygen mass

is given by

where Mf
Finally,

3.3 ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR AIR ENTRAINMENT AND FLAME HEIGHT To obtain Qr,o' Qr,i

and ma , the following mathematical model is introduced to the one mesh model.

According to Fang9 and Ndubizu 10 , the rate of air entrainment in:o the flame
model can be obtained if we know the flame height above the tank Hf , froude

number Fr, heat generation in the fire a:'1d properties of the ambie:'1t
atmosphere. The flame height Hf is given by

Hf-Y01.49911/Sz2/S

where YO is radius of the tank, 91 is given by

91=W(W/Po'+y/x02)2/af4/(1-W)

where y is the stoichiometric oxygen/fuel ratio, X02
fraction in the air, a f is the entrainment coefficient, W

W=M/Ma/(1+(dHcX02)/(YCpaTa»)

where M is average molecular weight of species in the fire,
Ma is molecular weight of environmental air. Z is the modified Froude number

and given by

z-po 'Fr1 / 2

where Fr is the Froude number and given by

Fr-(mf/pv/As)2/(GYo) (17)

where Pv is the density of vapor , As is the area of fuel surface, g is

acceleration due to gravity. Po' is the normalized density at the fuel surface

and is given by
Po I.MfTa / (29T s )

is the molecular weight of fuel, Ts is fuel surface temperature.

the rate of air entrainment into the flame model mf is

ma=rt\fPo I -lw ( (0 '-4~fXiHf/YO+1) 5/2 -1)

where Xi is

(20)

3.4 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE The calculation procedure of the one mesh model is
shown in Fig. 3. If a tank diameter D, absorption coefficient k and fuel
properties are given, mf' rna' Hf and qx can be obtained usually after several

times of iteration.

4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The one mesh model has been tested on kerosene pool fires of tanks with
diameters of O.lm to 100m. The predicted and measured fuel burning rate are
shown in Fig.4. The solid line represents the calculated results by the one
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mesh model.The one mesh model does well in predicting the burning rate of
large diameter fires (D > 2m). The predicted and measured irradiance at L/D=5
are shown in Fig. 5. The solid and broken lines represent the calculated
results by the one mesh model. The one mesh model does well in predicting the
burning rate of large diameter fires (D < 2m). Unfortunately, the one mesr-.
model can not predict large diameter fires (D > 3m) at present. This is
because the COmbustion model which can predict the efficiency of combustion
has not been completed. However broken lines in Fig.5 express the effect of
the efficiency of combustion on irradiance and we can notice the efficiency
of combustion may decreases rapidly when tank diameter exceeds 10m.

5.CONCLUSION

A simple analytical model which is called the one mesh model has been
developing to predict the characteristics of pool fires. The predicted a~d

measured fuel burning rate and irradiance of kerosene pool fires show good
agreement but further work to make the combustion model which can predict the
efficiency of combustion is needed.
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1. Introduction
We have conducted -about 40 fire tests in an enclosure with low

ventilation, exploring fire behavior for fuel rich conditions.
These tests were carried out to improve a model compartment fires
to accommodate better the condition of very low natural ventilation
which obtains in some recently designed residential buildings and
energy power plants. To avoid the leakage and diffusion of
radiative particles from atomic power plants, small air exchange
openings are provided in the plant building. It is plausible that
in such a power plant a fire would become a ghosting fire in the
energy rich and poor-ventilation condition [2) that obtain. It has
been tacitly assumed in the past that flame (reaction zone) and
pyrolyzing material (fuel) leave the compartment together, but for
the ghosting fire this is not necessarily 50. Therefore, for the
extinction of ghosting fires in a poorly ventilated enclosure with
excess fuel and energy rich as in a power plant may be extremely
difficult.

ghosting, poor ventilation, compartment fire,
detached flame

key words

Abstract
We have investigated fire behavior in a poorly ventilated
compartment using a methyl alcohol pool fire as a source in a box
of 2m(W) x 3m(L) x O.6m(H). Temperatures, gas concentrations of CO,
CO 2 , and 02' fuel consumption rate were measured simultaneously.
The level or the fuel surface was kept constant during the tests by
means of automatic fuel supply system. The flame began to detach
from the fuel surface as the oxygen concentration decreased to
about 16 vol.%, it color then becoming pale blue. The flame later
detached completely from the fuel and a blue "ghosting flame" was
observed just under the ceiling like an aurora. The oxygen
concentration measured under the ceiling in the ghosting period
under the ceiling was 9 - 10 vol.%, and the CO 2 was 4.5 vol.% so
that the oxygen acted as an inert gas. The CO 2 gas concentration
was almost uniform with a gradient in the upper part in the
ghosting period. Temperatures in the same layer decreased after
ghosting occurred also with a gradient. For these fires, the air
exchange rate as 1.6 - 2.4 times/hr was estimated, and the burning
rate decreased finally to about 1/6 of that of the fuel controlled
fire.
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2. Experiment
A model compartment 2 m width x 3 m long x 0.6 m height was

made with calcium silicate boards used as outer walls and ceramic
boards inside. (see in Figure 1). Two adjustable slit panels were
provided on the upper area of the front wall which was 60 c~ x 60
cm with a observation window. A detachable opening door was also
provided in it. The door was closed and sealed during tests.

Methyl alcohol in a stainless steel pan of 30 cm diameter set
40 cm above the floor at the center of the box was used as a fire
source. The fuel was supplied from a reservoir through a copper
tube to keep the fuel level constant during the burning, and the
consumption measured.

Temperatures were measured by 0.3mm~ chromel-alumel thermo
couples with stainless steel sheath cover on a vertical rake ·so
that a vertical temperature profile could be obtained.

Concentrations of CO and CO2 were measured by gas analyzers of
non-disperse Infra-red detecting type, and oxygen was measured
simultaneously by a galvanic battery type detector.

In order to find the experimental condition to obtain the
ghosting fire [1], we took an unexpectedly long time to improve
the sealing of the joints between the boards, and is find a
suitable arrangement of its small opening and the vertical position
of the fuel pan. The final procedure was; the fire source was
ignited by a pilot flame and then the door was closed and sealed.
After 4 min from the ignition, the 2total opening area of the both
slits was adjusted to 150 - 160 cm to avoid choking and to limit
the ventilation.

• gas and temperature

t:. temperature

I

I

1 :

t t
3000

\
\

\
\ ,

\
\

\
Figure 1-(a) Outline of the experimental box for the ghosting.

Numbers correspond to the height from the floor, as
1 :600mm, 2:450mm, 3:300mm, 4:150mm, and 5:5mm.
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Figure 4 Flame shapes in the transition period to ghosting
flame.
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Figure 5 Time history of the consumption rate of the fuel
including transition to ghosting.

(b) Consumption rate of the fuel
Figure 5 shows the variation in time of the consumption ra~e

of the fuel. In the first period of burning, the consumption rate
was about 3 g/sec. The flame behavior changed as the consumption
rate decreased and flame began to detach from the pan in this
transition period. The consumption rate in the ghosting stage

3. Results and Discussion
(a) Observation

The diffusion flame from the fuel impinged on the ceiling for
the first 6 - 7 min, and then flame began to detach from partly of
the circular pan edge. The flame color, initially bright orange
became pale blue. About 10 min after the ignition, the flame
detached completely from the fuel surface and the "ghosting flame"
started. It floated just under the ceiling with a thickness of
about 5 cm and a diameter of about 40 cm. The thin pale blue
ghosting flame looked like an aurora. This ghosting flame contin~ed

for times varying from 7 to 20 minutes in the different tests,
sometimes coming down to the fuel surface forming an attached flame
again. During the burning, a flame pulsation frequency of about 3
Hz was observed and it continued until just before the ghosting as
shown in Figure 2. The pulsation frequency decreased abruptly about
3 sec before the ghosting began. Figure 3 shows one cycle of the
pulsating flame, and Figure 4 the outline flame shapes in the
transition to ghosting. Photo 1 shows the ghosting flame which
appeared under the ceiling just above the pool. The last two frames
show the beginning of the ghosting flame.
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decreased finally to about 0.5 g/sec as an average value, 1/6 of
that of the fuel controlled fire.
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Figure 6 Time histories of typical gas concentrations for Test 46
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Figure 7 Vertical distribution of CO 2 gas concentration
in the ghosting period. Data from Test 46.
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Figure 8 Time histories of fuel temperature.

(d) Temperature
The temperature of the fuel was measured every 10 sec at the

mid height for this tests and Figure 8 shows the variation in time
of fuel temperatures. For both tests, the fuel temperature
increased for 3 - 5 min after the ignition and then the rate of
rise decreased with decrease of oxygen concentration. In test 21,
the ghosting continued for only about 30 sec and then extinguished
when the oxygen concentration (measured at point b) reached about 4
- 4.8 %. The experimental conditions of test 24 was the same as the
test 21, however ghosting continued for about 20 min. The oxygen
concentration decreased to a minimum of 5.5 % about 2 min before
the ghosting started, and then increased to about 14 % in the
ghosting geriod. Ghosting stopped when the fuel temperature reached
about 45 C. The quenching of ghosting may be associated both with
the high fuel concentration or temperature within 10 - 15 °c of the

(c) Gas Concentrations
Sample gas was sucked from the various positions a - k in the

box, as shown in Figure 1, at 600 mm (corresponding to the ceiling
height), 450 mm, 300 mm, 150 mm, and 5 mm from the floor. Figure 6
shows the typical variation in time of the gas concentrations and
a triangle in the figure shows the start of the ghosting fire.
Numbers in the figure 4 refer to the sampling positions of the
rake. It is very clear that the measured carbon monoxide
concentration was very low. 13 - 14 % oxygen concentration was
measured in the ghosting period. The concentration of carbon
dioxide varied with height and its vertical profile was almost
uniform with some gradient in the upper part. Figure 7 shows the
CO 2 gas concentration profile in the ghosting period. In the upper
part of the layer the concentration was 2.7 - 3.5 % and it was 2 %
below the mid height.
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boiling point and the low concentration of oxygen. In the ghosting
geriod, the temperature just under the ceiling decreased about 100

C as shown in Figure 9. This decrease of temperature produced less
thermal radiation feedback to the fuel surface and reduced the rate
of rise of the fuel temperature.

Test 46

60 ...... ...,.
... ,....

50 ... ,., ,

fr'
- 40 I

E I
(J I- I- 30 P.oJ:
m /
'i ": 20 " o gmtn"

l:J.1Omtn
10

0
100 200 300 400

Temperature (0 C)

Figure 9 Typical temperature distribution for vertical direction
before and in the ghosting period. Data from Test 46.

(e) Air Exchange Rate
In order to estimate the air change rate for the enclosure and

the influence on it if the total leak area including the two slits,
oxygen gas concentration was employed as a tracer gas after the
extinction of burning. Figure 10 shows thi variation in time of the
oxygen gas concentration both with 160 cm slit opening area (test
18 : point b) and another the slit closed (test 46 : point d): the
air exchange rate was about 2.4/hr in the former case and 1 .1/hr in
the later. The air exch~nge rate condition required to start the
ghosting fire was 1 .1/hr and to sustain the ghosting was 2.4/hr. In
the ghosting fire period, an oxygen concentration of about 14% was
estimated as shown in Figure 6. Numbers in the Figure correspond to
the measuring positions as shown in Figure 1-(b). Foote [1] found
the "ghosting fire" using a methane diffusion burner in a full
scale compartment under mechanical ventilation applying more than 5
times of air volume of the room per hour. As to be referred he
found that the appearance of ghosting depended on the positions of
the fire source and of the air inlet and outlet.

In the fully developed compartment fire in the ventilation
controlled regime, the oxygen in the air (21% oxygen) which flows
into a compartment is consumed almost completely by chemical
reaction and in the out flow oxygen concentration is nearly zero.
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But in the ghosting condition, 13 - 14% oxygen was observed so that
it seems that it behaves like an inert gas. When the oxygen
concentration decreased under this critical value, spontaneous
extinguishment was obtained.
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4. Conclusion
Many researchers are now interested in the pre-flashover

phenomenon under the condition of enough oxygen. The computer fire
codes for a two-layer zone model [3] can simulate the fire
propagation from a small fire source up to flashover in a
compartment. The assume that the cool lower zone is always supplied
with enough air having 21% oxygen all of which could be available
for consumption. But under the ghosting condition, the air in the
lower zone having 13 - 14% of oxygen behaves as an inert gas. Thus
the zone model seems suitable for predicting fire phenomena under
the condition of oxygen starvation. It is necessary to apply a
field model to predict such ghosting fire, although the mechanism
of ghosting is not yet clear. Oxygen starvation may be obtained in
an actual fire, some cases have been reported by the fire
brigades.[4] We believe that the further study of the fire
phenomenon under the oxygen starvation condition of in a
compartment is essential in order to advance fire protection and
fire fighting tactics for multi-story buildings.
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Smoke Control Tests at the Plaza Hotel
in Washington DC
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In the spring of 1989, a series of full scale fire experiments of zoned smoke
control were conducted at the seven story Plaza Hotel in Washington, DC. A
zoned smoke control system is a system that uses pressurization produced by
fans to restrict smoke flow to the zone of fire origin. The benefit of these
systems is that other zones in the building remain essentially "smoke free"
reducing property loss and hazard to life. No zoned smoke control system has
been tested under real fire conditions either by a research effort or an
accidental fire. However J fire experiments of smoke control systems for
stairwells and elevators have been conducted.

This project was sponsored by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE); Bell Atlantic Telephone Company; ~ew

Jersey Bell Telephone Company; U.S. Fire Administration; U.S. Veterans Ad
ministration, and US West Incorporated. Member companies of the Air Movement
and Control Association (AMCA) donated fans for this project. The Architect
of the Capitol obtained approval of the U.S. Senate Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration for NIST to use the Plaza Hotel building for this project.

The obj ec tive of this effort is to evaluate the current approach to zoned
smoke control systems. Accordingly. the smoke control system was designed
using the calculational methods of the ASHRAE Smoke Control Manual (Klote and
Fothergill 1983) and it was designed to produce the levels of pressurization
recommended by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA 1988). This
zoned smoke control system was designed to operate along with a stairwell
pressurization system. The design analysis of both of these systems are
discussed in detail by Klote (1988). Data analysis is ongoing for this
project, and a detailed report will be published in the near future. This
paper is an initial discussion of the tests.

2. DESCRIPTIONS OF TESTS

The Plaza Hotel building is a masonry structure consisting of two wings, one
three stories and the other seven stories tall. Fires were set on the second
floor of the seven story wing. The areas of the second floor indicated on
figure 1 were fire hardened by covering the walls, floor and ceiling with
calcium silicate board to minimize structural damage to the building. Other
floors of the seven story wing are of similar size and layout to that shown in
figure 1 .
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The building had no central forced air heating system, so a dedicated system
of fans and ducts was installed for zoned smoke control and stairwell
pressurization. The zoned smoke control system consisted of three 0.94 m3 /s
(2000 cfm) centrifugal fans: one for pressurization of the first floor. one
for exhaust of the fire floor (second floor), and one for pressurization of
the third floor. Another centrifugal fan, located outside, supplied 3.3 m3 /s
(7000 cfm) of pressurization air to the stairwell at the first floor. The
exterior basement door of the stairwell was open during operation of the stair
pressurization fan. This was done to simulate a system for which the exterior
door opens upon system activation to eliminate the pressure fluctuations due
to opening and closing the exterior door.

The test series consisted of chemical smoke tests and wood fires I and the
test schedule is "listed in table 1. Two of the wood fires (tests 10 and 11)
were sprinklered. The chemical smoke was produced by three smoke bombs rated
by the manufacturer for a three minute duration. The smoke bomb tests were
included to evaluate the extent to which smoke bombs are appropriate for
acceptance testing of smoke control systems.

Wood was selected for these urban area experiments because it produces
relatively light smoke. Wood sticks were arranged in geometric piles called
cribs, because these crib fires are repeatable and fairly well understood
(Gross 1962, Block 1971). The cribs, illustrated in figure 2. were con
structed of fir sticks 38 mm (1.5 in) by 38 mm (1.5 in) by 0.61 mm (2 ft)
long. The sticks were fastened together with 8d common nails. The crib
illustrated in figure 2 consisted of 24 layers and weighted approximately 68
kg (150 Ibs), and these cribs were used for most of the tests. The exception
was test 3 for which a smaller crib of 18 layers weighing about 45 kg (100
Ib) was used because of concern about possible damage to the buildings
structural system. Each fire used two cribs located in the corridor as
illustrated in figure 1. By extrapolation of data (Walton 1988) for similar
cribs, it is estimated that two 24 layer cribs would have a peak energy
release rate of 1.5 MW', and two 18 layer cribs would have a peak energy
release rate of 1.0 MW'. A 0.13 m (5.0 in) diameter metal pan with 100 ml of
heptane was centered under each crib as an ignition source. The cribs were
stored in a room in the Plaza Hotel without humidity control. however. all
the cribs had a moisture content less than 6 percent.

3. DISCUSSION OF WOOD FIRE TESTS

During test 5 which was without zoned smoke control and stair pressurization,
significant amounts of smoke infiltrated the seventh floor and lesser amounts
reached the third floor as i1iustrated by figure 3. For this test the second
floor door was cracked ~ inch open simulating the gap of a door warped due to
high differential temperatures. Video recordings also showed smoke flowing
through the door gap and into the stairwell. Smoke was also observed on
floors 4 and 7 of the stairwell. Test 1 was similar except that the stairwell
doors were closed. As expected the smoke obscuration away from the fire was
considerably lower for test 1.

For the tes ts wi th smoke control, the spaces away from the fire floor were
essentially smoke free. This was observed on the video for floors 3 through 7
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and for the stairwell. Figure sho....s that essentially no smoke reached the
third and seventh floors during test 9, ....hich ....as the same as test 5, except
that zoned smoke control and stair pressurization ....ere operating.

To obtain an idea of the relative effect of sprinklers, tests 10 and 11 ere
sprinklered. Test 10 ....as .... ith a conventional sprinkler and test 11 ....as ith
an on-off head. In both tests, the sprinkler ....as located just be10.... the
ceiling and directly over the fire. During test 10, the sprinkler extin
guished the fire shortly after it activated, and the smoke levels ....ere very
10.... on the fire floor. Other floors ....ere essentially smoke free. This
indicates that ....hen a fire is rapidly extinguished, smoke spread a....ay from the
fire is slight. The sprinkler ....as ideally located for test 10, and for less
ideal location considerably more smoke might have been generated. The on-off
sprinkler used in test 11 failed to extinguish the fire, but it resulted in a
cycling of the ....ater spray .... ith fire gro....th ....hen the spray ....as off. This
resulted in considerable smoke as can be seen from figure 5. Further study is
needed concerning the effect of sprinklers on smoke generation.

Figure 6 sho....s the concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) on the second floor
during the wood fires. For the fires without smoke control (tests 1 and 5),
CO on the fire floor approached 2 percent. For these tests, the oxygen levels
decreased to about 10 percent and remained a that level until the end of the
test. For the non-sprink1ered fires .... ith smoke control (tests 3, 7 and 9), CO
concentrations were much lower. Possibly the lo....er CO levels are because the
smoke control system pulled air into the fire floor. The lo....er CO levels with
smoke might appear to be a possible benefit of smoke control. However,
caution should be exercised in this regard, because greater fuel loads could
also result in the high levels of CO for non-sprink1ered fires.

As .... ith the ....ood fires, some smoke moved beyond the fire floor for the non
sprinklered fire (test 4) .... ithout smoke control. During this fire, the video
sho....ed smoke in the stairwell as it did for the ....ood fire (test 5) with
similar conditions. For tests 2, 6 and 8 ....ith smoke control, the spaces away
from the fire floor were essentially smoke free as is illustrated for test 6
in figure 8. Ho....ever, the smoke concentrations due to smoke bombs tests are
considerably different from those due to the wood fires. The chemical smoke
is produced over a short time (3 minutes according to the smoke bomb manufac
turer) . However, the fire burns for nearly a half an hour. The chemical
smoke results in lower obscuration. With smoke control, obscuration due to
chemical smoke decreases rapidly at about 5 minutes after ignition. This is
believed to be the result of the smoke control system purging the chemical
smoke. Further, this chemical smoke does not develop the buoyancy pressures
of the hot fire gases from the wood fires. It is possible that persons only
observing the chemical smoke in an acceptance test could develop unrealistic
expectations about improvements in smoke conditions on the fire floor.
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4. DISCUSSION OF CHEMICAL SMOKE TESTS
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5. SUMMARY

During the fires for which the smoke control system was not operating, there
was significant smoke movement into the stairwell and to other floors
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especially the seventh floor. When the smoke control system was operating,
the stairwell and floors away from the fire remained essentially smoke free.
These results demonstrated that zoned smoke control systems can achieve the
objective of preventing smoke infiltration beyond the smoke zone. The
experimental data is being analyzed to evaluate the underlying assumptions of
zoned smoke control, and a detailed report will be published in the near
future.
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Table 1. Test Schedule

- - -

Condition of Stairwell Doors at:

Test Test Type

Fire
Load l

lb (kg)

Zoned
Smoke

Contro12

Stairwell
Pressuri
zationJ

Activation
Time 4 (min)

Basement
to Outside

2nd
Floor5

7th
Floor

I-'
-...J
-...J

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Wood Fire
Smoke Bomb
Wood Fire
Smoke Bomb
Wood Fire
Smoke Bomb
Wood Fire
Smoke Bomb
Wood Fire
Sprinklered
Sprinklered

300 (136)

200 (91)

300 (136)

300 (136)

300 (136)
300 (136)
300 (136)

off
on
on
off
off

·on
on
on
on
off
off

off
off
off
off
off
on
on
on
on
off
off

o
o

o
o
4
4

closed
closed
closed
closed
closed
open
open
open
open
closed
closed

closed
closed
closed
~ inch
~ inch
~ inch
~ inch
~ inch
~ inch
~ inch
4 inch

closed
closed
closed
open
open
open
open
open
open
open
open

IFire load is approximate.
2Zoned smoke control consisted of pressurization of first and third floors at 2000 cfm (0.94 mJjs) each, and
exhaust of the second floor at the same rate.
JStairwell pressurization consisted of supplying 7000 cfm (3.3 mJjs) into the stairwell at the first floor
with the exterior basement door open.
4 Activation time is the time after ignition that the smoke control system and stairwell pressurization
system are turned on.
5Second floor door designation ~ inch indicates that the door was cracked open 4 inch.
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Figure 1. Second floor plan of Plaza Hotel

Figure 2. Crib configuration
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A SCALING LAW OF SMOKE MOVEMENT IN ATRIUM

Makoto Tsujimoto, Tetsuji Takenouchi
Faculty of Engineering
Nagoya Uni versi ty
Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Japan

Shigeo Uehara
Building Design Department, Tokyo Main Office
Takenaka Corporation
8-21-1, Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT

An experimental verification on a scaling law of smoke movement in an atrium was performed
using the models of 1/25 and 1110 scale. In accordance with the scaling law, which requires
that heat release rate and time are proportional to 5/2th power and l/2th power of representative
length, respectively, the movement and the temperature profile of smoke layer became similar.

1. INTRODUCTION

These days the number of buildings which have a large atrium space is growing in Japan. And
some of them are designed without barriers between atrium space and its surrounding area. So,
from a standpoint of fire safety engineering, it is necessary to develop a method to estimate the
unsteadv smoke movement in the atrium.

One·of the methods is to confirm the scaling law governing the smoke movement in the compart
ment, and to make small scale experiments according to the scaling law. If the smoke movement
in the atrium is considered to be governed primarily by the fire plume, the scaling law can be
selected from the study by Quintierel). Because the phenomenon is unsteady, however, only a few
experiments, for example, Emori's2), show the validity of the scaling law.

In this study, two different scale model, 1110 and 1/25 were used to investigate it. Although,
according to the scaling law, the heat release rate of these two models differs about 10 times, the
pictures of the smoke movement visualised by lazer light sheet proved the validity.

2. SCALING LAW

The atrium which we deal with in this study is five stories height, and its plan and sketch are
shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. And the ultimate purpose of this study is to estimate the smoke movement
by small scale experiments under the various condition of openings, for example, changing the
position and the size of the openings between the atrium and the outside air, the ones of elevator
shafts between each atrium etc., to avoid the condition in which people in evacuation become in
danger. Because the present object of this study is to confirm the scaling law, the condition of the
openings of the model was simplified.

As the smoke movement in an atrium is considered to be a phenomenon of heat convection
governed by the fire plume, using the classical dimensional analysis, we can derive the dimension
of length [L] and time It] as a function of the variables (Q, Cp • To. Po and g), the combination of
which explains the velocity or temperature of the free boundary fire plume.

( 1)[t]- ( Q )t
- gJpoCpTo

Q2 1
[L] = ( 2C2r.2)~

gpo l' 0

where Q:heat release rate. Cp , To, po:specific heat, absolute temperature, and density of ambient
air, respectively, g:gravity acceleration

I
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(3)

If the heat release rate in real scale and reduced scale are given, these equations are rewritten
as follows; ,.

(2)

tM=(LM)~
tR LR

where subscripts M and R mean model and real scale, respectively.
The same relation was derived by Quintiere1) using the Froude modeling and the Boussinesq

assumption. If the heat transfer by radiation and between smoke layer and the wall of a.trium is
neglected, the temperature rise of smoke(~e) becomes independent of scale as follows;

~eM _ QMtM/L1 _ 1

~eR - QRtR/L~ -

3. EXPERIMENT

A series of experiments was performed under following conditions.

1) length scale

Two scale models, 1/25, 1/10, were used in the experiments. Fig.5 shows the plan a.nd
cross-section of the models.

2) material of wall

If the materials of the wall were selected in such condition that heat transfer from smoke
layer to the wall is propotional to Q·t in equation( 3), ~e becomes independent of scale.

Simplifying the mechanism of surface heat transfer, the surface temperature of the wall is
considered to be equal to the smoke layer, The condition that the heat absorbed to the wall
is proportional to Q·t gives following equation;

(4)

>'3' P3' C, : thermal conductivity, density, specific heat of the wall

It suggests that a concrete wall in real scale corresponds to cork in 1/25 scale, and cedar in
1/10 scale. So the wa..lls of the models were made of cork and hard board, respectively.

3) heat source

The diameter of fire :n real scale was assumed to be 1.5m, and the glass funnel stuffed with
small stones was used as a burner, Propane was used as fuel.

4) smoke generator

As combu!'tion prodt:.ct gas of propane is too clear to visualize, a smoke ball made of gun
powder and small chips of wood was used. The position of the smoke ball was selected for
generated smoke to mix into the upward flow of plume.
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5) variables

The experiments were performed, by changing the size of openings, heat release rate, and the
posi tion of the burner. The conditions of standard experiments are listed in Table.I. The
values of Table.1 showes real scale ones, and in Series A (scale 1/25) and Series B(scale 1/10),
the values were determined according to equations(2).

6) measurement

The temperatures in the compartment and at the openings were measured by 0.65d1 CC
thermo-couples every 10 seconds (Series A) or every 16 seconds (series B). The smoke layer
visualized by the argon lazer light sheet (4 W) was recorded by photographs and a video
system .

4. RESULTS

To confi rm the scaling law, the results of experiments in Series A and B are compared with in
regard to the foHowing two characteristics.

1) transient change of temperature profile; for example, the vertical temperature profiles in
experiment 1-5,2-5,5-2 are shown in Fig.5-1 - 5-3.

2) transient change of visualized smoke layer; video pictures of experiments in Series A which
are played back slowly in 63% (1/vT'S) speed are compared with the corresponding ones in
Series B using two CRTs at the same time. And the comparison of the photos shown in Fig.6.
as an example, is performed.

After these comparisons, it is concluded that both the profile of temperature and the movement
of smoke layer are similar among Series A and B, except that the temperature of smoke layer in
Series B is higher than that in Series A when the atrium has no openipg (No.1-4 - 1-6).

In this series of experiments, unexpected phenomena were observed. Before starting the exper
iments. the position of the burner was planned to be placed in center of the atrium such as No.3-1
...... 3-3 in Table. I. But the fire in that condition generated a fire whirl, and the smoke layer was too
disturbed to be compared with as was shown in Fig.7. The fire whirl was observed in both series.
So the position of the burner was changed to the corner where the fire whirl was not generated.

Another phnomenon observed is that the depth of smoke layer at the openings differs like Fig.5-3
because geometrical relations between the burner and the two openings are different.

One should note that these two phenomena cannot be explained by the two-zone model.
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Ta ble.! Experimental condi tions

Exp.1-4 - 1-6
No openings
Position of burner: corner

Exp.2-4 - 2-6
Two side openings
Position of burner: corner

Exp.3-1 - 3-3
Two side openings
Position of burner: center

Fig.3 Experimental conditions of heat release rate
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A SMOKE CONTROL CALCULATION FOR PRESSURIZED ELEVATOR SHAFT

Takayuki MATSUSHITA
Building Research Institute
Ministry of Construction

I Tatehara,Tsukuba-shi,Ibaraki-ken
Japan

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of using pressurized elevator for the evacuation of the
handicapped is being explored by Klote,Tamura and others[l:. In this paper, it
is shown that the computer smoke transport model developed by the author et
a!. [4] is successfully applicable for the case where a building has a shaft
with a moving cage, and the effects of multiple air supply inlets on the smoke
control of pressurized elevator shaft are investigated.

2.MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Klote and Tamura made the experiments and theoretical analyses on the air
flow in a pressurized elevator shaft with a moving cage[2,3], however, it will
be difficult to apply their analytical method to the conditions which change as
afire develops in a building. The advantage of using a computer model is that
it can be flexibly applied to such transient conditions. Unlike usual one zone
models for smoke transport in buildings, the change of node(space) volume with
respect to time cannot be ignored when a cage moves in a shaft. Accordingly,
the basic equations for the smoke transport in a building are given as follows:

(1) Mass conservation

dp dV
{V--}+{p--}+[I] {w}={W}

dt . dt

where V,p,w and W stand for node volume[m3), gas density[kg/m3), net flow rate
at opening[kg/s] and mass generation rate[kg/s], respectively. Symbols {} stand
for vector of nodes and {} stand for vector of openings, and [11 is the
incidence matrix[4]. Note that dV/dt10 at a node in the elevator shaft when the
cage is moving in the node.

(2) Energy conservation

eTV dP dV
{C--- --}+{C pT--}+[I] {E}={Q} (2)

P dt p. dt

where Cp',P,T,E and Q stand for specific heat of gas [kJ/kgK], absolute
pressure[Pa], temperature [K], net energy flow at an opening[kJ/s] and heElt
release rate[kW), respectively. When temperature is the same at all the nodes,
Equation (2) becomes as follows:

dV
~CppT--}+CpT[I]{w}=~Q}

dt
(2' )
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3.CALCULATION OF SMOKE CONTROL IN THE ELEVATOR SHAFT

Bernoulli's equation for
temperature and opening

(7)

(5)

(3)P=PRT

where A,L,D stand for friction coefficient, length [m) and diameter of the duct
[ro], respectively. Substituting the real dimensions of the shaft in the
experiment by Klote and Tamura into D and L, and an established data for
concrete duct into A, we have the value corresponding to the flow coefficient
for the length of a floor height as follows:

where A and Af stand for the section area of the shaft and the space between
the shaft wall and the cage, respectively.

On the other hand, in this calculation method, it is considered to be more
appropriate to use the cage section area Ac instead of As in Eq. (7) for
defining the flow coefficient (j., then using the data of Klote's experiment,
c;. becomes as follows.

As for the flow coefficient cL' for the space between the cage and the
shaft wall, Klote et a1. obtained the value of 0.83. The val ue of 01.' was
calculated using the following equation assuming that the volume flow rate
through the space is equal to the shaft section area multiplied by the cage
velocity.

(D/ A L) 1/2=5. 0 (6)

The experiments by Klote et al. [3] were conducted under room temperature
condition. For the smoke transport calculation at constant temperatures, Eqns.
(2'),(3) and (4) are the only equations to be used.

The test building is modeled as shown by the graph in Figure 1. The input
property data are given in Table 1. The velocity of· the elevator cage is
modeled as shown in Figure 2.

In this calculation method, the elevator shaft is divided at each floor
height so that each segment space is taken as a node. The pressure loss ~p due
to flow friction of the elevator shaft can be calculated by the following
equation, which has been established for circular ducts.

(5) Change of node volume
The difference of this system of equations from that of existing one is

that dV /dt term is added in the equations for mass and energy conservations.
The change of the volume with time of a node in which an elevator cage is
passing is given as

dV
--=Acv (4)
dt

where Ac and v stand for the horizontal section area [m2 J and the velocity of
the cage [m], respectively.

(3) Equation of state of ideal gas

(4) Flow rate through an opening
Flow rate through an opening is calculated using

orifice flow as a function of pressure difference,
condi tions.

I
I
;1

I
:1
I
I
I
:1

;1
:1

I
I
I

• (8)
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In Figure 3, comparisons of the pressure between the analysis by Klote et
al. and this computing method are shown. A good agreement is seen between the
two in case of 0.=0.6.

The comparison of the pressure between the experiments by Klote and Tamura
for a pressurized elevator shaft with a moving cage and the results of the
calculations by the computer smoke transport model are shown in Figure 4 and 5
respectively for the cases, when the cage ascends and in Figure 5 when the cage
descends. These results show a good agreement between the experiments and the
calculations.

4.EFFECT OF AIR SUPPLY PATTERNS ON SHAFT PRESSURE

In order to investigate the effects of different air supply patterns on
the smoke control efficacy of a pressurized elevator shaft, the calculations
were made for the following three typical supply patterns.
(1) air supply at two positions; on the 1st and the 15th floors
(2) air supply at three positions; on the Ist,8th and 15th floors
(3) uniform air supply; on each of the floors

The total air supply rate is fixed at the same value which is uniformly
distributed to the air supply positions in each case.

The calculat ion results of pressure at the levels of 1st, 8th and 15th
floors in each of the above mentioned cases are shown in Figs. 6-8. Although
these results are given only for the cases when the cage ascends, the results
for the cases when the cage descends can be obtained just by exchanging the
pressures of 1st and 15th floors.

In these figures, it can be seen that the pressure drop at the 1st floor
due to the cage passing is the smallest when air supply is given to 1st and
15th floors and the shaft pressure is stable. In case of uniform air supply,
.the pressure change at the 1st floor is large, although the pressure difference
between above and below the cage is kept constant.

5.CONCLUDING REMARKS

(1) In case of a pressurized elevator shaft with a moving cage, the computer
model of smoke transport developed earlier by the author et al. can be used
by a slight modification that dV/dtil!O at a divided node in the elevator
shaft.

(2) In this calculation method, the value of 0.6 which is modified from
experimental data of Klote and Tamura to the flow coefficient for the space
between the cage and the shaft wall gives an acceptable agreement with the
experiment .

(3) The effects of different air supply patterns in a pressurized elevator
shaft is investigated by using the computer model of smoke transport. Such
flexibility of the computer model will be useful when we need close
consideration on the availability of pressurized elevator shafts for the
evacuation of the handicapped.
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Method for Estimating Smoke Leakage through
Small Openings Using Tracer Gas

Tokiyoshi YAMADA

Fire Research Institute
Fire Defence Agency,
Ministry of Home Affairs

ABSTRACT
Smoke leakage through openings concealed behind ceilings and/or walls can
create confusion and therefore a hazard which threatens occupants in case of a
~uilding fire. This kind of small opening, which is the result of defective
construction work and/or aging, can not be found easily after the completion
of the building.

This paper presents a method for estimating the effective areas of these
openings as well as smoke leakage rates trough application of methods for
measuring air infiltration rates of buildings with SFs tracer gas.

Two test series consisting of a total of eleven full-scale experiments were
conducted to determine the degree of accuracy of this prediction method.
Smoke leakage rates estimated from tracer gas concentrations and ventilation
rates agree well with experimental data measured by an orifice flow meter. The
maximum error is about 20%. However, rapid concentration change and its
unhomogeneousness in the fire room immediately after purging tracer gas
increases the degree of error.

I. INTRODUCTION

:n building fires in Japan, a little less than half of the deaths are reported
to be the result of smoke inhalation (1). However, many victims seem to be
trapped by thinner smoke in the early stage of a fire, spend much time
struggling to escape before dying. As Dr.Jin has pointed out :2), evacuees
lost visibility and mobility in relatively thin smoke (Cs<-l.O) before CO
concentration reached a dangerous level.

Many smoke problems are the result of smoke infiltration through unexpected
openings, unused air ducts, unplugged piping shaft etc, as well as stair cases
in Japan. Small openings, which are consequences of defective construction
work and/or aging, can not be found easily after the completion of the
building. Unanticipated smoke leakage through these openings creates confusion
among evacuees. In addition these openings constitute an even greater danger
when they permit the spread fire into other parts in a building.

Many efforts to predict fire smoke movement have been made in the past and are
r.ow continuing. However, no mathematical model can predict smoke spread
without knowi~g the size and locations of such openings. Mathematical models--
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zone models for example--- are powerful prediction tools for designers and
engineers involved in the planning of new bUildings, but they do not always
adequately address the problem of smoke propagation in existing buildings.
For this reason we need some other experimental methods to get the boundary
condi~ions for predicting smoke propagation in more practical situations.

One Study concerned with this problem was conducted by Fung C.W. and R.H.Zile
[3] in 'is. They tried to predict the possibility of smoke propagation in an
existing building using SF6 tracer gas. However the results are limited to the
qualitative character of the building they studied, and are not expandable to a
general prediction method. This paper presents an method for estimating such
smoke leakage rates and opening areas which applies a method for measuring ~he

rate of air infiltration of building using SFs tracer gas and provides a basis
for the practical inspection of existing buildings now and in the future.

2.ESTIMATION METHOD OF SMOKE LEAKAGE AND OPENING AREA.

Estimation of infiltration through openings has been investigated within the
research field of building physics [4J[5J [6]. The principle interest of those
studies was the ventilation rate between the inside and outside of the
building from the view point of energy saving. However, nearly the same method
is applicable to smoke leakage between rooms inside a building .

wnen effective areas of openings are known between rooms, the smoke leakage
rate can be obtained by the next simple equation. For simplification, locations
of openings, especially their heights, are not considered.

Q = oA [ 2LlP
p

] lin . _. . _. .. (1)

where Q
n

o
A

t.P

Volumetric leak rate [m3 /secJ
nondimensional value varies from 1.6 to 2.0 depending upon the
opening character and passing flow rate. 2.0 is commonly used when
the pressure difference is relatively large (~45 pa (6)) and/or
the opening area is large.
opening coefficient.
area of opening [m2 )

pressure difference across the opening (between rooms) [pal.

The difference between normal ventilation and smoke leakage is the magnitude of
the pressure difference. Compared with normal ventilation, the pressure
difference in the case of fire is larger, so even a small opening can not be
neglected.

To obtain the oA value, the values of both Q and t.P are required. Once the oA
is known, the smoke leakage rate through the opening under certain fire
conditions can be predicted with mathematical models. To get the smaller oA,
we had to produce more pressure difference or take much time to measure Q
under a lower pressure difference condition. However, the latter is not
practical, since the surrounding conditions vary, especially wind, and long
time exclusive possession for testing is inconvenient for the tenants of the
building.
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To simplify ~he situation, we consider the case shown in Fig.l. Smoke leaks
through openings from the lower fire room to room directly above and gradually
contaminates the air in the upper room. ( Here we express these rooms as FIRE
room and UPPER-room.) The smoke leakage can be estimated easily with the mass
conservation equation (2) given the concentration of smoke and ventilation
rate, provided that the following quasi-steady conditions are satisfied:

I

(1) Smoke concentration distribution in the upper room is uniform.
(2) Change of density due to temperature rise is negligible.
(3) Smoke leaks only from assumed FIRE room to UPPER room, and does not tur~

back and/or and comes from other routes,i.e. corridor, stair well, etc.
and as a preferable condition for accessing the experimental prediction me~hod

(4) Leak and ventilation rate are in quasi-steady.

I
The conditions mentioned above are not the same as occur in a real fire, even
in the early stage. However it is not necessary to duplicate the fire condition
to determine aA for the opening.

There are two methods for producing the required pressure difference between
rooms. One utilizes the buoyant effect. i.e. warm the FIRE-room to an adequate
temperature level, and the other uses mechanical venting, i.e. pressurize the
FIRE-room and/or exhaust from the UPPER-room. The latter is a useful and
powerful method when a VHA system and other ventilation fan are available.

In practical estimation methods for leakage, certain tracer gases ( SFs in this
study) can be used instead of smoke and the aA can be obtained from Eqs.(l)
and (2) when the pressure difference between rooms is measured. In this paper
the first priority is to assess the degree of accuracy of smoke leakage rate
estimated with Eq.(2). However, aA is also estimated in one series of
experiments.

( Mass conservation equation in the UPPER-room.)

mean leak rate during time to to t. [m3 /min.]
smoke or tracer gas conch. at time t. [volumetric conch.]
ventilation rate at time t. [m3 /min.]
room volume [m3 1

(*cf. weight unit is also available for above gl ,C,G instead of
volumetric unit.)

observation UPPER-room 2FL)
FIRE-room (lFL)
basic time point

-------------(2)
Co(t) - Co(to ») Vo + l~? Co(t) Go(t) dt

Jt Co(t) dt
to

subscript 0

f
o

where gl (t)"
C (t)
G (t)
V

I
I
I
l

I
I

I

II
I

I
I

I
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3 . EXPERIMENTS

3. 1. INSTALlATION

Two series of experiments are conducted to assess the degree of accuracy of the
estimation method for the leak rate from a small opening and its effective
area.

Each experiment has one FIRE-room, and one upper observation room directly
above as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. An orifice flow meter (ID.50-40 mm~) is
installed at a slab between two rooms and serves as an "unknown" small opening.
The leakage through this opening is measured directly with this orifice flow
meter, and also estimated by tracer gas concentration and ventilation rate
as indicated by Eq.(2). Thus comparisons between estimations and experiments
are possible.

The difference between the two series of experiments is the method used to
produce the pressure difference. Natural ventilation force due to buoyancy
effect is adopted in the six runs in the first series of experiments, and
mechanical exhausting with a ventilation fan is used to produce the pressure
difference in the five runs of the second series of experiments.

3.2. Producing Pressure Difference

3.2.1. Series-I

In this experimental series, the electrical fan heater is used to warm the
FIRE-room. Two operating conditions of the fan are examined; Run-No.1 to 3
the condition is higher temperature and more wind volume (12 kW, 7.3 m3 /min.)
and the other is a lower condition ( 8 kW, 10.2 m3 /min.). About ten minutes
prior to releasing the SFs tracer gas, warm wind is blown into the FIRE-room.
The FIRE-room temperature rises to a level from 8 to 20 deg.C above ambient
temperature, and a steady state temperature is achieved and maintained in each
run. Under such conditions, the estimated maximum pressure difference due to
buoyant effects is about 2.8 pa. Some difference of temperature rise between
runs is caused by changes in the opening condition of the FIRE-room.

3.2.2. Series-II

Two levels of pressure difference are produced by mechanical exhausting with
the ventilation fan in the UPPER-room with all windows and a door of the room
is closed, values of about 3 pa. and 2.3 pa. pressure differences are
obtained. In this series of experiments, the ventilation rate is directly
measured with an orifice flow meter connected to the fan.

3.3.Description of Measurements

3.3. 1. Tracer Gas

To estimate the leak rate, the gas concentration in each room and the
ventilation rate of the VPPER-room are required. SFs gas, which is ordinarily
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used for measurement of building ventilation or investigation of atmospheric
dispersion mechanism, was selected as the tracer gas for these experiments.

Charging Gas; 99.9 vol.% pure SFs gas is charged into the FIRE-room at a
constant rate of 400 cm3 jmin. in series-I and about 80 cm3 jmin. in series-II
to reach some ten ppm after 20 min. In these experiments, time-O occurs at the
initiation of charging.

SAMPLING & ANALYSIS; In each series of experiments, air is sampled with
automated gas sampling equipment as shown in Fig.4 on the time schedules
indicated in Fig.S and Fig.6. In both series the sampling rate is one samplej4
~inutes. Differences between the series are the time interval during which the
sample is accumulated (sampling time), sample volume, and sampling location.
In series-I, the sampling time is two minutes and the samples are taken at
three different levels at the center of the UPPER-room using three independent
sampling lines. In series-II, the sampling time is one minutes and samples are
drawn through two independent lines; one line is connected to eight sampling
ports and the other to two sampling ports as shown in Fig.4

The air in the FIRE-room is sampled from a line having four sampling ports
located SOcm below the ceiling. These test specimens are accumulated in a 5000
cm3 teflon sampling bag at a rate of 1000 cm3 jmin. in series-I and 4000
cm3 jmin.in series-II.
The specimen are quantitatively analyzed by a gas chromatograph with a Flame
Photometric Detector within 24 hours after each experiment. Details of the gas
chromatograph and its operating conditions are shown in Tab.l. With this
method, the analysis error is found empirically to be within five percent.

Tab.1. Condition of Chromatographic Analysis

Column porapack Q, SUS.col. , 1. D. 3rt> x 2 m
Temoerature Col. 230 ·C, In; .240 ·C, Det.230 ·C
Detector FPD (Flame Photometric Detector)

H2 flow rate 0.4 cmJjmin., applied Voltage 800 V

°2 flow rate 0.2 cm3 jmin.
N~ flow rate 0.2 cm3 /min.

Carrier .E!.as N~ flow rate 70 cm3 /min.
working Curve concentration ~ In(peak height)

3.3.2. Ventilation Rate

The ventilation rate is measured with a C02 decay method. Prior to each run,
CO 2 gas is released to attain some thousands ppm level in the UPPER-room. The
depletion of the CO2 concentration is then measured during the experiment.
Since the ventilation rate seems to be quasi-steady. an average ventilation
rate ( number of exchanges ) is obtained from a tangent of the regression line
of -In(Cco2 (t i ) jCco2 (tO)} against time lapse t i -to' where t i is the i-th time
increment. In these experiments, data obtained everyone minute with the
infrared analyzer are used to get a mean average between t~ and to' In series
II, the ventilation rate is measured directly by an orifice flow meter as
~entioned above as well as the decay method.
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3.3.3. Leak Rate & Pressure Difference.

The leak rate through an orifice ( QA - 11.3 cm2 ) is measured with a pressure
cransducer. In series-II, the pressure difference between the rooms --- i.e.,
between the ceiling level of FIRE-room and floor level of the UPPER-floor --
is measured at the center of the room as shown in Fig.3 with a high resolution
pressure transducer. These data are recorded with a pen recorder (in series-I
and-II) and digital recorder of one second interval in series-II.

3.3.4. Other Equipments

Gas temperatures in each room and ambient temperature are measured with CA
thermocouples. The room temperature profiles are measured at 15 points in a
vertical line at every 15 seconds. With the above mentioned equipments, the
experimental runs are conducted on the time schedules shown in Fig.S and Fig.6.

4. RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

4.1. Experimental Conditions and Results.'

Six runs in experimental series I and five in series II were conducted under
quasi steady state conditions. The experimental conditions ( ventilation rate
in UPPER-room, SFs concentration level in FIRE-room and temperature ), and the
results consisting of the leakage rate from the orifice, SFs concentration in
the UPPER-room and the pressure difference are indicated in Tab.2 and Tab.3.

In spite of efforts to establish the same experimental conditions in some runs,
the experimental conditions and leakage rates are slightly different between
those runs. For example, the conditions of the outer wind appears to effect the
ventilation rate and leak rate.

In series-I, a principle parameter of the experimental condition is the
temperature rise in the FIRE-room. For example, runs No.1 to 3 show more heat
and mass flow to the FIRE-room than the other three runs as explained in 3.2.1.
The SFs concentrations in FIRE room were intentionally changed slightly to
determine the effect on estimat~on accuracy.

In series-II, runs No.1 to 3 were conducted under almost the same conditions,
however No.4 was conducted with two orifice opening, and No.5 was done under
smaller pressure difference. Other conditions were the same.

The dilution listed in Tab.2 and Tab.3 is the ratio of SFs concentration in the
UPPER-room to that in the FIRE-room. These results indicate how easily the air
in the UPPER-room is contaminated through relatively small openings even under
lesser pressure-difference conditions than occur in a real fire.

4.2. Comparisons between Estimation and Experiment.

4.2.1. Estimation of Leak Rate.

The leak rate is estimated with a numerical approximation of Eq.(2); that is,
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Tab.2. Conditions, Leak Rate & SF6 Cone. ; (Series I)

Exp. I Temperature ~deg.C] IVent. ILeak I SFs CONC. [ppm]
Run 1---------------------1 rate 1 rate 1-----------_·----------

IRa. temp.riselAmbientl [turn 1[x10- 3 1 2FL. 1 1FL Idilution
I No. 1 2FL 1 IFL 1 temp. l/hour] I m3 /m.] 1(UPPER) I (FIRE) I [%]
1- - - - - -+- - - - - -+- - - - - -+- - - - _. -+- - - - - -+- - -. - - -+- -. - - - -+- -. - - -+- - - - - - --
1 1 I +5.9 1 18.9 I 19.8 CI 1.9 I 100.1 I 0.931 1 38.3 I 2.4
I 2 I 0.9 1 18.2 I 17.8 I 2.7 I 79.0 1 0.477 1 20.7 I 2.3
I 3 I 0.1 I 14.4 1 26.6 I 2.1 I 82.3 I 0.485 1 17.0 I 2.9
I 4 I 2.4 I 11.1 1 20.4 I 1.9 I 80.1 I 0.597 1 27.5 I 2.2
I 5 1 2.3 I 9.2 I 21.5 I 3.1 I 87.9 I 0.781 I 47.7 I 1.6
I 6 I 0.6 I 7 . 9 I 25.3 I 2.4 I 61. 9 1 0.471 I 24. 5 I 1. 9___ _ __••_~_.. ~ =zo~~ ~~

cf. *1) temp. rise of 1FL:2FL is an average temperature difference of
15 vertical measuring points from ambient temperature.

*2) Vent. rate is presented here as number of room air exchange
between five to 20 min.

*3) SF6 conc.is the average of three vertical sample points at 20
to 22 min. period.(exp.5, 18 to 20). dilution is the diluted
conc.of 2FL. against the 1FL.Conc.

Tab.3. Conditions, Leak Rate & SF6 Cone.; (Series II)

1 Exp. I Vent rate [T/H] Leak Ipressurel SF6 CONC. [ppm] I
I Run 1-----·_··_··----- rate Idiffer. 1-··-·--_· __ ··---------1
I Iby orificelby CO2 [m3 /m.] IllP [pal 1 2FL. 1 lFL. Idilutionl
I No. I (SD/M) 1decay I (SD/M) I (SD/M) 1 UPPER I FIRE I [%]
1-- - - -+- - - - - - - - - .+- - - - - - -+- - - - - - - -+ ••• - - _. -+- - -. - _. - - - - - -+- - - - - - --
1 1 1 4.58 I 4.6 I 0.173 I 2.99 I 1.07 1 35.5 I 3.0
1 I (.01) 1 I (.04) 1 (.08)1 I I
1 2 I 4.57 I 4.7 I 0.181 I 2.84 1 1.22 1 38.2 1 3.2
I 1 (.05) I I (.05) I ( .11) I I 1
I 3 1 4.45 I 4.6 1 0.175 I 3.21 I 0.59 1 26.2 1 2.2
I 1 (.11) I I (.11) I (.29)1 I I
1-·---+------_··_+-_·· __ ·+_·_···_·+_· __ ··_-+······+_·- .. _+--_ .. _..
I 4 1 4.43 I 4.6 10.340 12.89 11.87 I 39.0 1 4 .8
I 1 (.07) I I (.07) 1 (.17)1 I I
I 5 I 3.22 1 3.6 I 0.158 I 2.32 I 0.82 I 28.2 1 2.9
I 1 (.16) 1 I (.16) 1 (.47)1 1 I

cf. *1) Vent. rate is presented here as a number of room air
exchange during 29 min. after starting of SF6 injection.

*2) vent rate ,leak rate and pressure are mean value during 29
min. the value in parenthesis is standard deviation/mean.

*3) SF6 conc.is the average of 8 sample points at 23 to 24 one
min. period. (exp.1, 24 to 25, exp.2, 20 to 21). dilution is
the diluted conc.of 2FL. against the 1FL.conc.

*4) exp.1 to 3 are almost the same exp.condition except SF6
purge rate and weather, mainly wind conditions.
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i-l
Co. - Co. ) Vo + G. . .~. (Co. + Co. 1)/2 liT

1 1 0 10~1 1-10 1 1+

i-l
.~ . (C!. +C... 1 ) /2 liT
1-10 1 - 1+

-------(2')

where gl io-i
G io~i

C i
Ii
liT
iO

mean estimation of leak rate during Tio and Ti time duration.
mean ventilation rate during Tio and Ti time duration.
mean SFs conch. of the i-th sampling duration.
mid time of the i-th sampling duration.
Ti + 1 - Ti
basic time point

Thus the mean leak rate through a small opening (orifice in this experiments)
are obtained by the above simple procedure. In this analysis, a base point Tio
and accumulated time duration (io ~ i) are varied to determine their effects on
the accuracy of this prediction method.

4.2.2. Comparisons between Estimation and Experiment.

Tab.4 and Tab.S show the ratio of estimation against to experiment.

Basic Time and Sampling Interval; As shown in Tab.4, the error is larger when
the starting time of the SFs charge is chosen as the basic time (Ti o ) and an
averaging time duration(Tio~i) is shorter. These results show that the rapid
concentration change immediately after starting the SFs charge is not desirable
for this prediction method for the reason as mentioned in section.2 condition
(1) .

wnen the basic time is set to be seven or nine minutes and the averaging time
duration is longer than eight min. the prediction agrees with experimental
results fairy well. ( see Tab.4 and Tab.S) The averaging procedure is
required for this method and shorter time interval for sampling can be used
when the basic time is set to be later from the beginning of SFs purging.

In these experiments, the errors are found to be within 20 %. For example, an
average value of error is about 8 %, when the Tio - 9 min. and Ti - 17 min. are
chosen in series-I. More accurate estimations are obtained in Series-II
within a few percent when later basic time is adopted.

Ventilation Term; Compared with the series-II experimental results, a
tendency of depletion of accuracy at the longer durations is found in series-I.
This difference appears to be caused by the ventilation term in Eq. (2'). In
series-II , the mechanically ventilated rate was stable and the measurement
error was less than that for the natural vent in series-I. In this estimation
methods, the effect of the ventilation term becomes larger when the SFs
cone. level is higher as time goes by. So although the averaging effect improves
the estimation, the error of ventilation measurements seems to offset this
improvement.
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Tab.4. Comparison of Experiment and Estimation Leak Rate under
Different Basic Time(Tio ) and Duration(Tio~i) ; ( series I )

[ratio - estimation/experiment:
=-==-==------------------------------~-----
I Exp. IBasic Time (Tio ) - beginning of SFs inj. I Tio - 9 min. I
I Run I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - •+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I No. I to 5 min. 9 . 13 . 17 . 21. I to 13 min. 17 . 21. I
1- -. - -+. - - - - - - - - - - .•. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - -+- _. - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - I
I 1 I 1.57 1.21 1.10 1.17 1.17 I 0.85 1.08 1.07!
I 2 I 1.89 1.32 1.22 1.25 1.31 I 1.05 1.16 1.27 I
I 3 I 1.51 1.30 1.25 1.23 1.22 I 1.16 1.16 1.19 I
I 4 I 1.65 1.21 1.16 1.22 1.18 I 0.92 1.04 1.02 I
I 5 I 0.76 0.61 0.65 0.77 0.84 I 0.69 0.87 0.91 I
I 6 I 1.16 1.02 1.07 1.09 1.23 I 1.17 1.15 1.30 I
--~...--~--_._-----------------,--,-----------------=
cf. *1) the values in table are estimation/experiment of leak rate

calculated through the each duration from basic time Ti o a certain
time.)

*2) estimation value are calculated with eq.(3). Steady state of
ventilation rate is assumed as shown in Tab.l.

*3) the SF6 cone. of two minutes sampling time is assumed to be the
cone. of mid time in each sampling period, and linear
approximation between each data is assumed.

*4) the time shown in Tab. is a mid time of each two minute sampling
period. (in Run No.5, deduct two minutes from each time including
basic time - 9 in right side )

Tah.5. Comparison of Experiment and Estimation Leak Rate under
Different Basic Time(Tio ) and Duration(Tio~i) ; ( series II )

[ratio - estimation/experiment]
--------------------------,~--~~--=====:II~
I Exp. IBasic Time (Tio )-8.5 min. after SFs inj. I Tio - 16.5 min. I
I Run I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - -+- - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - I
I No. Ito 12.5 16.5 20.5 24.5 28.5 Ito 20.5 24.5 28.5 I
1- - - - -+- - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - _. - _. - - - - - - - - -. - - _. - - -+- _. - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - I
I 1 I 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.98 1.09 I 0.88 1.01 1.13 I
I 2 I 0.95 0.98 0.97 1.00 1.05 I 0.94 1.00 1.03 I
I 3 I 0.98 0.91 0.92 0.94 0.98 I 0.91 0.95 1.00 I
I 4 I 0.82 0.84 0.85 0.89 0.96 I 0.87 0.92 1.01 I
I 5 I 0.70 0.91 0.95 0.97 1.07 I 0.99 0.99 1.15 I

-----------------,------
cf. *1) the values in table are estimation/experiment of leak rate

calculated through the each duration from basic time Tio a certain
time. )

*2) estimation value are calculated with eq.(3). Steady state of
ventilation rate is assumed as shown in Tab.l.

*3) the SF6 cone. of one minutes sampling time is assumed to be the
cone .. of mid time in each sampling period, and linear
approximation between each data is assumed.

*4) the time shown in Tab. is a mid time of each one minute sampling
period. (in Run No.1, deduct two minutes from each time point,
and add one minute for Run No.4 & 5)
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Tab.6. Comparison of estimated effective area with orifice opening;
( series II )

...,,--------------------------------------------
I Exp. I Leak rate Pressure, Estimated Description of
I Run' estimation difference, effective
I ~o. I [m3 jmin] I [pal I area [cm2] I orifice opening. ,
1- - - - -+- - - - - - - - - - - - -+- - - - - - - - - - -+- - - - - - - - - - - - - -+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I 1 I 0.174 I 2.97 I 12.9 (1.14) I effective area of I
, 2 I 0 . 17 3 I 2 . 83 I 13 . 2 (1. 17) I 40 - 50 mm¢l 0 r i fi ce I
I 3 I 0.167 I 3.22 I 11.9 (1.05) I is 11.3cm2 I
! 4 '0.312 I 2.82 I 23.6 (1.04) I (0-0.89, I
I 5 I 0.167 I 2.74 I 12.9 (1.14) , A-12.6 cm2 ) ,=".,.., ...,.=== "''' c::-::.:::~ __= ._..._........._==.~ =

cf *1) the value inside the parenthesis indicates the ratio against
the effective area of orifice. run No.4 is two orifice of the
same area are used.

*2) The values are obtained from measured data of Tio-16.5 to
Ti-24.5.

4.2.3. Estimation of Effective Opening Area (aA).

The effective area of the opening can be estimated from Eq.(l). Tab.6. shows
the estimated effective area for each run in series-II. The estimation error
is about 20 t and is sufficiently accurate for estimating these area for
practical use. The measured pressure difference is under estimated in the
experiments and more improvement is needed for the measurement of pressure
difference between rooms of different floor.

5.CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A simple experimental method for estimating the smoke leakage through small
openings and the effective areas of the openings is presented. Two series of
experiments were conducted to determine the degree of accuracy of the method by
measuring tracer gas density, ventilation rate and the pressure difference.
Comparisons of estimation and experimental leak rates show agreement within 20
t. ~~en the exhaust system is used to produce the pressure difference between
rooms, the accuracy is fairly well within a few percent. These results indicate
that this estimation method is favorable as a practical estimation method.

However this experimental study was limited to only one type of opening between
relatively small volume rooms. Uniformity inside the room and quasi-steady
state are very important for this method. Further experimental studies are
desirable for verifying its appropriateness in larger volume rooms. The size
of opening that can be distinguished with this method is determined by room
volume, charged tracer gas concentration, produced pressure difference, and
mostly depends on the resolution of the tracer-gas analyzer. Future work will
formulate relationships between distinguishable opening size and these other
parameters for practical building configurations.
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Fig.l. Schema of smoke leakage model; Buoyant fire smoke leaks out from a
FIRE room to an UPPER room through small openings, and air in the UPPER-room
is contaminated by the smoke gradually with fresh air ventilation. Instant
diffusion is assumed in this model.
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natural ventilation due to buoyant effect.
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Fig.3. Instalation of full scale test ( series II ) ; Mechanical ventilation
is used to produce pressure differnce between rooms. Ventilation rate is
measured with orifice flow meter directly besides by C02 decay method.
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Fig.S Time Schedule of Experiments ( series I) A starting time of
experiments is defined as the beginning time of point when tracer

gas is charged in FIRE-room.
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Fig.6 Time Schedule of Experiments ( series II) ; A starting time of
experiments is defined as the beginning time of point when tracer
gas is charged in FIRE-room.
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Full Scale Simulation of a Fatal Fire and Comparison of
Results with Two Multiroom Models

ROBERT S. LEVINE AND HAROLD E. NELSON
Center for Fire Research

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, MD 20899, USA

ABSTRACT

A fire in a kitchen in Sharon, Pennsylvania killed three persons in upstairs
bedrooms, one with a blood carboxyhemoglobin content of 91%. Considerable
physical evidence remained.

The fire was successfully simulated at full scale in a fully instrumented
seven room test called Sharon 2. The data are used to evaluate the precision
of two multiroom fire codes; FAST 18 and HARVARD 6.3.

During the simulation, a coherent ceiling layer flow was observed that quickly
carried high CO concentrations to remote compartments. Such flow is not
directly accounted for in either fire code. However, both codes well predict
the CO buildup. Prediction of temperatures was less successful. Hypotheses
are presented as to the reasons for the differences. At least some are
believed due to phenomena not in the codes.

INTRODUCTION

About 2:00 a.m., on Saturday, September 26, 1987, a kitchen fire in a three
bedroom duplex house resulted in the deaths of three young women living in the
house in Sharon, Pennsylvania. Figure 1 is a floor plan of the facility. For
the most part, the fire itself was confined to the first floor kitchen. All
three of the victims were on the second floor. All had apparently been
awakened, presumably by one of the two smoke detectors in the house. Two died
during the fire of carbon monoxide poisoning; one was rescued but badly
burned. She died later that day. Since the kitchen had wood paneled walls
and a combustible ceiling, the total burning surface in that room was very
large and the fire generated much more fuel than that which could be burned by
the air in the building plus that drawn in through the kitchen windows which
broke during the fire.

Prior analysis by NIST (Nelson [1]), has indicated a potentially lethal
condition when:

I
I
I
I
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a.

b.

c.

The fire has a large readily available fuel supply (in this case, the
combustible walls and ceiling in the kitchen).

There is enough air to sustain a serious fire (in this case, the air
drawn through the broken kitchen window is consumed by the fire).

The fuel source (burning walls and ceiling) continues to supply more
fuel to the fire than can be burned by the available air within the
building.
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d. There is an opening from the burning room (kitchen in this case) to the
rest of the building and the potential victims are in that portion of
the structure.

When this combination of conditions occurs, it is believed that the fire
abstracts the oxygen from the air in the bUilding and replaces it with harmful
products of combustion, the main lethal products being carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide. In addition, the amount of available oxygen can be reduced
below that necessary to sustain life. As has been demonstrated by Zukowski
[2], Beyler [3), and others, the CO/COz ratio rises sharply as the fuel to
oxygen ratio rises beyond the stoichiometric ratio for the particular fuel.

The fire site was investigated by the authors. The on-site evaluation
indicated that the conditions described above may well have occurred in this
fire. The damage to the building (confined mostly to the kitchen) as well as
the apparent causes of death of the victims supported this thesis. To better
investigate this potential, a fully instrumented, full-scale test, involving
arrangements and conditions approximating those in the actual fire were
conducted in the NIST test facilities at Gaithersburg on September 28, 1988.
This test has been identified as Sharon 2.

The two-story "townhouse" test arrangement was used. The townhouse was
configured as shown in Figure 2. Nine thermocouple trees, each with eleven or
more thermocouples and five sets of gas composition (CO/COz/Oz ) instruments
were installed. Three additional oxygen meters were used. The fuel load
consisted of wood cribs and sheets of plywood. This load was weighed
continuously during the fire by a load cell arrangement.

The breaking of the kitchen window during the Sharon, Pennsylvania fire was
simulated by an aperture with a value of AI.H related to the kitchen windows
broken in the actual accidental fire. Calculations made to plan the test
indicated that twelve wood cribs would be sufficient to drive the simulated
kitchen to flashover. Eighteen were actually used, along with sheets of
0.014m (1/2 inch) thick plywood. The total weight of the fuel was in excess
of 200 kg. The total surface area was enough to insure that the fire would
maintain itself in a flashed-over condition through a significant portion of
the test. Ignition was made using heptane in trays to assure rapid
involvement. There was no attempt to simulate the ignition conditions that
occurred in the actual Sharon fire.

Video records were taken. Both an internal view through a window and
external views were recorded. The internal view provided data until such time
as smoke conditions obscured any further information.

Results

Flashover conditions occurred about
aperture was opened at 134 seconds.
Figure 3.

125 seconds after ignition. The "window"
The fuel weight loss curve is shown in

Figure 4 shows several oxygen concentration-time curves. It should be noted
that the oxygen concentration of gas coming out of the burn room and that at
the head of the stairs are nearly identical. This is interpreted as an
indication that the ceiling layer jet from the burn room traversed two
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downstairs rooms, made a 180· turn, and flowed up the sloped ceiling of the
stairs without gaining oxygen or hence, losing CO concentration. This may
provide an explanation for the very high COHB concentration in one of the
victims. It is possible that briefly after flashover, she was inundated with
a ceiling wave with a sudden massive increase in carbon monoxide
concentration. As shown in Figure 5, the CO/C02 ratio reached nearly 0.5
early in the fire and remained there for 25 seconds.

The video recordings through the kitchen aperture (window) commenced when the
window was opened. Flashover was developed by that time. These videos show
intense mixing in the burn room and intense smoke. This is interpreted to
mean that wood not near the opening is burning in an extremely oxygen
deficient gas while pyrolyzing rapidly due to the high radiant flux from the
regions near the opening that were accessible to the fresh air. It is
believed that the fire in the burn room was heterogeneous and not a simple
well mixed reactor. This may well account for the high CO output early in the
fire.

The measured ceiling layer temperature in the upstairs bedrooms reached 220·C.
This value was in the range corresponding to the fire damage and harm that
occurred on the second floor in the actual Sharon fire.

Comparison of Mathematical Models with Data

FAST 18 [4] and HARVARD 6 [5] are multiroom models. FAST 18 is the basis for
the current version of the HAZARD I evaluation system [6]. The extensive data
recorded in this test provided an opportunity to evaluate these models. In
such mu1tiroom models, any erroneous results in calculating parameters for
intervening rooms will not be compensated for in subsequent rooms. This
instrumented test of a seven room facility provided an excellent opportunity
to severely test these two models.

Figure 6 shows the CO-time curve for the ceiling layer in the sixth bedroom
and compares it with the calculation of both models. This parameter has the
best correlation of data and calculation of any of the variables tracked by
the test and calculated by the models. The calculations diverge from the data
only after the CO concentration exceeds 4%. There would be no human survival
at this concentration.

Figure 7 shows upper level temperatures versus time measured in the test.
Figure 8 shows calculated values from FAST 18 and Figure 9 shows calculations
with HARVARD 6. Both programs calculated lower temperatures in the second
room than that which was achieved in the test. This under-prediction cascaded
in subsequent rooms. Therefore, all of the rooms beyond the fire room were
under-predicted in terms of temperature. It is hypothesized that the hot
gases in the real fire were shielded by a dense layer of soot and did not lose
as much heat as calculated by the radiation routines in both of the models.
The HARVARD 6 calculation indicates that such a radiation shield could have
reduced the radiant losses by a factor of 4 to 5.

Further test runs were made with FAST 18, varying the value of Limiting Oxygen
Index. In FAST 18, this is the value, in percent, below which the model
assumes no burning in the oxygen depleted layer. The initial run (the solid
lines in Figure 8) used an index of 6% and the under-prediction described
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above occurred. Additional runs were made with indices of 2% and 0%. The 0%
results are shown as dashed lines in Figure 8. As the index is lowered, the
temperatures calculated by FAST 18 for the Sharon simulation increased. This
impact is present after flashover. The actual fire at this time was highly
turbulent. It is possible that the plume entrainment assumptions used in FAST
18 are not valid under this condition.

One of the upstairs bedrooms (as shown in Figure 2) was vented to the outside
by a small window. The other bedroom was not. HARVARD 6 calculates large
differences in the flow through the doorways but as shown in Figure 10 (CO vs
time), substantially the same flow entered each room.

This would indicate that some phenomenon is augmenting the flow through the
doorway of the dead-ended room. It is possible that the warm gases in the
room lose heat the walls, and the cooled gases losing buoyancy, flow out
through the lower portion of the doorway. This sets up a circulation that
encourages the flow of hot gas into the top part of the room.

This particular calculation was conducted only on HARVARD 6 because the
version of FAST 18 used has a maximum of six rooms.

Modelers frequently look at the changing height of the interface between the
ceiling layer and the floor layer as an indication of satisfactory operation
of the model. In this case, only the burn room data shows a sharp interface.
In all the other rooms, the thermocouple trees show a continuous gradation of
temperature from floor to ceiling. If it is assumed that the "layer height"
is the level of which temperature increase is 15% of the final temperature
increase (a frequently used criterion), FAST 18 best matches the results for
the first 200 seconds. If we assume the "layer height" is where half the
temperature increase occurs, approximating the enthalpy definition of layer
height, HARVARD 6 does best.

Several of the following items raise research issues.

1. The CFR simulation test results agreed with the physical evidence and
the field hypotheses made during the on-site investigation.

2. Ceiling jet flows can occur without dilution by other gases and can
carry toxic gases quickly from the fire room to remote locations (in
this case, on a different floor).

3. Gas concentrations in a flashed over room with distributed fuel packages
can quickly reach CO/C02 ratios as high as 0.5.

4. Both FAST 18 and HARVARD 6 reasonably calculate the onset of toxic
hazards in a multiroom flow. An exception to this conclusion is the
additional ceiling jet flow observed in the CFR test and suspected in
the Sharon fire.

5. Radiant heat
both models.
gas flow.

losses from very hot gas appear to be over-predicted in
This may be due to shielding by soot surrounding the hot
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6.

7.

8.

9.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

There may be a mechanism increasing the doorway flow and the transfer of
hot gases into dead-ended rooms beyond that calculated by FAST 18 and
HARVARD 6.

Combustion in the flashed over burn room may not properly be simulated
by current plume entrainment assumptions.

The ceiling layer height is a questionable parameter on which to judge
the success of a model, particularly in rooms remote from the fire.

The test data produced are available for comparing other model
predictions.
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ABSTRACT

This study is directed at understanding the oil spill combustion process and
the smoke generated from the burning. Measurements of 1.2 m diameter Murban
crude oil pool fires show an initial steady energy release rate of 840 kw/m2

which increases to 1860 kW/m2 during the vigorous burning associated with
boiling of the water sublayer. During the burning of the crude oil pools
approximately 10 percent of the crude oil was converted to smoke with a high
elemental carbon content in excess of 90 percent. Measurements of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) components found in the original oil,
showed that soot produced in the burning process carried a different
distribution of PAH compounds, but that the total concentration of these
compounds was equal to that found in the original crude oil.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. POOL BURNING CHARACTERISTICS

Crude oil burn tests were conducted in the CFR large-scale test building.
Details of the experimental apparatus for 0.6 m diameter pool fires with gas
analysis and soot sampling are recorded in a previous report (Evans, ~ al.,
1986). Larger test burns were conducted in a new 1.2 m diameter pan

This effort is the first in a two year program to quantify the thermal
properties and burning characteristics of the crude oil, the physical and
chemical properties of the smoke generated in the combustion process, and
the expected dispersal of the soot through the atmosphere and deposition
downwind of the oil fires. This report summarizes results from some of the
main research thrusts all of which are incomplete at this time.

In 1985, the Center for Fire Research (CFR) at the U.S. National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) began studies of oil spill combustion.
The long range goal of the research program is to provide measurements and
means to make quantitative predictions of the fraction of oil in a spill
that can be consumed by an in-situ combustion process, the characteristics
of the residual oil, and the characteristics of the combustion product flow
from the burning oil. It is hoped that this information may be cast into a
form that is usable by local officials and oil spill response professionals
as part of the decision making process in the event of an oil spill.

a 0.6 m
thermal
of both

Previous results from experiments in which crude oil was burned in
diameter oil pool fires included measurements of burning rate,
radiation emission, smoke production and the chemical composition
the oil and the burn residue (Evans, ~ al., 1986).
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installed under a calorimeter hood. Instrumentation for the larger burns
provided for the measurement of flame temperature; oil and water
temperature; energy release rate; radiation feedback from the flames to the
liquid surface; and radiation from the flames to the surrounding. The
energy release rate of the fires burned under this hood are determined using
the oxygen consumption calorimeter technique.

The burning characteristics of three types of crude oil were investigated in
the large calorimeter - - Alberta Sweet, La Rosa and Murban. These oils
differ in composition, notably in the percent of the heavier wax plus
asphaltene fractions, with Alberta Sweet crude being the lowest and La Rosa
crude being the highest.

The burning characteristics of the three crude oils were measured in burns
under the large calorimeter hood. The use of a 1.2 m diameter pan permittee
controlled burning experiments to be conducted under conditions
representative of the radiation-dominated, turbulent flow regime of larger
pool fires. Each oil was studied at four initial layer thicknesses -- 2 mm,
5 mm, 10 mm, and 25 mm. The energy release rate for the Murban crude
exhibited an approach to steady-state for the 10 mm and 25 mm layer
thicknesses prior to reaching a peak value during the vigorous burning
period. The quasi-steady-state energy release rate for the Murban crude was
approximately 0.95 MW (840 kW/m2 ), actually decreasing noticeably prior to
the rapid increase in burning corresponding to a peak level of 2.1 MW
(1860 kW/m2 ) just before burnout. The decrease in energy release rate
during the steady burning phase (100 ~o 500) seconds appears to be
associated with the changing composition of the crude oil towards the
heavier fractions. The corresponding values of steady-state and peak energy
release rates for the Alberta Sweet crude were 1.15 MW (1000 kW/m2 ) and
2,7 MW (2400 kW/m2 ). These values are significantly greater than the area
specific energy release rate for Alberta Sweet crude (720 kW/m2 ) measured in
the smaller 0.6 m diameter pan fire used for soot measurements. The peak
energy release rate for the La Rosa crude was approximately 50% greater than
for the Murban crude.

The oil residue remaining following burnout varied with the type of oil and
the layer thickness. Wi th one. exception, more oil remained from the
thickest (25 mm) layer of each oil and slightly more residue remained with
the La Rosa crude than with the other oils. The measured residue for all
tests ranged from 0.6 kg to 1.2 kg corresponding to a layer depth of
approximately 0.6 mm to 1.2 mm.

3. SMOKE AND GAS EMISSIONS

The chemical characterization of the smoke produced by burning crude oil is
important data for total evaluation of the effects of oil spill combustion.
Measurements in this study included the organic versus elemental carbon in
the smoke, the quantity of selected polynuclear aromatic (PAH) compounds in
the smoke, and the amount of CO2 , CO, NO, and NOli: emitted. Much of the
analysis effort was concentrated on the PAH analysis. These PAH compounds
are of environmental concern, because some have been reported to be
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carcinogenic to animals (Boyland, 1981). The results of the PAR analysis
are compared with the PAR content of the original crude oil.

In all tests in this series, Alberta Sweet crude oil was burned in a 0.6 m
diameter pool. Approximately 9 liters of crude oil were burned in each
test, which corresponded to a fuel depth of about 30 Mm. The sample burning
time was found to be about fifteen minutes. Smoke samples were collected on
filters heated to match the stack temperature, about 100·C, using a heated
transfer line ("H" series tests). The smoke sample was collected during the
time of visually steady burning. Smoke samples were also collected and
diluted before collection on filters with air cooled to about 10·e to
simulate the cooling that would naturally occur in a rising smoke plume ("C"
series tests). In all tests two samples (sample 1 before sample 2) were
collected on the filters before the rapid burning period.

The results of the smoke emission measurements are contained in Table 1.
The smoke yield, E, which is defined as the mass of smoke aerosol generated
per mass of fuel consumed, is found to have a value of about 0.10. This is
similar to the value found in previous test with Prudhoe Bay crude oil
(Evans, II al., 1986). The value of E increases in going from sample 1 to
sample 2 indicating that the smoke emission increases as the fuel presumably
distills leaving the sootier component for the later stage of burning .

The smoke collected in tests C-S and C-7 was first diluted and thus cooled
by the stack sampling probe. The mass flow of ice cooled dilution air is
approximately twice the mass flow of the air sampled from the stack. The
manifold temperature just prior to the filter is observed to be within
two • C of the ambient temperature. The value of E obtained under these
conditions is 15\ to 20\ less than the value obtained for the heated,
undiluted sample. Normally, one would expect an increase in E with dilution
by cool air resulting from the condensation of organic vapors. The PAH
analysis discussed below clearly shows that the higher vapor pressure PAH's
are greatly enriched in the diluted sample compared to the high temperature
sample. The observed decrease in these tests may be the result of smoke
deposition by thermophoresis in the entrance portion of the diluter and by
turbulent flow in the mixing region of the diluter.

The emission of CO, CO2 ' NO, and NOz was monitored during selected tests.
The concentrations of CO and CO2 were measured by standard gas analysis
instrumentation based on nondispersive infrared spectroscopy. The CO2
accounts for over 95\ of the gaseous products measured as indicated in
Table 2. The other principal product of combustion, H2 0, was not measured.
The volume fraction of CO, NO, and NOz relative to CO2 were found to be
about 0.038, 1.sxlO- 4 , and 4xlO- 4 , respectively. The concentrations of NO
and NOz were just above the detection threshold.

Smoke aerosol produced by flaming combustion is composed of a graphitic or
so called elemental carbon fraction and an organic carbon fraction. Smoke
samples were collected on quartz fiber filters and sent to a contract
laboratory for thermal-optical analysis for organic/elemental carbon
(Johnson, II a1., 1981). The elemental carbon content of the smoke was
found to be over 90\.
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Eight smoke samples weighing 10 mg to 15 mg each were deposited on teflon
filters and were analyzed for 15 polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAR's)
using combined liquid and gas chromatographic techniques at both NIST and
Environment Canada.

It is known that the crude oil fuels themselves have a PAR component.
Overall, for the compounds measured, the total PAR fraction of the smoke and
the original oil burned are nearly equal. It is also of interest to compare
the amount of selected PARs per gram of fuel versus the amounts of PAHs
collected in the smoke per gram of fuel consumed. As seen in Table 3, the
relative concentration of the individuals PAHs compounds is different in the
fuel compared to the smoke. For example, the concentration of phenanthrene
plus anthracene in the fuel (296 ~g/g) is about 2 times greater than for the
smoke (133 /Jg/g fuel burned), while the concentration of benzo[a]pyrene
(BaP) is a factor of three lower for the fuel (5 ~g/g) compared to the smoke
(18 ~g/g). This indicates that the combustion process itself is generating
specific PAHs and that the PAH content of the fuel will not represent the
distribution of PAHs emitted. There is about a four-fold enrichment of the
four-six ring PAHs in the smoke compared to the crude oil.

BaP has been used as a surrogate for the overall carcinogenic effect of
PAHs. The higher BaP concentration in the smoke relative to the fuel is of
environmental concern; however, two key issues must be addressed before a
full assessment of PAR emission can be made. The effect of burning rate on
PAR emission should be analyzed. Smoke was not collected during the very
rapid burning stage near the end of a test, but this burning phase may be
dominant in a large fire with a thin oil layer. An analysis of the vapor
phase PAHs should be made to complete the present analysis that has
concentrated on condensed phase products.

4. SUMMARY

An experimental facility was completed to examine the burning conditions of
crude oil in a 1.2 m diameter pool fire configuration. This facility
permi tted controlled burning experiments to be conducted under conditions
representative of the radiation-dominated, turbulent flow regime of larger
pool fires that might occu~ on the open ocean or in pools confined by broken
ice. Tests with three different crude oils, Alberta Sweet, La Rosa, and
Murban were conducted using initial oil depths of 2 mm, 4 mm, 10 mm and
25 mm floated on a deep water layer.

At oil depths of 10 mm and 25 mm each oil exhibited two distinct burning
stages. The first was associated with a progressive vaporization of the
burning oil layer and the other with more intense, short duration burning in
which the oil surface was churned and splattered by boiling water under the
thin oil layer. For Murban crude oil, the steady burning resulted in energy
release rates of 840 kY/m2 which increased to 1860 kY/m2 during the vigorous
burning before extinction. Residual oil left on the water surface at the
end of natural burning corresponded to a uniform layer depth of 0.6 mm to
1. 2 mm.
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The burning of Alberta Sweet crude oil results in a high smoke emission with
E about 0.10 (10% conversion to smoke). The smoke has a high elemental
carbon component in excess of 90% resulting in a highly light absorbing
soot. The primary gaseous product of combustion is CO2 with the CO
concentration about a factor of 25 lower than CO2 , The emission of NO and
NOz are less than one thousandth the concentration of CO2 .

Independent analyses of the PAR content of the smoke by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology and Environment Canada showed the same
trends and had good overall agreement for 12 individual PARs. The PAH
content of the smoke was.nearly equal to that in the original oil burned.
The PAR content of the smoke was enriched in the larger species in
comparison with the fuel. The concentration of benzo(a]pyrene, which is
often used as a surrogate for the carcinogenic effect of PAR, was found to
be three times greater in the crude oil smoke per gram of fuel consumed
compared to the crude oil itself. The concentrations of the three ring PAHs
were found to be very sensitive to the filter collection temperature. Thus,
it is important to use a diluter when sampling the PARs to simulate the
conditions existing in a rising smoke plume.
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!ABLE 1. stn11ARY OF SIi:lKE EHISSION DATA FCR 60 a1 DIAMETER ALBERTA SWEET CRUDE OIL POOL FIRES

Tnt B-1 Test B-1 Test B-4 Test B-4 Test B Test C
Property sample 1 sample 2 s!!!!l!?le 1 sample 2 lIVerye Test C-5 Test C-7 lIVerye

dO/dt, kW 217 172 234 191 204 205 203 204
ltn/dt, S/s 5.27 4.40 5.63 4.93 5.06 4.98 5.57 5.28
B, kJ/S 37.4 39.8 41.7 38.8 39.4 41.1 36.3 38.7

'1 0.076 0.119 0.100 0.110 0.101 0.087 0.079 0.083

'2 0.070 0.110 0.089 0.101 0.093 0.080 0.079 0.080

Lesend:
B-1 and B-4 refer to idmtical crude oil bums in which the filter collection system was heated to
about 100 ·C. C-5 and C-7 refer to identical crude oil burns in which the smoke ~s cooled to amb~ent

temperature in a 118mplUlg dilution system. dO/dt - heat release rate of the fuel. dm/dt - burning
rate of the fuel. B - heat of combustion. '1 and '2 refer to the smoke yield based on e flU% method
and a carbon balance method, respectively.

TABLE 2. GASEOUS nuSSIOK FRCt4 ALBERTA SWEET CRUDE OIL

C-6 C-7 C-6 C-7
Species :I!2!l :I!2!l fract a fract a

CO2 4600 4900
CO 174 187 0.038 0.038
NO 0.7 0.7 -4 1.5:11:10-41. 6:11:10
!lO:II: 2.3 1.7 5.0:11:10-4 -44.0:11:10
------------
a Volume fraction of sas species relativa to CO2 ,

TABLE 3. CctiPARISON OF PAB COK'IENT OF ALBERTA SWEET CRUDE OIL AND !H:lK!: FRQi BIJRNEI) OIL

ACClaphtbylana
ACClaphthena
Fluorme
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluoranthane
Acephenanthrylena
Pyrene
Benzo[ghi]fluorantbane
Cyclopenta [cd] pyrene
Benz [a] anthracene
Chrysene/Tripbmylene
Benzo[b.J,k]fluoranthme
Benzo[e)pyrme
Benzo[a]pyrma
Perylme
Indmo(1.2,3-cd]pyrene
Benzo[!bi]parylma
Total Concentration of PABs

Crude Oil
MAJ.z.a

61
N.D.
188
296c

22

21

N.D.
30
K.D.
21
5
N.D.
K.D.
1'.0.
395

Smoke
MAJ.z.b

104
29
73
40
84
22
54
22
23
39
12
18
4
19
21
448

a
b

c

1'& PAB/S crude oil. Analysis perform-d by !rIvirOtllDmt Canada.
1'& PAB/S of cruda oil burnad assuming smoke .mission factor. " of 0.10 and PAS emission data
frCID C-,5, 12. Analysis parform-d by RIST.
This nlZllber reprasCits the SIC of penanthrene end anthrecene.
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Experimental.Study on Gasoline Pool Fire Using A Full
Scale Service Station Model and 1/15 Reduced Scale Model

by

Osami SUGAWA, Kunio KAWAGOE, Yasushi Oka
and Tomoyuki Mizuno*

Center for Fire Science and Technology
Science University of Tokyo

2641 Yamasaki, Noda-shi, Chiba 278 Japan

ABSTRACT
Fire tests were carried out using a full scale model of a semi
enclosed gasoline service st~tion and a 1/15 reduced sZale model.
Two sizes of fire pool, 10 m with 600 liters and 15 m with 900
lite~s of gasoline, were used for the full scale tests and a gas
diffusion burner was used for the reduced scale model. Fire source
located at the end corner or at the opening. Thermal re-radiation
contributed the burning rate enhancement of about 24% compared to
free burning one, and both convection and wind effect gave about
78% enhanced burning rate at the maximum. Reduced scale model
experiments were carried out to compare the flame lengthen from the
opening. Good agreement was obtained between full scale and reduced
model with regard to the similarity in the correlation on flame
length versus dimension-less heat release rate (Q*).

key words: full scale model, reduced scale model, gasoline
pool fire, fire whirl, flame length, Karman-vortex

1. INTRODUCTION
Japanese Fire Code for a design of gasoline station building

was changed partly in March, 1989. Before the change of the code, a
series of full scale fire test had been carried out [1] in order to
assess the fire safety of a gasoline station building with one side
opeing. Because, if a fire occurred in a service area in such
designed station, extended flame may produce a serious fire damage
to the upper stories.

The one of the objectives of the experiments is to obtain the
flame behavior extended - from an opening of a one-side-opening
gasoline service station with multi-story. In this paper, we will
present extended flame length behavior with regard to the dimension
less heat release rate Q*. Similarity on the flame length as a
function of Q* between the full scale and reduced model was
considered, but the other similarity were not dealt. Some
experimental results are also presented which dealt with a test
with a water drencher and tests with a pent roof of 1.0 m and 1.5 m
[ 1 ).

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
To obtain the basic fire behavior which may occur in a semi

enclosed space for a gasoline service station, a full scale model
was built in an open field of which opening faced to almost north.
A 1/15 reduced scale model was also composed with a wind generator.

2-1. Full Scale Model
Figure 1 shows the plan and front elevation with the locations
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2-2. Reduced Scale Model
Figure 2 shows the 1/15 reduced model. The structure of the

reduced scale had an iron frame and was covered with ceramic panels
of 25mm thickness. A gas (propane) diffusion burner of 27cm x 27cm
square was used. Almost the same measurement method employed as in
the the full scale model was also employed, and the measuring
~ositionsare also shown in Figure 2.

locations were
a~ the foot of
m in the first
and of which 23
each experiment.

with
layer
facade

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3-1. Burning Behavior

It was obviously expected that enhanced burning rate (burning
rate was defined as the decreasing rate of the fuel depth) of gaso
line fuel must be given by re-radiation from the hot ceiling and
walls. Radiative heat flux at the foot of the flame (at the pool
periphery) was also measured. Table 1 shows fire locations, burning
rates, and natural wind condition. Observation showed the flame
behavior was different depending on the natural wind direction. As
the opening faced to downwind of natural wind, a pair of Karman
vortex appeared at the both sides of the opening and which was
clearly visualized by dense smoke and as a fire whirl. In this
case, hot smoky layer in the service space was well disturbed and
thus unclear boundary between hot layer and lower air layer was
obtained. As the pool located at the foot of opening and almost
south wind was given, turbulent flame plume appeared for first 30
sec and changed to fire whirl within 1 min after the ignition. Fire
whirl extended as high as about 18 - 20m with roaring. The diameter
of the fire whirl was as almost same size as the pool. The
intensive circular wind generated by Karman-vortex sucked out the
flame from the original pool surface, so that the flame slid out
toward the downstream direction forming an apparent burning area on
the floor. The fire whirl disappeared several times corresponding
to the breath of natural wind.

In experiments #4, the natural wind was mild as 1 - 2 m/sec
direction of almost north. Two zones of smoke and lower air

were clearly observed. Flame extended along the ceiling and
as long as about 30 m from the pool, and extended flame

of instrumentation attached. The model had partly three story and
extended wall which corresponds to another two higher story. Ceili
ng and wall in a service area were covered with ALC (Autoclaved
Lightweight Concrete) panels of 50mm and 100 mm thickness panels.
Window sashes of the second and third story were aluminum frame
with plastic seal, and wired grass of 6.8mm thickness were set.

The temperatures were measured at 100 points by means of 0.3
mm¢ K-type thermocouples. Radiative heat fluxes were also measured
at 7 points. Hot air velocities were measured at the wall of second
floor and at the ceiling of the opening, respectively. The natural
wind direction and velocity were measured at the top of the full
scale model. Outputs from these sensors were recorded every 10
seconds. The locations of the measuring points are illustrated in
Figure 1. Gasoline fuel was ignited electrically and ignition time
was adopted as the start time.

For full scale experiments, three pool
selected; at the end corner, middle posit~on and
opening. A pool area was reduced from 15 m to 10
three experiments. The pool depth was about 30 cm,
- 24 cm depth was filled with fresh water prior to
The fuel depth was about 50 - 58 mm.

I
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reached .frequently to the wired window glasses of thi second floor.
The glasses were heated by radiation of about 9 W/cm instantaneou
sly from a fire whirl, and some cracks were observed but they were
neither broken down nor fallen down. These glasses performed resis
tance against the fire propagation into the room with and without
the pent roof or water drencher system.

Table 1 Burning Rate and Wind Condition

Exp. Location Burning Natural Wind Condition
of Pool rate(mm/min) direction vel. (m/ sec)

1 E 5.27 (0- 9 ' 29 ssw 2.4
2 M 5.74 ( 0- 9'35 NNW 2.5
3 F 7.05 (0- 7'58 ssw 1 . 7
4 E 4.93 (0-11'34 NNE - NE 1 .8
5 M 5.18 (0-10 ' 37 SSE 4.3
6 F 6.5 (0- 8'55 ssw 1 . 5
7 F 5.32 (0-10'20 SE - SSE 2.9
8 F 6.35 (0- 8'40 SSW 5.8
9 F 6.28 (0- 8 1 46 ssw 6.3

10 F 5.24 (0-10'41 ENE - NNE 4. 1

E:end corner, M:middle location, F:foot of the opening

Table 2 Radiative Heat Flux at the foot of Flame

Exp. ave. ma~. min. period
No. (W/cm ) (min:sec)

1 5.5 1 1 .79 2.38 0:20 6: 1 0
2 11. 10 16.26 4.79 0:20 9:40
3 7.27 15.06 1. 64 0:20 8:00
4 11 .26 16.79 3.32 0:30 12:00
5 9.09 16.53 3.51 0:40 10:00
6 8.98 14.78 2.33 0:20 8: 10
7 10.70 16.80 1. 98 0:30 10:30
8 5.45 12.21 1 .93 0:20 8:40
9 3.51 12.32 1 .43 0:20 8:50

10 9.97 13. 17 5.39 0:20 3:00

3-2. Burning Rate Enhancement by Radiation and Flow
It have been expected that the heated walls and ceiling

produce burning rate enhancement. However, observation indicated
that another factor of wind (or convection flow) also gave burning
rate enhancement. The highest average radiative heat flux was
obtained in test #4, as shown in Table 2. Remembering the average
wind velocity and direction as shown in Table 1, we can assume that
radiation was the main effect in test #4 which accelerated the
burning rate of the fuel. Burning rate of gasoline pool fire in an
open field is about 4.0 mm/min [2] - 4.3 mm/min [3] for the
turbulent flame. Therefore, it was estimated roughly that the
radiation effect gave about 1.14 - 1.24 times greater burning rate
in test #4. The outward hot air mass flux of about 52.6 kg/sec was
estimated depending on temperature, velocity, and depth under the
ceiling at the opening in the test #4. Inflow velocity of about 1
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4. Similarity of Flame Length with Heat Flux
Extened flame length which came out from the opening is an

important factor for assessments on fire spread to the upstair. In
order to evaluate the extened flame length with changing the heat

m/sec was estimated assuming the same amount of the inflow mass
flux was given into the space. About 1 m/sec wind may give 4%
burning rate enhancement according to the equation (1) which Blinov
and Khudiakov had proposed [2,4). Therefore, we could estimate that
the re-radiation effect gave 10 - 20 % burning rate enhancement
than the the burning rate in open field.

where, u is wind velocity (m/sec), D is pool diameter (m), and m is
burning rate of the fuel.

The wind effect due to convective flow and/or Karman-vortex
on a pool fire is quite complex and alternative. The flame
temperature is raised due to improved mixing and combustion [2] and
resulted in radiant heat fluxes enhancement and this gives greater
burning rate. And at the same time, flame thickness above the
original pool is reduced due to suction and/or sliding out induced
by the vortex flow. This phenomena gave burning rate reduced. Lois
and Swithenbank [5), and Yumoto [6] observed a doubling of the
burning rate of a hexane pool in a 4 m/sec wind and no further
increase for greater velocities. In the experiments of #3, #6, #8,
and #9 [1], we observed a fire whirl. And about 20 m/sec
circulating velocity was estimated roughly from the picture
analysis. Applying the equation (1) with the circulating velocity
of about 20m/sec, we can estimate 6.7 - 7.1 mm/min burning rate.
The measured average burning rates in these experiments were 6.3
mm/min 7 mm/min as shown in Table 1. It is not clear of the
effects and mechanism of wind on the burning rate enhancement but
the equation (1) appears to be well fitted to the results.

1000 ,..---...-"'T""".....,.....,.....,.-...'"""T'""'T"""..-:--......,.,
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Figure 3 Temperatures along the
front wall of the full
scale model before and
after the drenching.

m d / mst';ll = 1 + 0.15 (u/D)win ..

3-3. Water Drencher system •
In test #9, the water drencher ~

system was set at the soffit of the :
opening. The system has 6 heads at E

=2.5 m spacing and 792 l/min of water i
was sP2inkled at the pressure of J
3kgf/cm . The water pump was initia- ~

ted 3 min after the ignition and, at G
3min 30 sec water sprinkling was ~

started. Figure 3 shows the wall •5temperatures before and after the •
water sprinkling. It is clearly i
observed that the temperatures on ~
the facade dropped 400 - 450 to 70 
100 0 C within a few minutes, and the
average radiative heat flux on the
wall at the second floor ~evel chan
ged 2drastically 1.8 W/cm to 0.42
W/cm. Radiative heat flux to the
external point, 5m from the opening
and ~m from the ground, showed 1.16
w/cm

2
before the sprinkling and 0.13

W/cm after it. '

I
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flux rate, and with and without wind against the opening, we
carried out the supplementary experiment using a 1/15 scale model.

4-1. Estimation of Heat Flux given to the Reduced Scale Model
5/2imensional analysis on the relation between flame height and

Q/D [7], and its significance is represented often by non
dimensional heat release S12e 972 [8,9,10,11,12]. Where Q* is
defined as Q* = Q/ Cp T D g , and Q is heat release rate
given by stoichiometric combustion, is hot air density, Cp is
specific heat, T is temperature, and g is acceleration constant.
These correlations were established for an open fire, however,
which implies that burning rate enhancement gives higher flame
geometry (in our case longer flame). Dimensionless flame geometry
Lf/D depends on the Q* [12] as in the form of equation (2).

(2 )

where L is flame height (length), A is coefficient, 0 is
representative pool length. For convenient sake, we adopt the
enhanced burning rate of 5 mm/min as the temporary standard value
for the 2gasoline pool fire. The pool area in the full scale model
was 15 m and assuming 100% combustion efficiency, the heat flux is
expected about 41 MW. Burning rate increased due to both re
radiation enhancement and wind effects in the full scale tests, and
the value of Q* were estimated between 1 and 2. For these range of
Q*, n = 2/5 is given in equation (3). Employing "k" as a reduced
factor of 1/15,

( 3 )

Therefore, the heat release rate have to be given to the reduced
model is estimated as

5/2
Qmodel = k Qfull· (5 )

We used a diffusion gas burner with propane as a fuel for a reduced
model. For about 40 MW gasoline fire in the full scale, about 35
l/min of propane gas fuel must be charged. In order to cover the
wide range of the burning rate enhancement, the gas supply rate to
the reduced model was chosen from 30 - SOl/min.

Accumulated possibility (%)

Figure 4 (a) Accumulated possibility of
the flame height based on the flame tip
location, and (b) flame height definition.

1st floor10080604020

4-2. Comparison of Flame Geometry between Full and Reduced model
Estimation of the flame tip location was carried out on s~cce

s s i ve 300 frame s 6r--..,...--:----:---..-.......~--....,
from the video reco
rdings. The flame
ti p location was! 4

adopted as the high- ~

est visible location ~
in each frame.-;
Figure 4 shows the i
accumulated percent- ~

age probability of
the flame height
measured in test #6.
The same process was
employed to the
reduced scale tests.
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Average flame height was adopted at the 50 % possibility of existe
nce of the flame tip. Flame geometry L/D was estimated depending on
the average flame height (L) and characteristic pool/burner length
(D), and are plotted as a function of non-dimensional heat release
rate Q* as shown in Figure 5. The data of Q* in these figures have
influence of 80 - 100 % combustion efficiency. These figures indic
ate close agreement on the correlation of flame geometry (L/D) and
Q* between reduced model and full scale tests.

4-3. Estimation of the Effects of Downstand
When we adopt the similarity on flame length and Q* between

full scale and reduced scale models based on the results described
in Figure 5, we can discuss on effective length of a downstand
which could interrupt of the flame lengthen. Two kinds of the fire
source location, at the end corner and at the opening, were
employed in a 1/15 reduced model. The flame length which spread out
under the downstand was estimated from the successive video
recorded frames as the same method as described in the previous
section. Figure 6 shows the variation of the external flame length
with length of the downstand. The external flame length was
evaluated from the level of ceiling height and which was employed
as standard height. As the fire source located in the end corner,
the external flame length decreased with the increase of downstand
length as shown in Figure 6-(a) and (b) with and without the
external wind. It is very clear that the 10 mm downstand gave about
10 mm external flame length so that almost no interruption on the
lengthen of the external flame was applied by the set of downstand.
However, as shown in Figure 6-(c), when the fire source located at
the foot of the opening without external wind, 10 mm downstand gave
the external flame lengthen more than downstand length. In this
case, the existence of downstand provided higher potential of the
fire propagation to upstair than without downstand. The downstand
interrupt the entrainment of fresh air into the flame zone so that
the hot combustible gas spread out under the downstand and then mix
and reacts with air (oxygen) outside of the opening. Then the
lengthen of the external flame was formed along the wall by the
secondary combustion which took place outside of the semi
enclosure.

5. CONCLUSION
It was estimated that re-radiation gave about 20 - 24% burning

rate enhancement in a full scale semi-enclosed compartment of which
ceiling and walls were covered with ALC panels. Wind/vortex effect
gave burning rate enhancement of about 50 - 75 % and is much
greater than re-radiation effect in our full scale tests.

When an opening faced to downwind, the flame was sucked out by
Karman vortex and made a fire whirl of 18 - 20m high at the front
of the opening. Fire whirl may have a propagation potential to
upstair and to combustible advertising panels attached to the
external wall. To reduce the possibility of fire propagation
potential to upstair, the pool which is prepared for collection of
leaked gasoline may be located at the end corner.

Reduced scale model provides a powerful tool for the
estimation of the extened flame length which took place outside of
the opening when a building has a downstand or a pentroof.
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Figure 5 Correlation of the flame geometry (L/D) versus Q*, (a)
no wind was given to the reduced model and fire source located
at the end corner, (b) no wind was given to the reduced model
and fire source located at the front of the opening, (c) wind
was given and fire source located at the end corner, and (d)
wind was given to the reduced model and fire source set at the
front of the opening.
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Figure 6 Correlation of the extended flame length from the ceiling
versus length of the downstand. (a) no wind was given to the
reduced model and fire source located at the end corner, (b)
no wind was given to the reduced model and fire source located
at the front of the opening, (c) wind was given and fire
source located at the end corner, and (d) wind was given to
the reduced model and fire source set at the front of the
opening, and (e) extended flame length definition.
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ABSTRACT

Glass breaking in fires is an important practical pmblem sincc a window acts as 3 wall prior to

breaking and as a vent after breaking. This geometric change can have :l dramatic effect on the evolu

tion of a companment lire. As Emmon.; eltplained. windows break in tires due to thermal sires::; from

the differential hcaling of the central portion and the shaded edge. If the dcpth of shading around Ihe

edge is much greater thnn the glass thiclcness, one can a..~sume thal the edge rcmaim at irs initial lem

peralure 1'/. This paper detennines the surface temperature hbilory. 'r (0,( ), of the glass. The tempera

ture at breaking is when (T(O.t) - Tj)rJ. =oIJIE. where a,Yr and ai/III both give the slrain aL break

ing in tension. The glass coefficient or linear thennal expansion is a., lhe glillSS modulus is I:.: and a" is

its tensile ~rength. Typical proPClty values suggesl the range 50°C -I OO"C fur the breaking I\T. Here

the trcmsient. on~-dimensional (into the glass normal 10 the pane). in-homogeneous (in·depth radiation

absorption) energy equi:ltior.. is solved using an innovative Laplace Transfonll technique suggestcd by

Buum. Two coupled non-lineur Volterrn equations of the second kind iln.: Oblaincd for the tempemtures

of the lWO surfaces of the glass. Time varying incident mdiative 1I11lf. and the gla.'\s tcmpcrnturcs ilre

included. These equations are solved numerically hy using the lrope/.oidal rule for numerical integrntion

and Newton-Raphson's method for detcrmining the mols of Ihe flon-lineal' equation". Results arc

presemed for typical values of the govCnllng dimensionles~ parameters.
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[~TRODUCTION

Breaking of window glass due to heat from fires is a very commonly observed phenomenon. This

phenomenon is of great imponance as the glass breakage can be a cause of lire spread (if the windo\'\'

is between two adjoining rooms) or a broken window can act as a vent for the escape of [Oxic nrc

gase~ and an inlet for fresh air (if the window opens [0 !.he outside). Glass absorbs thermal radiallon

from the fire and also gets heated by convection from the hot air surrounding the fire leading [0 ther

mal stresses. The thermal stresses arise due [0 the temperature difference between the central porrior. of

the window which is exposed [0 fire products and the insulated or protected edge of the window.

These stresses lead [0 cracks and eventually [0 breakage. In this paper. a thermal analysis of the ~flCCl

of radiation and convection on the glass is carried out b~ including !.he exponential decay of thennal

radiation within the glass and heating and/or cooling of the surfaces due to convection and radiation

heat transfer.

Emmons (1986) indicated that the process of the initiation and propagation of cracks in glass due

to the heat is not very well understood. Finnie et al (1985) carried out an analysis which implied that

the only factor governing the breakage is the net temperature difference between the central heated por

tion DI" the glass and the protected edge. which can be calculated from the glass propenies. Since the

protected edge temperature. is not expected to rise much in a fire. the difference between the tempera

ture or the central ponion and the edge can be approximated by the net temperature rise of the heated

porrion. The side exposed to the fire is expected have the highest temperature and thus a knowledge 01

the temperature his[Ory of only this side is adequate in determining the time for breakage.

The problem governing this phenomenon is transient and non-linear due to the radiation bound:l!")

condition. Keski·Rahkonen (1988) linearized the boundary conditions and obtained an exact solution

for the temperature field. Recently. Davies (1985) used an integral method for determining the tem

perature field in a plate losing heat by combined radiation and convection. In Davies' method. inac-.:u

racies arise due the assumed nature of the temperature profile. For solving the complete non-linear

problems the use of a numerical method is essential. ~ethods such as finite-difference. finite-element

and boundary element have been used before. However the implementation of these methods lead~ to
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the inaccuracies .arising from the discretization of both the time and space domain. Also the whole

temperature field has to be evaluated. [n the present case. the temperature of interest is only of the

side c\.posed to the tire and hence the knowledge of the whole temperature ti.eld is irrelevant.

The thickness of the window is usually an order of magnitude smaller than the other dimensions

and so in the case discussed. the window has been assumed to be an infinite slab. Thus the equation

governing the system is a one dimensional inhomogeneous heat equation with non-linear boundar;.

conditions. To solve this equation. the method of Laplace transform is utilized. After simplificalion~.

only two equations for the temperature of each surface need to be solved. This method is similar to

Chambres (1959) method which was used to determine the temperature distribution In a semi-intinite

solid with radiation type boundary conditions. [n Chambres methods one non-linear Volterra equalion

of the second kind for the surface temperature needs to be solved. whereas in the present case. a sys-

tern ot' two coupled non-linear Volterra equations of the second kind for the temperatures of each side

hav~ 10 be solved. These equations are solved numerically by using the trapezoidal rule for numerical

integration and Newton-Raphson's method for determining the roOLS of the non-linear equations. Thc

equations are ex.act and inaccuracies arise only due to the discretization of the time domain. This

method is applied to the general case of time varying radiative Aux and surrounding temperatures.

THEORY AND FORMl"LATION

Consider an infinite slab of thickness L. initially at a temperature T,. At time [' =a il starts gel-

ting heated on the side x =0 due to radiative flux I oj' I [ ) and loses or gains heat by combined con\'c-.:-

tion and radiation on both sides. Suppose the heat transfer coefficients on the two sides an:

represented by h I and h~. the ambient temperatures are represemed by T I=(t') and T ~=(t' l. Let Pbe

the absorption length and k be the thermal concuctivity of glass. Also let P and Cp be the density and

speci fie heat respectively of the glass. Also let £ and £= be the emissivities of the glass and the sur-

roundings. a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Then the governing equation for this system will be

ar cPr ." e- l ~
Pc - =k-- ... I I ([ )--

p at' ax' : 0.' ~
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where j' (t) is some specified function of time. The initial and boundary conditions for this problem

(~ 1

I! ,

(...;. I

,-,.
\ _I

III)

( 101

r'k . T = T - T, . '/ = l
pCp L: . T," L

x'
x = -; t =

L

aT a2T , e- t
.

-=-,+j((j--at ax- ':

1 aT ' )at x = .--,,- =q IV
dX

aT
at x = 0, -~ =q 2(( )

at t =O. T =0

at x' = O. -k ~~ = h :(T :,.,(1' )-T (0,( ») - EaT ~(O.t' )

at ( =O. T =T,

This equation is nondimensionalized by using the following dimensionless variables

and

where

Hence. in the dimensionless form. the governing equation becomes

with initial and boundary conditions

where Te is the characteristic temperature defined by

are

:\ondimensionalization

I
I
I
II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
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where

A = h:L (T :...(l )-Ti )

kT,
(] 31

h~L 4EOT,3L
B =-_.- + ---

k /.:.

c = ( 15)

4EOTc "2T,L
D =-

k

eaT.. 3L
E =- "

k

METHOD OF SOLUTION

(16,

i 17)

( l~)

1[91

We use the method of Laplace transfonns to solve this equation. The Laplace transfonn is taken

with respect to time and is defined as

Substituting the transfonned variable into the governing equation and applying the boundary conditions

leads to the solution

-z v• e . - -
T = A1) -- + B Icosh(';px) T C jcosh(,;p (I-x»

y

where
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We need to solve for both the surface temperatures as the temperature on the hotter surface depends on

(26)

1 . • •
+ -} 1 'Y _ .J

• A I)' -.
T (0) = -- + B I + C Icosh"'p =I I q I

Y

the temperature on the other surface and vice versa. Hence. the transfonned fonn of the temperatures

are

I
'I
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I Using: convolution theorem and after simplifications. the equations to be solved look like

I
I
I
I

I t I

T(O.r) =!qICtl/ lU-"r)dt .... [q2(t)hU-t)dt ... ~f)(t)fJ(l-t)dt

and

I I I

TO.t) =!qj(t)gl(c-t)dt + !Q2.(t)82(c-t)dt + ~!)(t)g3([-t)dt

where 11./2.13. g\. 820' g3 are the kernels which depend upon "( and are specified in Appendix l.

The equations to be solved are coupled non-linear Volterra equations of the second kind. The equa·
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Transformation of variable

tions Jre non-linear because both Q 1 and Q'2 are non-linear functions of T ~ and T:. respecti vel: .

We observe that the inregrands are nor bounded as f2o(l) and gl(l) atl =0 go to infinity as

, t-
\ !

T(0.n=2juF\(UlqIU-u 2o ldu +2fuF 2o(Ulq:.U-u 2
Idu ... ~ fuFJ(u)jU-U:'ldu \29)

IJ ~ I 6

:-1:' So if we now transfonn the equations using the variable u = ·,(-t . the equations become

-

I
I
I
I



and

-
\ I

-
\/

-
'.:

T( l.c) =2fuG I(U iq j(t-u :')du + 2fuG:.(u iq:.(r-u :')du + ~ fuG 3(u Jj (t-u :')du (30)
n n , 0

where F leU ) =f j (U:'I etc. and the integrands are bounded.

Numerical procedure

The numerical procedure chosen was trapezoidal rule with constant time steps (thus variable ~u I

for numerical integration and Newton-Raphson's methods for finding roOts of the non-linear equations.

By looking at the equations. it appears that the equations are coupled. However, since f 1(01 and :,':.10 1

arc equal to O. at a panicular time step the equations can be solved independently of one another.

RESl:LTS

Figure 1 shows the comparison with the exact solution of the linear problem (given in Appendix

II) for the case of no heat loss due to thermal radiation. This figure shows the dimensionless tempera-

ture variation with respect to dimensionless time of the sides exposed and unexposed to incoming radi-

ative flux. The agreement is within 0.59c for a dimensionless lime step of 0.002 suggesting that the

the time step was quite accurate.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show respectively the variation with respect to time of the dimensionless

temperature of the side exposed to and the side unexposed to the incoming heat flux. Only the Biot

numbers were changed. In this case the initial temperature of the material is set equal to the ambient

temperatures on either sides. Also the incoming radiative flux is assumed to have a constant value

The ambient temperatures are asswned to be constant.

.-\s expected. the temperature of the side exposed to the heat flux increases more rapidly com-

pared to the temperature of the unexposed side. As Biot numbers increase. heat loss is greater and

hence the rate of increase of temperature is lower.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the temperatures for varying dimensionless absorption length for

constant value of Biot number. Here also. the input radiative tlux function is assumed to be ;1
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constant. Here. as y decreases. the temperature of the exposed side increases as small or correspond~ La

small absorption length. implying that most of the radiation gets absorbed within a short distance. And

for large values of y, Lhe maLerial behaves more like a transparent medium. For large values of 'Y an

artificial temperature drop is encountered as the approximation of surface emission but absorpLion

within the body breaks down.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the temperatures of the sides corresponding to varying input radi

aLion tiux, holding the other parameters constant. It can be seen here that the rate of increase of the

temperature of the exposed side varies roughly as the integral with respect to time of the incoming

radiation function. This is because the rate of increase of temperature is dependent on the ratc 01"

incoming heat as can be seen in equation (29)for T (0.[ I .

Table 1 shows the various values used for the calculations These values represem the Lyplcal

values which might be encountered in the situations of real tires. The time of glass breakage solei!

depends upon the net Lemperature rise of the glass. and it was found that for ordinary plate glass. the

value was found to be about 60° C. This value is obtained from Hooke's law and it was veri lied b!

Finnic et. al. that this value does not depend on the rate of temperature rise. This would imply Lhat

for a particular value of Lhe radiative flux. a value of Lhe dimensionless critical temperature -:an be

obtained. Hence in the computer program. the computations are stopped as soon as the critical tem

perature is reached.
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APPENDIX I

The Laplace transfonns of the kernels in equations are

-Iflo =----
";psinh(,p)

cosh(\p )

'ip sinh(\,p' )

= Y"P sinhC-Jp) + e- 1f
'{ - coshCf")

I - ,-
(p --, )yVp sinhC'Jp )

r

And hence lhe kernels are

for shon lime

~ -
. 2 co ! (2k +1):: ,

f Ill) =- gz(t) =-~ 1:exp!- 4t
\' 1tt .Ic=O ~ _

! r

f 3(t) = e "( ~ I +
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- _I -e or
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~ 'i4t Y

If -Jt \t- - erfc(--) - erfc(-)
2 ~ Y y

[
,

11e 'k ~ - n
.. -.::- 2k 'lit ~f 2k 'it ·- L e {erfcl---1- e . erfcl- + _'.Il

.- y 1- Y' Irk=1 L './4t _ L \4t oJ ~
J

I (

g3(t) = e f~ e- I ',-

(39)

r
I 21e+1 ri Ie --,,-,erfcI(2k~l)

k=O, ~ ~4t
~

'it

Y

Zk+l r
-.-., f I (2k+l) ~t- e . er c, . _ +-

L \4t Y

r

-
e- I/Y -Jt 'It

+ -- eric (--) - ertel-I,
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r 2Ic r - 'k - l'~00 __ 1 ;- ~ I "') ;- ,

-II' 'f 2k'it ., !k 'it
+ e II: le .eric \-=--:;-, - e ; eric! -_ + --:;-1 1

1e:1 L\4t • ~ _ \4t I .J

and for long time are

I I(t) =- g2(t) =-II + 2 i;-le~2r (-Ii'I
! k=1 '

I 2(t) =-g I(t) =1 + 2 ie-le~2r
1e:1
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APPENDIX n

The exact solUlion to me linear problem of negligible heat loss due to radiation is

T = U (x ,f ) + v (x )

where

v(X) =px ~ q

where

Here

rJ =
B - A - ABi I

Bi 1+ Bi: +Bi IBi:
(..+7 I

where

.4 =
T ~ ...-TL T, - T loe

- Bi, B = ---BI'
T" -. T

(~8.i

. h]L .
BI I =-- and BI, =

k - ;.

"

where h I and h 2 are the heat transfer coefficients. The solution for u (x .f) I~ given by

where the characteristic functions are

<\>11 (x) = All cos/. An X ) + Bi 2sin(AIi X )

and the eigenvalues An Jre obtained from the solutions to

1501

A.n : - Bi ]Bi'2,

~.«Bi~+Bi:1

''::;'"1_,. )

The constants CII appearing in me equation for u (x ,f) are defined as

Cn =- ,~ rv (X )<b" (x ld.""(
/Ii (t..< ) l'
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the weight functions w" are defined as

I

w" (t) = 1, ij (t le -.I: "(Q" (x)dx
yN(A"J ~

and norms N (A,,) are defined as
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thermal conductivity.

thermal diffusivity,

thickness,

penetration depth.

temperatures,

emissivities.

incident flux.

Table 1. Glass and Fire Parameters

k =O.76W imK

a = 3.6 X 10-7 m 2:s

L =6.25 X 1O-3m

~ = 10-3 m, 3.13 X 10-3 m. 6.25 X 1O-~ m

t = 1.0. toe = 1.0
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The surface temperatures. T(O.tl and T(1.l) are shown where T = (T'-T,)k.l1rJ.. and

t = t' a)L 2 for y =0.16 and Bi I =Bi 2 =0.1. The exact linearized results and numerical results :Ire

indistinguishable.

Figure 2. The variation of the exposed surface temperature with Biot number for Bi =Bl i =Bi: is

shown for y = 0.16 and the other parameters as listed in Table I.

Figure 2. The variation of the unexposed surface temperature with Bim number for Bi =Bi: =Bt: IS

shown for y =0.16 and the other parameters as listed in Table 1,

Figure 3. The variation of the exposed surface temperature with depth parameter. y. for Bi, = Bi:: =O. :

and other parameters listed in Table 1.

Figure 4. The effect of different time dependencies of the incident radiative flux on the exposed surface

temperature for y =0.16. Bi I =Bi: =0.1 and the other parameters as listed in Table I.
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ABSTRACT

.At. concept for the flame retardation ....as discussed from the vie .... point of heat
transfer in a material. Recent experiences on the burning properties of .... ood
in China and Japan l ,21 revealed that a composite material of two or more
different elements sho .... s the different characteristics compared with a
homogeneous one. The differences ....ere considered to be caused by difference!';
in the physical properties of the elements rather than the chemical
properties. Especially, thermal properties of the material were inferred to
play an important role on the burning characteristics of the material. This
suggests that appropriate selection and combination of the thermol properties
contribute largely on fire retardation. Based on a simple analysis of heat
transfer in composite materials, possible use of the composite materials was
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The growth ring is made of spring woods and summer woods. Therefore, a 'wood'
is considered to be a type of composite materinl. A large differenc.;e in cell
sizes of a spring wood and a summer wood suggests that thermal properties of a
spring wood and a summp.r wood must be different. Such differences between a
spring wood and a summer wood should cause differences in thermal properties
with the heat flux direction Rguinst the growth ring direction, even if there
was no directional difference in a spring wood or a summer wood. In this
study, a 'wood' was considered as a composite material composed of two
elements having different thermal properties. Numerical analyses were done on
the temperature profiles in several types of composite mote rials exposed to
external radiation.

2. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF '\';OOD'

As previously mentioned, a 'wood' was modeled as a composite material composed
of two thermally different elements, namely a 'spring wood' and a 'summer
wood'(Fi~. 1). These 'summer wood' and 'spring wood' are rigid materials
unlike a real wood. Thereforp., heaL transfer in the composite was considered
to occur only through conduction. Convective heat transfer by transport of
vapor, which' plays an important role in heat transfer i':l the case of a real
wood, was ignored. Foul' types of composite materials were considered as
listed in Table 1.

Properties of t.he 'spring wood' and the 'summer wood' were determined from
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Table 1 Structural types of cumposite materials

Types S truc ture Directioll of layers r-laterial of
to the surface surface layer

A Layered Parallel Spring wood
B Layered Parallel Summer wood
C Layered Normal -
D O.... erlaya) Parallel Summer wood

a) Overlay means the mater'ial has only one layer overlaid on the
nther element.

those of an actual woud(firl:!l. In the liLerature, properties of fir are os
follows; d~nsity P i~ O.5:1~/clll:3, t.hermal conductivity transverse to the ~rain

At is 1.::H:lxlO- 3J/r:m/s/K, longitudinal to the grain AI is 3.39x10- 3 J Icmis/K,
thermal diffusivityo transverse to the grain C( t is 1.869xlO- J cm G/s,
longitudinal to the grain C( I is 4.587xIO- 3cm 2/s.

In this model, the 'spring wood' was assumed to be 0.3 em wide alld the 'summer
wood' was 0.1 cm wide, though propriety of these widths remains uncertain.
Concerning density and heat capacity, any information on directional
differences is not available. In this calculation, therefore, the 'spring
wood' and the 'summer wood' were assumed to have identical density and heat
capacity. They were assumed to have difference only in thermal conductivity.

-Values used in this study were as follows; density and heat capacity c p of
both elements were 0.54g/cm 3 and 1.37J/g/K, respectively. Thermal
conductivities of the 'spring wood' and the 'summer wood' were 1.07xl0-3
J Icm/s/K and 1.04xlO-GJ /cm/s/K, respectively.

Temperature profile in a composite material was calculated from the folluwing
equation.

where T, t, x, and yare t.he temperature, time, distances from thp. orie:in
nOI'mal and parallel to the sul'face, respectively. The origin of coordinates
was located at the center of the 'summer wood' surface. Thermal conductivity
varies according to the materh~l at the location. For composite A, Band D,
there was no difference along layers, 50 calculation was reduced to one
dimensional one. For composite C, two-dimensional calculation was done for
one set of a half of a 'summer wood' layer and a neighboring half of a 'spring
wood' layer. This set 'was considered to represent the whole body.

A composite material was assumed to be 5emi-infinitely thick, and initially
there were no temperature difference in thp. material, i.e. T=TO at t=O, where
TO is room temperature. The boundary condition after exposure to the thermal
radiation (DO) ,is given as

at the surface. The first and the second terms of the left hand side are the
heat conducted into the maLerial and heat consumed ot the surface. The right
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hand side represents the net heat flux from the external heat source.
Temperature of the external heat source Tf waS assumed to be constant while
the material was exposed to radiation.

:3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Effects of Layered Structure

Typical surface temp~!['at\Jre histories of cnmposite A and B and fir, of which
the surface is along the In;>"er, are shown in Fi~. 2. In this case, the
initial extp.rnal hftat flllx aurl t.he surface emissivity were assumed to be
o.5WI c m2 and 0 .l:l , res pee t i v Pol y . S u (. fa c e t. e m p Po rat u reo f a II mat Po ria Is
approached gradually lo a certain value. This phenomenon was attributed to
development of thermal boundary layers in lhe materials. Thermal boundary
layers extended to more than four layers until t = 1 min for composite A and
B, so the effective thermal diffusivit.ies in the boundary layers approached to
lhe same value, i.e., the thermal diffusivity of fir. Therefore, effective
thermal properties of them became closer as time passed. However, there is a
significant difference between composite A and B in required time to reach at
a certain temperature, e.g. 400 K. This difference in tranfiient phenomena may
play an important role in flame retardation.

3.2 Effects of Heat Flux Direction on Thermal Behavior of Layered Materials

Surface temperature histories of composites Band C and fir, of which the
surface is at ross the layerfi, are compared in Fig. 3. In lhe case of the
composite C, there was temperature variation along the surface as shown in
Figs. 4a and 4 b. The hie;hest Rnd the lowest temperatures are shown in Fig. 3.
The temperature difference between the highest and the lowest temperatures was
about 35 T( throughout the time period shown in this figure. For t<50sec(1st
period), the highest temperature was larger than the surface temperature of
composite B, and became lower for t>50sec. If the highest temperature of
composite C in the first period was larger than the ignition point,
ignitability of composite C is larger than composite B, and vice versa. Thus
result shown in Fig. 4 should be important to evaluate ignitabiiity of a
material. Also, it should be noted that the highest temperature for composite
C is always higher than the surface temperature of fir.

3.3 Effects of Overlay Thickness

Surfat:e temperature histories of I;omposite D with various overlay thicltness
are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that the use of an overlay having larger
thermal cunductivily than the main body would decrease the surface temperature
drastically. Thickness of the overlay need not to be large for reducing the
surface temperature, 1 em is lhick enough in the case shown in this figure.
Usage of a material with lar~er thermal conductivity as an overlay would be
more effective in flame retardl.ltion.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An effct:live use of comp()sil~ mnteriais were investigated by using analyl.icnl
models. Comparison of Rur·far.e temperature histories for composite A, Band C
showed thHt. the composit.e 11 WilS most efff!ctive in the early period(l<50sec),
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and the composite C was most effective in the rest period Cor reducing the
surface temperature. In thp. r.a!'ie of cumposite C, however, there should be a
mechanical weakness in pra<.tice. In this study, the surface temperature for
the composite D ..... as the lowest. If the proper material WHS used as an
overlay, surface temperatul'e could be reduced much mOl'e. The results obtained
throughout this study .suggests that there is a pussibility to accomplish flame
retardation without chemical treatment.
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EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF EXPENSE FOR LOSS PREVENTION*

TOSHISUKE HIRANO
?::-ofessor

The Unive::-sity of Tokyo
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 1'3, Japan

SUMMARY

A study has been performed to establish a desirable procedure to evalua:e
effectiveness of the expense for loss prevention. The losses are divided in~o

two categories, direct and indirect losses, and the s~m of the indi::-ect
losses, each of which is scarcely predictable, is ass~ed to be infe::-able
basec. on that of direct los ses. The region to be under the ::nfluence of a
disaster is divided into sub-regions, and an expected value of each direct
loss is considered to be given by a product of the probability of d;'sas~e:

occurrence, the function relating a hazard degree to damage, and the ces~ of
an object in the sub-region. The proposed proced~re is attempted to ap?:y f0~

effectiveness evaluation of the expense for loss prevention against fires ef
large scale oil storage t~~ks, and the problems to be solved are poin:ec ou:.

INTRODUCTION

wnen a possibility to occur a disaster has been predicted, enor~ous effor~5

would be made to prevent the disaster or to reduce the loss to be caused. To
~ake such efforts successful, various types of methods have been applie:'.
Eoweve:-, there are few attempts to evaluate effectiveness of the me~hod tha~

they adopted or.to examine the in:er-relation of different types of oethcc.s
for reducing losses to be caused by the same disaster. Thus, in the prese~t

situation, it seems not easy for engineers in process industries to eva~ua~e

effectiveness of a newly developed or ioproved ~ethod for less ?reventie~ 0:

to :-ecommend a best combination of the methods.

In spite of the difficulty, a general and objective proced~e to evaluate
effecti-..reness of the expense for loss prevention is necessary because t!:e
expense should be supported by a logic similar to that for other econor.J:"cal
activities[1-31. We have to make efforts to establish such a proced~re,

although a long time l,lill be necessary and an established one will not ":ie
:-ealized in near future. The present study is of a preliminary stage of the
efforts, but the resul~s will be ~eaningful to establish an app:-opr:"ate
procedure for tte effectiveness evalua~ion of the expense for loss p~eventio~.

A :0 be cresented at the Internationa: Conference on Safety and
Loss P~evention ~~ the Cte~ical a~d 0:1 P~ocessing I~dustries;
23rd to 27th October 1989; Singapo:-e
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POSSIBILITY OF E:FECTIVE~~SS EVALJATION BASED ON PROCEDunES
CUP~ENTLY USED FOR HAZARD ASSESSMENTS

For the adop~io~ of a partic~lar method for :oss preve~~icr., a
comp::-ehe:lsive reaso~ to support the method seems to be ~eedec., ar.:' a r.aza.::-:'
a.ssess~ent would have been ca::-r~ed out instead of an effectiveness eval~atic~.

I::deed, if it is possible to quantitatively evaluate haza::,ds of every matters,
the d~fference of hazards for the cases with and without appl~cation of t~e

methoc for loss prevention ca:l be elucidated, .and ef!ect~veness eval~at~on 0:
the expe!1se fo::, ~oss prevention seems possible i:l pri:lciple. Thus, i!'! t::'e
follo ...... ing part of this section, discussion wil~ be presented on tr.e
possibility and limit of application of several currently used proced~res fer
hazard assessments to effectiveness evaluation of the exper.se fer loss
preventio:l.

There are a few types of experimental methods for hazard assessments, s~c~

as property measurements, tests for examining cha::,acteristics, model
experi~e:lts of accidents[1,4]. Each of the mate::-ial properties such as fla.s~

temperature, ignition temperature, and minimum ignition energy can give a
measure fo::- hazard classification. The values of these properties are ~sef~l

to com~are the effectiveness of a method with that of a similar one. It may be
easy to ur.derstand that keeping the material tempe::-at~re belo...... - 20 C is more
effective fo::' preventing fires than keeping it below - 10 C. However, the
values are useless for the comparison with a method of a cifferent type. Cn
~he basis of only the mate::-ial properties, it is impossib:'e to compare the
effec~iveness of the action to keep the material tecpe::-ature below - 10 C with
that to ;.:ea::- electrification free clothes in the rooc. For effectiveness
evaluation of the method for loss prevention, the reduction of the expect.ec.
loss attributable to adoption of the method should be evaluated. Onl:, :r.e
material properties cannot give ~~y conclusion on effectiveness of the ex~e~se

for loss prev~ntion. .

The hazard assessment of an equipment, apparatus, or syste~ has beer.
performed o~ the basis of the results of test.s for exami~i::g :t.s
cha::'acteristics. In a case when a part of the equipment, apparat~s, or syste=
is ~mp::'oved fo::- loss prevention, the reduct~on of hazard degree ~ay be
predictable somewhat qualitatively by elucidating the resulting change c:f
cha::'acteristics. However, in the case when a~ equipoe~t is replaced by ot~er

one, the va::,iation of effectiveness would not be p::'edictable ~~less a ~,i::ed

p"ocedu::,e for hazard assessments is established. Several steps seeo ~ecessa.~y

bet;,;ee~ the tests for examining the characteristics a::d predictio~ of the
expected value of loss, but so far discussion on these steps has ~ever beer.
heard.

Model experiments of accidents can be performed when an approxi~at.e =rocess
of the accident is known. This procedu:e for haza::,d assess~ents ;.:ould ~elate

to the effectiveness evaluation by exploring the differe::ce of occurre:'.ce
probabilit~es of or damages caused by accidents at the cases with and witho~~

application of a method for loss prevention. For applying t.r.is ~::-ocedure,

even if the result is a relative one, a n~~be::- of elabo::'ate experi~ents a~e

needed. The purpose of the model experiments is not :'0 eval'..la te t.he
effec~iveness of the cethod for loss p"eve~t~on but to asce~tain the cause O~

process 0: a particular accident.

Pheno~e~o:og:ca: analyses such as si~ulatior.s and ana.:yses of acci~ents a.~:
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safety analyses such as FMEA, MORT, and FTA are theoretical ~rccedu~es
currently used for hazard assessme~ts.

In the phenomenological analyses, the process of disaster occ~~rence stou~~

be assumed[4]. In order to relate each of these procedures to ~he

effec~iveness evaluation, the effect of the adopted pla~ for loss preve~:i=~

on various phenome~a during the process should be p:-edicted. The p~edicticr.

of the changes of various phenome~a, as will be discussed i~ the later
sections, is ind'ispensable to evaluate the effectiveness a~d the oos:.
i:nportant process for it. The phenomenological a.?'lalyses currently used :0:
hazard assessments have been sca:-cely applied for the prediction 0: tte
changes of phenomena because of their purpose to elucidate the p:-ocess of
disaster occu:rence. However, with each procedure of t~s type, co~pariso~ ef
hazards at various conditions can be easily carried out, i.e., t~e

effectiveness evaluation is possible.

The safety analyses have been mainly performed for prevention of acci~er.t

occurrence[S,6]. A procedure of this type would be convenient to tte
evaluation of the probability of accident occurrence and applicable to the
effectiveness.evaluation. Howeve:-, there have been few examples of suitable
applications of a procedure of this type.

As mentioned above, currently used procedures for hazard assessme:1ts a:-e
for detecting hazards so that there have been few attempts to apply a
procedure for hazard assessments to the effectiveness evaluation. Probably,
perceiving that the hazard assessments are still needed much impro veoe:1t
~revents the procedures for the effective:1ess evaluation from developing.
However, the hazard assessments and effectiveness evaluation are different i:1
the pu:pose and should be developed at the same time.

THEORY FOR EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

E'or effectiveness evaluation of the expense for loss preve~tion, it is
:1ecessary to estimate the expected value representing the reduction of :'OS5

attribu:able to the adopted method(s)(or plan). The evaluation wi:l be
effec~ive for the following processes:

i) ?o select an optimum method among candidates for reductior. of :055.

ii) To compare the expected reduction of loss attributable to a cetted to be
adopted with the expense for the method.

iii) To decide the method to be adopted and timing to apply it fo:- reductio:1
of loss caused by a pa~ticular equipme:1t, apparatus, or system.

iherefore, the effectiveness evaluation should keep the following
characteristics:

a) To quantitatively infer the effects of the method for reduc~io:1 of less.
b) To comoare the effects of the method for reduction of loss ~it~ ~te

expe:1s~ to adopt it(minus the reduction of expense if ~~y).
c) 70 evaluate the change of hazard with time and/or circumstances.

7hese characteristics imply that by applying the effectiveness evalua~io~

one ca:1 relatively and, if possible, absolutely evaluate ~he effec~iveness cf
eve:-y type of methods fer loss prevention in an amol.:nt of i:lo::ej'. 'Tr,e
evaluation should be general and q~a:1~itative.
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I~ can be assumed ~hat effectiveness of 'the expense for loss preve~~ion ca~

be ex~ressed by tl:e extent (prac:.ically an expec:.ed value) of loss reductior:
a~t~ibutable to the expense. Thus, ~he e:!ectiveness cannot be evaluated
unless the expected loss to be caused by the disaster is accurately esti~atec.

Ass'J.:ning that L is the SUI:! of losses expected to be caused by a ce:-tai:-.
disaster, L can be given by the SUI!l of the expected values II; I2, h··· ······l" of
va=ious types of direct and indi~ect losses, i.e.,

,.
L= r: Ie

k=l

The losses are not only those caused by fracture of equipments, appara~us,

sys~e:ns, and buildi~gs, damages o~ raw materials ~~d p~oduc:.s, inju~ies, and
fatalities but also those caused by wide range of effec~s such as the sto~ c:
operation of the plant broken at the disaster, reduction of products, cont~ol

or stop of operation of the plants in own and relating companies, -:::ontrol 0:

stop of traffic near the site of the disaster, increase of the insurance ra~e,

and reduction of social confidence.

For an ac:::urate evaluation of L, it is necessary to evaluate al:
conceivable losses. Since the indirect losses will be estimated on the basis
of the direct losses, the latter ones should be estimated first. Thus, ir. the
following, the direct losses will be attempted to estimate, and then based on
the results, the effectiveness evaluation will be attempted to perform.

It seems not easy to classify the losses into direct and indirect ones. In
tte prese~t study, the direct losses are defined as the losses caused by
fracture of equipment, apparatus ,. systems, and buildings, damages on ra''''
materials and products, injuries, and fatalities. Although the indirect losses
a~e known to depend on the actions after the accident, they can be given as a
function of the direct losses assuming appropriate actions.

An ex;:ected value of a loss Ie of a certain type can be assumed to depend
on ~he value .~~ of the object at a sub-region under the influence of the
disaster(or accident), hazard deg~ee ht at the sub-region, and probability p
of the disaster occurrence, i.e.,

where, ,ac(hc) represents the ratio of the lost value to original one.

The meaning of ak would be seen by supposing the situation that cnly cne
object is valuable in a sub-region. Assuming that the object completely loses
its value at h t above he and it keep its whole value at he below he, aic is
given as

aeCh;.) = 1

=0 (J)

Assur:lir:g that
losses, then

II, f2, ••• ....:.·f t are direct losses and, lTIL, .... ··· .. l" are ir::'i:-e:t

" l ...
L=o· r: aic\lhc)·v",=p. Y" a,(h"I\·~'''':''P· Y"a·1n.' .) ••.. - T A...:..L. (4)

.. ~ ., '" ~ I _ <,.< ""'C-~Wo I \

';'=1 "=1 . ..=171
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where,
i. e. ,

L 4 .and L, are respectively, the sues of di::"ect ar:.d :'nci::"ect lcsses,

I
L4 =p· 1: a,,(nll:)·'t,'lI:

k=l

"L, =(). 1: all:(nll:) v"
• k=". (6)

The pro':labiE ty p ~of disaster OCCUT::"ence should be predicted by a syste::l
safety analysis or disaster stochastics, and the values of be obj ects a."!d
pe::sons can be predicted on the basis of da:'ly operat:'on and livir.g. A1s::"

Assume the category and
scale of the disaster
to be assumed to occur.I

I
I

Infer the probability Pj
of disaster occurrence.

1
Predic~ the hazard degree
distribution at the
disaster occurrence,

Confir~ the values vk and
locations of valuable objects
in the region where losses
are assu~ed to be large.

Derive the equation re- I
presentir.g a relating the 'I'

hazard degree and ~ loss.

I
I
I

1
Define the sub-regions where
valuable objects exist.

1
Infer the hazard degree
h

k
at each sub-region.

1
Derive ak at each sub-region. ""- ....J

1

Obtain L
d

,

1

Calculate a k
vk for all

sub-regions.

....,L..- ---'

: :.gt.:.:"e 1, Prccedure to evaluate an ex?ected
value of the su~ Ld of di::"ect losses.

I
(
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~be~ o:Jeet! o~ ci!:erent
eatego~ie~ eX1~t i~ the
sa:e ~u~~egion, t~ey ea:.
be evaluate~ ~e?&:ately.

A sub-~egioll k
~ta:d 4egTee:n.
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oan be evaluated at t~e sa=e
ti~e eve:: if t~ey are 1::
~~~er!~~ suo-~~g1o~,.

Figure 2. Distributions of hazard cegree, valuable thing,
amount and person, and determination of the
sub-regions for effectiveness evaluation.

ail (h k ) ca.."l be easily predicted from the predicted value of hk if the er:.du=ar.ce
of the obj ect (person, thing, or amount) to be discussed against hazard :"s
known. Based on these facts, the procedure to p::-ed:'ct L d is preser. :.ed i:l.
Figure 1, when a disaster occurs at the situation shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 1 or Eq. 5, the values of ·P. ak (hit), hit, and -:Jic 0::
equations to predict these values are necessary to evaluate the s~ of direct
losses. If anyone of them can not be obtained, the evaluation is impossible.
The cethod effective for loss prevention means to be effective for ::-educt:o~

of one of these losses. A meaningful method for loss prevention is of ber.e:it
to the organization to adopt it[2,3]. Thus, the method, by adoptior. 0: ~hic~

the benefit cannot be expected or is too small, will be ignc::-ed. If the
~ethod action does not satisfy the following equation,

(7 )

;.;he::-e :!C and' JL re'=lresent the increase of exoense and recuction of eXDecte:'
loss by adoptin~ the method, respectively, th~ action does not cake sen;e(1).
?u:-t.he!", when the ratio of the total reduction dLa of d~rect losses to that
dL, of :"ndirect losses is R, Eq. 7 can be rewritten as

(8)

This indicates the limit to adopt the method for loss preve~t:'or..

fol:cwing d:scussicn is performed assuming ~hat the relation expressed by
8 is sa":.:'sfied.

T::'e

The ~ethods to reduce the probability p of acciden: occur:-ence can :e
easily pointed out by safety analyses. The discussion to reduce p ~as bee:".
~::-ese::.ted i:l a :lumber 0: previous reports:;-4). In the present stu:'y, t:-.e
e~phasis is on the fact ~hat the reduction of La is p::-oportioc.a: :'0 :~e

::-ed'-;.lc't.ion of p.
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air. (h.;) is a fUI"lction' of h... The function is not necessarily in the form as
represented by Eq. 3, but in most cases, ak(hk) rapidly changes as h. e
a"Oo~oac::es a certain value (h.; in the case represented by Eq. 3). ':'::is :a:::t
i;plies that an method for reduction of hir. is not effective i~ a certai~ ra~ge
but very effective in another range eve~ if the reduction is sligtt.

The method to reduce Vir. in the vicinity of the site of disaster occurre~ce

is effective like that to reduce p, wben a disaster is predicted t~ occur, the
method for making Vir. at that site zero, if it is possible, is perfect fo~ loss
prevention. Practically, the prediction of disaster occurrence is r:.ot easy J

and in most cases, vk becomes a fairly large to keep daily operation ar.::i
livi~g even if the disaster is predicted likely to occur.

7here are two different kinds of methods for reducing the haza~d deg~ee he,
i.e., the methods for reducing the hazard deg~ee of a whole region ~he~e

damage will be suffered at the occurrence of a disaster and those 0: a li~i:ed

region. It is easily seen that the former methods are effective to reduce L~.

The :atter methods are sometimes Qore elaborate than the former ones, b~t by
a~opt:ng thee mainly for regions where expensive objects exist, a large
reduction of Ldcust be expected at the same amount of expense.

An example of :he va~iatior:. of probabil~ty P.
h Jwith hazard degree 'kj'

?igure 3.

In the above discussion, a disaster to occu~ is assumed a specified or:.e.
However, the scale of the accident cannot be predicted in most cases, and in
cost cases, the method to be perfo~med is effective fo~ a partic~ar type of
disasters. Assuming that a certain type of disasters are predicted to occu:
bUt their scales are ambiguous, there·remain ambigUities on the' hazard degree
at disaster occurrence. ,When the ambiguities can be represented by a
probability distribution pJ(hIt.J)(Pin Eq. (2) is equal to :~PJdlz/r.}.), .:.q,. 5 is
replaced by the follOWing equation.

·Ld.= r. 'tI/r.\ pJatdhej (9)
.=1 JIUJ

For di.!ferent types of disasters, the expressions of h,,: and eq'J.at:'o~s
.~epresenting the dependence of at on 'h,,} would be differe~t. However, :.~or

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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(10)

each type of disasters, the d~rect losses should be inferred in s~mila~

procedu=es. The expected value 0: the sue of losses caused by a disaste~ is
the sum of all expected values 0: losses and can be evaluated ~y estimati~~

individual expected values 0: losses caused by differe"t types of accide~t;
and a:::'ding them.

Assi.lI:~:ng that the valuables, instead of disc:-etely located objects, a-o

distr~buted in a domain. 5, Eq. 9 is ~eplaced by

Lt:.= I v'IedS I .Pi ClIe dh ki (9)'J, J,'it}

where v' k is a function representing the value distributed i" S .

The effectiveness evaluation of the exoense for loss preven:.ion can ce
pe:-formed by predicting the difference ~L~~f La with and without the p:-oposed
method.

for the prediction of the dependence of pj on hkj, a stochastic safety
analysis, phenomenological analysis, or disaster statistics is needed.
Available data are few at present but expected to be accumulated in near
futu:-e because of their impo:-tance.

If the phenomena concerning disasters to occur are assumed, hki can be
predicted, and the method for numerical expression of hazards w~ll be
used[2,J]. The hazard degree H in previous studies can be exp~e.ssed by Pi a:ld
hIej as follows:

H =fh~ pjh.i:jdhIei. J j .

Cl (fa) depends on the characteristics of obj ects under evaluation 0: :'hair
losses caused by disasters, and the loss evaluation is possible if the
dependence of each loss on causative phenomena (fire radiation, blast ;.;ave
pressure, vessel p~essure, smoke toxicity, projectile behavior and so on) is

Figure 4. A :ypical variation cf C! wi tr. hk •
he1 : the lowest value of hk in the range ;.;he:-e a :::~anges.

h : the hi~hest va:ue of ~~ in the range ~here a c~anges.
eu '"
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known. The dependence is generally expressed as shown in Figure 4 C:'he most
sil:lple example of it was shown in Eq. 3). Such a dependence can be eas ily
~nfe~red on the basis of a numbe~ of prese~tly available data.

Since ':Ii: is the value of each object, it can be easily evaluated..
IQpor~ance ~s to re-evaluate whenever anyone of equipments, apparatus, anc.
operators is changed.

APPLICATION OF THE PROCEDURE TO THE EFFECTlv~NESS ~{ALUA~ION OF THE EXPENSE
FOR LOSS PREVENTION AGAINST OIL RESERVOIR TANK FIRES

In orde~ to apply the procedure proposed in the previous section to
effectiveness evaluation of the expense for loss ::revention in a prac:.ical
case, one should overcome a nUl:lber of difficu:ties and wou~d need a ?len~y of
time and elaborate efforts. Probably such a situation is a reason why there
aZ'e so few examples of the effectiveness evaluation. This sectio"n prese:'lts
the results of the attel:lpt to apply the proposed procedure to a few exal:lples
concerning loss prevention methods agains~ oil reservoir tank fires.

The distance between oil reservoir tanks has been freque:'ltly discussed in
the process for evaluating or confirming the safety of the dangerous goods
reservation. The increase of the distance has been considered to be effective
to prevent the neighboring tanks from ignition. In this case, the imagined
disaster is a tank fire, and the losses to be evaluated can be assu~ed to be
the loss: II due to the burning or conta:nination of oil in the tank at fire
occurrence, that .. /2, due to the destruction of the tank, that' I. due to the
:urning and contamination of oil in neighboring tank(s), and that:~ due to
the destruction of neighboring tank(s).

II ~~d 12 cannot be reduced by increasing the distance, so that the losses
to be estimated for evaluating effectiveness of the expense to increase the
di stance are I. and Z",:. For the evaluation of 13 and 14 needed aZ'e the
probabili:'y: Pi of occurrence of an oil tank fire, hazard ciegree( s) h1r.j (k=3, ~))

at the location(s) of neighboring tank(s), the value ·v. of oil i:1. neigt:boring
tank(s), and that v'" of the neighboring tank(s), when the fire inte:1.sity, tank
scale, and oil properties are fixed. ac Ineeded for the evaluatio:'l is inferred
on the basis of bcJ' In this case, hct ca:'l be assumed to correspond to the
accu!!lulatior. of the intensity qc" of radiatio:1. at :'he location(s) of the
neig~bor~:1.g tank(s), i.e.,

heJd: )qtl1dt (11)

If the value of hkj is above that sufficient to ignite oil in the :1.eighboring
tank being evaluated, at = 1, and otherwise, a;; = O.

The frequency of tank fires of a ce~tain scale and specified kind of oil is
very s~all. Conseque:1.tly, available data a~e too few to infer reliable val~es

of PJ' Tterefore, I would recommend to use tt:e values of pj inferred on :.r.e
basis 0: the whole tank fires. Thus, although there are problems or. t~e

:'::.:erer.ce of Pi' and efforts must be needed to infer a~, the effectiver.ess
evaluation will be possible.

A syste~ for extir.guishir.g fixed at a tank has beer. adopted to red~ce :~e

losses to be cat:sed by a tank fire. I:s ?L:.!"pose is the sar:le as that of t::e
ta::.k·cistance discussed above, but the func:ions of :.r.ese t~o are Q~i:e
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differe~t. This system is considered to be effective for suppression of a tar~

fire gro..-th, especially at its ir.itia1 stage. On the similar discussior. as
the tar_i.e distance, the losses to be estimated are not l1 and l4, bu't II a::.:.
12,.

Since the system is effective for suppression of fire growth, the
distribution of P1 on Figure :3 should shift to smaller values of hti (k=l, 2) .
In this case, al must be given as an equation representing the damage due to
contami~ation of oil as well as that due to burning. Both Pt' and al are ~ot
easy to estimate, so that a~ appropriate evaluation of effective~ess of the
system for loss prevention seems extremely difficult. However, it ca~ be
pointed out that adoption of the system shifts the distribution of Pi a~d

reduces largely the damage.

Wher. a system for extinguishing is not fixed, it is effective to s~p~ress

both fire growth at a tank and fire transfer to neighbo~ing ta~ks. Fo~

ef fe ctivene s s eva1.ua tion of this sys tem, II, l2" lJ., and l4 should be
predicted. at(k=1,2,:3,4) and Pi, which 'depend on the ability and
characteristics of the system, are also not easy to esti~ate.

The number and abilities of firemen are known very important for loss
prevention against oil reservoir tank fires, but so far very few attempts has
bee~ done to find optimum number of firemen andlor optimum level of their
education. For such an attempt, which will give us the most effective expense
for loss prevention, effectiveness evaluation must be needed.

To find out an appropriate combination of the methods for reducing the
losses caused by oil reservoir tank fires, effectiveness evaluatio~ for all
the candidates as discussed above. Since 'tit, :hI: J , Pi) and ,at depend or. t::'e
si tua tion of the obj ects at a disaster under consideration, the combir:atior.
should depend on the factors to influence the situation, i. e., not u-'1::"que.
Some factory is at a site very close to a city. For effectiveness evaluat:on
of the expe~se for loss prevention at such a factory, the distribution of a
large values of Vt should be assumed in the region outside of the factory.
This situation is qUite different from that of a factory in cou~tryside.

Sicilar discussion can be done on maintenance, economic policy, and so on.

I believe the importance of effectiveness evaluatio:1 of the expense fc:
loss prevention and recommend to attempt the procedure discussed :.hrougl:out
the present study. Also, I encourage to develop a novel concept for the
effectiveness evaluation and to accumulate available data.
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A PERFO~~NCE BASED DESIGN METHOD FOR FIRE SAFETY OF BUILDINGS

Takeyoshl TANAKA
BuIlding Research Institute. MinIstry of Construction
1 Tatehara. Tsukuba-shi. IbarakI-ken 305. JAPAN

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally. fire safety measures of buildings have been determined based
on the prescriptive specifications in building and fire codes. One of the
most important reasons of this may be that the progress in fire research has
been too slow to keep abreast with the rapid evolution of building
technologies. which have continued to produce unconventional buildings and
new type of dangers due to fire as a by-product. Every tIme a serious fire
disaster occurred. new provisions were added In these codes mostly based on
the empIrIcal judgments of "so-called experts". but old provisions were
rarely eliminated even after they have already become out-of-dated. The
results were the multIplication and the Illegibility of the rules. the
increase In the cost for fIre protection. the inflexibIlity in designing of
building etc. It has long been noticed by many fire interests that it will
be much more difficult than ever to cope with the increase of scale.
complexity and diversifIcation of modern buildings by the conventional
method. that is. the additIon of prescriptIve specifications.

Considering such circumstances and the considerable' progress achieved•recently in the area of fire science and engineering, the research project
called "Development of FIre Safety Design Method of Buildings" was launched
in Fy 1982 and carried out through Fy 1986 by Building Research Institute
(BRI). Ministry of Construction (MOC~ of Japan in an attempt to establish a
performance based fire safety design method of buildings. The final report
of this study has recently been published and the way to use this method in
the design practice is now being explored among BRI staff and ~IOC

administration. In this text. this design method is briefly outlined.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE FIRE SAFETY DESIGN METHOD

It is said that the present Building Standard Law of Japan has the following
characteristics:

it has nature of a public law. in other words. it control buildings with
compulsory power,
- it provides technical standards.
- it prescribes .inimum requIrements.

it operates through a system of certificatIon for legal conformity by
building authoritIes.

The "FIre Safety Design Method" is designed to provIde minImum technical
standards in the for. of performance standards on the ~ssumpt10n that it
~perates In the same admInistration system as that of. the. Building Standard
Law. The structure of "Fire Safety Design Method" is Illustrated In Figure
1. making comparIson with that of fire safety provisions In Building
Standard Law.

(i) The ultimate objective
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The first article of the Building Standard Law states that its ultimate
goals are life safety, property protection and public welfare. Since the
Fire Safety Design Method is intended to give an alternative to the fire
safety provisions of the present Building Standard Law, the both of the two
must share the same ultimate goals.

(ii) The safety level of technical standards

From the nature of the Fire Safety Design Method as an alternative
Building Standard Law, which is compulsory, the level' of fire
achieved through its technical standards must be minimum.

(iii) Fundamental Requirements for Fire Safety

to the
safety

As for the fundamental requirements for fire safety measures of buildings.
Article 35 of the Building Standard Law states that buildings must be so
constructed and maintained that any hindr~nce is avoided with respect to
evacuation safety, fire prevention and fire fighting. Since this statement
is too inclusive and abstract to derive directly technical standards from
it, the fundamental requirements of the Fire Safety Design Method are
redefined more explicitly as follows:

(1) Requirements for Fire Safety as an Individual Building
(1.1) Precaution against outbreak and rapid spread of fire
(1.2) Assurance of life safety

(a) Control of building materials which may cause serious hindrance to
eyacuation in the event of fire

(b) Proper evacuation plan
(c) Assurance of safe refuge
(d) Assurance of safe egress routes

(1.3) Prevention of serious nuisance to the third parties
(a) Prevention of fire spread to buildings or a part of buildings owned by

third parties
(b) Prevention of collapse 'of buildings
(c) Assurance of reusability of buildings of multi-ownership

(1.4) Assurance of activities of fire brigades
(a) Assurance of activities for search and rescue of occupants
(b) Assurance of fire fighting activities

(2) Requirements for Prevention of Urban Fire

The requirements for fire safety as an individual building apply for any
building which is elected on the territory of Japan, while those for
prevention of urban fire apply only for buildings in fire prevention
districts, which are designated In the context of each city planning.

(iv) Technical standards

Most of the technical standards for fire safety in the Building Standard
Law, its enforcement orders and ~he related·Ministry of Construction orders
are given in the form of prescriptive specifications, in other words, they
directly specify materials, dimensions, construction methods, equlpments
etc. of various elements of buildings. On the other hand, in Fire Safety
Design Method, attempts were made to establish the technical standards in
terms of performance standard as long as possible and beneficial. It should
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be kept in mind, however, that any technical standard has more or less
temporary nature. Unavoidably. they have to reflect the current conditions
about building construction and currently available technologies and
knowledges for fire safety. So, there is a possibility that effective fire
safety measures which cannot be dealt with well by the technical standards
in the Fire Safety Design Method are proposed by designers etc. Such
measures can be accepted as well in Fire Safety Design Method as long as
they are considered to satisfy the basic requirements.

(v) Support technologies

Several fire tests are almost the only technical sources integrated into the
traditional system of building control for fire safety. In order to run a
performance based system, however, it is indispensable that the system is
equipped with some means to predict various aspects of fire behavior so that
the compliance to the technical standards can be assessed as early as at the
stage of planning. So, the Fire Safety Design Method is provided with
relevant calculation methods and computer codes for this purpose.

3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE REQUIREMENTS

The fundamental requirements of which the items are mentioned in 2. (iii)
are described as follows:

(1) Requirements for Fire Safety as an Individual Building
(1.1) Precaution against outbreak and rapid spread of fire

- Proper precautions against outbreak of fire must be paid in conformity
with the prescriptions of the Fire Service Law and other relevant
regulations. .

The use of such materials or products that may be easily ignited or
that may cause extremely rapid. fire spread by a trivial misdealing of
ordinary heat source is prohibited as building elements.
(1.2) Assurance of life safety

(a) Control of materials or products that may cause serious hindrance to
evacuation in the event of fire

- The materials which may cause extremely rapid fire spread or which may
produce extremely toxic combustion products cannot be used as bUilding
elements at the parts of buildings important for occupants' evacuation in
the event of fire.

(b) Proper evacuation plan
The evacuation plan of a building must be such that the safety of all

the occupants normally expected in the building can be assured.
The evacuation plan must be realistic as one in real fire when

considering the characteristics of the occupants, use, management,
operation, geometry. system of fire detection and alarm etc.

The evacuation plan .ust be effective no matter when a fire may break
out while the existence of occupants is normally expected.

(c) Assurance ot safe refuge
A building must secure for ~he occupants a refuge whi6h 1s free from

smoke, fire, collapse, breakage or any other danger due to fire.
- A refuge must be planned i" a free space, such as public way, except

when it is difficult to complete the evacuation to outside of the building
within a reasonable time.

- More than one refuges can be planned so that the most proper one can be
chosen depending on the location of the room of origin, provided that it
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the occupants in normal
with proper capacity.
for the evacuation of

does not complicate the evacuation plan.
(d) Assurance of safe evacuation routes
- For any part of building which is frequented by

use, a continuous evacuation route to the refuge
geometry. materials and equipments must be provided
the occupants.

- Evacuation routes of a building must be so planned that no matter where
the room of origin may be. as long as the possibility of fire occurrence in
the space is not negligibly small, at least one safe evacuation route can be
secured for any potential occupant normally expected in the building.

- Proper measures must be taken so that. in the part of building of which
the loss due to fire may totally jeopardize the safe evacuation routes for
the occupants. the possibility of outbreak of fire or the effect of fire to
the occupants is made negligible.

- Any part of an evacuation route must be designed so that the occupants
are kept free from smoke, heat, collapse, breakage and any other danger due
to fire during the time of their evacuation.
(1.3) Prevention of serious nuisance to the third parties

(a) Prevention of fire spread to buildings or parts of a building owned by
the third parties

Proper measures must be taken so that a fire occurred in a part of a
building does not spread to the buildings or the parts of a building which
are owned by the third parties or of similar character.

(b) Prevention of collapse of a building
A building must not collapse due to fire when this may cause serious

nuisance to the third parties.
(c) Assurance of reusability of a building of multi-ownership

~ - A building of multi-ownership or of similar character must be 'reusable
after fire.
(1.4) Assurance of activities of fire brigades

(a) Assurance of activities for search and rescue of occupants
A building must provide proper means for safe and prompt search and

rescue by fire brigades of occupants who might have failed to escape at
early stage.

(b) Assurance of fire fighting activities
A building ~ust provide proper means for safe and effective fire

fighting activities by fire brigades.

(2) Requirements for Prevention of Urban FIre
The buildings elected in the zone designated in view of prevention of

urban fire must have a performance to prevent fire spread to and from
neighbor buildings to the extent that the purpose of the zone is satisfied.

4. TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR THE CONFORMITY TO THE FUNDAMENTAL REQUI~~ENT

Since the descriptions at the fundamental requirements given in the above
are only qualitative, it is indispensable to provide to each of them the
technical standards i·n order to make it pas-sible to examine if· a concrete
design of a bullding satisfy the requirements. These standards must be
established at a level acceptable to the interested society because the
level of safety depends on how much cost the society is prepared to pay and
also it is impossible to attain perfect safety. On this regard, the
standards in a performance based design .ethod should be so determined that
the level of safety realIzed by the existing fire safety regulations can be
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reproduced, at least for the first time, because it is considered that this
level is the easiest to be accepted by the society concerned.

The technical standards in the Fire Safety Design Method consist of
specification standards and performance standards. The former type of
standards still remain, to less extent than in the existing building codes,
because there are some standards of which the conversion to performance is
premature or not necessarily beneficial.

4.1 The performance standards

The performance based technical standards mentioned' in the above are
classified into the two types as follows:

(a) Standard fire conditions
(b) Standard safety criteria

In concept, these respectively correspond to design loads and allowable
stress in structural design, which is already being carried out in
performance based method. With these standards, a proposed fire safety
design method is examined for the conformity to the basic requirements
through the procedure illustrated in Figure 2 for the case of the design of
evacuation routes.

To operate a performance based design method, the relevant means to predict
the various aspects of fire are indispensable in order to evaluate the
proposed fire safety measures at the stage of designing. The standard fire
conditions are given as input data to such prediction methods and the
results are compared with the standard safety criteria to judge if the
proposed fire safety design is acceptable.

4.2 Character of the prediction methods

In general, it is very difficult to develop the prediction methods for
complex objects as a building, whether the method may be for structural
behavior or for fire behavior. Accordingly, it is inevitable that such
prediction methods are considerablY simplified in the course of modeling. In
addition to this, fire scenarios considered in the assessment will have to
be significantly simplified. And these simplifications make it difficult to
evaluate the discrepancy between what is predicted to be necessary and what
is actually needed. Fortunately, however, constructing buildings has long
been almost an everyday practice of men, so, for ordinary buildings, we have
considerable knowledge on what are needed for fire safety by experience.
This saying may sound that theories are useless but does not mean it.
Empirical knowledges work well only where the experiences exist. They are
powerless when we try to adopt unconventional way of building. It can be
said that theories are the pilot when we tread In an inexperienced field,
such as when we try new designs or unconventional fire protection means.

In _any· engineering ·~esigns~ since' the theories and the conditions
considered are conliderably simplified, some .adjustments are usually needed
to compensate the discrepancy between theories and empirical knowledges. The
safety factors in structural design(as large as 3 for buildings and
sometimes 8 for civil engineering structure in Japan) may be a good example
of this. This concept of the harmonization of theories and experiences is
illustrated in Figure 3. Once we have managed to find how to adjust
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theories and experience for where our experience exist. we will be able to
extend this to inexperienced region. In a strict sense. it is not validated
that the same technique for the adjustment in the experienced region is
still valid for an inexperienced region. but this will be the risk we have
to accept in conjunction with the benefit we can enjoy by introducing
unconventional designs or methods.

4.3 Meaning of technical standards

As mentioned in the above. the technical standards of performance based
design method consist of (a) standard fire conditions and (b) standard
safety criteria. It is possible to harmonize theories and experiences by
adjusting the values of the former and/or the latter of them so that a
necessary level of safety can be attained.

In this particular case of the Fire Safety Design Method. however. since the
safety criteria for men or building elements. such as human endurance
against heat. ignition temperature of materials can be better defined than
the design fire condition. it will be a good idea to let the standard fire
conditions bear the principal role of the harmonization.

The standard fire conditions consist of scenarios of fire as well as the
size of fire and their meanings are illustrated in Figure 4. in which a fire
condition ·is simplified as the size of fire. The solid curve stands for the
conceptual relationship of the size of tire and the frequency(or
probability) of the appearance of .fire. According to the general
characteristic of accidents. the frequency of the appearance of fire is high
when the size is small. but decreases dramaticallY as the size increases.
~dless to say. the larger the size of fire. potentially the more
dangerous. but the level of danger depends also on the fire safety measures
provided. Generally speaking. a space having better safety measures can cope
with severer tire conditions. The essential significance of the standard
fire condition is to keep the. probability of the appearance of fire of the
size which may cause serious danger to occupants or other objects below an
acceptable level by means.of demanding to provide fire safety measures
needed in order to clear the danger represented by the standard fire
condition. In other words. when the condition of the fire occurred happens
to be severer than that of the standards. the safety is not guaranteed. If
we want to increase the level of safety. we can do it by raising the
standards, but often this is accompanied by the increase of fire cost.
Therefore. the standard fire conditions must be so determined that the fire
safety measures can be provided for an acceptable cost for·the society and
yet the society is not disturbed by the remaining risk.

5. THE TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR EVACUATION SAFETY

The technical standards for a performance based design method need to be
given by calculable or measurable values so that the conformIty to the
standards can be examIned without ambiguIty. Her~. the ~e~hnlcal standards
for ,assurance of. safe refuges and ·evacuation.routes are· outlIned as an
example-of those-of ·the Fire Safety Design Method.

5.1 Assurance of safe refuges

TradItionally. fInal refuges of occupants of buildIngs In the event of fIre
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have been taken on public ways or some sites of equivalent character. In
such places as public ways, people can escape freely whenever dangers due to
fire become imminent, so virtually no check is necessary for the safety.
Public ways and such will continue to remain as the most important refuges
in future as well for most of the buildings.

Although considered to be rare, refuges may have to be planned on a building
site having no outlet to public ways in conjunction with the plan of the
evacuation routes within the building. This type of refuges need check for
safety against certain potential dangers from the buildings under fire.

As for refuges within buildings, we have not ample experience, yet In case
of buildings which cannot be evacuated in reasonable time for some reasons,
for example, high-rise buildings and hospitals, there may be cases where
securing refuges within the buildings or protecting some parts of a bUilding
so as to be practically used as refuges are a better solution. In such a
case. however, a sufficient level of safety must be assured against any
conceivable hazard due to fire, which may attack the refuge through open air
as well as through indoor spaces. The potential causes of danger for
evacuees staying in a refuge consist of smoke, heat, air contamination.
structural collapse etc. as shown in Figure 5.

The standard fire conditions for safe refuges are summarized in Table 1. In
principle. any space of a building must be considered as a potential room of
origin. However, in order to save work in design practice, the spaces which
meet the conditions given in Table 1 are exempted. In particular, if the
qesigner of a building can find the space which gives the severest case, it
follows that it is the only space that must be considered as the room of
orIgin in the process of designing the refuge. In the room of origin, a
fully developed fire is assumed and the existence of sprinkler is ignored.
The area of fire is limited within a compartment adequately enclosed by fire
resistant walls. This implies that compartmentation of buildings becomes to
be one of the safety measures for refuges because this reduce the impact of
fire on refuges.

The standard safety criteria for refuges are determined to assure safety
against each of the potential dangers to the evacuees in refuges as shown in
Table 2. A couple of criteria were gIven for certain items so that designers
can choose any of them according to their convenience. .

5.2 Assurance of safe evacuation routes

Obviously. it is the evacuation routes that plays the most important role
for the safety of occupants of the bUilding in the event of fire. Naturally,
in the existing building codes as well, stresses are given to the provisions
on dimensions, materials, fire resistant ratings, exit signs, smoke control
systems of the parts of buildings expected to function as evacuation routes.
While the existing regulations directly give prescriptive solutions for
evacuation safety. it is necessarTfor~he establishment of performance
standards to_analyze~ the. potential .causes-and_me~hanlsmof dangers due to
fire on the occupants in the course of evacuation. As are shown in Figure 6,
while the direct hazards for the evacuees are smoke. heat, collapse and
breakage. It can be seen that the factors causing hindrance on the egress
routes play an important role to induce or accelerate the direct dangers.
The standard fire conditions for the assurance of safe evacuation routes are
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summarized in Table 3. The standards are given to evacuation routes in the
room of origin. on the floor of origin and on the floor of non-origin for
the clarity of designing. Any space must be considered as a potential room
of origin unless exempted by the conditions shown in the table. but it is
Possible to reduce the number of spaces to be examined as in the case of
refuges. The standard fires for evacuation in the room of origin and on the
floor of origin are defined as illustrated in Figure 6. In sprinklered
rooms, their maximum heat release rate is limited to the maximum rate which
does not actuate the sprinkler heads. which is determined as a function of
ceiling height, spacing and actuation temperature in case of ceiling mounted
sprinklers. The standard fire for evacuation on the floors of non-origin is
a post flashover fire of which the behavior is determined considering the
ventilation condition of the room of origin.

As for the occupants conditions, the number of occupants in each space are
calculated from the density of occupants specified according to the use of
the space. The evacuation start time is taken as the shortest of the times
at which occupants recognize the danger of fire by means of cues by smoke,
other occupants and the detection and alarm system of the building.

The standard safety criteria concern with the allowable condition of the
spaces which have to be protected against the potential dangers due to fire
during the time of evacuation. In some cases, more than one solutions are
given so that designers can choose the most convenient one.

6. AVAILABLE PRfDICTION MODELS

X performance based evacuation safety design method of building is possible
only when relevant prediction means for occupants' evacuation and smoke
behavior are available. The followings are the computer models developed in
our research project:

(a) Evacuation Model
This model predicts the numbers of occupants in each space and of crowdings

at each opening on the designed evacuation routes at arbitrary time after
the start of evacuation, assuming that occupants in each space start orderly
movement of egress with uniform walk speed in the direction predetermined by
the designer. The evacuation start time is given as input data for each of
the spaces. This model agrees with the results of the field measurements of
the evacuation times of an evacuation drill and the egress from several
theaters in non-emergent condition within lO~ of error(lO).

(b) Smoke Propagation Models
Two computer models are currently available, that is:

- One layer zone smoke propagation model
- Two layer zone smoke propagation model

One layer zone model predicts the smoke propagation throughout a building
as~y~ing that .smo.ke and al~ ate uniformly mixed in ~ach of the indoor spaces
of the ~uilding. This ·model stlll remains as ·themost appropriate model when
the behavior of smoke throughout a high-rise building or .~ large scale
building need to be dealt with, although inadequate when we have to consider
such a scenario as that occupants evacuate from a space involved in fIre
before the smoke layer descend to a hazardous level. The model can deal with
transient as well as steady state flow of smoke(2).
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Two layer zone model assumes an upper layer and a cold layer in each of the
indoor spaces of a building. Theoretically, this model can deal with
buildings with arbitrary number of floors, but considering the general
behavior of smoke in tall bUildings and the calculation time needed smoke
filling in the room of origin, on the floor of origin. buildings with
atriums etc. may be the most appropriate objects of the application of this
model. At least for some simple geometries, the predictions by this model
agree reasonably well with the full scale test results(3),(4l.

In addition to these models, several simpler models, which are more or less
limited in application but are thought to be still useful in design
practices are also available(5l,(6).

7. CONCLUDING REi"IARKS

For the establishment of a performance based design method for evacuation
safety of buildings, the followings are considered to be of central
importance:

Availability of models for the prediction of occupants' evacuation and
smoke behavior in building spaces. These do not have to be perfect. We
should develop the design method taking into account their limitations.

The objectives of fire safety measures of buildings must -be clearly
defined. Life safety is the objective common for all the societies, but
property protection and prevention of urban fire depend.

The requirements to the fire safety measures of buildings for achieving
the objectives must be defined.
= The technical standards must be given in calculable or measurable forms so
that wether or not the requirements are satisfied can be examined by
designers, building offIcIal etc without ambiguity.

The technical standards should be so determIned that the level of safety
attained through the standards becomes equivalent wIth that realized by the
standards prescribed In the exIsting codes, at least for the first step. In
future, the level of safety mIght be more rationalized takIng into account
the probabilistic aspects of fIre.

The design method must· be suffIcIently logIcal and simple so that it can
be dealt with by designers, buildIng officials etc. without causing
excessive work load.
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Wake Large 120 240 300 3.000 1.7 1.7

Small 120 320 750 25.000 0.5 17.0

Sleeping 480 720 200 1.000 2.5 2.5

note: For spaces in which ceiling mounted sprinklers are installed. the
maximum heat release. rate Qmax is given by

Qmax = 0.08 r {(Tc - To)H}3/2

where H
r

ceiling height (.)
maximum horizontal distance between a sprinkler and the
axis ot fire plume (m)
critical temperature of sprinkler actuation (K)
ambient temperature (K)

Figure 7. Standard fire for evacuation routes in the room of origin
and on the floor of origin
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Table 1. Standard fire conditions for safe refuges

1) Number of Evacuees:
The number of evacuees determined by the specifIc
evacuation plan

i) Fire resIstant buildings
a) wIdth: wIdth of openIng (m)
b) height: height of opening x2 (~)

c) radiation intensity: 100 (kW/m )

ii) Generation of heat:
400 (kW/person)

111) Generat~on of CO2:
0.02 (m /h/person)

Refuge within
buildings

Refuge isolated
from public ways

All spaces whIch do not fall In any of the followings:
a) The refuge is not needed In case a fIre occurs in

the space
b) PossibIlity of the occurrence of fire in the space

is negligible
c) Safer than the case when a fIre occurred for which

the safety standards are satIsfied

11) Wooden houses
a) width: wIdth of the house viewed from the point

of refuge (m)
b) height: h (m) given by

h = _Al/2
+ 4.5A2/5

where A Is the horIzontally projected
area of the house

i) Area of fire:
The area wIthin a fire can be limIted by effective
fire walls or confIned by fIre resistant compartment.

ii) Condition of fire:
Post flashover fire regardless of sprinkler systems

MIA

N/A

N/A

NIA

Public
ways

Evacuees'
Condition

•

RadiatIon
Source

Scale of
Fire

Space of
origin

I
a
'I
I
i

I
I;
I
'I
I,

I
I
,I
J
I
I
I
I
I;
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Table 2. Standard safety criteria for refuges

The items to be checked Public Refuge isolated Refuge within
ways from public ways buildings

1. Smoke thru outdoor D1 > 12A2/ 3 any of (1),(2).(3)

thru indoor N/A any of (3).(4),(5)

2. Heat 1 (kW/m 2) 2
qmax < qm~x < 1 (kW/m )

N/A
an Ti < 10 (K)

3. Air quality N/A C2 < 0.02 (%)
and (6)

4. Collapse of building D2 > 2H2 (m) any of (7). (8)

5. Falling objects D3 > 4.5H3 (m) N/A

6. Area of refuge a > 2 (m 2/person) a > 1 (m 2/person)

horizontal projected area of the building (m2)
horizontal distance of the refuge from the building (m)
horizontal distance of the refuge from the top of the bUilding (m)
horizontal distance of the refuge from potential falling part (m)
vertical distance of the refuge from the top of the building (m)
vertical distance of the refuge from p~tential falling part (m)
effective area of refuge per person (m /person)
maximum incident radiation flux to evacuees (kW/m2)
temperature rise of intetior surface of the refuge (K)
concentration of CO2 in the refuge (%)
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Table 3. Standard fire conditions for safe evacuation routes

Occupnts 1) Number of evacuees:
specIfIed In the form of occupants' density or some other
ways accordIng to the type of spaces

ii) Evacuation ability:
specified according to the type of spaces and occupants

Iii) EvacuatIon start tIme:
The smallest of the times at whIch the occupants recognize
the danger due to fire by means of:
a) Cue 'by fire. smoke
b) Cue by other occupants
c) Through the fIre detectIon and alarming systems

Heat release rate and area of fire source
i) Unsprinklered spaces:

specified as In Figure 6 according to
the type of space

ii) Sprinklered spaces:
the smaller of the followings:
a) fire source specIfied by i)
b) maximum fire which is unable

to activate the sprinklers '
in the space

I
I
I
I,
;

I
I,
I,
'I'
I,
I'
I

I

1
I
I

;

I
,-.

I,

I
I,

Space of
origin

Scale of
fire

,.

Room of origin

All the spaces which
do not fall into the
followings:
a) No occupant exists

in normal use
b) Safer than a space

for which safety
standards are
satisfied

Evacuation routes

Floor of origin I Floor of non-origin

All spaces which do not fall into the
the followings: '
a) No occupant who needs to escape

exists when a fire occurs in the
space

b) Possibility of fire occurrence in the
space is negligible

c) Safer than the case when a fire
occurs in a space for which safety
standards are satIsfIed

1) Area of fire:
the same as in
the case of
refuges

ii) Condition of
fire:
the same as in
the case of
refuges
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Table 4. Standard safety criterIa for evacuation routes

Evacuation routes
The items to be
checked Room of origin Floor of origin Floors of non-origin

Smoke thru outdoor lilA N/A any of (3), (4), (5)
and (10)

thru indoor any of (9), (10) any of (3), (4), any of (3),(4),(5),
(5), (10) and (11) (9) and (10)

Heat (12 ) (12) (12)

Flame spread (13 ) (13) (14 )

Collapse of bldg. lilA MIA any of (7) and (8)

Falling obj ects functional functional functional

Excessive crowding (15) (15) (15)

GeometrY,dimensIon specification specification specification
clarIty etc.
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THE LIST OF STA~DARDS IN TABLES 2 AND 4

(3) The fire products entered in the refuge are diluted to satisfy

C < (1/200)CO

(1) The refuge is out of the region enclosed by any cone having the apix on
the opening of the fire room and extend upward with the angle of tan- 0.25
around its axis.

(0< P<60 Pal

volume of refuge (m3 )
area of leakage potentially exposed to smoke (m 2)
pressure difference (Pa)
relative pressure of refuge (Pa)

"A < 1. OxlO- 6 1
V /i:p

C fire product concentration in refuge
CO: fire product concentration in the room of origin

(4) Smoke transported through indoor space is released at a point between
the space to be protected(refuge. evacuation route) and the room of origin
to an open air having no obstacle which may prevent free rise of plume in
the region enclosed by the following surfaces:

(a) plane which contains the opening ejecting smoke
(b) two plane at right angle to (a) of which the distance from the edge

of opening xl is given as

(b) indoor pressurization of refuge which satisfy

60-P < 6.0XIO-12(~~ )2

Xl = O.20Z

(c) a curved surface of which the distance from (a) x2 is given as

x2 = O.6H2/ 3Zl / 3 + 0.20Z

where H height of opening (_)
Z : height from the bottom of opening

(5) Smoke transport is prevented between the spaces to be protected(refuge.
evacuation route) and the rooll of or,!gin by any means of the followings:

(a) air tight partition which satisfy

etA < 8.0xlO-3 (l ) (0< P<Hl )
V t s m

(b) building up pressure difference(positive at refuge sIde) whIch

where V
etA
~p

P

where

(2) The infiltration of smoke into the refuge is prevented by any means of
the followings:

(a) air tight exterior wall which satisfy

I
'I.
:1
;

I
:1

'.
I

"

l

t·
I
I
1
,I
I
I
I
I
.-"

I,
289



satisfy

~P > 1

(c) keeping smoke layer bottom at the height s (m) which satisfy

s > h + O.1(H2 - h)

height of non-airtight vertical shaft (m)
ceiling height of the space at fire side of the partition (m)
height of opening or leakage on partition (m)
pressure difference (Pa)
time of stay in the space (s)

(6) Thermal environment which satisfy
t s

~(~T - lO)2dt < 4.0xl04 (if (~T-IO)<O, (~T-l0)2)=O)
o

where ~T temperature rise in refuge (K)
t s time of stay (s)

(7) Fire resistant building prescribed in the Building Standard Law.

(8) Building which satisfy the relevant standards given by Fire Resistant
Design Method.

(9) Smoke layer bottom is kept at height s (m) which satisfy

s > 1.6 + 0.1(H - h)

where H ceiling height (m)
h height of the floor of evacuation route (m)

(10) The smoke to which evacuees are exposed satisfy

~~~T)2dt < 4.0X103

o
where ~T: temperature rise (K)

t e : time during which-evacuees are exposed to smoke (s)

(11) Outside of the region enclosed by the surfaces defined as
(a) plane which contains the opening ejecting smoke
(b) two vertical planes at right angle to (a) of which the distance

from the edge of opening is 0.4 (m)
(c) plane parallel to (a) whose distance from (a) x (m) is given as

x = 0.6H2/3Zl/3 + 0.20Z (Z=1.8-Zn or 1.8-0.3H)

where H: height of opening (m)
Zn : height.of neutral plane at opening (m)

(12) Incident radiation heat flux r (kW/m2) to evacuees satisfy

~~~ - 2)2dt < 10 (if (r - 2)<0, (r - 2)2=0)
o
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(14) The interior lining materials do not burn during the time of evacuation

(15) Unless in space specially protected. crowding at any opening on
evacuation routes satisfy

(13) The interior lining materials do not induce the combustion which
violates the safety criteria of 1. Safety from smoke and 2. Safety from heat
during the time of evacuation.

n < 120

number of evacuees in crowding per unit width (person/m)n

t e : evacuation time (s)

where

where

I
I
t
I
I
t,
I,
'I
,I,
I
I,
I

1
I
I

;

1
1

I
I
I
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Development of a Method for predicting the Fire Risk of Products

Frederic B. Clarke, III
Benjamin/Clarke Associates, Inc.

Kensington, Maryland 20895
U.S.A.

Abstract

A method of predicting risk is described which uses prototype
product and occupancy characteristics as a basis for calculating fire
hazard by deterministic modeling. Reported fire experience is then
applied to predicted hazard to yield prediction of fire risk. Some
results of the method's application to residential furniture are
described.

1.0 Introduction

This paper describes the work of the National Fire Protection
Research Foundation's Project on Fire Risk. The objective of the
project is to develop a quantitative method for predicting the
expected life safety risk associated with the use of new and existing
products. "Product" is defined as an item capable of being evaluated
by laboratory-scale fire performance tests and therefore generally
does not include building design features. Fire death is the measure
used to quantify life safety risk. In practical terms, the method
seeks to predict the fire death rate associated with classes of items
amenable to laboratory fire testing and for which the experimental
fire experience associated with their use is reported.

In the following sections, the logic and design of the method
will be described, followed by a brief description of results applied
to a test case: residential upholstered furntirue.

2.0 Description of the Method

2.1 Overall Logic

Reported fires incidents and fire deaths can be classified by
scenario, i.e., by commonalities of item ignited, ignition source,
etc. The number of fire deaths associated with each fire scenario
involving a product in an occupancy is:

Di (number of deaths) = n· (number of fires of scenario type i)
x d i (average number of dea!hs per fire in
scenario i)

The total number of deaths is then the sum over all scenarios
involving the product. The method attempts to predict Di for the
important scenarios by calculating Di' the deaths per fire, a
severity measure which can be in principle determined by the fire
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properties of the product, the environment in which it burns, and the
capabilities of those expsoed to the fire. The method does not
attempt to predict ni' but uses fire experience.

The scenarios must be formulated in a manner which corresponds
to the terminology used in fire statistics. Fire statistics almost
never report the performance of a single product, but the performance
of an entire class of item-first-ignited. In the absence of knowing
the type and frequency of occurrence of each type of product included
in a given class, some estimate must be made of the composite, or
average, properties of products now in use. If this estimate can be
made, and if a hazard calculation using these properties reproduces
the number of deaths per fire actually observed, this is evidence
that the hazard prediction method for the produce is reasonable.
Once a tested hazard prediction is in hand, it can be used to predict
how much improvement or deterioration in life safety is associated
with products having a given set of fire properties, using the level
of risk associated with existing products (and properties) as a
reference.

2.2 steps in the Process

2.2.1 Step 1 - Choice of Product and Occupancy

Some products and occupancies are more likely to give
satisfactory results than are others. The product of study must have
an analogue in current use, from which it may differ in fire
properties and size, but not in intended use or location. It should
appear specifically or be contained within the list of
items-first-ignited used as a basis for categorization in NFPA 901.

The first case chosen was residntial upholstered furnishings.
Specifically, the effort is confined to furnishings in one- and
two-family dwellings. This case was chosen first because, upolstered
furniture fires have been relatively well-studied in the laboratory,
and test methods have been developed which address specifically their
burning characteristics. Second, there exist relatively abundant
data on which to attempt to validate the finished assessment.

2.2.2 Step 2 - Fixing the Occupancy Characteristics

The result of this step is to identify, and describ for
fire-modeling purposes, one or more prototype occupancies in which
the fires involving the product will occur. The first task in this
step is to decide on the number of prototypes needed. For example,
housing statistics show that about 70% of 1 and 2 family housing had
the living space on one floor and almost all the rest were
two-storied, so two prototypes were thought necessary to represent
fire buildUp in residences. The information needed to model
residential occupancies, the source of the informtion and the
rationale for the many estimates which had to be made in the absence
of data, are all compiled in brief in Table 1.
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2.2.3 step 3 - The Scenario Generator - Expressing the Scenarios
in Fire Reporting Terms

To relate to fire experience, severity must be calculated for
scenarios for which the numbers of fires are reported. Fires are
characterized in the NFPA 901 Reporting System (as well as national
systems used in many other countries) by item-first-ignited. The
severity of a reported fire is classified by one of fire levels of
flame spread: confined to the object of origin; extending beyond the
item of origin in the immediate area of origin; extending beyond the
area but not involving the entire room; spreading beyond the room of
fire origin; and, finally, spreading beyond the floor of origin.

The extent of flame spread is used to infer quantitative
information. Conditions for facile flame spread beyond the object of
origin can be viewed as requiring some minimum level of radiatn heat
flux imposed by the hot upper layer of the room, approximately 1
kW/m 2

, which requires an upper layer temperature in the room of
approximately 100·C thus, spread confined to the object of origin
will produce conditions below this level. The method defines fires
in which the flame spread is confined to the area of origin to be
receiving radiant flux of aobut 3kW/m2

, which corresponds to an upper
layer temperature of about 200·C. At radiance levels in the
neighborhood of 15 kW/m 2

, remote ignition of combustibles begins to
occur, and this is defined as the onset of. spread throughout the room
of origin: an upper layer temperature of 450·C corresponds to this
radiance level. Similarly, spread beyond the room of origin occurs
between 450·C and 700·C.

Relating upper room temperature to the extent of spread provides
a crosswalk between four spread classifications and the estimates of
fire size. If the fire is curtailed by extinguishment, or by its own
failure to spread, then its temperature profile in the room is
described by the curve at the left in Figure 1. The height to which
it grows is the temperature it reached before declining. The maximum
temperature a reported fire reaches is taken to be 100, 200, 450, or
700·C, depending on whether the fire is confined to the object, the
area, the room, or goes beyond the room, of fire origin. Using the
results of room fire modeling (1), it is possible to define a heat
release curve with a shape which produces the temperature profile
required in each scenario. The slope of the heat release rate curve
is controlled by the fire buildup properties of the product ignited
and the other combustibles in the room. Its peak is the size it
reaches before the room temperature exceeds the criteria just
discussed. For fires leaving the room of origin, the maximum rate of
burning is defined by the size of the doorway: the duration of
burning is controlled by the room's fire load. The four heat release
curves, one for each degree of spread allowed in the scenarios, are
also illustrated in Figure 1. Since scenarios described this way are
associated with a reported number of fire incidents, the result is a
way to marry frequency with severity - i.e., a way to calculate
risk.
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2.2.4 step 4 - Designing the Fire Model

1. General Considerations

Several relatively versatile, well documented, compartment fire
models now exist, and the one used in this work is FAST (Fire And
Smoke Transport) model developed by the Center for Fire Research,
National Institute of Standards and Technology (2).

The FAST model uses the heat release rate curve for the room of
fire origin developed in Step 3. The model calculates the
temperature and flows in a compartment network of specified
dimensions, geometry and heat transfer properties. In addition,
smoke characteristics in the network, such as toxicity and
obscuration, are estimated if the heat of combustion smoke toxic
potency and smoke mass optical density are provided for the materials
burning. The input data needed to construct the room heat release
rate curve and determining tenability are listed in Table 2.

The fire scenarios discussed previously have all presupposed
that the product immediately begins to flame once ignited. This need
not be true of upholstered furniture which, if directly ignited by a
cigarette, can undergo smoldering combustion. Smoldering scenarios
were modeled by attaching a smoldering period of this duration tot he
beginning of the burn curve.

The parameters needed to specify furniture's contribution to
fire growth are: its resistance to cigarette ignition (presently a
pass-fail determination); the rate of fire buildup determined by the
method of Babrauskas using the cone calorimeter (3); the heat of
combustion and the peak heat release rate of the material, the mass
optical density of the smoke produced; and the toxicity of the
smoke.

To deal specifically with the scenarios in which the upholstered
furniture is secondarily ignited from another item, the average
distance that the furniture would be from other sources of ignition
(i.e. other items first ignited) was estimated by a panel of fire
experts. The ignitability of the furniture, also determined from the
cone calorimeter, is used to determine the flux needed to ignite the
product. Once these data are provided, it is possible to define heat
release curves for all room fires in the scenarios where upholstered
furniture will be involved. The FAST model then computed the
temperature movement of smoke throughout the prototypical residences
as a function of time. From these considerations sUbsequent portions
of the method can determine the effect of the fire on residential
occupants.

The fire load commonly found in residential occupancies is more
than sufficient to carry to flashover any room in which upholstered
furniture is likely to be found. Furthermore, the size of the
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overall residence is sUfficiently small that, once a fire reaches
flashover, lethal conditions throughout the house are quickly
reached. Therefore, it is unnecessary in this particular case to
describe the fire in detail once it spreads beyond the room of
origin.

2.2.5 step 5 - Describing Escape Capabilities of Occupants

The characteristics of occupants likely to be found in a given
structure are used to construct occupant sets. Each occupant set is
one possible population of the structure. Describing the occupants
in terms of the speed at which they move, their capacity for unaided
escape, and the ease with which they are alerted; the various sets
are weighted based on their probable occurrence in the building
population. The characteristics of family and non-family households
with up to seven members is available from census reports (4). In
addition, occupant sets have been adjusted to reflect the likelihood
of one or more such people being temporarily incapacitated by drugs
or alcohol. In total, over 200 different occupant sets have been
identified to help describe the makeup of American residences.

The actual escape capabilities of these occupants from the
residences was modeled using an existing evacuation model, EXITT
developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
2.2.6 Step 6 - Evaluating Effect of Fire Conditions on Occupants

The method uses three criteria for the cessation of further
unaided efforts to escape: accumulated temperature exposure which
incapacitates the victim, sufficient heat flux to cause severe
thermal injury, and inhalation of a lethal dose of smoke, based on
its L(Ct)50' or smoke potency.

Each occupant is followed through the occupancy and the
temperature, radiant heat flux and smoke concentration to which the
occupant is exposed is continuously recorded. When one of the
criteria for cessation of escape is exceeded, escape is stopped.

The smoke toxicity of the product is an input to this model. In
many fires, material in addition to the product is burning, and for
such materials the toxicity of the smoke is assumed to be 900 mg
minutes per liter. The photometrically determined smoke obscuration,
(the optical density of the smoke) is used in the residential
evacuation model to slow down or stop efforts to escape, but is not
in itself a criterion for fatality. Tenability criteria do not
change from case to case.

2.2.7 Calibrating the Model - The Base Case

The computational method is first used to predict fire
experience for the version of the product now in use - the "base
case". One or more prototype products must be identified which
represent what appears in the present environment and thus has
determined present fire experience. The estimated product
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characteristics which control ~he fire behavior of the upholstered
furniture now in use are listed in Table 3. Most of the values were
assigned by an expert panel drawn from the advisory committee, using
values obtained by Babrauskas (4) and market survey information
compiled by the Consumer Product Safety Commission. According to the
survey, about 60% of existing furniture is of "older"
manufacture-cellulosic upholstery, cotton batting and urethane or
latex foam cushioning. Furniture which is covered with thermoplastic
fabric - some 40% of existing stock - does not usually ignite by
cigarette, but when alight, it grows rapidly and has a high peak heat
release rate. Benchmark values of fire properties are simply a
weighted average of the two types.

2.2.8 Step 8 - Predicitng the Fire Risk for a New Product

Once a satisfactory representation of the base case has been
obtained, the same hazard model can be used to predict the risk
associated with a product of any specified set of fire properties.
This is accomplished by replacing the properties of the prototype
base case product with those representing the new or test product and
carrying out the same calculations, leaving unchanged the balance of
data used (see Table 1) prediction is the risk associated with the
changed set of fire properties.

3.0 Results and Discussion of Residential Furnishings

3.1 General Observations and Simplifications

For residential furnishings, a complete analysis requires
simulating fires within the following combinations:

Employing 2 types of residences - a one story ranch house and a
two-story occupancy; starting the fires in 5 different rooms 
living room, bedroom, kitchen, dining room and storage area;
drawing four kinds of heat release curves - fires in which the
furniture was the first item ignited from a flaming sources,
from a smoldering source, fires where the furniture was the
second item ignited (9 possible fire growth patterns) and fires
where the furniture was present but did not ignite unless the
fire involved the whole room (9 possible fire growth patterns)

This gives a total of 200 modeling runs for the base case. Each
fire was subdivided into four levels of spread, effectively producing
800 fire scenarios. Zach of 220 occupant sets is evaluated for
escape from each fire. Thus, a total of over 160,000 outcomes are
possible. In addition, escape was evaluated both in the presence and
the absence of working smoke detectors.

As a practical matter, not all of these fires are of equal
importance in fire deaths. Computation was confined to those rooms
and those fire types which fire experience identified the major
actual contributors to fire death. About 50% of the total number of
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possible calculations have been performed, but they account for over
90% of the reported.

3.2 Results

Upholstered furniture is categorized by sequence of ignition 
first or second item ignited. The results for items first ignited
are presented in Tables R1-a and b. The severity of smoldering fires
is slightly under predicted while the impact of flaming is over
predicted. The most apparent explanation for this fact is that only
cigarette ignitions are classified as smoldering ignitions, when in
fact it is known (see Babrauskas) that cellulosic furniture stock
often burns in a smoldering or semi-smoldering mode, even when
ignited by a flaming source. Also, smoldering ignitions are probably
under-reported.

The under-prediction of smoldering risk could also be due to two
factors: too high a L(ct)SO in the base case or too short a smolder
time. Changing the L(Ct)SO to a lower value, however, would be
both arbitrary and probably have more effect on the mode of death
than the number of deaths. This is because incapacitating
temperature, depleted oxygen and accumulation of a fatal smoke dose
all occur fairly close together in time.

Table R1-b classifies the results further by time of day. The
reported numbers indicate 60% of deaths occur at night while the
method predicts 90%. This result certainly is an effect of the
location and behavior distribution of the different occupant types.
For example, the method assumes all occupants are awake during the
day; only the elderly are asleep during the evening; and all
occupants are asleep at night. In fact, many children and some
adults are asleep during the day, and vice-versa.

Prediction for furniture that is secondarily ignited are
similar. Table R3-a indicates more deaths calculated than reported
due to flaming and the reverse trend for smoldering. However, this
time the difference is substantial - calculations are off by 50 to
70%. Three of the night living room scenarios. These three
scenarios which represent fast and medium 'fire growth at the onset
account for half of the deaths in Table R3a. A total of 164 deaths
are expected from statistics while 643 were calculated. If some of
the first-items ignited are mis-classified and in a category where
their burn characteristics are less intense, or the categories are
clumsily formulated, the predicted deaths would be too high.

The possibility that that some of the furniture fire growth
rates are chosen too high dramatically illustrates the sensitivity of
the situation to the fire growth rate of the item ignited. Since
most people require an irreducible minimum amount of time to escape,
any fire which produces untenable conditions in a time comparable to
that needed escape time is very dangerous. A small increase in
buildup rate can mean a big change in lethality. If the onset of
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lethality moves from "just after" to "just before ll escape is
accomplished, a large difference in deaths per fire is observed.

3.3 Residential Upholstered Furniture Sensitivity Studies

Once the base case for upholstered furniture was established,
several studies were performed to test modeling parameters and
assumptions.

In the base case, a person reaching a window was assumed
immediately to escape through the window. Alternative assumptions
build in a delay time before evacuating and permit rescue 10 minutes
after the first person evacuates. Results indicate a 40% (720 vs.
624) increase (over the base case) in deaths due to flaming ignition
and 6% (488 vs 460) for smoldering ignition when a delay time in
escaping through a window is added. Almost no additional effect is
seen even when rescue is available. Early escape (perhaps through a
window) is more crucial to survival than being rescued later on.

According to the method, a person who is asleep may become aware
of a fire because of smoke detector actuation, smoke layer height, or
the smell of smoke. The base case uses a layer height of 0.9 meter
as an initial trigger. The alternative examines the effect of higher
smoke level (102m) (Le., earlier notification).

Not surprising, the total death numbers are lower when persons
are alerted at a higher smoke level, Table 51-b. However, the effect
is only noticeable (an increase of 7%) for smoldering fires. Flaming
fire deaths were essentially not affected.

In the base case, the occupants who are intoxicated by alcohol
are asleep in the living room at night. The alternative places them
in the bedroom. This produces a decrease in smoldering deaths due
and an increase due to flaming fires but, the net result is that the
total deaths are virtually unchanged (622 vs. 624).

Houses where fires occur frequently are small. The base case
ranch house contains six rooms. To .observe the effec~ of smaller
house the house volume was reduced by 10%. The effect is an increase
in the total number of deaths, due to a 30% increase in deaths due to
smoldering. Reducing the house volume effectively increases the
smoke concentration, so for smoldering fires, where smoke quantity is
an important factor more deaths can be expected in a smaller house.

An open window intensifies the fire. In the base case windows
remain closed at flashover. The effect of opening a window at a heat
flux of 2.5 watts/cmz is negligible. This is because, by flashover,
survival is minimal, so aggravating the fire condition at that point
has very little effect.

The under-prediction of smoldering fire deaths in the base case
prompted a test of the results when the smolder period was extended
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to 3 hours. with a 3 hour smolder period alone, three additional
deaths are predicted. All the deaths are in the bedroom and are
caused by smoke toxicity.

The L(ct)50 value (900 mg-min/l) that was used in the base
case is not well-established. If it is too high deaths due to
smoldering ignitions would be under predicted, so a test of the
effect of decreasing the product dose to 90 mg-min/l was made such a
decrease leads to a 45% increase in total deaths. The effect is
similar for both smoldering and flaming fires. The majority of the
deaths (about 96%) are due to smoke toxicity compared to zero percent
in the base case.

4.0 General Discussion and Outlook

The risk method described here is an attempt to direct the
enormous amount of fire science and technology developed in recent
years to help describe fire hazard to predicting fire risk. The
approach chosen is to view the world as if it were made up of a few
kinds of fire, each occurring many times, which produce observed
fire experience. This assumption may not be correct: it is possible
that a small fraction of "bad actors II actually accounts for a
disproportionately large share of losses. To the extent that his
bias does exist it makes the method "conservative" because an
acceptable model must produce real fire experience from the benchmark
product. It will make a new product's performance appear somewhat
worse than it really is - - and will make a product with the
properties of the "bad actors" appear awful.

However, the effects of such a possibility are reduced because
of the use of expert panels that includes fire professionals. This
group would see the bad actor more often than often it actually
occurs in the marketplace, so its properties implicitly color their
view of the "average" product.

The other fact arguing ~gainst a badly-skewed base case
calculation is the fact that fire experience shows that losses come
disproportionately from the larger fires. These almost alway~

involve more than the preoduct alone, so its effects are felt as part
of the total burning assemblage.

Another key assumption is that it is possible to predict fire
experience based on a probabilistically weighted set of deterministic
models. It is assumed that fire deaths are caused by the effects of
average, typical or "composite" products. The reason deaths per fire
are relatively low, then, is that the fires these products produce
rarely are encountered by someone with the vulnerability to succumb.
For example, in residences none of the fire scenarios, even the most
severe, always kills everyone in the house: only those who are warned
too late or unable to escape unaided. The sensitivity of the model
in predicting death therefore depends not only on the ability to
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correctly model the fire's physical characteristics, but also on the
refinement of the occupancy sets - the more detailed they are, the
more "sensitivity" the method has. The prediction method works less
well if less is known about the makeup of occupants.

Resolution can be improved by doing either or both the
following:

Postulating scenarios, which are more unlikely but at the same
time more severe in the fire environment they provide:

Building more detail in occupancy sets; for example, by
describing those who are in the building out of working hours,
those who are disabled, etc.

The limitation on these two efforts is that the data needed to
assign probabilities to such scenarios and occupancy sets are not
readily available, and it is laborious to collect them. However, one
can use the method to estimate how changes in the product would
impact risk by identifying the product characteristics which would be
needed to raise the fire risk above zero. Obviously, how sensitively
the method does this would still depend on its ability to

-discriminate effects.

Thus, the method can be applied most easily to occupancies about
which much is known - - both as respects fire experience and occupant
capabilities.

This is not to say that the method is not just as useful (or
even more useful) for other occupancies, but making it useful to
predJct risk takes data which may be harder to find.
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EXIT89
An Evacuation Model for High-Rise Buildings

RITA F. FAHY
National Fire Protection Association

Quincy, Massachusetts 02269 USA

1. BACKGROUND

EXIT89 is an evacuation model that was developed for use as part of a software
package called HAZARD I. HAZARD I, Which was developed by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology Center for Fire Research (NIST/CFR>,
includes programs that model fire growth and smoke spread In a building, the
evacuation of occupants, and the impact of combustion products on the
occupants as they move through the building. This package'S applicabil ity is
limited to one- and two-family dwellings at least in part because of the
limitations of the evacuation model currently used.(l)

The need for a model that can handle the evacuation of a high-rise became
obvious during some other project work being done at NFPA. Some of the
capabilities of HAZARD I's evacuation model. especially its ability to track
individuals along their routes out of the building. needed to be available in
the high-rise model.

Existing evacuation models are either behavioral or network flow models. The
first type can be used to track individuals in small buildings such as
dwellings. but they do not address queueing. The second type can handle large
buildings but use queueing methods that cannot treat occupants individually.
This paper describes a PC-based evacuation model for high-rise bUildings that
can track the movement of individuals from time of awareness of a fire until
escape from the building, or entrapment. ThiS. model. call EXIT89. was
designed to replace the evacuation model in HAZARD I. and so allow that
package to be applied to high-rise buildings.

2. INTRODUCTION

HAZARD I can be used as a tool to evaluate the fire hazard of a dwelling. The
components of HAZARD I that relate to building evacuation are FAST, EXITT and
TENAB. FAST. which stands for Fire And Smoke Transport, models the conditions
throughout a dwelling during a user-specified fire. Inputs to the model
include the geometry of the rooms. the size and location of connections
between rooms, the burning properties of the walls. floors and ceilings, the
burning rate of the fire and generation rates for combustion products. The
output for the model includes the changes in temperature and levels of
combustion products throughout the building during the fire.

EXITT. which was written by Bernard M. Levin. formerly of NIST, is the
evacuation model used in HAZARD I. It requires for input a network
description of the building, the geometry of the rooms and descriptions of the
occupants. It also reads in from the FAST output file the smoke density of
the hot upper layer in each room and the height from the floor of the cooler
lower layer. EXITT takes into consideration the behavioral characteristics of
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the occupants. It attempts to realistically reflect the actions of family
members. including investigation of the fire by capable adults, the rescue of
small children by adut females and the varying degree of difficulty waking
sleeping adults. The movement of people, however. is deterministic. All
individuals within an occupant class will behave in the same way and at the
same speeds. Actions of occupants will not vary from run to run, or from
individual to individual, as they would in a probabilistic model. EXITT's
output includes the actions and locations of the occupants as they evacuate
along optimal escape routes. The model is currently limited to 12 rooms and
35 nodes.

TENAB uses output from FAST and EXITT to estimate the hazard to occupants of
their exposure to combustion products from the fire as they move along their
escape routes. ~hen those hazards reach certain levels defined for each
comoustion product. the person is considered incapacitated or dead.

HAZARD I is the best tool available for evaluating the fire risk of a
building, but EXITT is of limited use beyond dwelling fires. Aside from the
fact that it is limited to 12 rooms, it requires so much bookkeeping to keep
track of each occupant's characteristics. capabilities, location and
motivation for his or her actions that it can run very slowly. It requires
too much detail on each individual to be used in an analysis of high-rise
evacuation. It also recalculates escape routes throughout the entire building
each time a room or node is blocked by smoke, which would be an extremely
time-consuming exercise for a large building. In addition, it has no
provision for queueing effects, which would be a requirement for any model
applicable to large buildings.

The model discussed in this paper was designed to use the same smoke input as
EXITT and to output the information needed by TENAB so as to function as a
replacement module in HAZARD I for EXITT.

3. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

EXIT89 requires as input a network description of the building, geometrical
data for each room and for openings between rooms and smoke data if the effect
of smoke blockages is to considered. The model will be described in detail in
this paper, but the following is a brief overview.

It first calculates the shortest route from each building location to a
location.of safety (usually ou~side). It moves people along the calculated
routes until a location is blocked by smoke. Affected exit routes are
recalcualted and people movement continues until the next blockage occurs or
until everyone who can escape has reached the outside.

Evacuation can begin for all occupants at time a or can be delayed. Smoke
data can be used to predict when the activation of a smoke detector would
occur and evacuation will begin then or after some user-defined delay beyond
that time. The program is written is BASIC.
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4. CHARACTERISTICS AND ASSUMPTIONS OF EXIT89

At a mlnlmum. an evacuation model that could serve as a substitute for EXITT
in high-rise applications needs 1) to be able to handle a large occupant

·population; 2) to be able to recalculate exit paths after rooms or nodes
become blocked by smoke; 3) to track individuals as they move through the
builoing by recording each occupant's location at set time intervals during
the fire; and 4) to vary travel speeds as a function of the changing
crowdeaness of ?paces during the evacuation, i.e., queueing effects.

The model has a local perspective rather than a global one. People will move
to what looks like the closest exit. even though the total length of the path
to the outside might be longer than through another exit door. For example,
an occupant of a hotel stepping out of his room will head to the closest
stairwel1 even though it may be five flights down to grade level whi le another
stairwell a slightly greater distnace from his room might be only three
flights from grade level. A model with a global perspective would move him
along the truly shortest path, but that route would not be realistic for a
hotel guest who would be unfamiliar with the layout of the building.

Another assumption of the model is that once people enter a stairwell. they
will follow it all the way down to the outside unless it becomes blocked by
the fire's progress. in which case they will move out of the stairs and onto
the nearest floor. In real situations, people may head for the roof or leave
the stairs to go onto lower floors for no apparent reason.

EXIT89 does not explicitly include the behavioral considerations that are
included in EXITT. These behaviors include investigation of the fire, rescue
of small children, alerting or waking other capable aduts and assisting other
occupants that may require help. The population of high-rise buildings is too
large to handle so much detail for each individual. and behaviors such as
investigation or rescue of other occupants are not as relevant in larger, more
impersonal, buildings. The model calculates walking speed as a function of
density. This calculation will be discussed in more detail later.

5. MODEL INPUTS

The input to the model includes a network description of the building. Nodes
can be rooms or sections of rooms or corridors, whichever will result in the
most realistic travel paths. If FAST output will be used, the nodes defined
for EXIT89 should correspond with the rooms used in FAST.

The definition of each node includes its useable floor area, the height of the
ceiling, its initial occupant load. and the number of seconds occupants of
that room will delay before beginning evacuation. The definition of each arc
includes the distance between nodes and the width of the opening between the
nodes. Arcs are bidirectional. Escape via windows is allowed by assigning a
very large value as the distance along the arc so that that route will only be
used as a last resort.
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6. USING THE MODEL

EXIT89 can be used in two different ways. The user can input the names of
nodes that become blocked by smoke and the times those blockages occur. Or,
the user can use the smoke data output from FAST as input to the model. In
the first version, evacuation begins simultaneously throughout the building at
time 0, plus any delay time specified at nodes by the user. In the second
version, evacuation begins throughout the building when the smoke level
reaches that defined for smoke detector activation, plus any delay time
specified at nodes by the user. By using the first version and not specifying
any blockages, the user can model emergency evacuation of a bUilding with no
fire occurring.

The program will print out the movement of each occupant from node to node.
It also records the location of each occupant at each time interval so that
the output can be used as input to TENAB. TENAB will calculate the hazards to
which each occupant was exposed using FAST output for combustion products and
will determined when incapacitation or deaths occurs.

7. SHORTEST ROUTE CALCULATIONS

Shortest routes are calculated for each floor, from each node to the stairways
or to the outside. The shortest route algorithm used is that described by
Hillier and Lieberman as the shortest and simplest of those they reviewed.(2)
The algorithm begins by identifying the origin of a network and then fans out
from the origin, identifying the shortest routes to all the other noaes until
the destination ;s reached.

The adapted version of the algorithm used in the model calculates the shortest
routes on each floor to the stairways or the outside or any other defined
locations of safety. Locations of safety can include horizontal exits or
areas on the other side of fire doors. The route down each stairway is then
established by defining the connected node for each stairway node as the one
below it.

One advantage to the approach used in EXIT89 is that the blocking of a node by
smoke will only require the recalculation of the routes on that floor, rather
than all routes throughout the building. If a stairway node is blocked
by fire, the routes on that floor and the floor above will be recalculated.
This will cause occupants in the stairway on higher floors to move out of the
stairway when they reach the node above the smoke-blocked node.

Another advantage of this approach is that it more closely approximates the
local perspective of an occupant .in the building. Other shortest route
routines see all possible routes to the outside and so they make decisions
based on information not available to a real person.

8. CALCULATION OF WALKING SPEEDS

EXIT89 uses walking speeds calculated as a function of density based on
formulas from Predtechensk;; and Milinskii .(3) Repeatedly calculating
velocities using these equations for every occupant througout a fire
simulation would be extremely time-consuming. Fortunately, tables of
velocities by density were given for normal, emergency and comfortable
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movement along horizontal paths. through openings and on stairs. EXIT89
assumes that people are aware of the fire emergency when they evacuate, so
only the velocities for emergency movement are included in the current version
of the mode I .

Initially, the program was coded the way the formulas were given; that is. the
density was based on the area of the stream -- the widtn of the doorway by the
length of the stream of people. This resulted in reduced velocities even when
only two people were in a room, and could noticeably decrease walking speed
when. say, six people were in even a fair-sized room. People do not
necessarily line themselves up so closely when evacuating through rooms. They
can spread out and so maintain a more rapid, free-flowing walking speed. The
formulas used in the model now calculate densities based on the floor area of
the nodes. For travel along corridors. the useable floor area and the area of
the stream as calculated by Predtechenskii and Milinskii will be very close,
if not identical.

This model does not yet simulate people crawling through smoke.

9. MOVING THE OCCUPANTS

The initial shortest routes throughout the building are calculated before any
smoke data is read in. The model begins by calculating, based on the initial
distribution of occupants, how long it would take to travel from each occupied
node to its connected node. Then for each occupant. it looks at how long that
occupant has been at that node and how long it takes to traverse the arc. If
the occupant has been waiting long enough to traverse the arc, the occupant is
moved to the next node, and the waiting time at that node is set to O.
Waiting times are actually portions of the arc traversal times. If there are
still occupants in the building. the model recalculates time to traverse arcs
based on the updated densities at nodes.

The sequence is repeated until the time is reached when a node is blocked by
smoke. At that point. the affected node is removed from the network, any
occupants at that node are counted as trapped and shortest routes are
recalculated for the affected floor (or floors if the node is in a stairway>.
People movement is then resumed until the next blockage or until everyone is
either out of the building or trapped.

Queueing is handled by the decreased walking speeds that result from increased
densitites as more occupants move into a room or stairway. The program does
not currently allow occupants to select less crowded routes. They simply join
the queue at nodes along the shortest route.

10. LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL

The model in its current form does not include any explicit behavioral
considerations. Occupants who are aware of the fire do not assist other
occupants or travel to other nodes to alert them. This may be realistic in an
office environment where everyone should be awake but may be less so in a
hotel. Once an occupant begins evacuation, s/he does not stop unless blocked
by smoke. Behavioral considerations can be handled implicitly by
incorporating time to perform investigation activities or to alert others
before evacuating in the delay times that the user specifies for the occupants
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of each node. The model will be modified to allow occupants to be defined as
assisters or assistees. Due to the degree of impersonal-ness of large
buildings, assistance will be limited to others at the same node, e.g. family
groups in hotel rooms or a handicapped person's coworkers.

Another behavior that is not yet incorporated in the model is the tendency of
able-bodied adults in the presence of other able-bodied adults to ignore early
warning of the presence of a fire. This diffusion of resoonsiblity has been
observed in actua 1 inc idents and needs to be added to th is mode 1.

Walking speed is calculated as a function of densitites and is based on tables
of values from Predtechenskii and Milinskii. The model does not yet simulate
crawling through smoky rooms by reducing walking speeds, or reversing
direction where possible to use a less smoky, though longer escape route.
These changes would not be difficult to incorporate.

One of the program's inputs is the capacity of nodes. The reason for
inclUding this value was to allow evacuees to avoid nodes that were already
crowded if alternate routes are available. This would prevent occupants from
queueing at one stairway while the other section or sections of the floor
emptied out into less busy stairways. That logic also has not yet been
written.

11. CONCLUSION

EXIT89 is still in a developmental stage. Additional testing and validation
of the model are required. Some of the current limitations of the model, and
the actions needed to address them, have been presented. The structure of
this model allows those changes to be incorporated, resulting in a model that
will be able to substitute for EXITT and still include essential human
behaviors and interactions. but be able to handle much larger buildings
efficiently and realistically.
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A new laboratory apparatus has been developed and been shown to be
useful for evaluating either the toxicity or corrosivity of the smoke
produced from actual products. The apparatus features radiant heat
combustion of the specimen and collection of all of the smoke produced.
Three important fire parameters may be determined using this appara tus.
They are: 1) time to ignition, 2) rate of smoke evolution, and
3) characterization of the smoke (e.g., toxicity or corrosive effects).
These may be evaluated as a single, measured test parameter or determined
independently and then combined mathematically. The parameters determined
in this"test method may be used to help estimate the hazard of a product in
an actual fire scenario by using computer fire models.

The apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 1. It is an
improvement on an earlier radiant furnace smoke toxicity test
device (1), vhich. was a modification to the NBS (now NIST) "cup" furnace
toxicity test apparatus (2). The unique aspects of this apparatus compared
to others currently in use may be summarized as follows:

1. A relatively large size specimen can be used and radiant heat of up to
70 kw/m 2 is applied to the top face of the specimen, permitting
testing of actual products (even composite products) in addition to
rav materials.

2. An enclosed combustion/exposure system permits ~ollection of the
total amount of smoke produced from the specimen.

3. Continuous mass-loss measurements are obtained.

4. The radiant heat system permits essentially instantaneous heat
radiation to the specimen and adds a minimal amount of heat to the
enclosed chamber.

5. The combustion atmosphere may be modified
combustion and/or exposure phases of an
controlling the oxygen concentration).

before or
experiment

during
(e.g. ,

the
by

6. The combustion cell can be isolated from the exposure chamber by a
shutter in order to terminate the combustion phase of an experiment.
Thus, the smoke becomes isola ted from (and therefore is no longer
influenced by) the specimen residue or the hot combustion cell.
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Toxic Hazard Parameter = Function of [HLR/(T. x SC»).lq

The three key parameters determined in this test method are
illustrated in the figure. The time to ignition is shovn. The mass loss
rate is illustrated by the slope of the line of smoke (or gas)
concentration for the time between ignition and the stopping of combustion
(generally at the irradiation time). Characterization of the smoke is
conducted on the quantity of smoke or gas evolved. ..

7. The smoke in the exposure volume is available for:
a. analytical measurements, including those requiring a long

sampling time and large sampling volume;
b. toxici ty determinations, including those under "s teady state"

smoke conditions;
c. corrosivity measurements, even those utilizing large or multiple

targets; and
d. almost any other physical or chemical characterization of an

accumulated quantity of smoke.

A hazard "index" for the first test procedure could be reflected by
the IT required to produce an atmosphere that gives a set response (e.g., a
particular toxic or corrosive end point). An alternative method,
applicable to either test procedure ...ould be to develop independently the
three primary variables developed in this test procedure: ignition time
(t. ), mass loss rate (HLR) and a number characterizing the smoke (SC for
"s~bke characterization," e.g., an LC se for toxicity measurements or some
corrosive end point). These three may be combined mathematically to
produce a simplified index of toxic hazard, such as the following equation:

potential for this apparatus has not been examined
The apparatus offers the unique abili ty to control the

The full
experimentally.

A test method may be conducted in this apparatus under at least two
different procedures. In one, a fixed quantity of specimen (e.g., 7.5 cm x
12.5 cm, 3 in. x 5 in., which is the largest practical size) is used, with
a variable irradiation time (IT). Combustion is generally stopped at
relatively short IT's (anyvhere from one minute to perhaps 10 minutes).
This smoke may represent the "early" smoke produced from a specimen under
this test. In another procedure, the quanti ty of specimen is varied and
the IT is fixed (e.g., at 15 minutes). This procedure tends to bake small
specimens for a longer time than in the other procedure and the smoke would
be a mixture of all products produced from the specimen over the time
duration.

A plot of a typical smoke concentration vs. time curve (in this case,
Douglas fir) is presented in Figure 2. The processes that occur during the
test procedure are illustrated in this figure. At zero time, the radiant
lamps are turned on to irradiate the specimen, ...hich is located on the
sample platform within the combustion cell. After some period of time,
the specimen ignites (t i ). Generally, the mass loss rate is not very high
until ignition. After :ome predetermined time interval, the radiant lamps
are turned off and the smoke shutter is closed. This is the "irradiation
time" (IT). From that point on, the smoke concentration (and that of any
non-condensible gases) remains essentially constant until the end of the
test (e.g., 30 minutes).
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atmosphere (oxygen concentration) during the burning process in an
enclosed system. The abiH ty to stop combustion at any time during the
burning in order to examine the smoke produced (or even to isolate a
quantity of smoke in the middle of the burning process) is a further very
desirable feature. Physical collection of the smoke, wi thout having to
resort to synthesizing the total smoke volume, along with knowing the mass
of that smoke, is important for physical, chemical or biological
characterization of the smoke.

The question still remains whether or not one can simulate a
realistic large-scale fire environment in this (or in any) laboratory
apparatus. There is a tendency to believe that application of a relatively
high heat flux, such as produced in large scale fires, will automatically
simulate that particular large scale fire environment. In fact, when smoke
toxicity considerations are paramount to the testing, the oxygen
availability may be a more critical factor than the applied heat flux.
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DISCUSSIONS

OPEN TECHNICAL SESSION

[Questions for W. Pitts Paper, R. Gann Presenter]

PROF. ZUKOSKI:

I'd like to make one comment. I'm concerned with your vitiated test in the
cone apparatus in the sense that we think that having the two layers is a very
important part of this. If we go and look at a single layer with a flame
completely in a vitiated layer, it just goes out when you get down to 10 or 12
percent oxygen. At least with a simple gas like methane, we don't make
anything wild, and so I don't quite know what you're going to get out of that.
I think the two-layer part of the thing is important, and I think it's a very
tough, tough problem.

Let me just add one thing. We've recently tried to understand the differences
between several sets of our tests, and we conclude that the temperature of the
gas in the upper layer is more important than we thought; that if we have low
enough temperature we end up even with very rich mixtures, we end up with 3 or
4 percent oxygen. If we get the temperature up to, say, 500 or 600 0 Kelvin,
the amount of oxygen left over gradually goes down and eventually vanishes
about 6000 Kelvin.

[Answer by R. GANN]

. the importance of the upper layer and the reduced scale experiments are
one more geometry to do the kind of thing you've been doing. However, we ran
some preliminary tests last year in the cone for a small number of materials
-solids and liquids--and we varied independently the oxygen percent and the
air flow rate. We found, much the way you did, that if one decrease the
oxygen, ~he carbon monoxide doesn't change a lot, and the flame eventually
goes out.

However, when we decreased the flow rate, we saw massive increases in carbon
monoxide. So this is a small amount of data, and we need more to bracket any
correlation.

PROF. PAGNI:

Can we get away with CO equilibria, or are kinetics required? That is, if I
take a simple flame, and assume for the moment that we can deal with flames,
and perhaps the difficulty is that isn't sufficient. We also have to deal
with surface reactions. And if I trace an element through the reaction zone,
is it possible to simply have equilibria at each point along that zone, and
chen from the fluid mechanics added to that chemical equilibrium only worry,
determine the amount of CO? Or, do I need to get into the problem, with a big
"P", of the kinetics involved in the particular system that I'm dealing with?
I think that's a critical question to ask an answer.

Because if we can answer that, then it throws the ball back into the hands of
people like Zukoski, who are doing the fluid mechanics, and if they tell us
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what the composition is, and what the temperature is, and what the flow is at
any point in the field, we could calculate CO for comparison with our tests.
But I think, until that question is answered, I'm a little worried about
charging off and doing all this testing.

[Answer by R. GANN]

The simple answer--there are three, at least three combustion zones where
carbon monoxide can be formed or destroyed. The first is in the plume above
the burning material itself. The second is the volume between that plume and,
let's say, the door. Generally, in a zone model we call that the upper layer.
And third, it can be created or destroyed if there is burning outside the
door. Each of those represents a challenge to a correlation approach or a
straight chemical approach. We are, based on the expertise that we consulted.
we're putting our money on the fact that some sort of correlation is going to
work to a reasonable degree. That is why the plan is worded the way it is.

That is .. that if we use correlations in the plume, correlations in the upper
layer, correlations outside the room that, in principle, we should be able to
predict the yield of carbon monoxide. If we firmly believed that, that would
be the only part of the plan. But we have engineers over here, and we have
scientists over here, and the scientists, quite correctly, have identified a
number of reasons why that correlation will not be sufficiently general.

PROF. PAGNI:

I agree with the direction you went in. I agree with your answer. The
correlations, I think, would be great for those three zones you talked about.
But I think those are perturbations to the problem. I think the essence is
back in the flame. We need to know the answer to the question: Does equi
libria suffice or not to produce the CO in the first place?

If I went to my computer and worked very hard, and we studied simple enough
systems so that I could tell you the local temperature and the local species
everywhere in the flame, would that suffice, without any consideration of
reactions and their rates, but only the equilibria, would that suffice to give
me the source term for the CO?

Your answer addressed the questions of what happened to it later, but I don't
think that's the critical part of the problem. (But I may be missing it.)
The critical part of the problem is in the flame, the local conditions. It's
like.

The best analogy I can think of is the NO problem. We've got all this air
pollution work in automobiles, and we find out there that what matters is that
equilibria of the NO at the peak temperature. Is there a similar simple idea
for CO? And we ought to nail that down before we work on what I think are
going to be secondary effects in the plume, in the room, and outside. Let's
get back to the flame and talk about the production term. And I won't ask any
more questions.
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[Answer by R. GANN]

I respectfully disagree with your presumption. Nitrogen oxide chemical
kinetics have a much, much stronger temperature dependence than either the CO
formation reactions or the CO further oxidation and reduction. So my
suspicion is that in the flame zone, it's the perimeter of the flame rather
than the core of the flame that matters, and that, as Ed has shown, even the
lower temperature region in the upper layer can still have some effect.
Therefore, it's critical that the experiments be done in which the variables
are separated to find out whether Pitts or Pagni walk off with the red rose.

DR. JIN:

You mentioned that CO is the major hazardous thing, but other toxicants are
also produced in the flame. So, from the hazardous point of view, more total
review not only of CO, but of the other toxicants must be included.

[Answer by R. GANN]

Tomorrow I will be Dr. Babrauskas, and I will describe a project that
addresses exactly what you are talking about.

[Questions for H. Suzuki Paper]

DR. SNELL:

Now, I certainly agree with the objective. The 64·dollar question is how to
do it. You must have some thoughts.

[Answer by H. SUZUKI]

We don't know at the momert, so how can we do it? We are thinking about that.
How can we do that? Because the latest method proposed at ISO meeting, and
after many discussions, but only a few committees agreed over adopt the
standard.

From the point of view of scientists, it maybe not too difficult, but if we
include the political or administrative, it may be difficult.

DR. SNELL:

It was my observation that one of the major driving forces in the U.S. is
litigation. There is a factor other than the test methods themselves. That
is, if you can show the consequences of a fire were a result of the perfor
mance of a product, using the scientific methods, it's almost immaterial what
the test methods used for approval were. Now, that complicates this picture
somewhat, but it suggests to us a choice. Either we, together, select a test
method to improve or introduce, for example, for wall linings, or we,
together, look to improve our ability to demonstrate the connection between
product design and fire outcome and pursue that route to a change in ISO.
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PROF. FERNANDEZ-PELLO:

I think that this picture has brought a very interesting point, in my point
of view, the introduction between the tests viewed from a scientific or
technological point of view and facts of life. We often look at tests,
whether it is an ignition test or a flame spread, from the point of view of is
this material going to ignite or not, or how much heat is released. But
maybe, if we are aware that the consumer is going to buy a certain product in
any case, maybe the tests should consider those facts and address more the
consequences or address aspects that should be considered in the design or
implementation of the product rather than what we are doing right now of just
determining whether it ignites or not, or if the flame spreads or not. I
think, at least for me, it is very interesting.

[Answer by H. SUZUKI)

... so I said for one kind of material, the test method should be maybe
double or triple--I don't exactly the number of test methods, but for tests at
each stage of fire, the developing fire and the fully developed stage of fire.
Then, first data will give the spread of fire along the material itself. The
later data will give the potential energy of the material which was involved
in the fully developed fire, I think. Dr. Snell said it's very complicated to
introduce a new test method. I actually agree with him, and I am thinking,
what is the direction to our real target, and it may be very, very difficult.
We think we have to make effort for our real target.

DR. KASHHIAGI:

This question is maybe following Carlos' question, Carlos Fernandez-Pello.
In the United States, some of the material--this is not flammability--but
like water heater to car mileage, in some things, their performance is
specified, and the consumer decides what they want to have. So, rather than
this case, the engineer or scientist decides what it should be, but the
consumer decides what they want to have or maybe what they want to risk. So
that might be one possibility.

[Questions for R. Gann's Paper]

PROF. FERNANDEZ-PELLO:

Well, I think that this project is a wonderful opportunity to see how one of
these operations will work out, and the comment that I have is that if we had
a fundamental knowledge of how a fire retardant acts, it would certainly
simplify this project tremendously since I think that part of the problem is
that we don't understand very thoroughly how the suppressants work. So in
these kinds of projects, there are a lot of trial and error. That's what
makes it so long. I think it will be fascinating to see the progress of this
type of project through the years.

I
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[Answer by R. GANN]

There is a sizeable amount
extinction in the program.
flame science that you are

of chemistry and physics for
So if the sponsors will pay

interested in will, in fact,
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PROF. ZUKOSKI:

Do you understand how the stuff works now from an engineering point of view?
I mean, you don't have to go away and do a lot of studies on these two things,
do you?

[Answer by R. GANN]

Prof. Pagni would question whether I understand anything from an engineering
point of view. Halon 1301 is a gas. It's dispersed as a gas, and it is
entrained into the flame, and we think we understand the chemical interaction
with the flame. Halon 1211 is a liquid and is thrown at the fire from a
distance as a liquid, and there are very, very interesting fluid mechanical
issues. The droplet's penetration of the flame may be more important than the
chemical activity, and that we don't understand.

DR. DING:

Some people say that halide will be produced, a toxic, so if the answer is
positive, halide could be used in basement, enclosure basement of a building.
In what type of occupancies is halide best used?

[Answer by R. GANN]

. . . especially Halon 1301 in places where people must stay in the room, and
exposure to 5%, which is the design number, for several minutes is not a real
problem. Longer is probably okay, but NFPA 12A allows 5% for approximately
10 minutes.

DR. DING:

Is there any upper limit?

[Answer by R. GANN]

Not that I know of. Economists and lawyers want to know why I just can't go
back 30 years to the first work that was done and take the second-best
compound and substitute it for ~F3BR. Thirty years ago, a small number of
compounds like these, all very similar, were tested for flame inhibition
effectiveness using the explosion burette-·a totally invalid way of measuring
fire suppression. Butane is an excellent fire suppressant based on the
explosion burette. Of course, nobody uses butane to put out fires. The
results from these two and five or so more totally halogenated compounds
looked sufficiently good that people immediately went to medium and large
scale testing and found that they still worked. So what started out as a
exploratory research program immediately went to testing and code qualifying,
so no more real research was done.

About 15 years later, a small number of people--Forman Williams, Bob Fristrom,
Joan Viordi, and myself--started looking at "could one do better than these?"
And that was the answer was, "How can you do better than perfect?" The net
result is that there is very little literature on compounds that are
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reasonable flame suppressants that are chemically different from these. The
program, that very wide funnel, includes every chemical entity that we can
think of that should be able to inhibit a flame.

:Questions for T. Kashiwagi's Paper]

PROF. FERNANDEZ-PELLO:

A comment: You brought a very important point from the point of view of
testing that melting or motion of the material is going to influence the type
of test or the results of the test.

Your results will depend strongly on the orientation. For example, the
ignition results you have, instead of feeding horizontally, the feed is
vertical. You have different results. We can never ignore in our testing in
that the definition of our testing apparatus is the possibility of melting.

[Answer by T. KASHIWAGIJ

At this moment, we have a tendency to neglect or ignore this drippiness, and
one difficulty is we see that phenomena, but we don't have a good tool yet to
quantify that effect. Another real question is: how does that affect hazard?

Fire and Toxicity Chemistry Session

[Questions to R. Gann on V. Babrauskas' Paper]

PROF. ZUKOSKI:

I wonder why you think that you'd get the same species in two different full
scale tests? It's clear that the production of CO is very dependent on where
the interface between the hot layer and the cold layer and that. . . . I
don't think there is any reason to expect that you'd get much better correla
tion if you did three or four different full-scale tests, that really exercise
the variables that you're interested in.

[Answer by R. GANN]

A very good question. The expectation is that early pre-flashover, that is,
while the combustibles are still almost in a free-burning mode, it should be
possible to simulate some of the combustion physics and combustion chemistry
in a small-scale apparatus. As the multiple stage combustion in the room
becomes important, the expectation is any small-scale apparatus will fail most
of the time. When one gets to post-flashover conditions, once again the
possibility exists that there are some points of similarity which can be
captured at small scale.

Should this simplification hold, then the critical factor is that the
intermediate region that you were just describing that I'm hoping is unimpor
tant because it is extremely geometry and material dependent, the hope is that
that accounts for a relatively small fraction of the time-integrated toxic
product production.
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If the accuracy level of small-scale devices is only a factor of five in
replicating large-scale results, then the way that we think about regulation
on the basis of toxic potency of smoke needs to be modified considerably.

DR. FRIEDMAN:

In regard to the question of whether other toxicants could be hoped to track
the carbon monoxide, surely the HCl would not do so, would it?

~Answer by R. GANN]

I would be very surprised if it did.

FIRE AND SMOKE PHYSICS SESSION

[Questions for Dr. Hasemi's Paper]

DR. HESKESTAD:

You have a burner that's four and a half meters in diameter, is that correct?

[Answer by Y. HASEMI]

Yes.

DR. HESKESTAP:

And that's a gas burner?

[Answer by Y. HASEMI]

Yes.

DR. HESKESTAD:

That's fantastic. Could you show the principle of its construction?

[Answer by Y. HASEMI]

Basically, it consists of ewo burners. If you want, I will send you something
about this.

DR. HESKESTAD:

Yes, thank you.

PROF. PAGNI:

Is it possible that the radiation is responsible for the differences you
observed between the methane and the propane, because the flame height perhaps
is measured as a function of the visible flame?
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[Answer by Y. HASEMI]

Yes.

[Questions for Hasemi's Paper]

DR. OUINTIERE:

In your experiment, it is always difficult to measure upward spread rate, and
a more easily sort of discernible piece is the flame height. So, in that
regard, it might be useful to extend your wall beyond the specimen, so that
you can measure the flame height continuously. We've used this, I think, as
you know with the work of Kulkarni. Maybe you haven't seen it plotted that
way. But recently, he has presented his data in terms of flame height or
energy release as a function of time. If you know flame height, it's related
to energy release.

[Answer by Y. HASEMI]

We are going to major flame height, so it is a good idea to extend the
backward support for the wall. But I think it is easy to estimate flame
height from heat release rate, but it is difficult to estimate heat release
rate from flame height. We are not so successful in estimating of heat
release rate.

PROF. ZUKOSKI:

If we consider the results of the last paper before you which indicated :hat
turbulence might have a substantial effect. It might be interesting in all of
these experiments to measure the turbulence level properties because they will
be different in different laboratories, and this might have a substantial
effect on the flow.

MR. NELSON:

I would strongly urge that you try to get at least one screening test across a
very broad sample, so that we get some advance consideration whether or not
this will work on laminates, whether it will work on a wide variety before you
invest totally understanding PMMA and plywood. Again, I would suggest a
screening view across Saito's entire line, and it would give you an advance
idea of whether this is a usable regulatory device or engineering data. If it
looks successful, I suggest you apply this test also to furniture material so
that we have some common understanding between the various things that burn in
a room.

(Answer by Y. HASEMI]

The only reason why I selected PMMA and plywood is that we have much data of
these properties. So we want to start with this PMMA and plywood, and next
year probably we can do various materials.
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DR. OUINTIERE:

Are you proposing this as a test method, or are you doing these experiments
just to get some data, and then the test method may be other devices that give
you the information to make predictions? Which of the two?

[Answer by Y. HASEMIj

I think this process to be a standard test.

PROF. PAGNI:

It also would be interesting to compare your test results with the first
model available from NIST, as well as the OSU model.

MR.. NELSON:

.the rate of heat release, you have to put that as an input.

PROF. PAGNI:

Not necessarily. One of the two options is to include it as input, and the
other is to let it grow.

MR. NELSON:

Try it on a vertical input.

PROF. PAGNI:

Okay.

[Questions for J. Shaw's Paper]

MR. SHAW:

Maybe this would be a good opportunity to clear something up. My under
standing is that the OSU model is the only model that's really designed to
handle the fire growth of wall lining materials. Now, if there is input
contrary to that, we're certainly anxious to hear it because the OSU model
does have certain limitations. It's based on the E·906 apparatus, which
exposes a 6" x 6" sample. It is difficult to get the flame spread rate from
that kind of exposure.

I should point out in relationship to that that Mark Janssens at NIST is
working with the LIFT apparatus and that data, as well as cone calorimetry
data and is attempting to use that input in lieu of the rate of heat release
apparatus input that Professor Smith uses, and that we have been using. So
we're actually getting a comparison of flame spread and rate of heat release,
empirical data, from two different sources and being able to compare that. I
should also point out that Mark Janssens also predicted this room fire and was
also very close in terms of his prediction of the flash-over time. So one
would expect that his curves would look very similar to these.
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PROF, PAGNI:

.. ,and he responded that he thought the 05U model was the only one that
could handle vertical growth of a fire.

I asked if the first model at NIST could also be used to model the experi
ments.

PROF. WILLI~~50N:

First of all, there is a very good corner test model that Michel Curtat has
wricten; it's at C5TB in France, and he has modeled very successfully room
corner performance, But, let's go back to your curves. I don't think it's
much of a prediction to predict that a room will flashover when you switch
from a 40 kilowatt fire to 150, and you'll see that today in the experiment
we're going to run at the field station.

I think it would be a much better test of the models if you would run it at
either 150 or some intermediate value from the beginning because it obviously
isn't going to flashover at 40, and then you go to 150. At that time, it's
preheated, and it's just going to go right up. So, I would say either one or
the other. Either use a different ignition source program that might hold
steady, or don't try to claim too much of a correlation between the two.

[Answer by J. SHAWl

We're curious. We did see flashover under the 40-kilowatt exposure in the
first 5 minutes with the 05B panel, and we did not see any flashover in the
full ls-minute test with the fire retardant treated wood. So, we do see some
diffetentiation of flammable materials in this particular model. The two
materials on the extremes, the one with the low flame spread, did not
flashover in the full ls-minute test, even with a l60-kilowatt exposure.
Whereas, there was one wood material, the oriented strand board with the
higher flammability characteristic which did flashover under a 40-kilowatt
exposure only in the first 5 minutes of the test, So, we do see some range
there and we're very anxious to see what the model will do with that. It
very definitely should be able to handle that. If not, then it's back to the
drawing board and definitely some modifications to the model.

MR, NELSON:

This just a curiosity. If you put that slide up where you had the American
words and mix them all up, you'll get the same sense. If you put "hazard"
where you've got "danger" and "risk" where you've got hazard, most Americans
use them interchangeably.

This paper is absolutely right; a more universal protocol has to be developed.
I believe that to use the word "risk" or "hazard" out of a complete sentence
is like using a value without dimensions. You must say, "The risk of
something, given something," so that the listener understands how you are
using it, which is, I expect, the way the Japanese must use the word "kiken",
if I'm pronouncing it correctly, .
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[Questions for R. Friedman's Paper]

DR. GANN:

In comparing the free-standing jet with the slot burner up against the wall,
do you use the same flame temperature in the calculation?

[Answer by R. FRIEDMAN]

In the data I showed, I don't think there was a calculation. These were
measured quantities.

DR. GANN:

Significantly different flame detectors might explain the different radian:
fractions.

[Answer by R. FRIEDMAN]

That might well be. It's almost certainly so.

DR. QUINTIERE:

In the flame spread problem, the total heat flux and its extent is really a
key factor. and I wonder if you're measuring the total heat flux as well?
Because one of the comments you made about expecting that the radiated
fraction should be a critical parameter and results highly sensitive to it, I
could almost see the opposite coming about in that if something radiates more,
it's radiative heat flux might be high, but it's flame temperature is likely
to go down. Its convective heat flux would be lower. So, it's a compensation
between these two heat flux modes, thereby suggesting that maybe the total
flux may not change significantly. I wonder if you've measured the total
flux and can speak to variations?

[Answer by R. FRIEDMAN]

Yes.
on it.

We have measured the total heat flux, and no, I'm not prepared to speak
I don't have the facts.

I neglected to say that there were more experiments up afar. I neglected to
say that I only gave what I thought were some interesting abstracts of what
was done. We actually studied four geometries. One was a turbulent jet flame
--axisymmetric. Second was a slot burner out in the open. Third was a slot
burner pushed up against a wall, a solid wall. And fourth is a porous wall
where the fuel was coming out through the. . . . We're doing all four. We
realize they're all different.

[Questions for Chief J. McMullen Presentation on Earthquake Damage and
Response of Fire Fighters]

[Answer by CHIEF McMULLEN]

Well, I can't speak too much for Japan, but it was my understanding that the
Japanese population as a whole is generally more concerned with disaster than
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the American population. However, what I can tell you about is the American
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The American population is almost, in my judgment, at an information
We say: "Be prepared for earthquake." "Be fire safe." I have just
90 billboards throughout the state that say seven words. You'll see
you're cruising around California, and they say: "Is yours working?
detectors save lives."

overload.
rented
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This is a natural spin-off of our 10-year-old campaign we used to have where
we said, "Smoke detectors save lives." We have 80 percent of our nation now
protected by smoke detectors. Ten years later, several things have occurred.
They don't work. A third of them are not operating from either batteries or
just simply shelf life. A 10-year-old smoke detector may have exceeded its
shelf life. Or, they've been put in by someone who knows nothing about them.
Back in the days when we were promoting them, the same folks were putting them
in.

We're trying to educate the public, and we're adding a little Madison Avenue
approach. "Is your working? Smoke detectors save lives." So the maintenance
of smoke detectors ...

We're competing against "Say no to drugs," child abusers, and many other
things from AIDS, and all these things we're competing against at the American
population to get their attention.

On the tape, you will see where several citizens were there helping to fight
the fires. Citizens of this country volunteering to help "any way I can" as
well as Fire Chiefs of Washington, DC and Houston offering help.

The trouble is how do you manage all this resource? You have to have it in
some kind of a controlled manner, such as the Red Cross, the Salvation Army,
or these volunteers that work for the military or through the fire departments
or some such. Yes, there were a lot of offers of help. But are we prepared?
No.

Should we be? Yes.

(Questions for G. Heskestad's Paper)

DR. QUINTIERE:

It wasn't obvious to me whether the height of the facility entered into it,
particularly when you had the ceiling vent? Did it enter in, and if didn't,
why didn't it?

[Answer by G. HESKESTAD)

It would enter into it in the sense that if there were non-uniformities in
the temperature distributions over scales comparable to the size of the vent,
then if there were non-uniformities on that scale, it would be important.
Evidently, there was. . . . We didn't see any effects.
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DR. GANN:

Would you roll back the slides to the one where you had the Froude number
plotted as a function of the Grashof number? You said that at the higher
Crashof numbers that the Froude number was approaching an asymptote, the basis
for that was the one full-scale test that was at the same value as the
intermediate range small-scale tests. The presumption then is that all the
physics that are represented in those two combined numbers are preserved
between the large and the intermediate scale. If that is not true, then
clearly there is no basis for the asymptote. Can you comment on how strong
your conviction is that those are, in fact, the same data set?

(Answer by c. HESKESTADj

I am strongly convinced that they belong to the same phenomenon. As we
increase the Crashof number, turbulence approaches an asymptotic structure in
the large scale; not in the small scale, on the large scale. We typically
expect an. asymptotic range at high Crashof numbers, which in forced flow
situations correspond to Reynolds numbers. So, I'm very convinced that it's
the same phenomenon represented along the entire lower asymptote.

DR. ZUKOSKI:

In some work with Dunn in this area using salt water modeling, we found that
the depth of the wall that formed the ceiling when you had the hole in the
ceiling was an important parameter, or it seemed to be to us in the salt water
modeling, that the depth of that hole as you went from a very thin ceiling to
a very thick one, that it made a difference. Can you comment on that?

(Answer by C. HESKESTADj

I have examined the data for such effects, but I have not seen any, and I
think primarily because the depth of the hole compared to the width of the
hole were all small in the sense that you speak of.

DR. KASHIWAGI:

The opening is on the wall and then in another case on the ceiling. Suppose
both are the same sized opening area. What physical process affecting this
different value of "en?

(Answer by C. HESKESTADj

We think the physical processes are much different, wall aperture flow versus
ceiling aperture flow. I think the wall aperture flow is fairly easy to
understand in the sense of the simple theory that I mentioned. The ceiling
aperture flow is extremely complex and is an entirely different kind of
phenomenon, and that's probably why we're seeing that the turbulence or the
Crashof number is a very important factor in that case, but we are quite
ignorant about what goes on in the ceiling aperture.
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DR, KASHIWAGI:

The second question: "is the shape of the flame very important?" In your
case, you assumed a pure cylinder. However, the results seem to agree
reasonably well.

[Questions for Klote Paper Presented by J. Quintiere]

PROF. ZUKOSKI:

Is it possible that the CO went up because the interface came down like in
our experiments with methane?

[Answer by J. QUINTIERE]

In the case of the smoke control?

PROF, ZUKOSKI:

Without the smoke control, most of the flames were burning in above the
interface. Did you have any idea where the interface was?

[Answer by J. QUINTIERE]

I would think that the interface with that small opening would be pretty near
the floor.

PROF, ZUKOSKI:

I see.

[Answer by J. QUINTIERE]

And even if an interface is sort of an idealized phenomena. There would be a
lot of mixing, I think, for that kind of case, and there would be a stratify
ing, I think, of oxygen.

[Questions for M. Tsujimoto's Paper]

DR, GANN:

In both sets of tests, it looked like the room was wider than it was tall.

[Answer by M. TSUJIMOTOj

Right.

DR, GANN:

When I think of an atrium, I think of taller than it is wide (limited
experience, I guess). Would you expect your same scaling relationships to
hold for that other kind of aspect ratio?
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[Answer by M. T5UJIMOTOj

Oh, very much so. I didn't make experiments about the ratio of the height
because of this, so I'm not sure, but I think I can use these theories to use
the type of these relationships.

PROF. ZUKOSKI:

If you look at the early work of Martin and Turner, they concluded that if
the aspect ratio of the height to the width was big enough, that they got
quite a different filling. 50 that's something you might want to look at.

~Answer by M. TSUJIMOTOj

Yes.

DR. OVINTIERE:

If you had the main layer of smoke, and then down in the lower left there was
some mLxLng that seemed to be occurring. Could you explain what that was due
to? ~as it due to the wall effect or the opening effect? It wasn't clear.

[Answer by M. TSUJIMOTOj

I'm not sure. ~en we used a motor to make some like a experiment, there is
no mLxLng, or it is not usual to see the mixing. But when we used the slow
burn or the air, we always see some type of disturbance under the layer of the
smoke. I cannot explain reason why.

DR. OUINTIERE:

Did it occur in the cases without the opening as well, or did it occur just
in the opening cases?

[Answer by M. TSUJIMOTOj

I'm not sure.

[Questions for T. Yamada's Paper)

DR. GANN:

The agreement that you find between the experimental and the calculated
numbers is very good. I expect that much of the difference is due to limits
of accuracy in the measurement, not the model, and errors of plus or minus 10
or 15 percent are probably unimportant. Very useful results.

[Answer by T. YAMADA)

Thank you.
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[Questions for H. Nelson's Paper]

DR. HESKESTAD:

I think that the interesting part of the scenario that you have described is
that a fire that is vented at a window can develop high CO concentrations at
remote points in the building. Now, we know from experience way back that a
fire that is vented at the window--a ventilation controlled fire--will
develop high CO2 concentrations in the fire room.

Is it correct, do you think, to consider the remote location in this case as
part of the fire room?

[Answer by H. NELSON]

Realistically, the only reason I say "no" is because I've used this, and then
I've used some simpler models I've been trying to work on. And if I treat it
as a single room, I don't get the right answers. I have to vent the gases
through the door. But the main point is that I'm not sure that using a zone
model for a corridor or transportation mechanism is going to remain valid.

Ken Steckler has put together a zero corridor algorithm that we are going to
try to test against the data that we got in the fire in Norfolk. But if I try
to treat it as one large room and use zone models·-now maybe if I'd used the
field model it would be different--but if I tried to do it as a zone model, I
get answers that are not realistic. They don't match the fires at all.

DR. ZUKOSKI:

There's a hall flow, a hallway flow. Mixing is very, very weak, and you
transport the material without much dilution. We don't know what happens in a
stairway, and that's something that needs to be looked at. How does the gas
get upstairs, and what is the degree of mixing that occurs there? And that
nobody, as far as I know, has done any very helpful work on.

[Answer by H. NELSON]

Unfortunately, when I got rushed out here for the earthquake, it disappeared;
it's somewhere.

DR. ZUKOSKI:

I see.

[Questions for O. Sugawa's Paper]

DR. HESKESTAD:

You referred to von Karman vortex, which produced a fire whirl. To me, von
Karman vortex implies cyclic shedding of vortices. Did you mean to imply
that these fire whirls were cyclic?
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[Answer by O. SUGAWA]

We set the fire source inside the light setting, but we observed that two
peaks on both sides of that down-wind side. It's just an opening. So the
double, twin vortex, would appear.

DR. HESKESTAD:

So there was a steady state, more or less?

[Answer by O. SUGAWA)

Not so steady, but it's dropped for a minute or so.

DR. HESKESTAD:

But it did not alternate back and forth.

[Answer by O. SUGAWA)

In the experiment, it's not alternating. It appeared twin.

PROF. ZUKOSKI:

Did the extension of the building help as far as protecting the upper stories?

[Answer by O. SUGAWA)

Yes, I think so, because we could have a stand-off from the wall.

PROF. ZUKOSKI:

Yes.

[Answer by O. SUGAWA)

It's very effective to protect that second floor or more higher.

[Questions for P. Pagni's Paper)

PROF. WILLIAMSON:

~~en does the glass fallout of the frame? What are your plans to approach
that problem?

[Answer by P. PAGNI]

I think I need to do some experiments in the lab and see what the phenomena
are. The simplest approach would be to calculate this time and then say,
"Twenty percent more time, and it's all gone." I'd love to be able to do
something like that, but I don't know yet just how it will work.
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DR. GANN:

Some of the glass has to fallout. That's the assumption in your mind. If
you assume it's an expansion process and it cracks, there's only one way to
release it from tension.

[Answer by P. PAGNI]

I think it's safe to say that some flow occurs. It may, you know, hang by an
edge somehow, resting against another piece of glass. But I'm sure that at
the time we calculate cracking, there will be some flow.

PROF. ZL~OSKI:

But the strains are 0.0005, and it doesn't take much to support a structure.

[Answer by P. PAGNI]

~e'll look at this video tape again, and you can see how much the opening has
occurred. Another fascinating problem is once you've got some opening, what
fraction of the flow do you get that you would have gotten if you had a full
opening.

DR. GANN:

That's a full opening?

[Answer by P. PAGNI]

Yes.

DR. KASHI~AGI:

This cracking one, that depends on how the window is supported at the edge?

[Answer by P. PAGNI]

Yes.

PROF. ZUKOSKl:

If you look at a modern building, the glass is supported so that it will
stand an earthquake, and that means that it's a fairly flexible support.

[Answer by P. PAGNI]

Yes. In fact, they constructed some glass in our building, and I watched very
carefully, and every side, two sides, always had a gap as they put it
together.

PROF. ZVKOSKI:

~ith rubber grommets.
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[Answer by P. PAGNI]

In addition to the rubber grommet, there was a literal gap.

MR, NELSON:

Again, being an applied engineer, not a scientist, I have a problem. Inciden
tally, all my problems come from the Eastern United States, and I don't know
if they leave those gaps or not. However, I just mentally ran through three
health care fires that I have run analyses on, each one of which had the fire
actually in the bed adjacent to the window, And each one, if I believed the
models, would not have flashed over if the window had broken out. This was a
fast-rising but limited, maximum energy fire, So, I have to assume that the
window stayed in until the fire reached a condition of flashover bringing
remote items in to raise the energy. I have a problem of matching my limited
experience of reality with the early glass breakage assumption in the fires
I've investigated.

[Answer by P. PAGNI)

Let me say that I was saving that for Washington. We've got to save something
to say there that's a little bit different next week, two weeks from now.
Aruna Joshi has done this analysis. Charlie Fleischmann is working on the
problem of, even in those cases, I think, of letting the room fill with the
excess pyrolozates, imagine your bed, a mattress and it's pouring out this
stuff, and it's forming a layer, and pretty soon--I think earlier even than
the glass breaking--the fire enters that vitiated layer, so that there is a
lot of accumulated burnable material. And then the glass breaks, and then the
flame--well, there's an intermediate step where there is a layer formed that
is burnable that moves it back to the flame. Once it hits the flame, that
layer gets ignited, and then the fire flashes through the whole room, I think
that's the phenomena that we call flashover by a different mechanism than the
one that has been studied so much in the past. But, we'll have time maybe in
Washington.
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CLOSING REMARKS

DR, SNELL:

I would like. in closing, to make an observation about where we have been and
where we are going. In a sense, you might call this a charge from the
Chairman to the new committee that will develop the program for our 12th
meeting in Tsukuba.

It seems to me that we need a road map, Pagni-san was very careful to make
sure that we knew the way to his house, In fact, he gave us a concise map,
As I listened to the papers, I thought about the objectives of our collabora
tion and I wonder where is our map?

Now, it's clear to me, we have come a long way in our journey in these first
11 meetings of our collaboration. So, I am convinced we are going in the
right direction. But, it is not clear, yet, that we know how to get to our
destination. It seems to me, that if you look over the years of this
collaboration and the work of the participating organizations, the nature of
the work has changed significantly. In the beginning, papers were largely
empirical, and there was still much emphasis on tests and indices.

In this meeting, we have heard almost none of that. The focus of the
collaboration now is almost entirely on understanding and prediction, and I
think that is very good.

Several years ago, we added as an objective for the collaboration, work
towards development of the technical basis for a performance fire code. Now,
none of us yet has a clear concept of exactly what that is. Tanaka-san
perhaps is closest with the paper that he has presented, on the system that
he helped develop in Japan, but it still is very rough in its substance. In
the same sense, the HAZARD I method and the risk methodologies that were
reported are part of what is necessary to have a performance code, but they
are not sufficient. Clearly, this is an important step on our journey, but we
still need a map.

Now, I don't have the map, but'I have some thoughts about what might be
necessary to find our way. Our motivation for fire research has, for the most
part, been to reduce the loss or costs of fire, see Figure 1. And indeed,
Tanaka's presentation includes some such presentation. We can use deaths,
injuries or $ loss as a measure, etc. and use such a curve as a means of
showing what happens by increasing performance. For example, by increasing
ignition temperature, or maybe the inverse of peak rate of heat release, or
whatever. In any case, we are trying to drive down some such curve. But, how
far do we go, and where are we trying to get?

If we reflect on Tanaka's paper, and the new Japanese system, they talk about
loss and cost. Certainly, for any given technology, as we push that technol
ogy out to a higher level of performance or do much of it, the cost of
providing that is going to increase, and it is going to increase it at some
increasing rate simply due to economies, see Figure 2.
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If we had the capability of putting these together so we could look at the
total loss and cost as shown on Figure 3, we could identify the optimum
condition, the best possible level of fire safety performance for our society.
But to do this, we need a map.

Where are we now on this Figure? At A where losses are excessive, or B where
costs are excessive? Some of us feel that many of our fire safety provisions
are excessive, that the costs are such that we could reduce requirements and
still be okay. But, we must be very careful for to do that would be to,
perhaps, result in some increase in loss.

To go back to what I said a minute ago, the economist would draw this sort of
a curve with the assumption that everything else is fixed, or this is a
supply/demand, production/demand curve for a technology. What we want to do
is to use our understanding and use our predictions to change the cost curve,
to bring this curve down here to cost so that we get both lower costs enQ
lower loss, or a lower loss at a lower cost to the community, point C on
Figure 4.

The economists would tell us to do that requires new technology. Clearly, it
seems to me, why else should we be pursuing understanding and the ability to
predict, but to use that knowledge to introduce a new generation of fire
safety technology.

Now, when we think about next generation fire safety technology, we may think
about many different things. We may think about new materials or products-
wall lining materials that do not burn the way the ones we saw yesterday do;
or maybe glass fixtures that do not break; products that when they are cooked
do not give off the same kinds of highly flammable pyrolysis products that we
see today, more efficient designs.

Or, we may think about new active technologies and major advances in the
performance or reliability of smoke detectors, sprinkler systems, alarms,
warning systems, exit way systems, and the like.

Alternatively, we may think about new technologies for fire prevention within
the community, as substitutes for public information and those things, and for
the fire fighting forces.

This diagram is a very broad map, too broad. It does not denote a route; this
is the whole continent. Clearly, if we want to reduce loss and costs, we need
something other than more of the past solutions. It means doing things
differently and doing them more efficiently. For example, it is not clear,
even with the changes taking place in the Japanese economy and demographics,
that persuasion is as effective a strategy for fire safety as it used to be.
Certainly, it is not very effective in this country.

Reliance on the public information side of fire prevention is difficult.
Ideally, perhaps, prevention technologies may be the way to go. But it
excited me, even though I was unable to participate in the last meeting of
this collaboration, to see "new technologies" added as an objective of our
cooperation because I think we are at the point where the knowledge base is
such that we can begin to use that knowledge to focus on safer products, next
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generation protection, and prevention technologies for reducing the loss and
costs of fire.

So, I would challenge us all to consider, in the time between now and the next
time we meet again, to think about how we get to where we are going. How
collectively, we can bring ourselves from the current levels of effort,
costs and losses, to a much higher level of effort which would greatly
increase the benefits of community investment in fire safe.ty. Otherwise, our
research is of little value in society.

Let me put it positively. The challenge to us is to demonstrate the value of
our research as a means of achieving that higher level of impact. ~e must
draw attention to the potential impact of our work.

Now, let me shift gears and resume the closing. Prof. Pagni has made
outstanding arrangements for this meeting. He got a superb translator for us,
and only the earthquake damage to her own house prevented her from coming.
At the slightest mention of her difficulty and her need, a collection has
been made so that we are in a position now, as a result of the generous
contributions from Japanese side and provision made on U.S. side to forward
Ms. Nariko Abe an amount very nearly equal to that she would have received,
had she been with us this entire week. It is wonderful. Thank you.

Obviously, this has been a very busy week for Drs. Gann and Suzuki as they
were kept running with schedule changes. Ms. Cramer and Ms. Grant have served
us very ably and more will be said about this when they are with us at the
reception downstairs.

Prof. Pagni's students have been abundantly apparent and helpful. But, I'm
not sure how he is going to deal with his students now that they must go back
to their studies.

There is no question that the courage award for this meeting of our joint
panel must go to the Japanese side. After all, all of them came here!
If half of the Americans didn't come to San Francisco from the East Coast
because of an earthquake on the West Coast, what would we do if there was an
earthquake in Japan? Go to London? Please, do not put us to that test.

The other courage award goes to ~hose on the Japanese side, that rugged
contingent from BRI, who took to the high seas on Saturday for a bracing sail.
The majority of us survived. I hope all found that a rewarding experience.

~e have during this week, between BRI and CFR, signed a cooperative research
agreement to highlight and accelerate the excellent cooperations that have
begun through this panel, and we look forward to more such cooperations in the
future.

It has been a week of unforgettable moments for us all. You have your special
memories, I have mine. Mine include sailing under the Golden Gate Bridge.
They include Inga's excellent tour at Christian Brothers, as she told us how
to savor wine and chocolate at the same time. Mine include the magnificent
dinner at Inglenook and an unforgettable evening at Pagni's house, and the
lovely ambience of lunch today at the ~omen's Faculty Club. Mine also include
the unforgettable experience of walking through the Marina District to see the·
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earthquake damage, not to mention the outstanding technical quality of the
papers and the presentations at this meeting.

So, I go away from this Eleventh UJNR Meeting a little bit tired, very much
mellowed, and with many unforgettable memories, and I very much look forward
to our next meeting in Japan. Thank you.

DR. TSUKAGOSHI:

Thank you very much, Dr. Snell. I think, it is not easy to find the map you
needed, but we should make the effort to find it. I would like to ask Prof.
Pagni to take the roster for this meeting.

PROF. PAGNI:

One of the few times I get the last word over Dick Gann. I'd like to thank my
California colleagues and, of course, my wife, and also Professor Zukoski, who
jumped right in and helped us here in Berkeley as if we were at his own
institution. I appreciate that. I would like to thank Professor Fernandez
Pello and Professor Williamson for their contributions to this meeting. I
must thank you. I have had a dream. That dream began after either the
second or the fourth UJNR Meeting in the cafeteria at NIST. I remember a fall
day, and I was listening to Professor Emmons and Dr. Lyons describe their
recent trip to Japan, and they were so impressed with the level of preparation
of each individual Japanese person in fighting fire. I remember the
description of the special buckets that kept all the water from going out as
you threw it on the fire, and I remember thinking, what a wonderful idea, that
faced with the same serious problems of fires, we should explore the solutions
that separate cultures hav~ developed.

I was hoping that as a young researcher some day I would have the pleasure and
honor of serving on the Panel. Shortly after that, I think, possibly--I've
never known--due to the suggestion of the late Irwin Benjamin, I was invited
to be an Associate Member of the Panel, and for the Fifth Meeting I showed up
early and Dr. Clarke and I got to guide our guests through the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington.

DR, TSUKAGOSHI:

I look forward to the next meeting in Tokyo and Tsukuba in 1992!
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October 24, 1989

RESOLUTIONS

The members of the United States-Japan Conference on Development and Utilization of
Natural Resources' Panel on Fire Research and Safety are quite pleased with the results of the 11th
Joint Meeting, held at the University of California in Berkeley, October 19-25, 1989. We wish to
thank tbe University of California. Berkeley for their outstanding efforts in hosting this meeting in
the face of the disruption from the great earthquake. The following resolutions summarize the
consensus reached.

It is hereby resolved that:

1. The objectives of the meetings of this panel remain to:

(a) exchange the latest technical information;

(b) promote cooperative research on Fire Safety Science;

(c) encourage the innovation necessary for the development of new testing methods.
designs and standards;

(d) form a multi-national consensus in the field of computer based fire modeling;

(e) explore the possibility of developing performance fire codes;

(t) develop new fire protection and prevention technology appropriate to modern
products and designs.

2. The next (12th) meeting of UJNR Panel on Fire Research and Safety will be held in Autumn
of 1992 at Thkyo and 1Sukuba in Japan.

3. A committee composed of two members from each country, chosen by the chairmen. shall
provide the chairmen with a suggested format and topics for the 12th Panel Meeting agenda
by the Summer of 1991. The chairmen will then set the detailed agenda by consensus. The
discussion of each topic should begin with an outline of progress made in each field between
meetings by both Japan and the United States.
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4. We are pleased with the collaborations between Drs. Sekizawa and Hall: Drs. Mulholland,
Koseki and lin: and Drs. Hasemi and Quintiere. Emphasis should be placed on further
Cooperative Fire Research Programs. These are especially valuable where the facilities are
somewhat different in our two countries. The four member committee. described in
resolution number three. will identify appropriate joint research programs and propose them
to the chairmen within six months. In addition. the exchange of working personnel should
continue to be pursued vigorously. During the past year. Drs. G. Mulholland and W Parker,
NlST employees. each spent a valuable month in BRI and FR.!. Drs. Yamada. Yusa. Nambu.
and Kushida are now conducting useful research projects in the United States. Dr. Kanemaru
has already completed his project.

5. Panel Members are encouraged to exchange information of interest through the respective
chairmen between meetings. Research reports issued in each country should be exchanged
as soon as they are available. The titles of these reports will. in each country, be sent to the
panel members w~,o can identify the ones they would like to receive from their chairmen. It
is important that all the relevant reports for the next meeting be sent in time to be received
in the other country at least two months before the 12th meeting.
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